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It is the changing in the position of the body from a location to another location with

respect to changing in the time.

Motion and rest have relative concept.

For example : Arider in the train may be seemed in rest with respect to another rider in
the same train while both of them is considered that he is moving with respect to a person

standing on the road during the motion of the train.

There aro many kinds of motion :

(1) Displacing motion where the body moves from a point to another point the first point

is called the starting point and the second point is called the end point this motion has

two kinds :

a. The straight motion such as the motion of a body falling from a window.

b. The motion in a curving line such as the motion of projectiles.

(2) Circular motion and oscillator motion such as the motion of planets and the pendulum

r this motions kind is out our study in this book.

It is a virtual point is used to study the motion of the body where we represent the motion of

the body as the motion of a point with neglecting any internal motion of the body with the

circular motion or oscillated motion.

Rectilinear motion

Some fundomentql deftnitions ond concepts
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If acar moved from the initial position (A) to

reach the final point (the end point) (B) following

the path shown on the opposite figure then :

B(The ending point)

The initial point

(starting point)

The position vector of a particle

The position vector of a body is the vector which its initial point

coincides the position of the observer (0) and its end point coincides

the position of the body simultaneity

The position vector of a body is denoted

by(r)where ir=Xi+yj

It is the vector represented by the directed line segment AB where its starting point (A)

coincides with the initial position of the body and its ending point (B) on its end positionr

the displacement Ag h denoted by 3

Therefore : To determine the displacement we must know :

o The magnitude of the displacement : which is the distance between the initial position

and the final position of the motion = ll AE-ll= llSll

o The direction of the displacement which is the direction of the motion from the initial

position to the final position.

Remorks

o The magnitude of the happened displacement of a body equals to the covered distance

in the case of the motion in a straight line in a fixed direction only.

o If the body moved to a position and returned back to the starting point of motion

: then the magnitude of the displacement equals zero

(The covered distance) is the length of the path which the body moves.

The covered distance is a scalar quantity.

o The magnitude of the displacement < the covered distance.

Jhe displqcement ond the distonce
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Let O be the position of the observer : A and B

are the start point and the end point of the body

respectively at two successive moments.

If we denote to the starting position at the moment

11) by (rs) and we denote to the ending position at

the moment (t + h) by the (r) : then

the displacement : S = r - ro

=(xz-xl)i +(yz-yr)1,

llsll=@
If 6 is a unit vector in the direction of AB- r then 3 = ll S ll e

Example

Example

I lt a body moved 12 metres towards East r then it moved ^Tn

I S metres towards North r then it stopped motion calculate I u

I tfr" covered distance and the happened displacement of I -/1|-I ttrebody. we,iffEa"t

t "l ''

) Solutlon

| . ,n" covered distance by the body - OA + AB = 12 + 5= 17 metres.
l"-
| 

. ffr" displacement is represented by the directed line segment OB where the

| ,nugritude of the displacement =1[* *l* = 13 metres.

| 
, the direction of the displacement where : tan 0 = + ,then 0 =ZZ" 3i t)

I t.n .The norm of the displaceme nt = 13 metres and its direction

| = 22" 3) t) lNorttr of East)

\The relotion between the position vector ond the disptocement
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(2)'.'i;=zi-zj , i= oi+rol
.'. The displacement happened till the moment t = 4 is t- [= 4T+

1t@;@ = 4n[70 brgth unit.

(3) '.' t= +i+ +l , i= oi+ ro j
.'. The displacement happened between the two moments t = 2 and.t = 4

i, i- f,=zi + ej
: its norm ={* * 6, = zafto bngth unit.

o The velocity is a vector quantity expresses the rate of change in the position of
the body with respect to time.

. Speed is the scalar quantity which expresses the norm of the verocity.

t2j

The velocity of a body is the vector which its magnitude equals the speed of the body and
its direction is the direction of its motion.

For example :90 km./hr. expresses the speed while

90 km./hr. in north expresses the velocity.

They are : km. lhr. t metre / second (m./sec.) : centimetre / second (cm./sec.) where :

1 km./hr. =
1000 metre

= fr m./sec.
60 x 60 seconds

1 km./tr. =
1000 x 100 cm. 250

= g cm./sec.
60 x 60 seconds

For example : 27 km./hr. = 27 x fr = Z.S m./sec.

+l um.tnr.= 4+ 
" + = t25 cm./sec.

20 m./sec. =20 x ! =nkm./hr.

lo(\ ; | /\ 7i / ayv \ / (CA r:,1'J oto>tJl.U-p 1l4Edf

The velocity - The speed

The units of meosuring the speed
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It is the state in which the magnitude and the direction of the velocity are constant.

Hence we have two important remarks on the uniform motion :

(L) Constant direction : As the particle moves in a uniform motion r then it moves along

a constant direction. (in a constant straight line)

(2) Constant magnitude as the magnitude of the

velocity is constant in the uniform motion that

means that the particle covers equal

distances in equal time.

Remork

In the case of uniform motion we find that :

(1) The norm of the displacement = the covered distance

(2) The relation between the displacement and the velocity is 3= t i

(3) The constant velocity in this case is called the uniform velocity : which it means that :

the body covers equal displacements in equal times.

If the motion is not uniform r then we call it variable velocity r and in the variable motion

each of the direction and the magnitude of the velocity is variable or one of them only

(from moment to another moment)

Remork

In the case of motion in a constant straight line : assuming a unit vector 6 i, u direction

parallel to the direction of motion r then we get :

. S (the algebraic measure of the displacemerO = ll S ll if tf," displacement is in the

same direction of 6 o. - ll 3ll f the displacement is in the opposite direction of 6

. V (rhe algebraic measure of the velocity) = ll ? ll if tn" direction of the velocity is

the same direction of 6 or - ll ? ll if tfr" direction of the velocity is in the opposite

direction of 6

10 
I

The car which covers with constant distance 80 kilometre per hour in a circular paththat

means : the velocity of the car is constant and equals 80 km./hr. but the direction of

the velocity is not constant because the direction of motion is variable.

The uniform motion

Vorioble motion
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The average speed (Vu) within a time interval is the quotient of the total distance in this
interval by the time interval.

The average speed is a scalar quantity.

Vo=
The total distance

The total time

The average velocity (Va) it is defined as the quotient of the displacement by the time
interval of motion of this displacement :

the average velocity is a vector quantity.

If r, and 12 are the two position vectors of a body at the two
moments t, and t, respectively then :

The average velocity 1-v)

_ The happened displacement _
The total time

t2 -tr S

t^-t. - t^-r-ZIZI

It is not necessary that the ayerage speed equals the norm of the average velocity.

* The physical concept ofthe average speed :

It is the speed which the body moved with it uniformly with in the time interval r so
the body covered the same total distance.

If the time interval (tz - t) is very small and the moment t is the middle of this interval

then the velo-city V in this case is called the instantaneous velocity at the time t and it is
denoted by V

If a car's driver starts his tour between two cities A and

B taking the curved path shown in the figure.

If the length of the path is 240 km. while the distance between

the two cities in the case of straight motion is 210 km. and

the elapsed time of the tour is 3 hours of course during the tour

the speed scale's reading will varies from moment to another moment.

Sometimes it = 120 km./h. and in another moment it = 60 km./hr. perhaps rt = zero at rest
or in fuel station or at rest place. but at the end we get :

A(Starting point)

Illustrated example

lr

The overoge speed - The qveroge velocity

The i nstsntoneous velocity
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(1) The car covered a distance 240km. in 3 hours.

So , the rate 80 km./hr. this is called the aver4ge speed

i.e.Theaverage speed - TE: total.4istance 
= '!^o = 80 km./hr.-t- - 

The total time 3

(2) The average velocity is connected by the displacement happened although the car covered

z4}km.but the displacement happened=2l} km. in the direction fromAto B

So we get :

The average vel0city - The tgtalqilfl?cement 
= '!', = 70 km'/hr' in the direction AB'- --J 

The total time 3

(3) The reading of the speed scale gives the instantaneous speed

i.e. (720 km./hr. : 60 km./hr . t ...) arc instantaneous speeds from a moment to another

moment.

Example

I A 
"u. 

covered a distance 45 km. on a straight road in f, nour I then it returned back

| ,o.or..25 km. in the opposite direction in { nour
I

I nina at the end of the tour :

I 
f f l The displacement happened. 

I 
(2) The total covered distance.

I tSt The average speed. | 14) The average velocity.

I

) Solution

I orrr-" the unit vector j- 
o,u,n'

I 
rroouurv A#B

I O m the direction from A to B then : c----- B

| 
2s km.

| ,r, The happened displacement = a5 6 + e 25 b = 20 6

I

I tZ t The total covered distance = 45 + 25 = 10 km.

I ,r,The averase speed - The total distance = 19 .-= 56 km./hr.

I 
'"' The rorat time 

+ . +
I the hannenecl clisnlacement z}t .. n
I t4t The averase velocitr, - 

The happened displacement 
= -* = 16 e

| 
'-' ' The total time 

tr . +
| ,*.The average velocity has the same direction of 6 and its norm = 16 km./hr.

12 
1
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A bicycle driver covered a distance 37.5 km. on a straight road with speed 25 km. /hr.

r then he covered a distance 18 km. with speed 12 km. /trr. Find the average velocity
during the whole journey if :

(1) The two displacements are in the same direction.

(2) The two displacements are in opposite directions.

Solution

... The time taken to cover the first distance = # = t.S

r the time taken to cover the second distance = # = t.S

.'. The total time = 1.5 + 1.5 = 3 hours

(1) If the two displacements are in the same direction :

.'. The total displacement vector =37.5 0 + 18 6 = SS.S 6

The average velocity = i = 
rTa = 18.5 6

V
a

'. The average velocity has the same direction of 6 and

hours.

hours.

e
+

25 km./hr. 12 km. /hr.

37.5 km. 18 km

its magnitude = 18.5 km./hr.

e
....---->-

25 km./hr.

37.5 km.

l2 krn.lhr.
+

18 km.

(2)lt the two displacements are in opposite directions :

.'. The total displacement veetor = 37 .5 6 * f- ta 6; = 19.5 6

The average velocity
 

19.5e . - =-=O.-.)e,3

.'. The average velocity has the same direction of 6 and its magnitude = 6.5 km.ftr.

Erample Gl

I In an orthogonal coordinate system, a particle begins its motion from a fixed point.

| ,Lfter 3 seconds ftom the beginning of motion the particle was at the positio.nA (7 I 3)

| *U after 5 seconds from the beginning of motion the particle was at the position

I n f 13 r 11). Find the average velocity of the particle during this interval then find its

I magnitude and its direction.

I

) solution
I
l-\s

I tr=OA=7i+3 j t rz=OB=13i+11 j
I-
| 

- 
r^-r. 6i+8i -

| 
.'. fneaveragevelocityVa =ffi= 5_3r =3i+4 j

| . tt Gll=1[tP = 5 lensth unir/sec.

| '..,urs=+ ...e-s3"i48o

t13-
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i.e.Thedirection of the average velocity makes an angle of measure 53" i 48*

with the positive direction of X-axis

Example @
( - Distance

I fne opposite figure represents the relation tnkm'

I n"t*".n the elapsed time and the covered r*l i i / I

I ai.run.. of the motion of a train in a straight il:l 
' 

,4t t

| ,,',. from the point (o) Find , ]|:l , 
t/' 

' 
i

| ,,, rhe average verocity. ;;:l 
' 
/ , I I I

I - -. ,rol /, I ' I

I ,r, rhe average speed. iill 7 t I

l u*,**,u* 'll/' | , | 
"',"" 

''t**-*'"""-"^01234567hour
I Assuming the unit vector 6 in the direction of the motion

| of the train considering the two points A (1 , 100) and B (4 ,400)

I

I .. V, _ The happened displacement - 400 - 100 
= 100 6

I 
The elapsed time 4 - 1

I i.t.The magnitude of the average velocity = 100 km./hr. in the direction of the motion :

I

I ,n" averase soeed - 
The covered distance - 300 

= 100 km./hr.

| 
" ' The elapsed time 3

I W" notice that the magnitude of the average velocity = the average speed because

I

I the motion is uniform.

Remork

As representing the relation between the happened displacement and the elapsed time of

the motion in a straight line graphically we notice that :

Displacement S

in metre

I

1
I

I

. The graph shows that the motion is uniform

. The instantaneous velocity = the avetage velocity

_ The happened displacement 
= 

A .
The elapsed time At

Time T in

T
As

V

TA
l I

hour
slope of the straight line in the graph.



Displacement S

in metre

6

5

4

3

2

1

^4u r 23 4 s 67

o The graph shows that the motion is variable.

o The instantaneous velocity = the slope of the

tangent to the curve at this moment

= Lim As
A1--6 [ 1

Time T in hours

1)r
I

!A

)
/ I

\t I

o
(u

The opposite graph represents the

relation between the magnitude of
the displacement (S) happened by

a car moving between two cities going

and returning track and the time (t)

(1) Find the magnitude of the average

velocity within the first two hours.

(2) Find the magnitude of the average

velocity within the last 3 hours,

(3) What does the horizontal line segment

means to ?

(4) Find each ofthe average speed and the

average velocity at the end of the motion.

Solution

(4). The average speed =
The total covered distance

The total time

The displaceDrelt S

in kn.

160

140

120

100

80

60

40

20

0
Time T in

honrs

(1) '.' The slope of the graph within the first two hours = 
110 

^0 = ZS
2-0

.'. The magnitude of the average velocity within the first two hours = I5 Wr^.lhr. (in going)

(2) '.' The slope of the graph within the last three hours = 
0= 110 

= - 50
8-5

.'. The magnitude of the average velocity within the last three hours = 50 km./hr. :

(in returning back)

(3) It means to the motion is stopped for 3 hours.

150 + 150

8
= 37 .5 km./hr.

. The ayeragevelocity - The lgtal disPhcement 
and since the car had returned back to

the first city once again. The total time

.'. The average velocity = $

Example

The total displacement= zero
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Example

I 
A train covered the distance between Cairo and Alexandria on two stages. the first one

I from Cairo to Tanta of distance L05 km. with velocity 105 km. /hr.
I

I The second stage is from Tanta to Alexandria of distance 120 km. with velocity 90 km. /hr.
I

I If the train stopped in Tanta for 10 minutes.
I

I F'ind its average velocity during the whole trip (consider the train moved all time in one

I straight line)

I

t

i Solution c

| '.' tn. total displacementi= 105 t, + lf,lot =2256 ,orffi. eokm./hr.
l- @
I t n< Cairo 165 km. Tanta I20 km. Alex.

| '.' The time taken to cover rhe firsr distance = iit = t hour.
I

| 
'.' ffr" time taken to cover the second distance = #= f hourr.

| '.' ff," remaning time in Tanta = 10 minut"t = t3 = f no,r..t"
| .'. ftr"totaltime =t* f * * =2.5hours.

l-oo<AA
| .'. fne average velocity u u= T = 90 b'

I

| .'. ffr" average velocity has the same direction of 6 and its magnitude = 90 km. i tr.

Example @

r another

25 km./ hr. 65 km./ hr.

A-180km.-B

16 
1
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Our life experiments shows us that motion is a relative concept: its description changes

from observer to another r sometimes it changes with relative to the observer himself
according to his case.

For example :

o The train passenger may imagine that his train moves

backwards when he sees from the window another train start

motion in the same direction r but at last he discovers that his

train still at rest when he sees again from the other side to

the station building which is fixed at its position.

o When the driver of a car sees another car in front of him

moving with speed less in magnitude than the speed of his

car. It seems to him that the other car is moving back.

o When the driver of a car sees another car moves in his

direction : it seems to him that it moves slowly while when

he sees another car moves in the opposite direction : it seems

to him that it moves with great speed.

The concept of relative velocity

The relative velocity for a particle (B) with respect to another particle (A) is the velocity

that the particle (B) appears to move with if we assume that the particle (A) is at rest r and

it is denoted by (Vsa)

Consider two bodies A and B and f anA f,'u." their two velocity with respect to the

observer (O) on the Earth surface.

If we assume that a person is existing on the body A moving with it observe the motion of
the body B r then vuo is the velocity of the body B with respect to A

To know the relation between { , Gand vul
We give each of the two bodies A and B an extra velocity = - { to make the body A at rest:
then the velocity of the body B becomes with respect to

the bodv A =;:-;--^-""*J^^ -ts 'A

,.--_---___- 
__-l

i -- IerI lc :I+.j
i.e.'Ihe relative velocity of B with respect to A

= the velocity of B - the velocity of A

i.e. Equais the resultant of the two velocitV vs anO * {

(1)

itt(f , 1)/Y 7i/AiV t /(Ci\.:Lrl oL;tJl.:r,i,r-, y4fftlf

The relotive speed

The relative vetocity
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The relation (1) gives the relative velocity when we know the two velocity with respect to

the observer standing on the Earth (O)

Also we can write this relation in the form :

irB-YA-rYBA j

the relation (2) we can use it to calculat" f if we knew il , uuo

Remorks

(f)-ves=--uuo

(2) If the velocity of the car (A) is vo and the velocity of tf car (B) is vu

and the velocity of the car (B) relative to the car (A) is vuo

First: ff iland vluYA vR are in two opposite directions r then :

vro has the same direction of vu

Second : If vo , v, huu" the same direction r then :

* uBA has the same direction of vu if v" > vo

* -uuo 
has the opposite direction of G if v" < vo

(2)

c++

n ,-ityx=J5c t vB=-45c 7-5 km./ hr.
4

45 km./ hr.
<- 

The

A car moves on a straight road with velocity 75 km. /hr. A bicycle moves on the same

road with velocity 45 km. /hr. Find the velocity of the bicycle relative to the car.

If : (1) The bicycle moves in opposite direction of the car.

(2) The bicycle moves in the same direction of the car.

Solution

Let 6 be the unit vector in the direction of the car

(l) The bicycle B moves in the opposite direction of the car A

... 
-"uo 

= - 45 t, -ls t, = - t20 ! lElrhe car lE-lbicvcle

i.e.The bicycle seems to the driver of the car as it moves towards him as it is in

the opposite direction of the car with velocity of magnitude 120 km./hl.

(2) The bicycle (B) moves in the same direction of the car (A)

i"o=G-% .'. i"o =45t_75t,=-30a
The car The bicycle

i.e,Thebicycle seems to the driver of the car as it moves towards him with a velocity of

rnagnitude 30 km./hr.

A
L

-->+

75 km./ hr. 45 km./ hr.
+ .+

rtr [Bl

18 
I
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I A ship is moving in a straight way towards a port. at 100 km. far from it r
I

I u, aeroplane passed over the ship in the opposite direction with velocity 300 km.lhr.
I

I The aeroplane observed the ship : which seemed to it as it is moving with velocity

I sso km. /hr. F'ind the time from the moment of otrservation till it reaches the port.t\
I Solution .-\ / e

I ::.',:""'::::*"* 
in the direction or 

ffir"lli-o*"n'
I the velocity of the aeroplane (A) 

i

I . t,^=3006 , -r"o=-350a, 
il^LAr

l'.r
I '.'uro=VB-vA i fl

I 
---| -3s06=G-3006 p_l-r-:s

I J\r\.ru g_".ffi,"";=1
t-r,-

I G=-50" @--rookm.--h_:*51
| 

" Port

| .'. The velocity of the ship - 50 km. / hr. towards the port. vBA =350km"/hr'

I

I ...- S

| .L--

lv
| .'. fne time taken till the ship reaches the port = # = 2 hours.

Example

Example (D

I A nolice car (A) moving on a straight road measured the relative velocity of a car (B)

I with respect to it moving in the opposite direction to tre 120 km.lhr. When the car (A)

I decreased its speed into the half I then it remeasured the relative speed (of the car B)

I it found that it became 100 km./hr. What is the actual velocity of each of the two cars ?

I

) Solution
ln
I 

Assuming c is the unit vector in the direction 
0

I of the motion of the car A + -'+
| ...r-^=-120a 6E*. 

ThecarB

-_- +L+
| '"-%=-1zoo (1) 

rhePolicecarA

I When the car A decreased its speed into the half
tr
I . -, rnn II r^ 

-.-':"
I C- +i=- 1oo6 e)
I

I rror" (1) and (2): .'. {= +o 6 , G= - 80 6

| .'. 
"o = 40 km./hr. r vn = 80 km. /hr. in the opposite direction.

Irg
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If (A) is a cruiser of speed vo fired a torpedo (B) with a given speed'

speed ofthe torpedo ve = the speed ofthe cruiser

(vo) + the speed at which the torpedo has been fired. V^+ V^
Ab

Example

velocity 45 km./hr. in the same direction of the first train.

45 km./hr. in the opposite direction of the first train.

train = vo and the velocity of

20i

velocity

the direction of motion of the first train.

Remork

Example
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(l)va=72c: v"=Q
"' Lu = t- G=nt -i =tzt

In order that the 1st train passes completely the second one.

It must cover a distance = 150 + 100 = 250 metres with velocity 72km.lhr.

.'. The time taken = -2lo -
20

A
YA=J2c t vs=45C

-n.., 5
=7'2x fr =ZO m./sec.

12.5 seconds.

"'L"=f*G=rut-+st=ztt
.'. In order that the first train passes completely the second one it must cover

distance 250 metres with velocity 27 x t = r.t m./sec.

.'. The time taken = #= 33* sec.

(3)iA=72t, G=-4st .'.Lu=%-G=nt-f-ast1=:n7[
In order that the first train passes completely the second train it must cover

a distance 250 metres with velocity 117, * = ff mls"".

.'. The time taken =250 = T = 250 x fi =l .l ,"".

A train moYes with velocity 84 km. /hr. catches another one of length 120 metres and
moves with velocity 60 km./trr. parallel to the first one. it completely leaves

the second after 45 sec. Find the length of the l't train r then find the time it takes to
cross a bridge of length 520 metres I knowing that the second train moves in the same

direction of the first train.

Solution

Assuming that the velocity of the filst train is f and its length is s metre and

the velocity of the second train is vu and 6 is a unit vector in the direction of
the motion of the two trains

.'.f=s+3 ,G=606 .'. uou = % - h = 8+ 6 - OO t, =Zat,

.'. The first train cover a distance - (s + 120) m.

with velocity of magnitudezlkm./hr. =24 x t = + m./sec. within time = 45 seconds.

.'. s+ 120=4 x+S=300
3

.'. s (the length of the first train) = 300 - l2O = 180 m.

In order that the first train crosses the bridge it must cover a distance (180 + 520) = 700 m.

with velocity 84 km./hr.

i.e. With velocity equals A+ x fr = $ m./sec.

J

70

lzt

Exanple

.'. The time taken to cross the bridge = 700 - ? =700 x = 30 seconds.
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If a particle moves such that its velocity changes from an instant to another instant in

magnitude or direction or both r then we say that the particle moves with a variable motion

or it is moving with acceleration.

If q , C *" the velocities of a particle at two consecutive moments t, and t,

successively then 'i ;= # i*h"r" ii, ur"ruge acceleration.

In the case of the time interval (tz- t) is very small where it leads to zero r then

the acceleration in this case is called the instantaneous acceleration.

The definition of the acceleration:

It is the rate of change of the velocity with respect to time

or it is the change of the velocity in the unit of time.

The uniform motion

It is the case in which the magnitude and the direction of the velocity is constant.

The variable motion

It is the motion where the particle changes its velocity in time of motion.

22 
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The uniform variable motion

It is the motion where the velocity changes with constantrate with respect to time.
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i.e.In case of uniform variable motion the acceleration is constant in magnitude and

direction in time of motion.It is known that the direction of the velocity is always the

same direction of motion while the acceleration it may be :

(1) In the same direction of motion : hence the velocity of the particle increases with
respect to time and (a) has the same sign of (v) in the algebraic measure of both the

acceleration and velocity.

(2) In the opposite direction of motion : hence the velocity of the particle decreases with
respect to time and (a) has the inverse sign of (v) in the algebraic measure of both

acceleration and velocity.

'.' Unit of measurements of acceleration

_ Unit of measurement of magnitude of velocity

Unit of measurement of time

.'. We can measure the magnitude of the acceleration by the following units :

cm./sec./sec. (which is written cm./sec?) or m./sec./sec. (which is written m./sec?) or

km./hr./hr. (which is written k{n.lfu\ or km./hr./sec. or m/sec./min and so on.

km./hr"/sec, into :

{3)km.ftr?

m.lsec?

(4) m./sec./min.

_5-18

Solution

(I) 1 km./hr./sec. =

(2) I km./hr./sec. =

1km.
hr. x sec.

1km.

hr. x sec.

1000 metre

60 x 60 sec. x sec.

1000 x 100 cm.

60 x 60 sec. x sec.

250,)
= g cm./sec:

(3) 1 km./hr./sec. = - 
1km' 

= ---J $,-- = 3600 km.6r?
nr' x sec' hr. x ==-l:hr.60x60

1km./hr./se".-,1k-' =hr. x sec.

1000 m. _50
J

Exanple

Conyert the acceleration of magnitude 1

(1) m./sec? (2) cm.lsec?

60 min. x sec.
m./sec./min.

Units of meqsurements of the mognitude of the sccelerotion



What does it mean as we say

(l) Aparticle moves tnastraightline with a uniform accelerution6 cmJsec? initsdirection

of motion ?

That means the magnitude of the velocity of this particle increases during its motion

regularly at arate 6 cm./sec. per sec.

Q) Aparticle moves in a straightline with a uniform acceleration 8 km./hr./minutes in its

opposite dkectionof motion ?

That means that the magnitude of the velocity of this particle decreases regularly

during its motion at arate 8 km./hr. per minute.

The graphic representation of the curve of (velocity - time) of the motion of a particle

in a straight line :

Velocity Velocity

t_
I

The motion is uniform

variable with (+ ve)

acceleration (accelerate)

The

slope

of

The

atea

In case of all the following curves are drawn above the time axis r then:

The motion is uniform

with a = zeto

algebraic measure of
the velocit

Velocity

The rnotion is uniform

variable with (-'ve)

acceleration (decelerate)

gives
the curve of (dispiacement-time)

the curve of (velocity-time) 'algebrarc 
measure of the

algebraic measure of' the

the curve of (velocity-time)

the curve of (acceleration-time) change of algebraic
measure of the velocit

--r4 
I

rurder

gives

Enrich

o
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We shall study now the equations of straight motion with a uniform acceleration

(uniform variable motion)

We had studied these equations in physics in 1't grade secondary. There are some symbols

we are going to use in these equations: we sufitrnerise them as follows :

<<The relation between velocity and time in case of Iinear

motion with uniform acceleration>>

Let a particle moving in a straight line with a uniform variable

motion r and its acceleration constant vector = i

0+o

O.- +o

and its initial velocity = { and the velocity of the body after a time t is i

..;-i=i,

.'. vA = t {zu.+ at)

.'.;={*it

1

.'. v,r =v^+ * at
"Z

'.1I-r I :

: then by taking algebraic from to the two sides.

<<The relation between the displacement and the time in the linear motion with

a uniform acceleration>.

If a body moves with a uniform acceleration r then the average velocity f Ouring

a time t is equal to half of the sum of its beginning velocity { and ending velocity i
1..'t.e.vA=i(v+vo)

using the algebraic measurements it will be vo = t (r.+ v) but from the first law v = vo + a t

.'.vA= *$,+vo+at)
'.' The displacement = the average velocity x time

.'.s=(*.*at)xt

The symbol Its meaning

Tcr denote the velocity of the particle at the beginning of the measuring time.

v To denote the velocity of the particle at the end of a time interval (t)

S To denote the displacement of apafiicle during the time interval (t)

a To denote the acceleration.

lL : 
1) /t ti/6yv \ /lC)) o{J oplJl.rU.f, gEdJ I 25

The equotions of the uniform voriqble motion in o stroight line

The first equotion

The second equotion
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The area below the curve of (velocity - time) equals the algebraic

measure of the displacement happened of a particle.

If the motion is uniform variable (with uniform acceleration)

starting with velocity vo and after passing time t its velocity

became v

-/i/r
I

I

I

I

>r
I

I
I

I
I

t
(v-%)

+t

Time

This is represented in the opposite graph then the algebraic measure of the happened t '-

displacement s = the area of the part below the curve (graph line) = the area of the rectangle

+ the area of the triangle

= vo t *lt tu - vo) substituting from the first equation.
1

.'. s=vot+ ir@"+at-vo) i

...s=v.t+l

<The relation between the velocity and the displacement in the case of the linear

motion with uniform acceleration>.

(1) rs=vot+ tut'
Canceling (t) from the two equations as follows :

Squaring (1) : .'. v2 =Yo2 *2"2:!: * C 
-

Substituting from (2) we get:7 v2 = Yo2 + 2 a s )

"r')

'lt..t 'i'tl1,,lL ', li ,

(1) The previous equations connect between four unknown values : we c&Il get one of

them if we knew the values of the other three of them.

(2) The sign of each of v r vo t a afidis determined according to the direction unit vector 6

(3) At the begining of motion ,," t = zeto')

(8) If the particle returns back to the start point (the initial position) : then ,. : 
=:::: 

.)

(9) In the case of knowing the values of vo r v t t it is not necessary to get the value of (a)

to find the displacement s where we can use the equation i , = '"r* 
u , t.i

i.e. s =va x t (which we used to get the second equation) 
i----------------

'.'v=vo+at

1tt' ,,a

.'. u2 =vo2 +2 a(v"t+ |

(2)

26 
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(10) The direction of the velocity is always in motion direction but the direction of

acceleration could be in direction of motion (acceleration) or in opposite direction of

motion (retardation).

(11) Any retardation motion does not continue unless to a finite period of time : then it
turns over to accelerated motion in the opposite direction.

Example

Example

i 
A narticle started its motion in a straight line with uniform acceleration 5 cm./sec?

I and initial velocity 20 cm./sec. in magnitude in the opposite direction of its acceleration.

I 
find its velocity and displacement after :

| 
(1) 3 seconds. (2) 4 seconds. (3) 6 seconds. (4) 9 seconds.

I

) solution

I cor.ia"r the direction of the initial velocity is the positive direction.
I

I .'. u" = 20 cm./sec. ) a= - 5 cm.lsec?

I

I ttl v=vo* ot= 20+{- 5) x 3 =5 cm./sec.

.'. v= o* t x60=30m./sec.
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.'. The velocity after 3 seconds = 5 cm./sec. in the same direction of f
: S = vo t* + aP =20 @ * +(-5) (3)2 =37 | cm.

(2) v = vo + a t=20 + (- 5) x 4 = zero

.'. The particle will be at rest instantly after 4 seconds

, s = vo ,* + a& =20 x++ | e, @)z =40 cm.

(3) v = vo + a t=20 + (- 5) x 6 = - 10

.'. The velocity after 6 seconds = 10 cm./sec. in the opposite direction of {

r S = vo t* + aP =20 x e + t (- 5) x (6)2 =30 cm.

(4) v = vo + a t= 20 + (- 5) x 9 = -25

.'. The velocity after 9 seconds =25 cm.lsec. in the opposite direction of f

,s = vo r* + a& =20 "e 
+ lx (-5) x92 =-22.5

i.e.The particle step over the place of the starting of the motion studying by

a distance 225 m.in the opposite direction of f

Exanple

28 
I
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(1) To find the distance which the particle covered within the nth second r we should find
the distance which it covered within the first n seconds and the distance which it covered

within the first (n - 1) seconds.

The difference between them gives us the distance which was covered in the nft second

i.e. ,,' The covered distance in the nth second - sn sn_ 1 i

For';;;;ote:
The covered distance in the 5th second - s5 - so and

The covered distance in the Sth and 9th seconds together = 59 - 57

(2) The average velocity of a particle within a cefiain time interval = its instantaneous

velocity at the midpoint of this time interval.

For example :
o The ayerage velocity within the 5th second = vo * 4.5 a

o The average velocity within 9th and 10th seconds together = vo * 9 a

i rne o_r9j1nce = lhe 1y-1ras" 
u_.1-9:1,v x time,,l

o The distance covered within the 5th second = (vo * 4.5 a) x 1

. The distance covered within the 9th and 10th seconds = (vo + 9 a) x 2

For example :

(1) If a particle covered a distance 5 metres within the 4th

second (1 sec) r then its average velocity = * = 5 m./sec..I

r then it is equal to the velocity of the particle after 3f seconds

from starting motion. ... J = v,+Zl a

(2)It a particle covered a distance 8 cm. within the

two seconds 5th and 6'n (2 seconds) : then its

average velocity = t =4 cm./sec.

It is equal to the velocity of the particle after 5 seconds

.'.!-vo+5a

(3) If a particle coverod a distance 18 metres

within the three seconds (7th , Sth and 9th)

.'. Its average velocity = f = 6 m./sec.

v_
io vo=Sm./sec.

ntl-\./-\'/-\^,,--\ --l t 2 314 s

t
a a.""-2

It is equal to the velocity of the particle after 1 t
.'. $-v.+lf a

seconds

The overogevelocitywithin the nth second of the uniform voriqble motion
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A particle moved from rest in a straight line with a uniform acceleration.

It covered a distance 38 cm. within the 10th second of its motion.

Find the magnitude of its acceleration and the distance which it covered within the

5th second of its motion.

Solution

The average velocity within the

10th second = S = 38 cm./sec.
I

It is equal to the velocity of the particle at the middle of the 10th second

i.e. After 9.5 seconds from starting motion.

'.'v=vo+at

"' 
a= ff= + cm'lsec?

To find the covered distance in the 5th second we say :

The average velocity within the 5th second = The velocity at the middle of this second

= The velocity after 4.5 seconds from starting motion.

.'. vu = 0 + 4 x 4.5 = 18 cm./sec.

.'.s=18x1=18cm.

.'. The covered distance in the 5th second = 18 cm.

.'.38=0+9.5a

Another solution :

'.' Sro - Ss = 38

.'.+^x19=38

.'. (, * i u" 1oo)- (o. t a x at) =:s

:. a= 4 cm.lsec2.

.'. The covered distance in the 5th second = Ss - S+

= (o * i "o 
xzs)-(o * * "ox 

ro)

=50-32=18cm.

'.'v-vo+at

'.'s=vuxt
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Another solution :

The average velocity within the 5th second

= the velocity after 4.5 second from starting motion

v =20cm./sec.o

o 12

'.'v-vo+at .'. vu=20+8x4'5= 56cm./sec.

.'. The covered distance in the 5th second only = va x t = 56 x 1 = 56 cm.

(2) The covered distance within the two seconds (7th and 8th together)

- s8-So=20 x s + { (8) (8)2- fzo ' u* t (8) x (6)2] =L52cm.

The average velocity within the two seconds

(7th and 8th together) = the velocity

after 7 seconds from starting motion

'.'v=vo+at .'. vu=20+8 xJ =J6 cm./sec.

.'. The covered distance = va x t =76 x 2 = 152 cm.

A small ball has been pushed in the opposite direction of winds with velocity

5 mJsec. r it moved in a straight line with deceleration 2 m.tse&. Find the elapsed

time for the tlall becomes at a distance 6 metre from the point of pushing.

Solution

Consider the positive direction is

the direction of pushing velocity {
.'. vo = 5 m./sec. ; z= _ 2m/sec?

When the ball is at a distance 6 metres from the point of pushing (O) : then :

s = + 6 or s = - 6 r where the positive of s means the ball lies atAin the side of the

positive displacement (in the direction of pushing) and the negative of s means the ball

lies at B in the side of negative displacement (in the other side with respect to (O))

(1)Ifs=6

.'.6-st-+xZt2 .'.e-5t+6=o

.'. t=2 seconds or t = 3 seconds

The ball will be at a distance 6 metres far from the pushing point and in the side

towards which it has been pushed two times.

The first when t = 2 seconds during its motion in the positive direction and when

t = 3 seconds from the starting motion r when its motion in the negative direction

(the ball pushed in the positive direction) r then it becomes at rest instantly at E

and changes its motion direction

vo=5 m/sec +@
+6m lu=O

o, ol----:-Tt
--6mr+6ml

, '.. s = vo t + t ur,

.'. (t-2)(t-3)=0

Example

- 
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(2)Ifs=-6

...&-5t-6=o

,'.'S=Vot+

.'. (t-6)(t+
i,e
1)=o

1

.',-6=5t- *xLtz
Z

,'. t=6 seconds

,'. The ballwill be at a dlstaflce 6 t'netres frorn the pushing point in the other side

which is the side of negatlve displacement with respect to the pushing point

aftortime=6seconds.

;-
vo=l00 m,/sec, v=0

t-
; 50 cm.

a

vo=100 m./sec.
V=?

133

Example

A bullet is lired horizontally with velocity 100 m./sec. at a fixed wooden target.It
embedded in it at a depth 50 cm. Find the acceleration of motion of the bullet if it is
uniform.

rf it is lired at another piece of wood like the first of thickness 1g cm. r find
the velocity which the bullet comes out of the piece of wood.

Solution

Consider the positive direction is

that of the motion of the bullet.

. With respect to the first piece of wood :

vo=100m./sec. r v=0 , s- l^*t".
'.'v2=vn2+2as ..,0=(100)2 +Zax !
.'. The uniform acceleration & = - 10000 m,lsec?

i.c. In the opposite direction of the motion of the bullet,

o With respect to the second piece of wood :

vo= 100m./sec. ,a=- 10000 tn,lsec?

rS= l8cm.=0.18m.

'.'u2=voz+2as

... u2 =(100)2 - 2 x 10000 x 0.l g

.', V2 = 10000 - 3600 = 6400

.'. v=+80m./sec.

'.' The velocity at which the bullet comes out is in the sarrie directlon of the motlon of the

bullet i,e. In positlve direetiori.

.', v (the velocity that the bullet eofnes out of tha 2"d piece of wood) = B0 m./seo.

(o : ,) /l p,t/a;l: I /(Ci) ot;) ot=,ll -t* :'Elb//l
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A car moyes with uniform velocity 1,44 km./hr. It passes by a police car at rest r the

police car starts to follow it after ten seconds from the passing moment : with uniform

acceleration for a distance 200 metres till its velocity became 180 km.ftrr. then it moves

with this velocity tilt it caught the first car. Find the time taken by the police car from

starting its motion till it catches the first car.

Solution

Consider the direction of the motion of the first car is the

positive direction.

v = 40 m./sec.

c v= 50 m .isec

The car passes by the police car atA and the police car caught it

at B and the elapsed time by the police car from the starting its

motion till it caught the first car is (t) seconds.

o The car covered the distance AB with uniform velocity = 144 x

at time (t + 10) seconds.

.'. AB = 40 (t + 10) metre.

o The police car moved two distances AC and CB

First : It moved the clistance AC which its magnitude = 200 metres with uniform

acceleration where Yo= zeto t

v=180t*=50m./sec.

'.' v2 =vr2 + 2 as

.-. a= ff *J""".2

'.'v=vo+at

.'. t (the time taken to cover the distance AC) = 8 seconds.

Second : The distance CB r the police car covered it with uniform velocity 50 m./sec.

time taken (t - 8) seconds.

.'. The distance CB = 50 (t - 8)

'.'AB=AC+CB ... AB = 200 + 50 (t - 8) (2)

From (1) and (2) : :.40 (t + 10) = 2gg + 50 (t - 8)

.'. 40 t+ 400 = 200 + 50 t - 400 .'. 10t=600

.'. t = 60 seconds which the time taken by the police car till it caught the first car.

(t+

--+
8 Seconds

200 m. C

5

18.
= 40 m./sec.

(l)

.'. (50)2 =O+2ax200

...50=o+fft

34 
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A tram moves in a straight line between two stations A and B I the distance between

them is 700 metres where it starts motion from the stationAfrom rest with uniform

acceleration2m,lsec? for 10 seconds I then it moyes afterwards with uniform velocity

for some time r then it covers the last 60 metres with uniform retardation till it stops at

the station B Find the elapsed time for covering the distance between the two stations.

Solution

Consider the positive direction is the direction of

the motion of the tram.

. Consider the motion of the tram

between (A) and (E) :

a
tt =Z,ero ++

o

a'

Yo=zato , a=2m.lsec? r t=10seconds.

','s=vot+ iut' .'.s=O**x2x100

.'. s = 100 metres '. AE = 100 metres.

r which is the distance that the tram covered in the first 10 seconds of its motion.

'.'v=vo+at .'. v=0+ 10 x2=20 m./sec.

.'. The velocity of the tramatthe end of 10 seconds = 20 m./sec. in the positive direction.

Itself is the uniform velocity with which the tram moves to cover the distance(ED)

It is also the initial velocity to it with respect the motion from D to B

. Cnnsider the motion of the trarn from (D) to (It) :

Yo=20m./sec. r v=0 r s=60metres.

','u2=voz+2as

. ^r_ 400" a--Ifr

'.'v=uo+it

.'. Q= (20)2+2ix60

...;=-f m./s"".2

.'.0-zo-!t .'. t=20 = 6 seconds.
a

"m
.'. The time taken to cover the distance 60 metres = 6 seconds.

o Consider the motion of the tram from (E) to (D) :

AE + DB = 100 + 60 = 160 metres.

.'. ED = 700 - 160 = 540 metres.

'.' The motion is with uniform velocity

.'. 540 = 2O t

t = 27 sec. which is the time taken to cover the distance ED

.'. The total time = 10 + 27 + 6 = 43 seconds.

.._540.. r- 
20

les

+700metre+

= 27 seconds..'. S=Vt
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A long time ago r people believed that heavy bodies reach the surface of the ground

when they fell from a point at a height from the ground in a time less than tho tirrte

taken by small bodies falling from the same height. This bolieving continued until one

of the scientists r proved that all bodies fall towards tho ground with the same uniform

acceleration : this proof was by means of a practical experiment. He put a golden pound

and a feather in a ho1low glass tube completely empty from air r then he turned over

the tube and he found that the pound and the feather reached to the bottom of the tube

in the same moment.

This emphasize that all bodies in the same place : whatover their weights are falling

down freely r then they move with the same unifortn acceleration.

The acceleration of the falling bodies has been calculated. It is found that it is eonstant in

magnitude in the same plaee.It also differs according to the latitude lines r so it decreases

at equatorial and increase when we get closer to the poles. Also its magnitude decreases

when we get higher above the sea level and increases when we approach lt.

This acceleration of tho free falling is called the acceleration of gravity. It always acts

towards the centre of the Earth.

It is denoted by (S)

We shall consider tho magnitudo of (i-)

i.e . g - 980 cm./se c.2 ar 9 .8 m./sec.2 if not other value is given.

36 
I
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Since the bodies which are moving vertically freely have a uniform acceleration whose
magnitude is (g) r then we can apply the same laws of motion on a straight line by replacing
the symbol (a) by (g) to denote the gravity and hence the preceding laws will take the

following forms :

;

v=vo+gt : S=vot+jgt2 , y2=vo2+2gs

vo , g and s are the algebraic measures of the vectors i rvi ri-urAi
these rulos r we have to notice the signs of eash of them as follows :

If the body is falling or projected downwards

We consider the vertical direction downwards is the positive direction.

In this c&se r each ofvo : v r g and s are positive and hence :

(1) Each of (v) and (s) increases by increasing time (t) measurod

from the moment of falling or projecting downwards r and also

(v) inereases whenever (s) increasos from the point of falling or
projocting downwards.

(2) The displacement (s) at any time interval is equal to rhe disrance

covered during this interval.

(3) If a body fell down (i.e It begins its motion from rest) then vo = zaro

The ground surfhce'.'v=vo+gt .'. v = 0 + 9.8 x 3 = 29. m./sec.

Notice that : v

when we apply

A body fell vertically downwards I from a height of A4.Lmetres above the ground.
Find the velocity of the body after one second from the moment of falling. Find the time
taken to reach the ground and also find its velocity when it reached the ground.

Solution
consider the positive diroction is the vertical direction downwards

) g=9.8m./sec? , s= 44.1m,

'.'v=vo+gt .'.v=0+9.8x1
.'. v (the velocity of the body after one second) = 9.8 metre/sec.

,..s=v"t+|sP

;. t2 =# *,
.'. 44.1 =o + + x 9.8 t2

.'. t = 3 seconds which is the time taken to reach ground surface.

The position of falling or
pojecting a body downwards

lst

Yo=Zeto

r
o
o
o

.(,

oa

F

Ground surface

I .t l;, 'i ll '

.'. v (the velocity of the body at the moment of reaching the groun d) = 29 .4 m./sec.

Lqws of vertico[ motion of bodies
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From the top of a tower of height 112 metres. A body is projected downwards with

velocity 8.4 m./sec.

Caleulate:

(1) The distance which the body covered during the third second of its motion.

(2) Time taken to reach the ground surface.

(3) The velocity of the body at the moment of reaching the ground surface.

Solution
Consider the positive direction is the vertical direction downwards.

.'. vo = 8.4 m./sec., g = 9.8 mJsec.2 t s = Tl2metres.

(1) ... The average velocity of the body during the third second = the velocity

of the body after 2.5 seconds from beginning motion.

v=vo+gt .'. v=8.4+9.8 " Z=32.9m.lsec.

.'. s (the covered distance during the third second) = vA X t

=32.9x1=32.9metres.

(2)'.'s=vot+letz

.'. 1t2=8.4t*t"9.8t2

:.49(+84t-tlZO=0

.'.1t2+l}t-160=0

.'. (t-4)(7t+40)=0

:. t= 4 seconds (which is the time taken to reach the ground surface)

(3)'.'v=vo+gt

.'. v = 8.4 + 9.8 x 4 = 47.6m./sec.

or'.'v2=voL+2gs

.'. u2 = (8.q2 +2 x9.8 x 172 =2265.76

... v = ,[rr65J6 = 4i .6 m./sec.
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If the body is projected vertically upwards
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v=0
(1) In this case r we take the upwards vertical direction is

a positive direction : thus vo is positive r g is negative.

(2) If a body is projected from the point (O) vertically upwards

r then its velocity decreases tiIl it becomes zero at the point

B : we then say that the body reaches its (maximum height)

which is OB : then the body changes its direction descending

from rest and its acceleration becomes positive and its velocity
increases until it comes back to (O). If it is not at rest at (O)

r then it will continue in falling vertically downwards as in the

shown figure.

Point ofprojection Q

(3) o The velocity of the body during the moving upwards is positive and during moving
downwards is negative.

For example : v ois positive while v" and vE are negative.

The velocity of the body at the point of maximum height = zero

For example : vu= zero

o The displacement (s) is positive if it is in the positive direction.

i.e. Over the point of projection and is negative if it is under the point of projection.

For exampJe .' When the body is at the position (A) then the displacement = OA (positive)

: when it reaches the point B (the maximum height) the displacement = OB (positive)

When it reaches the point C r the displacement = OC (positive) when it comes back to
the point of projection (O) the displacement = 0

when the body reaches the point E under the point of projection then the

displacement = OE (negative)

(4) Since the acceleration of gravity of the projected bodies vertically upwards is negative

: then the laws of motion of these bodies are in the form :

iv=vo-gt , s=vot-l1t2 t v2=voz-2gs

(5) The displacement in any interval of time may not be equal to the covered distance during
this interval

For example.' When the body reached the point (C) the displacement s = OC while

the covered distance = OB + BC

When the body returned back to the point of projection r the displacement = 0 while the

covered distance = OB + BO = 2 OB

lsg
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16) Notice that : when a body is projected vertically upwards r then it moves on the vertical

line passing through the point of pr:ojection and also retur-ns back on the same vertical line r

but as solving problems it is better to draw the descending line beside the ascending line

for illustration as shown in the preceding figure.

','v=vo-gt :

.'. Q=Yo-Bt

v = 0 at the point of maximum height.

gt=vo

v
height) = * =

The magnitude of acceleration of gravity

The magnitude of the initial velocity
I

I

I

I

,'.'Y2=vo2-2g

.'. Q = vo2 -2 gs

s rv=0atthe

,',2gs=Yq2

point of maximum height.

(the maximum height) =*=
The square of magnitude of the initial velocity

Twice the magnitude of the acceleration of gravity

If a body is projected vertically upwards r then :

(L) The time taken to reach the maximum height equals the time of moving downwards to

reach the point of projection.

(2) The velocity with which the body returns back to the point of projection - - (the velocity

of projection)

Proof:

When the body returns back to the point of projection r then the displacement = zero

,..s=vor-tur, 1o.'.Q-v.t-fgt'
L

.'.g(-2vot=0 .'.t(gt-2vo)=0 .'.f=toto or

.'. The time taken to return back to the point of projection = 'Jo
but tin-re taken to reach the maximum height = 5 b

b

,", Time taken to return back from the maximum height to the point of projection

-2un - 
v,, 

-. 
vo

Glto

r -2Y,o
b

.". 'fime of asconding = time of descending

t'.'y2=.yo2-Zgs r S=0 ,'.y2=yo2 .'.v=tvo

The positive sign is for the velocity of projection and the negative sign

with whiclr the br,r1y reaches the point of projection.

(Q.E.D) (1)

is for the velocity

(Q.E.D) (2)

40 
I
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If a ball is projected vertically upwards with initial velocity of magnitude 19.6 m./sec.

r then g = -9.8 m.lsec2. (motion is upwards)

v=79.6-9.8t rs= 19.6 t-4.9t2

using any program to graph the relations (distance - time) : (velocity - time)

(acceleration - time) in the interval t C [0 r 4] then we will get the following graphs.

Velocity
(v)

acceleration
(e)

Displacement (s)

Example

lqt(1 
' l)/Y 1i/.sei \ /Q) u{J oL;LJl 

"rrr,,t 
, y4l*ll

I A bodV is projected vertically upwards with velocity 24.5 m./sec. Find the maximum

I height l that the body reaches and the time taken to reach this maximum height.
I

I Find the time taken from the maximum height to reach the point of projection and

I what is his velocity at the point of projection ?
I

) Solution
I

I 
Let the positive direction is the verticpl upwards.

|'ru'-vrl*2gl .'.0=(24.12-2x9.Bs
I

| .'. s (the maximum height) * 30.625 metres.
I

I fW" can get the maximum height directly from ths relation

I uo2 (24.12

I t = iE=ffi =30'625 metres)

| ,'.'v=vn-Bt .'.Q=24.5-9.8t
I

| .'. t (time taken to reach maximum height) =T*= 2,5 seconds.
I

I fWe can find the time taken to reach the maximum height directly from the relation

I . vo 24.5

| , = ," =;* = 2.5 seconds)
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'.' Time of ascending = time of descending.

.'. Time to return back from the maximum height to the point of projection = 2.5 seconds.

'.' The magnitude of the velocity with which the body returns back to the point of

projection = the magnitude of the velocity of projection.

.'. The velocity of the body when it returns back to the point of projection = 24.5 m./sec.

vertically downwards.

A body is projected vertically upwards with velocity 19.6 m. / sec. Find its velocity when

it becomes at height 14.7 metres from the point of projection.

$oilpqtSmBfi

Consider the (positive) direction is the vertical upwards.

... u2 =uo2 _ zgs ... u2 =(lg.q2 -2x9.8 xl4.l

.'. v=+9.8m./sec.

The (positive) velocity is the velocity of the body when it is at a height 14.7 metres from

the point of projection and the body is ascending.

The (negative) velocity is the velocity of the body when it is at a height 14.7 metres from the

point of projection and the body is descending after reaching to the maximum height.

tl.]r rir Llrlr, li,'i,,1

From the previous example , we notice that the velocity of the body at any

is ascending is equal to its velocity at the same point when it is descending

the direction of the two velocities.

point when it
with change in

A body is projected vertically upwards from a point on the ground.It comes back to

this point after 6 seconds. Find its initial velocity and maximum height of the body

and its velocity after 4.5 seconds.

Solution
Consider the (positive) direction is the vertical direction upwards.

'.' The body came back to the point of projection after 6 seconds from the moment of

projection.

.'. Time of ascending = time of descending =

'.' Time taken to reach maximum height = 5
b

.'. vo (the initial velocity of projection) = 9.8 x 3

6

2 = 3 seconds.

. 2- vo

9.8

= 29.4 m. / sec.

Example

Example

42 
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.'. The maximum height = % = 44.lmetres.

'.'v=vo-8 t ,'. v =29A-9.8 x 4.5=-14.J m.lsec.

.'. The velocity of the body after 4.5 sec. = 14.7 m./sec. downwards.

'.' The distance of maximum height =

)
vo-

,E

...s=v,t-|et2

t2-4t-32=0

A small stone is projected vertically upwards with velocity 19.6 m./sec. from the top
of a tower of height 156.8 metres from ground surface. Find :

(1) The time elapsed from the moment of projection

till it reach the ground surface.

(2) The velocity of the body when reaching the ground surface.

Solution

Consider the vertical direction upwards is the positive direction

, when the stone reach the ground surface then :

s=-156.8metre

.'. -156.8 =19.6t-+ x9.8t2

.'. (t-8)(t+4)=0

.'. t (time of reaching ground surface) = 8 sec.

:'.'v=vo-gt .'. v= 19.6-9.8 x 8=-58.8m./sec

.'. v (the velocity of reaching the ground surface) = - 58.8 m / sec.

i.e.The stone reach the ground surface with velocity of magnitude 58.8 m./sec. downwards.

From a point at a height of the ground surface r a body is projected vertically
upwards with velocity 19.6 m./sec. Determine the position of the body :

(1) After 3 seconds from the moment of projection.

(2) After 5 seconds from the moment of projection.

Solution

Consider the vertical direction upwards is the positive direction :

({)...s=vot-ttr' .'. s= 19.6x3- + x9.8x 9=14.7 metres.'2

r '.' s is positive

.'. The body is above the point of projection after 3 seconds at a distanc e 14.l metres.

l

Ground surface

tl
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(2)...s=vot -trt' .'.s=19.6x5- x 9.8 x 25 = - 24.5 metres,

: '.' s is negative

.'. The body after 5 seconds is under the point of projection with distance 24.5 metres.

Example @

Eramrle 6l

I A small ball is projected vertically upwards from a window of a house. It was seen

I during its returning back in front of the window after 8 seconds from the moment

I of projection I then it reached ground surface after 9 seconds from the moment of

I projection. Find the height of the window over the ground surface in metres.

I

) Solution
I

| 
'.' ri*" of the maximum height * t =4 seconds,

I .. *- vo

I ,'.'t=d .'.vo=gt=9,8x4q39,2m./ses,

I '.'t=vot -l ZP=39.2"g-+x9.8 x (9)2=-44.7metres.
I

I i.t. The window is at a height 44,l motres oyer fhe ground surfaco.

I Another solution :
I

| '.'rir""of themaximumheight = t =4seconds r v=vo-Bt

1

2
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,'"0-v.-9.8x4 .'" v,, = 39.2m,lsec.

.'. The velocity of the ball at the moment of its passing through

the projection poirrt = 39.2 m./sec.

r '.' the time of retulning to the projection point - the time of reaching to the maximum

height.

.'. Tho time of reaching from the projection place returning to the ground surface = 1 second.

.'. s= r.t* | g( =39.2x, * tx 9.8 x (1)2= 44.1 m.

i.e"The height of the window over the ground surface = 44.1 m.

l+s
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We had known before that any body fell down or projected downward or upward : then it

moves with an acceleration cailed the gravitational acceleration. But what is the reason of

this gravitation and why does it differ from place to place r where it decreases when the

body is near of equator and it increases when the body is near from one of the poles of the

earth. But the question is the gravitation force is special for the earth only or it is exist in

other planets and does the earth itself lies under the act of gravitation of other planets and

so on.

A11 these question r have answers by Newton's law of universal gravitation. Which was

found in his mathematical research (principles of normal philosophy) which states :

All bodies in this universe attracteach other under the effect of comutative forces directly

which is proportional directly to the mass of each of the two bodies and inversely to the

square of the distance between their centres.

m'm^ mrxm.
i.e.Fn '^'then F=Gx-:-=--1 where

S, S,

o F is the gravitational force (comutative) between the two bodies in Newton.

. mr and m2are the two masses of the two bodies in kg.

. S is the distance between their centres in metre.

. G is the universal gravitational constant.

Also the law of universal gravitation is defined as the inverse square law.

46 
1

Newton's universal gravitation law
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Definition of the universal gravitation constant

It is the comutative attractionforce between two masses each of them is 1 kilogram
and the distance between their centres equals one metre it equals approximately

6.67 x 10-11 Newton.n?,rcg?

Example @

the two balls = 6.61 x 10- 11 x 1o x 5

Q.r2

Pemorks

(1) When an apple falls on the ground (for example) then the gravrtational force between

the apple and the earth is a comutative force since the earth attract the apple and

the apple attract earth also.

(2) The gravitational force decreases as the distance between the centres of the two masses

increases.

(3) The gravitational force increases as the distance between the centres of the two masses

decreases.

(4) Although all bodies around us seem to us that they are rest with respect to each other r

their are gravitational forces between them but these forces are too small to move these

bodies.

(5) The gravitation force of the earth to any body of mass (m) kg.= the weight of the body = pg.

lqt
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Example

The radius length ot

the satellite is noglected

because it is very small

with respect to the radius

length of the earth.

Example @

lkg'.

6 x l02a x7 x lo22

s2

48 
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If there are huge gravitational force among the pianets each other as (Earth r Moon) and
(Earth : Sun)...... etc then why do not the Moon and the earth approach each other till they
collide together ? and so the earth and Sun and the other planets ?

This is because the earth rotate around the Sun in an orbit (an ellipse) with an acquired
force called centre fugal force which is in equilibrium with the gravitational force r Hence
r this conserve each planet move in its orbit.

-f
()
IA
1A
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Example

I Calcutate the mass of the earth in kg. given that its radius length = 6360 km.

I and the universal gravitational constant = 6.67 x 10- 11 Newton. m2. lkgz.

I and the acceleration of gravity g = 9.8 m. /sec?

I

) Solution
I

I 
Suppose that a body of mass m1 is put on the surface of the earth whose mass is m,

| 
'.' ff," weight of the body - the gravitational force of the earth to the body

I drxmz . n o .-- ,^*rr m2

| 
,lrB=G "T .'.9.8 =6.67 x lo-r,'e;rftr,

| .'. -, (The mass of the earth) = 6 x l02a kg.

Example

I Calculate the radius length of the earth assuming that a body of mass I kg. is put

I o" its surface given that the mass of the earth = 6 x l02a kg. and the uniyersal

I Sravitational constant = 6.67 x 10- 11 Newton. m? kg? anl the gravity acceleration

I s = 9.8 m. /sec?
I

) solution
I

| 
'. The weight of the body - the gravitational force of the earth to the body.

| .'. *r I = G , 
ry 

where m, is the mass of the body ; andmris the mass of the earth
I

I .. rx9.8= 6.67x10-11 x lliiltlt,'
| .'. r (The radius length of the earth) = 6390362.642 metres= 6390 km.

Example

Calculate the gravity acceleration in m. lsec? to a body of mass 1 kg. putting on
the surface of the earth whose mass = 5.95x 102a kg. and the radius length of the
earth = 6360 km. , the universal gravitational constant = 6.67 x L0- 11 Newton. m? thg?

(Y z 7\/\ 1i/s;\: \ /Vtt) ouJ optJt.ro.i, y<ldl I 49
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Solution
... The weight of the body - the gravitational force of the earth to it

where m, is the mass of the body t andmris the mass of the earth

lx5.95xt02a

(6360000)2

| , (The gravity acceleration) - 9.81 m./sec?

Let g, t grbe the gravity accelerations on the surfaces of two planets whose masses are m1

and irkg. and their radii lengths are r, and rzmetre and the body whose mass is m is put

on the surface of one of the two planets'

* With respect to the first planet :

The weight of the body on the planet = the gravity force of the planet to the body

lTl X ITI r

.'.mgr =Gx--n- ir;
r1

'k With respect to the second planet.

... The weight of the body on the planet = the gravity force of the planet to the body

ml xm2
.'.mr g=Gx-=-

.'. 1x g=6.67 x 10-11 x

m, xm^

"'mEz=Gx# 
tll

f2

2qr- m. f.
DI I Z

E.t m) ,2,l

-2
. E2 - 

m2 ., rl
ct-\^?,

-1

4

50 
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Example

A planet of mass equals three times the mass of the earth and its radius lengths

is twice the radius length of the earth. Calculate the ratio between the gravity

acceleration of this planet and the gravity acceleration of the earth.

Solution

Let g, be the gravity acceleration of the earth t m, be the mass of the earth :

r, be the radius length of the eafih t 92 be the gravrty acceleration of the planet r

mrbe the mass of the planet t r2be the radius length of the planet

o^ -) rll, I r
b) I I..-]_-*.^

3m
a

r1
'i ffrr= 3 m, I rr=2t, gt mr 

\z r rl2

ity scceterqtions on the surfoces of two
plonets.
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Example

of the Moon - 91 and the gravity acceleration

(6,:+ x to6;2 *0.r6**

the acceleration ofgravity ofthe earth

The tension of gravity field at a point (h) merre high above the ground surface

= G x :. " 
where G is the universal gravitation constant ,

(r + h)'

m = the mass of the earth in kg.: r = the radius lengttr of the earth in metre.

Example

I Given that the mass of the earth = s.97 x l02a kg. and the radius tength of

I ttre earth = 6.36 x 106 m. calculate the tension of the gravitation field at

I a height 50 km. over the ground surface.
I

) Solution
I

I A, a height 50 km. = 50000 metre from the ground surface.

| ,,n"tensionof thegravitationfield= 6.G7 xl0-11 x , ,s;?7 l-l}za 
-

I 
(6.36 x 106 + 5oooo)2

| - 9.69 Newton / kg.

lsr

The tension of the gravitational field of the earth

It is the force of gravitation of the earth per each kg. of the body mass at a certain point,
and it is equal to the gravity acceleration at this point.



Unit Two

Probability
Unit Lessons

s1
Some basic terms and concepts - Events -
Operations on events.

Axioms and laws of ProbabilitY -
Calculating probabilitY.E2
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Look at the following situations :

A basket contains 3

red balls.

A basket contains 3 similar

balls (redr greenr black)

I'm not sure

of the colour

ofthe selected

ball but it is

red or green or

black.

i A basket contains 3 similar i

balls.(unknown colours)

I'm not sure of

the colour of the

selected ball and

i can not predict

the possible

colours.

similar i

I'm sure the

selected ball is red

This is not a random experiment This is a random experiment This is not a random experiment

Random experiment :

It is an experiment we know all of its outcomes before we do it but we cannot predict

which of these outcomes will occur when we do the experiment.

Sample space (outcomes space) :

It is a set of all possible outcomes of a random experiment

and it is usually denoted by the symbol(S) and the number of all elements of the sample

space is denoted by n (S)

lsa

Some basic terms and concepts -
Events - Operations on events
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Example

Determine which of the following is a random experiment r and which is not then write

the sample space of the random experiments showing the number of its elements :

(1) Tossing a coin once and observing its apparent face.

(2) Tossing a die once and observing the number appearing on the upper face.

(3) Drawing one card from five cards numbered from 10 to 14 and observing the written

number on the card.

(4) Drawin g a card from a bag contains some numbered cards (without knowing numbers)

and observing the number of the drawn card.

(5) Drawing a ball from a bag contains : one black ball r one red ball , one yellow ball and

one white ball and observing the colour of the drawn bal1.

(6) Choosing a prime number lies between 15 and32

Solution

(1) It is a random experiment: the possible outcomes of this experiment are : head (H) or tail (T)

.'. g={U,f} rn(S)=/
(2) It is a random experimentr S =

(3) It is a random experiment: S =

(4) It is not a random experimentr

(5) It is a random experimentr S =

(6) It is a random experiment: S =

Write the sample space of tossing a coin twice in succession and observing the

sequence of heads and tails showing the number of its elements.

Sm$ar&&sn

Every element of all the outcomes of this experiment is an ordered pair in the form.

(The outcome of the 1$ toss : the outcome of the 2d toss)

Since ,h:_p"::i!b gljgo-:" f:l d 
19:: !tl-"_1u 

and the 2n) are: head (H) or tail (r)

{l ,2t3r4r5r6}:n(S)-6

{tO, 11 t 12 t 13 tl4} rn (S) = J

{black rred ryellow : white} rn (S) = {

{ll ,19 t23 t29 t3l} rn(S)=5

i.e.S={u,r} x {u,r}
rn(S) =22=4
We can get the elements of the sample

space by using the tree diagram as shown

in the opposite diagram.

i{rrr,H),{H,T) :(T :H),(T,T)} 
i

sample space

1!! toss 2!a ross (S)

,@
@<

\(f-)

z@(]r<
'@

Erample

(HrT)+(T:H)

------ 54 I
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Remork

The sample space of tossing two distinct coins (different in colour or size or shaper ...)

simultaneously is the same as the sample space of tossing one coin twice one after

the other and every outcome of all the outcomes of this experiment is an order pair in
the form (The face of the 1't coin, the face of the 2'd coin)

Exanple

1 ) Tabulated tion:

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 (1 ) 1) (l ,2) (1 r3) (t t4) (1 s)) (t t6)

2 (2 ) 1) (2 ,2) (2 ,3) (2 14) (2 15) (2 16)

3 (3 ) 1) (3 12) (3 13) (3 14) (3 r5) (3 ,6)

4 (4 , 1) (4 t2) (4 t3) (4 t4) (4 ;5) (4 ,6)

5 (5r1) (5 rZ) (5,3) (5 ,4) (s ,5) (5 r6)

6 (6r1) (6 t2) (6 r3) (6 t4) (6 15) (6 ,6)

The outcomes

The outcomes

2'd toss
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2 ) Geometrical representation :

3 ) Tree chart :

The outcomes

of 2ud toss

6

5

4

J

2

1

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

oooo
oooo
oooo
oooo
oooo
oooo

,('N-\lL>;tf /D:"
\,%r-

_"i\ \\/ \w /0,."

i\ "/?l\,%'),.

(The outcomes of 2nd toss )

Remorlrs

(1) The sample space of tossing a die two consecutive times

space of tossing a pair of distinct dice simultaneclusly.

(2) The number of elements of sample space = (n)'

where n is the number of outcomes of one toss and r is the number of tosses.

Fol" example :

In an experiment of tossing a die three consecutive times : then the number of elements

of the sample space of this experiment = 63 = 216

the same as the sample

b

Example

A box contains three balls. one of them is white , the second is red and the third is

black. the experiment is drawing two balls and observing their colours. state the

sample space showing the number of its elements in each of the following cases :

(1) If the two balls are drawn one after the other by replacement.

(2) If the two balls are drawn one after the other without replacement.

(3) If the two balls are drawn together simultaneously.

The outcomes

123456 of 1!! toss

56 
I

The outcomes of 1st toss
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Solution

Let W denotes the white ball r R denote the red one 1st

and B denote the black one.

(1) If the two balls are drawn one after the other with
replacement : this means "the first drawn ball is restored

to the box before the second drawing,t

Using the opposite tree diagram r w0 ggt !

, S= {(w,w),(w,R) r(w :B) :(R,w),(R,R),
(R , B) : (B , W) , (B : R) , (B , B)) r n (S) = Q

(2)lf the two balls are drawn one after the other without

replacement : this means 6'the first drawn ball isn,t

restored to the box before the second drawing,,

Using the opposite tree diagram , we get :

5= {1w:R):(w,B),(R:w) :(R,B),(B :w) r

(B,R)),n(S)=$

(3) If the two balls are drawn together ,,in this case

the order of the appearance of the two balls is

meaningless" : S = {WB rWR rRB} rn (S) = l

= {(H r 1) :(H t2) t(H, 3),(H t4) t(H t5) t

(H ,6) : (T r 1) t(T ,2) r (T ,3) t(T t4) t

(T ,5) , (T ,6))

lsldrawing 2lddrawing

-<:
-<:

'<:

drawing 2uddrawing
sample space

(s)

sample space

(s)

Example @
Determine the sample space of each of the following random experiments showing

which of them is finite or infinite :

(1) Tossing a coin then tossing a die and observing the appearance on their upper faces

(what happen if we begin by tossing the die followed by the coin)

(2) Shooting at a goaL at most 4 times and we stop shooting after scoring it.
(3) Shooting at a goal till scoring it and observing the number of shots.

Solution
(1) Sr = {H ,T} x {t ,z t3 t4 ,5 ,)6} Coin Die

l

@<i

.<i
(A : p)/Y ri/eit Y /(C,t\oLiJ oL<!loti*1, 1efil [5?.-..--
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n (St) =2 x 6 = 12 "This sample is finite"

* If we begin by tossing the die following by the coinr then

Sz= {l t2 t3 >4 t5 ,6} x {H rr}

= {(1,H) : (2,H) r(3 :H) :(4 rH) r(5 :H) r

(6 rH),(1 rT) t(2 tT) r(3:T) t(4 tT) t

(5,T) r(6,T)]

,n(S2)=2x6=12

(2)LetH denote hitting the target and N

denote not hitting it. using the opposite

tree diagram , we get :

s= {H :(N :H),(N :N :H) r(N rN :N rH) r

(N,N:N rN))
<This sample space is finite and also called

an irregular space>>

(3) S = {t ,Z t3 t 4, .....}

<This sample space is infinite>

1s! shot 2nd shot 3d shot 4!h shot

/@
1,=- /@.u,\@(Ba.

t@

Remork

The sample space although is finite when its number of elements is a real number

(limited) and infinite when its number of elements is infinite number (unlimited) and we

will study the finite sample space.

Notice the difference :

o In the experiment of tossing a die trvo cotlsecutive times and :

(1) Observing the two numbers appearing on the upper face.

.'. Sr = {t rz t3 t4,5 ,6} x {t ,2 t3 t4 15 ,6}

= {(1 r 1) ,(1 t2),....,,., r(6,6)} ,n(S1) =62=36

(2) Observing the sum of the two numbers appearing on the upper face.

.'. Sz= {z rz ,4 t5 ,6 ti ,8 t9 r 10 r 11 ,72} ,n(Sr) = 11

58 
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. The event is any subset of the sample space.

. The occurrence of the event.

It is said that an event has occurred if the outcome of the random experiment is an

element of the set representing this event.

. The certain event (sure event)(S)

It is an event whose elements are the elements of the sample space S and it is an event

that must occurs in each time we do the experiment.

. The impossible event (A)

It is an event that has no elements and is denoted by the symbol A andit is an event that

must not occur each time we do the experiment.

. The simple event (elementary event)

It is a subset of the sample space that contains only one.

1 
'l The intersection of two events (A O B) :

. It is the event of occurrence of both A and B together.

. It is the event of occurrence of the two events at the same time.

-2J 
The union of two events (A U n) :

. It is the event of occurrence of A or B or both of them.

. It is the event of occurrence of one of them at least.

pl!h. difference between two events (A - B) :

. It is the event of occurrence ofA and non-occurence of B

. It is the event of occurrence of only A

.A-B =Ai d

S

KD
S

KD
S

KD

Events

Operotions on events
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I'Irrr. complement of an event (A) :

. It is the event ofnon-occurrence ofA

For example :

In the random experiment of tossing a die once and observing the apparent number on

theupper face twe get, S = {l t2 t3 t4 >5 r6}

IfA is the event of appearance of an even number and B is the event of appearance

of a prime number : then :

X= {2,4 r6}andB = {2 13 r5 }
- Theeventof occurrence of atleastoneof thetwoevents =AU g= {2 13 t4',5 ,6}

- The event ofoccurrence ofbothAand B together =A 0 B = {2}
- The event of occurrence of A only = A - B = A (^l fl = 1+ , O)

_ The event of non_occuffence ofA = A = { I ,3 , 5}

The following table shows some eyents with their verbal expressions and representing

them by venn diagram :

. The event of non-occuffence of both A and . The event of non-occuffence of any of

B together. the two events.

. The event ofoccurrence of at most one . The event ofnon-occuffence ofA and

of them. non-occulrence of B

SS
* 

- - ^, 
lu--Allcpl lcpl

i-1" Arl =a u u ; 
- i"D; ?$:;" ;i-c u 

"i 
=a n; I

. The event of occurrence of B or . The event of occurrence of one of the two

non-occulTence ofA events and non-occuffence ofthe other'

. The event ofnon-occuffence ofAonly. . The event ofoccurrence ofonly one

. The event of occur:rence of A only or of A or B

occulrence of B only.
5S
f" I [E:AI

lcDl l@l
It" l);Aug,i i*-2uq al=lou!)_!"nt2 

,i
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o. Mutually Exclusive Events :

Two events A and B are mutually exclusive events if the occurrence of one of them

prevent the occurence of the other.

For example : If A "event of succeeded of Bassem in an exam": B "event of his fail

in the same exam"

r then the occurrence of event "A" prevents the occurrence of event "8"

.'. A : B are mutually exclusive.

Definition:

(1) Two events A and B are mutually exclusive if and only if A n B = A
(2) Events A r B , C r .... are said to be mutually exclusive if and only if each pair of them

is mutually exclusive.

Pemqrks

' The different simple events (elementary) of any random experiment are mutually exclusive.

'The eventA and its complementA are two mutually exclusive: then :

(1) A n i = CI(the impossible event)

(2) A U A = S (the sure event)

In the experiment of tossing a single die once and observing the apparent number on
the upper face I determine the sample space r then state each of the following events
showing which of them is simple and which is sure and which is impossible :

(1) A

(2)B

(3) c
(4) D

(s) E

(6) F

Solution
S={lt2t3;4t5r6}
(L)A= {l,+ r5 16}

(3)C={:,0}

(5) E = Z <impossible evenb>

The event of getting a number greater than or equal 3

The event of getting a number less than 5

The event of getting a number divisible by 3

The event of getting an odd number and not prime.

The event of getting a number more than 2 andless than 3

The event of getting a number lies between 0 and 7

(2)B = {t ,Z ,3 ,4}

(4) D = {1} <simple evenb>

(6)F= {l ,Z t3 t4 r5 ,6} <<sureevenb>

Example
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Example

In an experiment of choosing an integer from the whole numbers from 1" to 10 I

determine the sample space r then state each of the following events :

(1) A : The event of getting an even number.

(2) B : The event of getting a prime number.

(3) C : The event of getting an odd number.

The event of getting a number divisible by 4

The event of getting a number < 3

The event of getting a perfect square number.

The event of getting a prime even number.

The event of getting an even or prime number.

(4) D

(s) E

(6) F

(7) K

(8) L

(9) X : The event of getting a number satisfies the equation*)c - 5 X = 36"

(10) Y : The event of getting a number satisfies the inequality "3 X - | > 20"

Solution

S={lt2t3t4r5t6r7

(1)A= {Zr+:6r8:10}
(3) C= {t ,Z ,5 ,7 ,9}

(5)E={trZrZ}
(7)K=AnB={2}

(8) L=AUB ={2 13 t4 t5 ,6t 7 r8 ,10}

(9) x = {9} (10) Y = {7 ,8 ,9 , 10}

Example

In an experiment of tossing a coin twice in succession and the sequence of appearance

of heads and tails is observed : determine the sample space I then express each of

the following events :

The event of getting a head in the first toss.

The event of getting a head in one of the two tosses.

The event of getting a head in one of the two tosses and a tail in the other toss.

The event of getting the same outcome in the two tosses.

The event of getting a head in the two tosses.

The event of getting ahead at most in the two tosses.

:8r9r10)
(2) B = {Z rZ t5 ,7}

(4)D={+,S}

(6)F= {t ,+rO}

(1) A

(2) B

(3) c

(4) D

(s) E

(6) F

62 
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From the set of digits {l ;2 t 3 t 4} r a number is formed from two different digits.

Determine the sample space of this experiment r then state each of the following events :

Solution

S = {(H rH) r(H,T), (T rH),(T,T)}

(1)A={Gt,H),(H,T)}

(3)C={(H,T),(T,H)}

(5)E={rU,ui}

(2) B = {Gt,H), (H,T), (T,H)}

(4)D={(u,H),(T,T)}

(6) F= {Gr,T), (T rH) : (T,T)}

t14;34j

t23 tl4j

(1) A

(2) B

(3) c

(4) D

The event of the sum of the two digits = 7

The event of the sum of the two digits is an even number.

The event of the sum of the two digits is a prime number.

The event of the formed number is divisible by 3

(5) E : The event of the units digit of the formed number is an even number.

(6) F : The event of the tens digit is a prime number.

r thenfind :AU g rB n D rE-B,A n d

Solution

Using the opposite tree diagramt we find :

5 = {21 t3l t4I ;lZ t32 t42 t13 t23 t43 t14 t24 >34}

(1) A= {+Z ,t+}
(2)B={:t,13,42,24}

(3) C= {Zt ,41 ,12 t32 t23 t43 t14 t34}

(4) D = {21 ,12 ,42 ,24}

(5)E= {12,32.)42 tt4 t24 t34}

(6) F= {Zt ,31 ,32 t23 t24 ,34}

AUB ={B t34 t13 r3l r42,Z4}

B n D = {42 ,24} ,E - B = {rz ,32

:i n ri = (AU B) = {21 t4t ttz t3z

Tens
digit

units
digit

<;
<;
<;
<;

los

Example
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In an experiment of tossing a die twice in successionr the sequence of the apparent

number on the upper face is observed. Using the geometrical representation find

the sample space I then state each of the following events showing them on the

geometric shape of the sample space.

(1) A : The event of getting two numbers whose sum is an odd number more than 6

(2) B : The event of getting two numbers such that one of them equals 2 and their sum < 5

(3) C : The event of getting two numbers such that the absolute difference between

them equals 2

(4) D : The event of getting two numbers such that the greater of them is 2

(5) E : The event of getting the number 5 one time at least.

Show if the events A r B and D are mutually exclusive or not.

Solution
Thesum=9 Thesum=l1

2ud toss

(1)A={{o,t) t(5 t2) t(4 t3) t(3 t4) t(2 t5):(1 :6):

(6,3) t(5 t4),(4 t5) t(3,6) r(6,5),(5,6)]

(2) B , ;\) t(2 ')Z) t(2 t3) t(3 t2) t(l t})j

tl) t(4 t2) t(5 t3) t(6;4) t(7 t3) t

,4),(3 ,5),(4 r6)j

,2) t(2 rl),(2 rZ)\

(5)E ={(s rt) t(5 t2):(5,3) t(5,4),(5:5):(5:6) t(6 t5) t

(4,5),(3:5) ;(2 t5),(1 ,5))

'.' AnB=A .'. ThetwoeventsAandBaremutuallyexclusive.

...AnD=A .'. ThetwoeventsAandDaremutuallyexclusive.

... B n D*O .'. TheeventsA :B andDarenotmutuallyexclusive.

(3) c = {(3
(2,

(4) D = {(1

64 
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If the absolute difference

between two numbers =2
then the two numbers may

be (5 :3) or (3 r 5) or .....

becausel5-31=13-51=2

6

5

4

3

2
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Example @

A coin was tossed once.If the upper face appears with atail sthe die will be tossed once.

But if the upper face appears with a head r the coin will be tossed another time.

Determine the sample space r then state each of the following events :

(1) A

(2) B

(3) c

The event of getting atail and an even number.

The event of getting a head or a prime number.

The event of getting a tail at least.

(4) D : The event of getting a tail and a perfect square number.

(5) E : The event of getting a head or a number less than 3

(6) F : The event ofnon-occurrence ofC

(7) L : The event of occurrence ofA and non-occurrence of D

(8) K : The event of occurrence of both A and E together.

Solution

Using the opposite tree diagram r we find that :

5 = {1H rH) r(H,T) r(T r 1) t(T t2):(T :3) t(T t4) t

(1) A= {(T t2) t(T ,4) ,(T ,6)}

(2)B= {(u,H),(H:T):(T t2) t (T,3), (T,5)}

(3) c= {Gt,T),(T, 1) :(T t2) t(T ;3) t(T t4) t

(T ,5) , (T ,6)]

(4) D = {(T ,7) , (T ,4)}

(5) E={(H rH) r(H rT):(T tl) t (T tZ)}

(6)F=i=1Gr,n))

(7)L=A-D = { (T ,Z) , (T ,6)}

(S)K=AnE={ (T,2)}

(T 
' 
5) , (T ,6)]

sample space
lltross 2!4 toss 

(S)

los(1 : ;)/Y 1i/csii Y /(Ci).:Ulot*;LJl-t4J, 1t4lsdl
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Let S be a sample space of a random experiment and we can define sets of events on this

sample space. We can express the possibility of occuffence of an event in the form of areal

number which is called the probability of the event. It satisfies the three following axioms.

For every event A C S there is a real number P (A) called the probability of the event A

where0<P(A)<1 i.e.P(A)e [O,t]
P (S) = I i.e.The probability of occurrence of the sure event = 1

If A and B are two mutually exclusive events of sample space(S) r then

P(AuB)=P(A)+P(B)
Generally if ,A'1 : A2 , A3 ) .......... r A, are mutually exclusive events

:thenP(A1 u,A.2 uA'3 u........., uA,) =P(Ar) +P(Az) +P(A) + """"'+ P(An)

Y lv)) = zeto i.e.The probability of the impossible event = zero

P (A) = r - p (e) Where A i, th" complement of the event A

P(A U B) = P(A) + P(B) -P(A 0 B)

Where A and B are any two events of the sample space S (It is not necessary to be

mutually exclusive)

(where A and B are two events in the same sample space S)

Axioms and Iaws of probability -
Galculating probabil ity

lmportont corollories

66 
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The following table summarises the probability of some events and shows their verbal -g

expression and its representation by venn diagram.

Probability of the event Verbal expression Venn diagram

P (S) . Probability of the sure event = 1

P (O)
. Probability of the impossible

eyent= zero

P (A)
. Probability of occurrence of

the event A

S

O
P(A)=P(S-A)

. Probability of complement of the event A

. Probability of non-occurrence of
the eventA

S

P(AnB)
. Probability of occurrence of both A

and B together.

S

P(AuB)

. Probability of occurrence of A or B or

both of them

. Probability of occurrence of at least one of
them.

. Probability of occurrence of any of
the two events.

P(A-B)=P(AnB)

. Probability of occurrence ofA and

non-occuffence of B
. Probability of occurrence of only A

S

P(AUB)=p(AnB)

. Probability of non-occurence of both A
and B together.

. Probability of occurrence of at most one

of them.

S

lat
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P(AnB)=ptaUe)

. Probability of non-occuffence of any of

the two events.

. Probability of non-occulrence of A and

non-occulrence of B

S

P(AUB)=P(A-B)

. Probability ofoccurrence ofB or

non-occuffence ofA
. Probability of non-occurence of A only.

S

P (ra- B) U (B -A))
=P(AUs)-P(AnB)

. Probability of occurrence of one of

the two events and non-occurrence of

the other.

. The occurrence of only one

ofA or B

If A is an event subset of sample space S for a random experiment all its outcomes

(primary events) have equal possibility r then the probability of occurrence of the event

A is given by the law :

The number of outcomes of occurrence of A
P(A)=

The numtrer of all possible outcomes

i,,i.e. P (A) =
rrr" 

""*U". 
of 

"r"-""it 
ofl

ffi
n (A)

n (s)

For example :

If we have a box that contains 24 apples from which

drawn randomly : then the probability of (the drawn

The number of bad apples

The number of all apples in the box

.'. P (the drawn apple is bail = fi
Remorks

(1) In any random experiment depending on tossing a die or a coin r we consider that they

are fair unless we mention different statement.

(2) In any random experiment : when we make a selection of an element from

the collection of elements: then we consider that the selection has been made randomly

i.e. Each element of the sample space S has the same chance of being the selected

element (equiprobable simple events)

there are 4bad apples and an apple is

apple is bad)

_1-6

68 
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(2)

IfACB rthen:

.P(A0n;=P(A)

.P(A-B)=P(A)=zefo

If A and B are two mutually

.P(AoB;=r"ro

.P(A-B)=P(A)

.P(AUnl=P19;

.P(B-A)=P(B)-P(A)

exclusive events r then :

.P(AUn;=P(A)+P(B)

.P(B-A)=P(B)

. -t
(3) rr P lAl:P_(f) , then

and generau, offi = # , then P (A) =

(4) Laws of De-murgan.

iA!,i:lAnq),*0, And=(AUB) 
i

therefore we find that :

. P(A U d; =P(An B) = t -p(An B)

m+n

(5) Notice the difference between the following expressions :

' Probability of non-occuffence of A or non-occurrence of B = 
p rA U dl

. Probability of non-occuffence of A or occulrrence of B =+ 
p (A U g)

. Probability of non-occurence of (A or B) + p (A U B)

<To know the other verbal expressions , revise the previous table>>

(r)i a-B=Anri =d nA=d-A i

therefore we find that :

' P(AO d; = P (A-B) = P (A) -P(An B)

. P (B- -A) = P (A- B) = P (A) -p (A n B)

. P (A U n1 = P (An ri) = r (A-B) = 1 -P(A-B)
(7) From the opposite venn diagram r we find that :

.P(A-B)+P(B-A)

=P(AUB)_P(ANB)

= P (A) + P (B) -P(AN B) -P (A N B)

=P(A)+P(B)-2P(AnB)
. P (A U n; = P (A) + P (B -A) = p (A) + p (B n A)

. P(A I d; = P(AU B) = t -P(ALJ B)

S

B A

*6.E"-D

log

S

S

B

C AC

S

lmportont remqrks for solving problems
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(8). P (A- D = P (A n B)

. P (A -B) = P (A n B) = P(AU B)

=1_P(AuB)

(9) You can always solve problems of probability using venn diagrams besides the laws of

probability and the previous table.

Example [f
| ,f X andYaretwoeventsof samplespaces rP(X) =035 rP(Y) =0.48
I

I andP(xUY)=0.62find:
l-\I rrlpd),p(i) (2)prxnD (3)PGni) (4)P(*ni (s)P(iUi)
I

) solution
l-\
I rttp(x)= 1-P(X)= 1 -0.35=0.65 : P(Y)= 1-P(Y)= 1-0.48 =0.52

I tzl'.'P(x Uv;=P(x)+P(Y)-PG nY)
I

I 0.6=0.35 +0.48-P(Xnv; .'. P(x09=0.35+0.48-0.6=0.23

I trlp(x ni; =rG-Y) =P(x)-P(x 09=0.3s- 0.23 =0.t2

| ,olP(i n i) =p(x UY) = 1-P(x UY) = 1-0.6=0.4

I tslP(i Ui)=p(xnY)= 1-P(xny) =1- 0.23 =0.17

Example

S

70 
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If AandB aretwoeventsof asamplespaceof arandomexperiment:P(A) = P(li) I

P(A n B) = + and Pts) = * P(A) rfind :

(1) P (B) (2) P (A u B)

Solution

'.'P(A)=P(A)

(1)P(B)=*, +=*
(z) P(AU B) = P(A) +P(B)-P(A0 n; = + . * - # = I
(3) P(A- B) =P(A) - P(An D = + - + = +

(3)P(A-B)

.'.e1a;=j

(4)PrguA) (rP(Au'i)
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(4) P (B UA; = P(A-B) = t -p (A-B) = | - +6

19r(ziU,i)=P(AnB)=+

Example @

If A and B are two events of a sample space of a random experiment 2 
p (B) =

P(Andl= * rfindp(A)if :

(1) A and B are two mutually exclusive events.

_9-16

{ and

(1) '.' A and B are two mutually exclusive events

(3)P(Aon;= 1

12

.'. P(A-B)= + ...P(A)-P(Aon;=

.'. P(A)= +

.'. P(Ann;=P1s;

.'.P(A)-+=+ ...p(A)=

.'.P(A)-b=+ ...p(A)=

(2) B CA

Solution

'.'P(Andl=*

.'.P(A0B)-zero

(2) ... B CA

.'. P(A)-P(B)=

(3)'.'P(AnB)=+- \--' '-l L2

1

4

1

4
1t7
4*5= D
111_+_=-
4',12 3

If A and B are two events of a sample space I p (A) = 0.5 r p (B) = 0.6 and

P(AnB)=0.4rfind:
(1) Probability of occulrence of at least one of the two events.

(2) Probability of occulrence of at most one of the two events.

(3) Probability of occuffence of B and non-occurrence of A

(4) Probability of non-occurrence of A

(5) Probability of non-occuffence of any of the two events.

(6) Probability of occuffence of one of the two events and non-occurence of the other.

Solution

(1) Probability of occuffence of at least one of the two events

= P (A U n) = P(A) + p (B) -p (An B) = 0.5 + 0.6 - 0.4 =0.7

(2) Probability of occurrence of at most one of the two events

= P(Al n) = 1 -P(AO n; = 1 -0.4 =0.6

ltt

Example
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(3) Probability of occulrence of B and non-occutrence of A

= 
p (B -A) = 

p (B) -P (A n B) = 0.6 -0.4 =0.2

(4) Probability of non-occurrence of A = P (A) = 1 - P (A) = 1 - 0.5 = 0.5

(5) Probability of non-occulrence of any of the two events

=P(AU n) = 1 -P(AU n; = 1 -0.7 =0.3

(6) Probability of occulrence of one of the two events and non-occulrence of the other.

= P (A U B) - P (A n B) = 0.7 -0.4 = 0.3

A fair die is thrown once. Find the probability of each of the following events :

(1) Ar : The event of getting the number 3 
l(2) 

A, : The event of getting a number > 4

(3) A: : The event of getting an even number. | 
(4) A4 : The event of getting a prime number.

(5) As : The event of getting a prime even number.

(6) Ao : The event of getting an even or prime number.

Solution

S={Lt2t3t4t5r6}

(1) Ar = {3}

(2\ Az= {5 ,6}

(3) A: = {2 ,4 ,6}

(4) Aq= {2 ,3 ,5}

(5) As = A: 0 A4= {2}

(6) Ao =A: U A4= {2 t3 t 4 r5 r6}

orP (A) - P (A: u A' = P(A:) + P (A) -P (As ) l^o> = |

Example @
A fair coin is tossed twice. Find the probability of each of the following events :

(1) Ar : The event of getting a head in each of the two tosses.

(2) Az: The event of getting at most atail.

(3) A: : The event of getting at least atarl.

(4) A+: The event of getting only one head.

.'.n(S)=6

.'.P(A,)=f

.'.P( )=?

...P(A3)=*

...P(A4)=t

... P(As)= +

.'.P(Ar=*

_1-3
*1-2
_1-2

115
' 2 6- 6

72 
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Example @
A card is selected randomly from 30 cards numbered from 1 to 30

Find the probability of each of the following events :

(1) Ar : The selected card carries a number divisible by 5

(2) Az: The selected card camies a number divisible by 7

(3) A: : The selected card carries a number divisible by 5 and7

(4) Aq: The selected card carries a number divisible by 5 or 7

(5) As : The selected card carries a perfect square number.

Solution

S = {1 t2 t3 t4 t..... t30}

(1) Ar = {5 , 10 , 15 ,20 )25 ,30}

(2) Az= {7 ,t4 ,21 ,28}

(3) A: = Ar ll Az= A (i.e. A, and Arare mutually exclusive)

(4) Aq= Ar U A, = {5 t7 t l0 t 14 t 15 t20 tZl t25 ,2g t3O}

orP(A/ = P(Ar) + P(A2) = * * h = +
(5)As = {1 , 4 t9 t16 ,25}

) Solution

5 = {(H rH),(H,T) : (T rH),(T,T)}

(1) Ar = {(H , H)}

(2) Az= {G{ ,H) , (H , T) , (T , H)}

(3)A: = {(H:T) r(T:H) :(T,T)}

(4) Aq= {(H , T) , (T , H)}

(1) Ar : The drawn ballis white.

(3) A: : The drawn ball is black.

(5) A.s : The drawn ball is not black.

.'.n(S)=4

... P(A1)= +

.'.P( )=tr

.'. P(A3)= f,

.'.P(A4)=?=+

.'.n(S)=30

.'.P(A1)=3%=+

.'.P(A2)=*=h

.'. P(A3) =zero

...P(Ar=+3=+

(2) Az: The drawn ball is red.

(4) Aa.: The drawn ball is white or black.

(6) Ao : The drawn ballis white or red or black.

: r)/1 pl/e:'E \ /Q-t\oliloL;UJI.rU*frglil 33

.'.P(A5)=t=+

Example

A bag contains 9 similar balls "4 of them are white 2 3 are red and 2 are black"

A ball is drawn randomly. Calculate the propability of each of the following events :

(\
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Solution

(1) P (A,) =

(2) P (Ar) =

(3) P (Ar) =

(4) P (Aa) =

(5) P (Ar) =

The number of white balls

The number of allballs

The number of red balls

_4-9

J

M=t=t
The number of black balls _ 2

M-9

The number of white balls and black balls _ 4 + 2

The number of all balls

The number of not black balls

The number of all balls

_6 _2- 9- 3

_4+3 _7
9 -9

Notice that : A, is the complement of event A,

.'. P(As)= 1 -P(A3) = t - ? = +

The number of white ba1ls r red ba1ls and black balls
(6) P (Au) =

The number of all balls

(1) Probability of injuring the fox.

(2) Probability of not injuring the fox.

(3) Probability of injuring the fox by the 1$ hunter only.

(4) Probability of injuring the fox by the 2d hunter only.

(5) Probability of injuring the fox by only one of them.

(6) Probability of injuring the fox at most by one of them.

Solution

Let A be the event of injuring the fox by the first hunter .'. P (A) =

and B the event of injuring the fox by the second hunter .'. P (B) =

r then (A n B) is the event of injuring the fox by the two hunters together

.'.P(AnB)=+
(1) Probability of injuring the fox = P (A U B)

=P(A) +P(B)-P(AO n; = + - ? - + = Z

=l

TWo hunters shoot a fox. The probability of injuring the fo-x by the first hunter is f
the probability of injuring the fox by the second hunter is t and the probability of-

injuring the fox by the two hunters together is { I find :

1z'
2
J

74 
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(2) Probability of non-injuring the fox = P (A U n) = 1 - p (A U ny = 1

(3) Probability of injuring the fox by the 1s hunrer only

=P(A-B) = P(A) -P(An D = + - + = +
(4) Probability of injuring the fox by the 2d hunter only

= p(B -A) =p(B) -p(An D = ? - + = +
(5) Probability of injuring the fox by only one of rhem

=P(A-B)+P(B-A)=** +=+
(6) Probability of injuring the fox at most by one of them

=p(AOn) = 1 -p(AOny =, - + = ?

A die is designed such that the probability of occurrence of odd numbers are equal and

the probability of occurrence of even numbers are equal. The probability of getting any

even number equals twice the probability of getting any odd number.

If this die is tossed once I find the probability of occurrence of each of the six numbers

of the die r then find the probability of each of the following events :

(1)A=The event of getting aprime number. (2) B = The event of getting a number > 3

Solution

S={7t2t3t415r6}

.'. P(1) +P(2) +P(3)+P(a)+P(s)+P(6)=P(S)= 1

let P (1) = P (3) = P (5) = X andP (2) =P (4) = P (6) = ) y

.'. X+2X+X+2X+X+2X=l
. *- |., J\,- g

and P (2) =P (4) = P (6) =

(1) ... A = {2 ,3 ,5}

(2)'.'B={3r4,516}

.'. P(B) = P(3) + P(4) +P(5) +P(6) = i * ? . i *

Notice that : It is agreed to say P (a) instead of p ({"})

In theprevious example ,, ({1}) = p (1) , p ({3}) = 
p (3) and so on.

_5_16- 6

2

9

.'.9X=7

.'. P(1)=P(3)=P(5)=

.'. P (A) =P (2)+ P (3) + P (5) =

1

9

21t4g* g* g= g

2_6_2
9- 9- 3

Example
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50 persons are tested for getting a job. It is found that 35 persons speak English

fluently r 20 persons speak French fluently I L5 persons speak both English and

French. If one of them is selected randomly r calculate the probability of each of the

following events :

(1) Ar : The selected person speaks at least one language.

(2) Az: The selected person does not speak any language.

(3) A: : The selected person speaks English only.

(4) Aq: The selected person speaks one of the two languages only.

(5) As : The selected person speaks at most one of the two languages.

Solution

'.' The number of persons who speak English = 35 persons.

and the number of persons who speak both English and French = 15 persons.

.'. The number of persons who speak English only = 35 - 15 = 20 persons.

Similarly I the number of persons who speak French only - 20 - 15 = 5 persons.

.'. The number of persons don't speak any language = 50 - (20 + 5 + 15) = 10 persons.

these data can be shown by opposite venn diagram where

X represents persons who speak English and

their number = 35 persons r Y represents

persons who speak French and their number = 20 persons

then X 0 Y represents persons who speak the two

languages together and their number = 15 persons

S represents all persons who are tested for the job and their number = 50 persons

: then there are 10 persons don't speak any language.

(1) P (Ar) =
The number of persons who speak at least one language

The number of all persons

_20+15+5=g=+
so -50-5

Noticethat:Ar=XUY

P (A1) = P(X U 9 = P (X) + P (Y) -P (X n Y) =

(2)P (Ar) =
The number of persons who do not speak any language _

The number of all persons

A, is the complement of A,

S

Y x
s (1s ) 20

10

15_40_4-50-50-5

10_1
50-5

35.20
50'50

Notice that :

P(A2)=l-P(A,)=r-+=+

76 
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(3) P (Ar) =
The number of persons who speak English only

The number of all persons

Noticethat:A:=X-Y

.'.P(A3)=P(X-Y)=P(x)-PGnY\-E ls - 20 -2'- 50 50 - 50 - 5

(4) P (Ao) =
The number of persons who speak one of the two languages only

The number of all persons

_20+5_25_L
s0 - 50- 2

r {\ p / o .,, _ The number of persons who speak at most one of the two languages
r v?r r \r r-5r 

-

_20+5+10 _35 _ l
s0 -50-10

Notice that : Ar is the complement of the event of the selected person speaks

both the two languages.

i.e.The complement of the event X [') Y

"'P(Ar=1-P(xnY)
,1535

50-50-
7

10

xamPle

20
50

Arab Foreigner TotaI

Male 48 t6 64

Female 32 24 56

Total 80 40 t20

ltz

The number of the visitors of an art gallery in a day was 120 distributed as shown in
the opposite table.

If one visitor is selected randomly , calculate the probability of each of the following

(1) Ar : The selected person is a male.

(2) Az: The selected person is a foreigner.

(3) Ae : The selected person is a foreigner male.

(4) Aq: The selected person is a male or a foreigner.

Solution

(1) P (A,) =
The number of all visitors

The number of foreigners 40 1

- 120- 3

The number of males _64_8
t20 15

(2) P (A2) =
The number of all visitorr - tZO
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(3) P (Ar) =
The number of foreigner males 

= 16

The number of all visitors 120

(4) Notice that :

Ar=A,0A,

.'.P(A3)=P(Ar Otr)=fr

andAo=Ar UAz

... p (A4) = p (Ar uA2) = P (Ar) + P (A2) -P (Ar n A2)

8 | 2 8+5-2 11=15-5-15= 15 =15

In an experiment of tossing a fair die twice in succession r if the event A is the event

of getting two numbers such that one of them > 5 and the event B is the event of

getting two numbers such that the absolute value of their difference = 2 Calculate each

of the following :

(1)P(A),p(A)

(4)P(AuB)

Solution

(3)P(AnB)

From the opposite figure r \tre s€e that :

(1) The number of elements of the event A= 20 elements'

.'. P(A) = # =f ,trrenrlAl = 1 -P(A) =, - + = +

(2) The number of elements of the event B = 8 elements.

The2td toss 
A

:thenP(B-) = 1 -P(B) =, - ? = +
l2

(3) '.' The number of common elements in the two events = 4 elements.

.'.P(Ain;= +=+
(4) P (A U n; = P (A) + P (B) - P (A n B) =

(s) P (A- B) = P (A) - P (A n B) = ; - +

_2
-15

(2)P(B),P(B)

(s) P (A- B)

6

5

4

3

z

1

o

o

a.'.P(B)=*=?

5 2 l_6_2
9- g g- 9- 3

_4-9

Example
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Test yourself

ffi Fromtheschoot book i ORemember lUnderstand OAppily oo,e Higher Order Thlnking Skills

Choose the correct answer from those given :

(1) A ball is projected upwards to reach height 3 metres and return back to the point of

projection : then the magnitude of its displacement equals

(a) 3 metres. (b) 6 metres. (c) zero. (d) 9 metres.

(2) When a body moves : then the magnitude of the displacement ....'..... the covered

distance.

(a) > (b) > (c) < (d) <

(3) If a body moved in a straight line 9 metres towards East: then it returned back

3 metres towards West : then its displacement = ..."....'

(a) 12 m East. (b) L2 m West. (c) 6 m East. (d) 6 m West.

A body moved a distance 48 metres towards East : then it changed its direction to

move 20 metres towards North: then the displacement = "...'....

(a) 68 m. in direction of North of the East.

(b) 52 m. in direction of North of the East.

(c) 68 m. in direction22o Zi tiNorth of East.

(d) 52m. in direction6T" D +d East of North.

m A cyclist covered 6 km. towards West : then he moved afterwards 8 km. in the

direction 60' South of the West: then the magnitude of the displacement that the

cyclist moved = ...."...' km.

(a) 14 (b) 24,/i

(4)

(s)

@t'[i (d) 12.1
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(6)

(7)

In the opposite figure :

If each of DC and AB is perpendicular to BC

If a body moved from A to B :

then to C and stopped at D

Then the distance covered by the body

+ the magnitude of the displacement = ......'... cm.

(a) 35 (b) 70 (c) 25

In the opposite figure :

A racing track of length 140 m.

consists of two line segments and two half circles

If a compitator starts at A and moves to point B

then his displacement = ..........-.(" = +)
(a) 70 (b) e2

(d) 60

(d) s8(c) 50

(8) Which of the following (position - time) graphs represents a displacement of a particle ?

(a) (b) (d)(c)

(9) The position vector of a body is given by the relation i = (t2 - 9)i + tl ,

then the displacemert u".tori = ..........

(a) t2 T+ tl (b)9i+tj @) G - o;i + tl fal - t'zi- tl
(L0) In orthogonal cartesian coordinate system.

If A = (-2 13) : B = (1 r- 1) aretwopositionvectors ofthepointsAandB r then

the displacement vector from B to A =

(b)-3i+4j fcl :i- +J (d)-i+2j

(11) m A particle moves such that its position vector r is given as a function of time in terms

of the two fundamental unit vectorsi anOlUy the relationi= (6 t - 3)i + (8 t + f ) J
then the displacement vector till t = 3 second is ..........

(a) 3 i+al

(a) 18i+zai fo) 1s? +zsj
AA

(c)I4i+18j (d) 1s i+24 j

€
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(12)

(13)

(14)

If the position vector of a particle moves in a straight line from a point is given

as a function of time t in second by the relation :i = (2 t2 + 3)i , then the magnitude

of displacement vector s after 2 seconds equal length unit.

(a) 4 (b) 6 (c) 8 (d) 11

s1-ti -zj
Ifi= 4 ti-: tland i;=l-:T , tn"ni= .......... att= |

fal sT- e I ruli- +J rclT- zJ

A particle moves such that its position vector r is given as a function of time in terms

orT anaiuy the relation i = (r, * t)i * (.o* +, i, then the magnitude of its
i-

displacement s tillt = 1 second is .,...,....

(a) 1 ro^[i tll
B 60metres

"r-
EI

sl
I

A

(d)

(22) ff the light of sun reaches the Earth in time = 8.3 minutes , if the sun is far from

the Earth by 1.494 x 1011 metres : then the speed of the light ..'....".km./sec.

(c) 300000 (d) 3 x 108

e (ls) A particle moved 80 metres in the North direction

r then it moved 60 metres in the East direction

: then the ratio between the covered distance and the

magnitude of its displacement is ..........

(a)1:1

(b) 2

(b) 4 :3

m 20 m./sec. = ....'..... km./hr.

(r)+ (b) 12

(a) 5400 (b) s40

6 m.lh. = '....'.... mm./min.

(a) 10 (b) 100

ru) rt (b) 2 @2+

(16)

(17)

(18)

(1e)

(20)

o

o

o

E0 45 km./minute = .."...'.. m./sec.

(a) 750 (b) t2.s (c) 162

150 cm./sec. = ...'.'...' m./h.

(c) 5 :7

(c) 0.18

(c) 54

(c) 1000

(d)7:5

(d) 20

(d) 0.7s

(d) s.4

(d) 10000

(d) 3

m If a car moves with uniform speed 7 5 km.lhr. for 20 minutes : then the covered

distance equals .......... km.

(a) 15 (b) 20 (c) 25 (d) 30

?(21) m A car covered a distance of 180 km. with velocity magnitude 20 m./sec. on

a straight roadr then the time taken to cover this distance = .......'.. hr.

(a) 1.8 x 1010 (b) 300"

(Y : s)/Y 1i/siv Y/(.p[i) oU oL;t-Jl.u"p 114ttJl I 9
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(23)

(24)

A car covered a distance 180 km. within 120 minutes r then its average

speed equals km./hr.

(a) 90 (c) 180

(25) The given figure represents the relation between

the displacement and time of a body moves

in a straight line r then the average speed of

the body during the whole trip = m./sec.

(a) 3.5

(c) 4.5

(26) lnthe opposite figure :

A cyclist moves from (O) in a straight line then

First : Magnitude of the average velocity

during the whole journey = '...."... m./sec.

(b) 4

(d) 16

Second : The average speed during the whole

journeY = """"" m./sec.

(b) 4

(d) 16

(27) Two cars A and B moving in the same straight

line and their velocities were

vo and v" respectively r then p = """""uB

(a) 1 :3

(c)3:1

(d) 2s

2<

30

25

20

15

10

5

Displacement (m.)

Displacement (m.)

6m.

(b) 1.2m./sec. in AB direction.

(d) 1.zm./sec. in Bddirection.

When does the average speed be equal to the instanteneous speed ?

(a) When the speed increases at constant rate.

(b) When the speed is constant.

(c) always. (d) never happen.

(b) 1.s

(b) 4

(d) s

(b) 1 :2

(d) 2: 1

(a) 2

@)M

(a) 2

(c) 14

(28) In the opposite figure :

A man moves from point A to point B in 4 seconds

r then he reversed his direction to point C in 1 second

: then his average velocity = ....'.....

(a) 2 m.lsec. in AB direction.

(c) 2 m.lsec. in BC direction.

Time

(Sec.)

10 
1

12345678910

2m

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10
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lJ.li tZgl Use the opposite figure to determine in which of

the following situations the average velocity is negative.

(a) The body moves from A to D

(b) The body moves from A to C : then back to B

(c) The body moves from B to D r then back to B

(d) The body moves from C to D r then back to A

g (30) In the opposite figure :

A particle moves along the sides of a regular hexagon r

the length of its side rs 24 m. The particle moves from B

and passes through C, D : E r F to pointAwith speed 10 m./sec.

r then the average velocity of the particle is ..........

e

DC

(a) l}m./sec. in AEdirection.

(c) 2.4m./sec. in Ai-direction.

(3L) In the opposite figure :

(b) 10 m./sec. in Bf direction.

(d) 2 m./sec. in BA direction.

(d) 6

(d) 80

(32) Acar moves in a straight line r it covered a distance 360 km. in240 minutes r then it

covered 120 km. in the same direction during 60 minutes : then its average speed

= '...,..,.. km./h.

A particle moves along the sides of a regular hexagon of side

length 24 m. The particle moves from B to C in 2 sec. from C 
F

to D in 3 sec. r fromD to E in 4 sec. r fromE to Fin 5 sec.

and from F to A in 6 sec. r then its average speed during its

journey from B to A equals m./sec.

(a) 1.2 (b) 2.4 (c) 3

(a) 105 (b) 120 (c) 96

I:._,

If a car covered 100 km. in the direction of East in 1 1 hour : then it covered 60 km. in

the direction orwest ln + ;;r; ,,h;; its average vStocity vector = """"" i*t"r" i4
is the unit vector in the East direction and magnitude of velocity in km./hr.

(a) 20 (b) 60 (c) 40 (d) 80

From a fixed point a man moved 240 metres in the East direction in two minutes r

then he moved in the direction of West with uniform velocity of magnitude 8 m./sec.

for 30 seconds r then the magnitude of his average velocity is ..........

(a) zero (b) 2 m./sec. (c) 3.2 m./sec. (d) 5 m./sec.

(35) A body moved in a straight line with a uniform velocity to cover a distance (90st) km.

during a time of (3t) minutes : then its uniform velocity is .......... m./sec.

(a) 60s (b) 300s (c) 360s (d) 500s
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i (36) A body moves in a straight line 100 m. with speed 5 m./sec. then it moves with speed

I S m./sec. in the same direction for 10 sec. then the average speed during the whole
I

I triP = """"" m'/sec'

I a>? .1u)6 (c)s (d)et'
Q (37) A cyclist covered a distance 60 km. towards West : then he covered a distance 90 km.

| ,o*ards East with constant speed l2km.lhr; then the average velocity during the
I

I whole trip = "" '.

I

| (a) 12.5 km.lhl towards East. (b) 12 km./hr. towards East.
I

I (c) l2k:rn.lhr. towards West. (d) 2.4 km./hr. towards East.
I

? 
(38) A cyclist moved 40 km. on a straight road with speed 20 km.lh. in direction of a unit

I vector c : then he covered 15 km. in the opposite direction with speed 15 krn./h. r
I

I then the average velocity during the whole trip =

I r.r , +; @)T?; G) + ; (d) 8+ ;
l.rr
? (39) m A particle moves in a straight line from a fixed point (O) such that its position

I

I 
vectotii, given by the relationi= (t2 + 3 t + 5) iwhere ii, u unit vector parallel

| ,o the straight line. then the average velocity after 3 seconds from the beginning of

| -nrion is ...'......t=
I rul zo i' 1u) ? i (c) 6 i- (d) 18;
I

? 
(40) A bicycle moves with velocity 4 m.lsec. towards East for 60 seconds : then it stopped

l.-,--_--J-.--.
I for 10 seconds tlater it moves with velocity 5 m./sec. towards West for 30 seconds r
I

I then the average speed within the whole trip = m./sec.
I

| 1a; o.e (u) s.6 (c) 1 (d) 3.e
I

? 
(41) A body moves with uniform speed 50 m./sec. from point A (2 , 1) to point B (9 , 25)

r then the velocity of the body -
(a)7i+24j (b)8i+24j (c)rui+48j (d)s0i

ieZl A particle moves with velocity v= Z i - Zjfrom the pointA (1, 7)

to the point B in two seconds r what are the coordinates of the point B ?

(a) (7 t3)

(c)(5:-11)

Ifvo-120c

(a) a0 i

(b) (4 , s)

(d) (2 ,-9)

, -uu 
= - 80; : then 

-uuo 
=

(b)-40c (c) 200 i (d) - 200 c
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4s)

46)

47\

48)

4e)

s0)

+(

I

a(

?(

m A cyclist (A) moves on a straight road with speed 15 km./hr. If another cyclist (B)

moves with a speed of 12 km./hr. on the same direction : then the algebraic measure

of the velocity of B with respect to A equals km./hr.

(a) 3 (b)-3 (c) 27 (d) -21
Two cars A and B moves on the same straight road in opposite directions with speeds

125 km.lhr. t 7 5 km.lhl respoctively r then the speed of car B relative to

thecarA-..'......

(a) s0 (b) - s0

m If L = 15i , io = 35i , trrS 
*vn 

= """"'
(a) - 50 i (b) -20 i

(b) 2 vA

(c) 200

(c) 20 i

(c) 20

(d) 7s

(d) s0 i

ffi a and B are two bodies move in two opposite directions : if the velocity

magnitude of A is twice the velocity magnitude of B r then vou equals

(a) 1.5 Vo (c) 2.5 Vo (d) 3 vA

The distance between two aircrafts 10 km. and they have same velocities r if the

airqaft behind fired a missile with speed 150 km./h. r then it hits the front afucraft

after ....'..." minute (s).

(a) 1 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 4

A and B are two bodies moving on a straight line in the direction BA with velocities

1000 m./min. t 120 km./hr.If the distance between them was 30 km. r then they will
meet at a distance km. from the point where B starts its motion.

(a) 30 (b) 60 (d) 40

ffi The distance between two cities A and B is 120 km. A car moved from the city A
towards the city B with a velocity of 88 km./hr. At the same moment: another car moved

from the city B towards the city A with a uniform velocity of 72ktt.lhr.
r then the two cars will meet at a distance km. fromA.

@) 5a (b) e0 (c) 80 (d) 66

A motorcycle moves with speed 40 km./hr. in direction of a fixed unit vector c r

its rider watches acar ) it seems to him that it moves in the opposite direction with

speed 105 km./hr. r then the velocity of the car is .'..."...

(a) 1ss i (b)-65c (c) 65 c (d) - 1ss;

A monitoring car on highway r rrrovos with velocity 25 krrl.lhr. It observed a truck

seemed to move with velocity 100 km./hr. r then the actual velocity of truck is ....'....'

km./hr. Given that the two cars moving in the same direction.

(a) t75 (b) 7s (c) 1,25 (d) 22s

TWo trains A and B r the length of each is 50 m. They are moving in opposite

directions with velocities 10 m./sec. and 15 m./sec. r then the time taken to cross

each other = ..'...'... sec.

(a) 2 (b) 4

(s1)

(s2)

(s3)

(c) 6 (d) 8
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Two trains A and B r the length of each is 50 m. They are moving in the same

direction with velocities 10 m./sec. and 15 m./sec. and train B behind A r then the

time taken to cross each other = ..'....... sec.

(a) 5 (b) 10 (c) 15 (d) 20

Two cars A and B are moving on the same road and in the same direction with

velocities vo and v" respectively. vo" is the algebraic measure of the velocity of A

with respect to B. If the car A increases its velocity 3 units r then vAB ..........

(a) will increase 3 units.

(c) will be three times its value.

In the opposite figure :

(il2

@)m

(b) will decrease 3 units.

(d) will be the same.

Position (km.)

Two cars A and B are moving in the same straight 
1s0

line. vo is the velocity of car A when it moves from 120

a town to another and v" is the velocity of the second 
::

car when it moves from the second town to the 30

first one r then vAB = km./hr.

(a) a0 (b) 80 (c) 120

? (57) Three cars moving in the same plane.

The opposite figure shows vo" and v""

Which of the following figures shows Lo ?

Time

ts 30 4s 60 is go tostzo- (min.)

(d) 200

N*--lo)N

(d)N

A car covered the distance between Cairo and Ismailia which equals 120km. on two

I 
stages. The firstr its distance is 40 km. with speed 80 km./hr. and the second stage is of

I 
distance 80 km. with speed 60 km./hr. If we considered that the car moves all time on

I a straight road and the car stopped after covering the first stage for 10 minutes.

I Find the average velocity during the whole trip.
I

I " 
60 km./hr'. in the clirection of rnotion li'clm cairo to Isrl:rilia >

l

t

El a cyclist moved on a straight road. He covered a distance 27 k{n.with velocity 18 km./hr. :
o

I then he covered 36 km. with velocity l2km.lhr. Find the average velocity during the whole
I

----74 I

Car(A)
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(1) The two displacements are

(2) The two displacements are

in the same direction.

< 14 km./hr. in the same direction of the ilvo displacements >

in opposite directions.

< 2 km.lhr. in the direction of the second displacement >

If a body at two moments 2 and 6 seconds from starting motion was at the two positions

A (3 , 5) t B (7 : 25) respectively. Find the average velocity of the body during this

time interval r then find the norm and the direction of this average velocity.

.l + s I ,{26 length unit / secorici , 78" 4i 2} rvith OX ,

m A train of length 150 metres entered a straight tunnel of length s metres. It took the

entire crossing of the tunnel a time of 15 seconds. Find the length of the tunnel if the train

moves with uniform velocity equals 90 km./hr. < 225 metres >

I

A
o

I

I
o

I
o

I

I

T
o

I

I

I

I
o

The opposite figure represents graphically

the curve of (displacement-time) of arat

escaping from a cat. Draw this figure

again if the rat escaped from the cat with

velocity equals double the first velocity.

Displacement

in (m)

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0
Time (t)

in sec.

ffi The opposite figure shows the relation between

the displacement in km. and the time in hours of the

path of a motorcycle moving between two cities.

Answer the following :

(L) What is the magnitude of the average velocity

of the motorcycle during travelling ?

(2) What is the magnitude of the average velocity

of the motorcycle during returning back ?

(3) What is the description of the horizontal line

segment shown in the opposite

figure ?

I

I

t2

< 30 krn./hr. :45 km./hr. "

displacement

in (km.)

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0
Time

in hour

ffi The opposite figure shows the path of the motion of each of Ahmed and Amr to cover

the distance between two villages one of them is at the first village and the other is at the

second village.

Its
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(1) Do Ahmed andAmr start motion in the same

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

moment ? explain

After how many minutes did Ahmed and Amr meet ?

What is the time taken by Ahmed to cover the distance ?

Find the speed of Amr.

If Amr start motion at9: 30 am. r so when does he

reach the other village ?

9

8

7

6

5

4

J

2

1

0-l Time in

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 (min)

< yes ,30 minutes :80 minutes :0.18 km./min. I 10 : 20 am. >

A motorcycle moved with uniform motion. It's noticed that it became at distance zkm.
from the point A after one minute and after 3 minutes it became at distance 5 km. from the

same point represent the relation between distance and time of this motorcycle graphically.

From the graph :

(L) Find the speed of the motorcycle.

(2) Write the relation between time (t) and distance (s). < 1.5 km./min. : s = 1.5 t + 0.5 >

A car moves on a straight road with a speed 80 km./hr. If a motorcycle moves with
a speed of 30 km./hr. Find the relative velocity of the motorcycle relative to the car if :

(1) The motorcycle is moving in the same direction as the car.

< 50 km.ihr. in opposite dire<;tion of the car'>

(2) The motorcycle is moving in opposite direction of the car.

< I l0 krn./hr. in opposite direction of the car >

A destroyer ship and an enemy ship are moving in a straight line. If the destroyer ship

follow the enemy ship with constant speed 60 km./h. : the enemy ship seems to the captain

of the destroyer to be moving towards him with speed 20km,lfu.Find the acfinlspeed of
the enemy ship. < 40 km./hr. >

ml A moving radar car to monitor the velocity on the desert road moves with speed

40 km./hr. This car observes the movement of a truck coming in the opposite direction.
It seems like it is moving with speed 120 km.lbr. What is the actual speed for the truck ?

< 80 km./hr. >

Two trains moved on two paraliel lines. The distance between them is 3.5 km. if the speed

of one of them is 50 km./hr. and the speed of the other is 20 k;n.lhr. Find the time taken

for the two trains are adjacent if :

(1) The two trains move in opposite directions face to face. < afrer 3 minutes >

(2) The two trains move in the same direction. (The faster one is in the back)

.< after 7 minutes >

position in (km.)

16 
I
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A and B are two cars moving on a straight road with the speeds 60 km./hr. and 90 km./hr.

in the direction Ef :

(L) Find the speed of B relative to A
(2) Find the speed of Arelative to B

(3) If the distance between them is 10 km. r find the elapsed time to be adjacent.

< 30 lim./hr. in the clirec:tion BX ,30 krn,/hr'. in tlre clirectit'r,, XE ,20 minutes >

Tarek walks in a straight road with speed 60 m./min. He saw Ayman who

the same road with speed 40 m.lmin.If the distance between them is 100

How many minutes are elapsed for meeting of the two persons ? If :

(1) They walk in the same direction.

(2) They walk in opposite directions.

walks in

metres.

<5:lminutes>

Two cars are moving on the same straight road in opposite directions. If the distance

between them is 4 km. and the speed of one of them is 70 km./hr. : they met after two

minutes. What is the actual speed of the other car ? < 50 km./hr. >

Two aeroplanes fly at the same speed in a straight line while one of them is following

the other with a distance 500 m. apafi.At a certain moment the one behind launched a rocket

at the leading one. This rocket reached the leading one after 2 seconds of its launching

What is the velocity of the rocket ? < 250 m./sec. >

A fighter aeroplane follows bombers r they are moving in the same straight line in

the same speed and direction. If the distance between them is 20 km. when the fighter

launched a rocket with total speed 1200 km./hr. r it reached the bombers after 4 minutes.

Find the speed of each of the two aeroplanes. < 900 krn./hr. >

A car (A) moving on a straight road measured the relative speed of a car (B) coming

in the opposite direction : it found it equals I20 km.lhr. r then the car (A) doubled its

speed : then it remeasured the relative speed of (B) it found it becomes 180 km./hr.

Find the actual speed of each of the two cars. << 60 km./hr. r 60 km./hr. >

When a car (A) measures the relative speed of a car (B) coming in the opposite direction it

found it 130 km./hr. r then the car (A) reduced its speed to the half : then it remeasured the

relative speed of (B) to find it 110 km./h.

Find the actual speed of each of the two cars.

Acar (a) is moving in a straight line : measures the relative speed of another car (b) :

moving in opposite direction and found it l2O km./hr. When car (a) had reduced its speed

to be f, of its original ; rt found that the relative speed of car (b) became 100 km./h.

., vo = 80 km./hr. : vo = d$ km./hr. >

< 40 km./hr. ,90 km./hr. >

Find the actual speed ofboth cars.

(l : ,,)/Y f /ei| Y/(cpli) oU ot.;tJloU,,!.,ya[Alf
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During the motion of a police car (a) on a straight road : it watched a car (b) moving in

the opposite direction. It seems as it moves with speed 140 km./hr. At the same moment

the police car watched a lorry (c) moving in the same direction r it seems to it as it moves

with speed 60 km./hr. Calculate the speed of the lory (c) relative to the car (b)

< 200 km./hr. in the direction of the police car >

m A police car moves in a straight line with a uniform speed , if it recorded the relative

speed of a truck moves in its direction in front of it which equals 60 km./hr.

the police car doubles its speed : and recorded the relative speed of a truck again which

seems to be at rest. Find the real velocity of each of the police car and the truck.

< 60 km./hr. : 120 km./hr. in the same direction >

When the police car (a) moves on a straight road with speed ALkn.lhr. r it watched

another car (b) and bicycle (c) moving on the same road : it seems to it that the car (b)

is coming in the opposite direction with speed l32km.lhr. and with respect to the bicycle

r it seems that the bicycle moves backwards in speed l}km.lhr. Find the actual speed

of each ofthe car b and the bicycle (c)

< 90 krn.lhr. in the opposite dileclion o['the poiice cilr : 30 krn./hr. in the same direction of the police car >

A cruiser and a ship are moving in the same straight line towards each other. The cruiser

watched the ship and when it is 20 km. apart from it and moving with 40 km./hr.

the cruiser fired a torpedo with a speed 108 km./hr. If the speed of the cruiser was 52 km./hr.

atthat moment : then find the time elapsed until the torpid targeted the ship. < 6 min. >

A train (a) of length 80 metres moves with speed l2Okm.lhr. passed with another train

(b) of length 120 metres. Find the required time in order to the train (a) passes completely

from the train (b) if the train (b) :

(1) Is at rest.

(2) Is moving with velocity 70 km./hr. in the same direction as (a)

(3) Is moving with velocity 80 km./hr. in the opposite direction of (a)

<< 6 sec. ;14.4 sec. r 3.6 sec. >

A train (a) moves with speed 100 km./hr. catches another train (b) of length 190 metres

and moves with speed 60 km./hr. The two trains are moving on two parallel lines.

If (a) passed completely the train (b) in 27 seconds : then find the length of the train (a) :

find also the time can be taken to let the train (a) crosses a bridge of length 90 metres.

18 
1

< 110 metres t7 .2 sec. >>
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A particle moves from A to B on the circle

with radius length r : then its displacement =

(a) r O'ud (b) 2 r O'ud (c) r sin 0 (d) 2r si" f
(2)If aparticle moves distance (s) with speed (vr) then moves in the same direction

distance (s) with speed (vr) then the average speed is ..........

@) +(v, +v2) $) +'(+ . ;) @';#
(3) If a body moves with speed t4km.lh. : it covers a distance 20 km. more than if it

moves with speed 10 km./h. r then the covered distance if the body moves with speed

14 km.lh. is .......". km.

(a) 50 (b) s6

(4) Two trains of the same length move in the

same direction on two parallel railways

r the speed of the first train is 46 km./h.

and the speed of the second is 36 km./h.

If the faster train passes the slower train.

Completely in 36 seconds : then the length of each train = '.'....... m.

(a) 25 (b) s0 (c) 15 (d) 100

(5) A competitor runs around a track consists of two

parallel lines : the length of each is 96 m. and joined

together at each end by semicircle its radius length

is 49 m. If the competitor finish a complete round

in 100 seconds : then the magnitude of its ayerage

velocity = ...'...'.. m./sec. (" = T)

(c) 70 (d) 80

(a) 2.5

(c) 10

(b) s

(d) zero

Choose the correct answer from those given :

(L) In the opposite figure :

I rg
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(6) A train moves with constant speed 15 m./sec. passes a man at rest in27 sec. : then the

time needed to the same train to pass a platform of length 150 m. completely equals

.....'....sec.

(a) 27 (b) 30 (c) 37 (d) 42

(7) A car moved 30 km. with constant speed 30 km./h. r then continue in the same

direction 90 km. with speed (v). If the average speed of the car through the whole trip

is 40 km./h. then v = .......... km./h.

(a) 30 (b) 60 (c) a5 (d) 120

a
aa

(8) Two trains moving in opposite directions pass a man at rest on a platform in2J sec. and

17 sec. respectively and pass each other completely in 23 sec. : then the ratio between

their speeds = """""

(a) 1 :3 (b) 1:12 (c)3:2
+

(9) If vo r vs are velocities of two moving bodies in OC

then the direction of iouis

(a) always in Oddirection.

(b) in oddirection only if llL ll , ll;, ll

(c) always in Cddirection.

(d) in Cd direction only when ll 
-r^ 

ll . ll 
-r, 

ll

(d)3:a

: CO directions respectively

E

i
I

I

d
O

A helicopter flies in a straight line with speed 126km.lhr. above a train moving in the

same direction. The heiicopter reached from the behind end of the train to its forward

end with 15 seconds. When the leader of the helicopter reduces its velocity to the half r

the helicopter became above the behind end within 20 sec. Find the length of the train in

metre. < 150 metres >

m A man walks on a bridge AB : and when he covers f, of the bridge length from the

point A he heard a beep sound of a train moves behind him with a uniform velocity

60 km./hr. towards the point A if the man moves toward the train r then the train will hit

him directly at the point A

Find the lower uniform speed that the man must moves with : before getting crushed by

the train directly at the point B < 15 km./hr. >

20 
I

i

!.-
i-
;2,
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Test yourself

ftlj rrom the schoot book O Remember CApto[y jo Higher Order Thinking Skills

Multiple choice questions

Choose the correct answer from those given :

(1) ffi 180 m./hr./sec. = cm.lsec?

@)+
(2) At the beginning of motion of a body r always = zero.

(a) vo (b) v (c) t

(3) If a particle is moving with uniform velocity : then a = ..........

(a) a positive number. (b) a negative number. (c) zero.

(5) When a particle reaches to its maximum distance : then

(a)a=0 (b)v=0 (c)vt=s

(b) s (c) 30 (d) 300

(d) a

(d) v

(d)v=0

(d)v=vo

(4) ff aparticle moved in a straight line r then returned to its initial position : then

(a)v=vo (b)a=0 (c)s=0

(5) The algebraic measure of acceleration of a moving body can be calculated
graphically by ....'.....

(a) the slope of the curve of the velocity-time graph.

(b) the area under the curve of velocity-time graph.

(c) the slope of the curve of the displacement-time graph.

(d) the area under the curve of the displacement-time graph.

(7) If the curve of the speed is represented by a horizontal segment above the time axis in

the speed-time graph r then the body
(a) moves with zero acceleration.

(b) moves with uniform non-zero acceleration.

(c) is at rest. (d) moves with increasing speed.

Rectilinear motion
with uniformly accelerated

-T

a

a

a
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A car is moving in a straight line from rest with uniform acceleration of magnitude

25 cm.lsec? in the same direction of the car motion r then velocity of the car after f,
minute = ...."'..'

(a) 375 m./sec. (b) - 3.75 m./sec. (c)3,15 cm./sec. (d) 3.75 m./sec.

(9) An airplane increases its speed at the rate 15 mJsec? r then the time needed to

increase its speed from 100 m./sec. to 160 m./sec. is """"" sec.

(b) o.0s

o

I

o

o

(a) 1l (d) t.2s

(10) A particle moves in a straight line with uniform acceleration of magnitude 8 cm./sec?

in the opposite direction of its initial velocity whose magnitude is 4 m./sec. r then the

velocity of the particle after t minute from starting motion = """""

(a) 1.6 m.lsec? (b) 16 cm./sec. (c) 5.76 km./hr. (d) zero

(11) A plane accelerates on a runway at arate of 3 m.lsec2. where taking off velocity is

of magnitude 96 m./sec. : then the elapsed time from starting motion from rest to

the taking off = '.'.....'. sec.

(a) 25 (b) 32 (c) 31 (d) 42

(12) A particle started its motion with velocity 24 m.lsec. and with retardation 8 m.lsec2.

r then the particle stopped after'....'."' sec.

(a) 3 (c) *.J

(13) A particle moves in a straight line with uniform retardation of magnitude 3 m./sec?

to become at rest after 19 seconds. r then the magnitude of the initial

velocity = .......... m./sec.

(a) 16 (b) s4 (c) 60 (d) s7

(c) 4

(c) 40

(d) 30

(14) m The distance which a particle covered in a constant direction from rest with

an acceleration of magnitude 5 cm./sec?during a time of magnitude

4 seconds = ...."....cm.

(a) 10 (b) 20

(b) 16

(d) 80

(1$ ml If a particle started its motion with velocity 30 cm./sec. and with uniform

acceleration 5 cm./sec? inthe same direction of its initial velocity r then the covered

distance after 10 seconds. from starting motion = '.....'... cm.

(a) 550 (b) 300 (c) 750 (d) 1s00

(16) A particle is moving in a straight line with initial velocity of magnitude 7 m./sec.

and uniform acceleration of magnitude 4 m.lsec? in opposite direction of its initial

velocity : then magnitude of displacement after 6 seconds = ..'....". m.

(a) - 30 (b) ls (c) 45 (d) 30
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(17) If a particle moves in a straight line with uniform acceleration r then v + vo = ..........

@)+ (d)2st

(18) If aparticle moves in a straight line from rest with uniform variable motionr then the

displacement of the particle (s) * .....

(a) t (c) t2

(c)+

(d) a

(19) A particle moves in a straight line with acceleration 40 cm./se c2. rnthe direction of
the initial velocity. If the magnitude of the displacement is 35 metres in the same

direction of starting motion after 10 seconds. r then the magnitude of the initial

velocity = """"" m./sec.

(a) 1.s

(a)-s

(a\ Z., )

@-+

(b) v

(b) 1so

(b) 3.8

(b) 6

(b) s

(c) 2.5

@)a

(c) t2

(d) 2

(d) 3.s

(20) Aparticle moves in a straight line with unifom acceleration of 40 cm./s ec2. andinitial

velocity 36 km./hr. in the same direction of the acceleration : then the particle

become at a distance 43.2 metres from the starting point after seconds.

(a) 2.1

(21) m A particle moves from rest in a straight line with uniform acceleration.

it covered 24 m. in the first four seconds of starting its motion r then the magnitude

of its acceleration = ....'..... m.lsec?

(a) 3 @)+

(22) Aball is projected horizontally against direction of wind with initial speed

vo = 15 cm./sec. to move with uniform deceleration 5 cm./sec .2 , thenthe time

elapsed till the ball returned to its initial position = .......... sec.

o

o

o

o

o

(a) 2 (b) 3 (c) 4 (d) 6

(23) A particle started its motion from rest in a straight line with uniform acceleration

3 cm.lsecz.It covered a distance 24 cm.: then its velocity at the end of this

distance = ....,..... cm./sec.

(a) 144 (b) t2 (c) 24 (d) 72

(24) Aparticle started its motion with velocity 126 km./hr. : it stopped after covering

a distance 122.5 metres : then the acceleration of motion of the particle = .......... m./sec?

(c\ 324

5
@\-324

5
(25) The velocity of a car decreased uniformly from 54 km./hr. to 36 km./hr. If the covered

distance 25 m. during that interval : then the acceleration of the car = ...'...... m.lsec?

@)+

(26) Acar moves in a straight line r when its velocity was 72 km./hr. it used brakes r it
moved with constant retardation till its velocity became 54km.lhr. after a distance of
140 metres : then the acceleration = m./sec?

b)+
f @-+

@-1 (c) -:a
IJ

(d) - 1.4
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(27) m A car moved from rest with acceleration of magnitude 4 m. lsec? ,then the

distance that the car will cover when its speed becomes 24 m. /sec. is """"" m.

(b) 3s

(28) A particie moves in a straight line with initial speed 50 cm./sec. and with uniform

acceleration 5 cm./sec? in the direction of its initial velocity : then the covered

distance when the velocity becomes 1m./sec. is """"" metre.

(a) 1 .s (b) 7s0 (c) 100 (d) so

(29) Atrain moves in a straight line with speed 45 km.lhr. When it came near the station

r it used brakes to move with retardation of magnitude lf, mlsec?'till it stopped in

the station r then the distance covered by the train from the moment of using brakes

tillit stopped = .....'....m.

(a) 18.2s (b) 62.s (d) e{10

(a) 12 (c) 96

(c) 92

(d) 81

(c) 363

(31) m The average velocity of a particle moving with initial velocity (vo) and

a uniform acceleration (a) within the 6th second from starting its motion - """""

(a)vo+5a (b)vo+6a
_1(c)vo+5+a (d)vo+3a

(32) The average velocity of a particle moving with initial velocity (vo) and a uniform

acceleration (a) within (7th , 8th and 9th) seconds of starting its motion = """" '

(a) vo +tt a (b)vo+8a (c)vo *8+ a (d)vo+9a

(33) Abody starts its motion in a constant direction with initial velocity 15 cm./sec. and

uniform acceleration of magnitude 4 cm.lsec?in the same direction of its initial

velocity r then the covered distance during the 6th second only - """"" cm.

(a) 32

(30) m Aracing car moves on the track with speed 44m. /sec. in a certain moment then

its speed decreases with a constant rate until it becomes 22 m. /sec. in 11 seconds r

then the distance that the car covered within this time = """"" m.

(a) 238 (b) 41s (d) 348

(b) 35 (c) 39 (d) 3l

(a) 18 (b) s4 (c) 36 (d) s7

(34) A particle starts its motion in a straight line with initial velocity 5 m./sec. and

uniform accelerationZ m.lsec?in the same direction of its initial velocityr then the

covered distance during 6th ,7th and Sth seconds only - .......... m.

(35) A body starts its motion in a constant direction with a velocity 10 cm./sec. and uniform

acceleration 5 cm./sec? in the same direction as its velocity : then the distance

covered in the seventh and the eighth seconds only - ........'. cm.

@) sa (b) 4s (c) 60 (d) e0
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a distance 30 m. r then the car speed at the starting of using the break = . '...".. m./sec.

(a) 1s (b) 8 @)a (d) 6

(34 m A particle started its motion in constant direction with velocity 20 cm.lsec. and

a uniform acceleration of magnitude 2 cm./sec?in the opposite direction of the initial

velocity r then the time elapsed from starting motion till its velocity becomes

3 .6 km.lhr. in the opposite direction of starting motion's direction = .......... minutes.

(a) 60 (b) 3s (c) 1 (d) 6

(3S) A particle moves in a straight line with a uniform acceleration of magnitud e I mlsecz.

Its velocity becomes nI Un.ftr. in the same direction of its acceleration after l}seconds

from starting motion : then its initial velocity = '.."..... m./sec.

(a) 2.7s (b) 3 (c) 2.25 (d) 1.6

(39) A particle moves in a straight line. Its veiocity became 100 cm./sec. after 5 seconds from

starting motion r and becameJ2 cm.lsec. in the same direction after 12 seconds from

starting motion : then its initial velocity = "...'.... cm./sec.

(a)-4 (b) 86 (c) 120 (d) 172

(40) m Abody moves in a straight line with uniform acceleration.It covered 52 metres in

the first four seconds r then it covered a distance 92 metres in the next four seconds.

: then the acceleration of motion = ....'..... m.lsec2.

(a) -2.s (b) 3 (c) 3.5 (d) 2.s

(41) Abullet is fired out with a velocity 50 m./sec. on a fixed target. it comes at rest after

it embedded a distance 25 cm. : then the velocity with which the bullet comes out of

the same target if its thickness is 16 cm. : corlsidering that the acceleration did not

change in the two cases equals m./sec.

(a) 30 (b) 3s (c) 25 (d) 40

(42) Acar started its motion from rest with uniform acceleration from a point A to pass

by aradar at point B with speed 60 km./hr. r then it passed by another radar at point

C with speed l20km.lhr. if BC = 6 km. : thenAB = ..........km.

(a) 6 (b) 8 (c) 3 (d) 2

(43) If apafiicle moves with initial speed (vo) r finai speed is (v) : such that :

: then ..."...'

(a)a>0 (c)a=0 (d) | < a<2

v , vo 
-",

o

(b)a<0

lL, ) /\ 7i /eeB Y/(.ruG) oU oL;!Jl.rO,t' gbCl
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(44) Abody moves with initial velocity (v) cm./sec. and uniform acceleration (a) cm./sec?

and final velocity (v) cm./sec. and v - vo = 10 cm./sec. ,1las= 20 cm./sec.

,then v 
=,.........'V

ta)d

(45) A bicyclist moved with uniform acceleration f m./sec? in a straight road of length

100 m. , if its speed at the end of the road is greater than its speed at the start of the

road by 2 m.lsec. r then its speed at the end of the road = " """' m./sec.

(a) 11.s

(a) 4

o)+

(b) t2.s

(b) 10

rol (d)?

(c) 13 (d) 13.s

(c) 3 (d) s

(46) A particle moved in a constant direction with an initial velocity and a uniform

acceleration. If the particle covered within the 3'd second only a distance 20 metres

r then it covered a distance 60 metres within the two seconds 5th and 6th , then the

acceleration of motion = ..'....... m.lsec2.

(47) Aparticle started its motion with initial velocity vo cm./sec. and acceleration

(a) cm./sec?inthe same direction of its initial velocity till its velocity became

(100 - vo) cm./sec. after it covered a distance 10 m. r then the elapsed time = .......... sec.

(a) 10 (b) 20 (c) 15 (d) 30

(4S) A body moves in a straight line with uniform acceleration. It moves 10 m. in the 1st

second and 15 m. in the 2'd second r then the distance covered during the

3td second = ..'....... m.

(a) 20 (b) 2s (c) 30 (d) 4s

(49) A car starts its motion from rest at (A) and moves in a straight line with uniform

acceleration for 20 second till it reaches to point (B). If the speed of the car at (B) is

30 m./sec. : then the speed of the car at point (C) = 
......,." m./sec. where C lies

between A and B where AC = 40 m.

(a) 10 (b) 11 (c) 13 (d) 1s

(50) A competitor moves with uniform acceleration passes through three collinear points

A r B and C where AB = BC = 20 m. If the speed of the competitor at A equals

8 m./sec. and at B equals 72 m.lsec. r then its speed at C is m./sec.

(a) 16 (b) 20 @) ruafi @) 41h4
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Two bodies move on the same horizontal line in opposite directions. If the first body

moves from point A with initial speed 8 m./sec. and acceler ation ] mlsec? and

the second body moves from point B with initial speed 4 m./sec. and acceleration

4 
^lrec? 

If AB = 64 m. r then the two bodies collide after .......... sec.
4

(a) 2 (b) 4

o) 810 *

(c) 6

(c) 187.5

(d) 8

@)7s4 +

(d) 812.s

A car (A) is moving with uniform speed 15 m./sec. at the same instant another car

(B) is moving from the same point from rest with acceleration 3 mJsec? in the same

direction as car A : then the two cars meet after .......... seconds.

(a) 5 (bxE (c) 15 (d) 10

(53) An engineer is designing the runway for an airport for the planes that will use it :
the lowest acceleration rate is likely to be 3 m.lsecz.The take off speed for the planes

will be 65 m./sec. then the minimum allowed length for the runway = ..""".' m.

@) +oe t
(54) A ball is projected horizontally in opposite direction of winds with initial speed

vo = 15 cm./sec. it moved with uniform deceleration 5 cm./sec2. , thenthe total

distance that the ball corverd in 5 sec. is

(a) 225 (b) 10 (c) 32.5 (d) 40

(55) A bus is moving in a straight road between two stations : the distance between them

is 1 km. if it begins motion at rest from the first station with uniform acceleration

of magnitude 1.5 m.lsec2. till its speed becomes 15 m./sec. r then it moves by this

velocity for a distance : then it moves with uniform deceleration of magnitude

I mJsecz.to stop in the next station r then the covered distance with uniform

velocity = .......... m.

(a) 1 1r .s (b) 7 13 .s

(56) m If the velocity of a moving car (A) in a straight line changes from Z4km.lhr. to

36 km./hr. within 5 seconds r the velocity of another car (B) moving in the same

straight line and the same direction changes from 12 km./hr. to 30 km./hr. within the

same time interval : then

(a) the two cars A and B are moving with the same magnitude of acceleration.

(b) the two cars will move with the same velocity after another 5 seconds.

(c) car A is moving with acceleration greater than that of car B

(d) speed of car B will be twice speed of car A after 7 seconds from starting observation.

@rc+ f
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(57) A car is moving with uniform velocity 72km.lhr. r the driver observed a traffic light

at 50 m. ahead turned to the red light if the time taken to press down the brakes is

0.5 second : and after he pressed down the brake the car decelerate uniformaly by

4 m.lsec2. r then

(a) the car just stopped at the traffic light.

(b) the car stopped before the traffic light by a distance 2 m.

(c) the car stopped after the traffic light by a distance 10 m.

(d) the car stopped after the traffic light by a distance 5 m.

(58) In the opposite figure :

The acceleration (a) = ........''m.lsec.2

(a) 2

(c)-3

(b) the body accelerates.

(d) the body moves with constant speed.

V (m./sec.)

(b) -2
(d)-1

Time

(sec.)

(59) m The dots of oil fall from one of the cars moving from the left to the right as the

figure, pp p S p
By observing these dots then the car moves with :

(a) uniform motion. (b) acceleration.

(c) retardation. (d) retardation r then a uniform velocity.

(60) Which of the following (velocity-time) graphs represents a body motion such

thatvo)0:a(0?

(c)

(61) tn the graphical representation of the speed-time graph : the negative slope indicates

that'.....'...

(a) the body moves backward.

(c) the body decelerates.

6

5

4

.,

2

1

0
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lr|(62) Abody moves in the positive direction of X-axis with acceleration 2 m.lsec? t that

means

(a) the body moves 2 m. every second.

(b) the body moves with speed 2 m.lsec.

(c) the speed of the body decreases at rate 2 m./sec. every second.

(d) the speed of the body increases at rate 2 m./sec. every second.

(63) A car moves with uniform velocity 25 m.ls., the driver noticed that there is

a fallen tree blocking the road 65 m. ahead. He applied the brakes that gives the car

a deceleration 5 m./s?to avoid hitting the tree r then the car

(a) immediately stopped before it reaches to the tree.

(b) stopped 2.5 m. apart from the tree.

(c) hits the tree with velocity 3 m./s.

(d) hits the tree with velocity 5 m./s.

(64) If a body moves during time (t1) with an acceleration (a1) in a straight line then it

moves during the next (tr) with an acceleration (a2) then the body can be considered

as it was moving with a constant acceleration (a) where a = ..........

@)ry a, a^rOr*T
a,t,+a.t, a,+a"(c)-ff (d)L;t,

(65) The distance between A and B is 50 m. If a body moves from A towards B from rest

with an acceleration 2 m.lsec? and after it covered half of the distance r the acceleration

was ceased r then the time of the journey from A to B equals seconds.

(a) 2.5 (b) s (c) 7 .5 (d) 10

(66) A body began its motion from rest with a uniform acceleration (a). It reached

velocity (v) after (t) seconds r then the displacement of the body during the last

second equals

@)v+la @)v-fa (c)v2-2a

(at I')

@)*
(67)

(68)

A body began its motion from rest with a uniform acceleration r then the ratio

between the covered distance during the fifth second to the covered distance during

the first five seconds = "..'...'.

@* o
(c) i6 @)*

A particle moves in a straight line with a uniform acceleration with initial velocity

10 m./sec. after a while its velocity becomes 30 m./sec. r then its velocity at the

middle covered distance equals m./sec.

(a) 1o (b) 1o1E (c) ro{s (d) s{10-
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(69) A car moves with speed 40 km./hr. and when the driver applied the brakes the

car stops in 40 m. If the same car was moving with speed 80 km./hr. : then the

distance the car needs to stop when applying the brakes is .......... m. given that the

deceleration in both cases is the same.

(70

(71

) A car is standing 200 m. behind a bus r which is also at rest. The two vehicles start

moving at the same instant but with different forward accelerations. The bus has

acceleratio n 2 mJsec? and the car has acceleratio n 4 m.lsec? The car will catch up

with the bus after a time of .......... sec.

@)zoE, @) rc4[, (c) rolF (d) ls

) A body moves in a straight line from rest with a constant acceleration : and its velocity

after t seconds is v (m./sec.) : then the displacement in the last two seconds is ..........

. . v (t- 1)(a) 
t

(b)(T! .2vft-l)(c)- #
t

(d)2]11l_])

(72) The given figure represents the relation between

the veiocity (m./sec.)-time (t sec.) for a body moving

in a straight line for 5 seconds r then the displacement

covered in this time interval is ..........

(a) 50

(a) 25 metres.

(c) 75 metres.

(a) 100

(c) 115

(b) 100 (c) 120

(b) 50 metres.

(d) 100 metres.

v (m. / sec.)

(b) 16

(d) 4

(d) 160

01

v (m. / sec.)(73) The opposite figure represents the velocity-time graph of

a car moving in a straight line : then the covered distance

during the first 15 seconds equals.......... m.

(b) 1so

(d) 22s

(74) The given figure represents a curve of
(velocity - time) for a particle moves in a

straight line from the origin point : then the

distance covered by the particle from the origin

point after 2 sec. from starting motion = """""
(a) 20

(c) 8

A particle started its motion in a constant direction with velocity 54km.lbr. r then it

stopped after 5 seconds, find :

(L) The acceleration of the particle.

1

(2) The covered distance during this period.
2 ^^-< -J m./sec . ) 3 I ) ffI€IfeS >,

20

15

10

5

20

15

10

5

30 
1
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IrIm A cyclist moves with uniform acceleration till its velocity becomes 7.5 m./sec. within

4.5 seconds. If the displacement of the bicycle within the period of acceleration equals

19 metres. Find the initial velocity of the bicycle. uj[ m./sec.,

m A body started its motion from rest in a horizontal straight line with uniform

acceleration of magnitude 4 cm.lsec? for 30 seconds : then it moves with the velocity it
gained for another 40 seconds. Find the magnitude of its average speed. 

"94 +cm./sec. >

The velocity of a car decreases regularly from 132 km./hr. to 24km.lhr. after it covered

a distance 1170 metres. Find the time taken to cover this distance r then what is

the covered distance afterwards till it becomes at rest ? < 54 seconds r 40 metres >

a
o

J
o

I
O

J
o

I

&
O

It
o

I

&
o

I

I

d

I

I

il
o

I

I

A cyclist descended from rest from the top of a hill with constant acceleration of
magnitude 2 m.lsec? r when he came to the base of the hill : its velocity became

18 m./sec. : then he moved with this velocity for one minufe.

Find the total distance covered by the cyclist. ( 1161 metres >

A particle started its motion from rest with uniform acceleration 20 cm.lsec? When its

velocity became 8 m./sec. it moves with uniform retardation 25 cm.lsec?tlttitbecomes

in rest. F'ind the total time and the covered distance. << 72 sec. r 288 metres >

ffi Karim practices on riding the bicycle. His father pushes him to gain a constant

acceleration of magnit"d" I mJsec? for 6 seconds and after that Karim rides the bicycle

alone with the velocity gained for another 6 seconds before he falls on the ground.

Find the distance that Karim will cover. << 2J metres >>

{ffi The driver of a car moves with constant velocity of magnitude 24 m./sec. he

suddenly saw a child crossing the street. If the time required for the brake to respond is
1

j second the car moved with uniform deceleration of magnitude 9.6 m.lsec? till it
stopped. Find the total distance covered by the car from the instant of observing the child
and before it stopped justly. << 42 metres >>

A particle starts its motion with velocity 60 cm./sec. in a straight line from a fixed
point (O) and with uniform retardation 7 .5 cm.lsec? pt O when the particle becomes at

a distance 105 cm. from (O) in the same side to which the particle started its motion and

when is the particle at a distance 300 cm. from the point (O) in the other side of it.

<<2 t 74 seconds. 20 seconds >

A small ball moved with velocity 150 cm./sec. on a horizontal plane in a straight line

with uniform retardation of magnitude 15 cm./sec2 . Find the time passed from starting

motion till it became at a distance 720 cm. from the point of starting motion.

<< 8 t 12 : 24 seconds >
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A ball is projected horizontally in the opposite direction of winds with initial velocity

J2 cm.lsec. to move in a straight line with an acceleration 7 cm./s 
""2. 

rnthe opposite

direction of its initial velocity. Find when this ball becomes to rest instantly : then find

the displacement of the ball after 8 : 18 t 24 seconds from starting its motion r

what do you notice ?
a

" lO+ seconds. r 352 cm. , 162 cm. r * 288 cm. >

A smal1 ball has been projected horizontally in the opposite direction of winds with

velocity 45 cm./sec. to move in a straight line with retardation of magnitude 6 cm./sec?

(1) When does the ball return back to the start point of projecting ?

(2) When will the ball be at distance 162 cm. from the point of projecting ?

< 15 seconds t6 >9 t 18 seconds >

[ll,ll A particie is projected in the opposite direction of the wind with velocity 40 cm./sec.

, so it moves a deceleration motion in a straight line with uniform acceleration of

magnitude 8 cm./sec? Find the velocity of the particle when it was at a distance :

(1) 84 cm. form the point of projection and in the same direction of projection.

(2) 96 cm. from the point of projection and in the opposite direction of projection.

(Explicate the meaning of the results you obtained).

< l{r cp./scc. in tho clircctiorr o1'plo.jcctiun r l(.l cru/sec, iu the c'lircctiott ol'thc other siclc o1'pi'o.lec,liott r

5(r cnr./see . in t.lte opp<isilc clircctitttt ol'plo.icction >

A body moves in a straight line with uniform acceleration on a smooth horizon plane

it covers 26 metres within the 4tl' second from starting its motion r and it covers 56 m.

within 9th second. Find its initial velocity and the magnitude of its acceleration.

Abody moves in constant direction with constant acceleration : if the body covers 20 m. in the

third second from the beginning of motion and 150 m. during the eighth : ninth and tenth

seconds. Find the magnitude of the acceleration and its initial velocity. ,, 5 rn./sec? r 7.5 m./sec. >

A particle moves from rest in a straight line with uniform acceleration r it covered during

(5tl' , 6 
th 

and 7tl' seconds) a distance 132 cm. Find each of the aeceleration and the distance

covered from the beginning of motion till the velocity becomes 56 cm./sec.

A particle moves with uniform acceleration. : it covered during the 1st four seconds from

its motion a distance 200 m. : then it covered 50 metres during (7th and 8th seconds).

Find its initial velocity and the distance covered since beginning its motion till it stopped.

< 60 m./sec. :360 m.,

32 
1
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IJIAbody started its motion with velocity 7 m,/see, and with uniform accelsratiqn

2 m.lsec.z r it covered a distanso 30 metres a fhon the aqspler4liqn s0oppgd tq movE

afterwards with unlform vplosity a distangp 52metral,Find:
(1-) Tho total time pf motion.

(2) The povered distance in the 3'd second oply. << 7 seconds t 12 m. >>

A body startod its motion from rest in a straight linc with unifor.rq apcelpration

0,36 km./h./sec, when its veloeity beqame 8 m./sec. r it moved with unifqnn retardation

till it bEcame at rest after 112 sesonds from starting motion. calcr+late the magnitude .af

the uniform rptardation and the total distaaqe. nf, mls".? r 448 metres >

A body started its motion from rest to cover 150 m. and when its velocity became

54 km./hr, the acceleration stopped and it moved with its acquired vglocity a distance of
300 m. r then it moved with a uniform deceleration of value ] m.tsec? till it stopped.

Calculate the average speed during the whole trip, < 10.5 metre/second >>
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Apar moved from rest in a straight line with uniforyri agqplerationS m,lsea? ,

at the rnoment at whish tho velocity became 118,8 km./hr, 2 its driver saw a child

crossing the street, he used the brakes to stop aftpr covering a distanca24,75 m,

Find the total distance covBrpd by fhe cat and rho total time qf motion.

<<206.25 metres r 12.5 seconds >

A particle moved from rest in a constant direction with uniform acceieration, At the end

of 400 m. the velocity was 10 m./sec. r then it moved with this velocity for a distance

800 m, r then it moved with retardation of a uniform acceleration r to cover a distance

200 m. till it became at rest. Find the elapsed time in coveriqg the total distance and find
also tho,averagp speed during the motlon, < 200 seconds r 7 m./sec. >

A bullet was fired with velocity 200 m./sec. in perpendicular direction on a vertical

wall with a thickness of 14 cm, So r it went out with velocity 150 m./sec. Find the

magnitude of the deceleration r and if the bullet was fired with the samg velocity on

another identical vertical wall with the sarne resistance, So : find the distancp that it
embedded until it rests : if it is known that the accelelation that the bullet moves with it
is thp same in both ca6e$, << 62500 m./sec? s 32 cm. >>

Abody moves on a straight line. It covers 52 cm.in 4 sec. with uniform acceleration r then

the acceleration is ceased for 3 sec. during which it covers 48 cm. after which it moves

by a deceleration equals twice its acceleration until it stopped. Find the initial velocity

and the total distance covored by the body, << 10 cm./sec. , A2f, cm

(o : ,)/Y p/,1-;9 Y/(.rutr) .;l*l -ti-rL,Jl.f*k'ffqHl
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A particle is moving in a straight line from rest. It covered a distance 125 metres with

uniform acceleration 10 m./sec2. ,thenthe acceleration is ceased r then it moved with

the velocity which it gained another distance of 400 metres. : then it moved with

retardation of a uniform acceleration 5 m./sec? til it came to rest. Find the time taken in

covering the whole distance. < 23 seconds >

Abody moves in a straight line with a uniform acceleration3 m.lsec? After covering

150 metres : the acceleration was ceased. So it moves with the velocity acquired at the

end ofthis distancefor20 seconds. Ifthe total distance covered by the body is

1150 metres r then find its initial velocity. < 40 m./sec. >

A car started its motion from rest with uniform acceleration 180 km./hr. every minute.

After 24 seconds : the acceleration is ceased and the velocity decreased uniformly by

means of friction and ak resistance at arate of 450 m./hr./sec. and after 32 seconds the

brakes are used to stop it in 8 seconds. Find the distance covered by the car. < 880 metres >

Abody moved on a straight line with uniform

a certain point by two seconds r another body

direction with initial velocity 15 cm./sec. and

Find when the two bodies will meet.

velocity 25 cm.lsec. after passing by

moved from this point and in the same

uniform acceleration 8 cm./sec?

< 5 seconcls from the motion o1'thc 2"'1 bocly >

A small ball is moving in a straight line with uniform velocity 12 cm.lsec. r and after

4 seconds from its passing by a certain point r another ball moved from this point

in the same direction of the first ball with initial velocity 4 cm.lsec. and with uniform

accelerationZ cm/sec2. Fird when and where the two balls impact and what is

the velocity of the second ball before impact directly.

< 12 seconds from the motion of the 2"d ball t 192 cm- > 28 cm./sec' >>

U A lift is at rest at the bottom of a mine. The lift rises a distance 540 cm. with

acceleration of magnitude I20 cm.lsec? then it moves with uniform velocity for

a distance 360 cm. r then with a uniform deceleration a distance 720 cm. until it rests at

the nozzle of the mine. Calculate the time that the lift takes in ascending from the bottom

of the mine to tts nozzle. < 8 seconds >

A train moves in a straight line between two stations of 5280 metres apart.If it starts from

rest from any of the two stations and moves with a uniform acceleration of 2.2m./sec?until

its velocity becomes 44 m.lsec.: then it moves with this velocity for a while r then

it moves with a uniform retardation of 1 .1 m.lsec .2 until it stops in the other station.

Find the time taken in moving between the two stations.

34 
1

< 2.5 minutes >
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A train moves between two stations of 700 m. apart it started its motion from rest at the first

station with acceleration of t| m./sec? for 10 seconds : then with uniform velocity for

a while r then it covered the last 60 metres with uniform retardation until it came to rest at the

next station. Find the time taken to cover the distance between the two stations. u 55J sec. ,

A train moves in a straight line between two stations from rest with a uniform acceleration

(a) m./sec.2 for one minute r then it moves with the velocity it acquires for 2 minutes : then

it moves with a uniform retardation (2 a) m.lsec.2 until it comes to rest. Find the ratio among

the three distances it covered r and if the distance between the two stations is 9.9 km.

Findthemagnitudeof (a) andtheuniformvelocityitmoveswith. o 2:8: I r 1m./sec?:60m./sec. >

A particle was moving with uniform acceleration (a) m./sec?It covered 400 cm. in

10 seconds. then it increased the acceleration to (2 a) m.lsec?: so it covered another

700 cm.in 10 seconds r then it moved with retardation (3 a) m./sec.2until it came to rest.

Evaluate (a) and the total distance covered by the particle.

ro X and Y are two points on a horizontal straight line. A car (A) started its motion

from X towards Y from rest with a uniform acceleration 10 m./sec? atthe same moment

another car (B) moved from Y towards X with uniform velocity of magnitude 54 km./hr.

If the relative velocity of the car (A) with respect to (B) at the moment of meeting equals

l62km.lhr. Find the time taken by each of the two cars from the moment of starting

motion till they meet together. < 3 seconds >

A small ball has been projected against the direction of the wind with horizontal velocity

of magnitude 9 m./sec. : then it moved in a straight line with retardation of a uniform

acceleration of magnitude 1.8 m./sec?

Find:

(1) The displacement of the ball when it came to rest instant.

(2) The distance covered by the ball from the beginning of motion till it returns back to

the point of projection.

(3) The displacement of the ball after 8 seconds from the beginning of motion and

the distance which the ball covered at this moment.

(4) The velocity of the ball when it is at a distance 40 m. in the side opposite to the side

where the motion began. <,22.5 m. t 45 m. r 30.6 m. r 15 m./sec. in the opposite direction >
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fj The opposite figure represents the curve

between (velocity and time) of a body started

his motion with initial veloeity 10 m.lsee . till

it became at rest after 110 secands.

Find :

(1) The aeeeleration.

(2) The magnitude of the uniform doqeleratiqn

of the body till it became at rest.

(3) The total distance that the body covered" ,..2 m.lsec? ,3.5 mlsec? r 6100 metres >

Choose the corrcct &nswer from those given :

(1) Which of the following is impossible to happen tq a body moving in a straight line ?

(a) to have velocity towards east aad acceleration towards west,

(b) to have velocity towards east and acceleral.ion towards east"

(c) to have constart acceleration and variable velocity,

(d) to have constant non-zero velosity and variable aeceleration.

(2) A body moves from rest with uniform aceeleration for 20 sec. If it eovers distanEe

(sr) in the first 10 seoonds and (s2) in the next 10 sessnds then .""'"."

(a) s, = s, (b)sr=2s, (c)sr=3s, (d)sr={s,

(3) A train starts its motion from rest at a staJion with aeseleration I m,1spc? at thp same

moment a man was moving with uniform speed 10 m,/sec. behind the train and in

the same direction as the train far from the last door in the train 50 m. r thon the time

needod for the man to catch up the train = ',.",'.'. seo.

(c) 1s (d) 20(b) 10

(4) A moving train with uniform acceleration r if its fr-onx passes a fixed point with speed

(vr) and its tail end pasS6s the same point wit-h speed (v2) : then the midpoint of the

train passes this point with speed

v,+v^(a\ ' '"
2

(5) Abody starts its motion in a straight line with initial speed 7 cm,/sec. and with

uniform acceleration 4 cm./sec? tu corer distance 30 cm. e then the aeceleration is

eeased and the body moved with uniform speed to eoyer 34 em. : thpn the distance

covered in the third seeond only is """."',." em.

(a) 5

a

I

o

22

o)l+ (c)
2

(d

Veloeity

(m./sec.)

(a) 16.5 (b) 17 (c) 17.5 (d) 18
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l+I(6) If a body halved its speed for penetrating 3 cm. inside a wooden barrier of thiekness

10 cm, a thert tho distance the body can move after that to come to rest =...."."... cm.

(a) 1 (b) t2 (c) 3 (d) 4

(7) The given (speed-time) graph represents tho rnotion of both car and truck which

aro rnoving from the same place and in a straight line. Which of the tollowing

is true for the eovered distance till time (tr) .."..

(a) They have same covered distance,

(b) The truck does not move.

(c) The car covers more distance than the truck.

(d) The truck oovers more distance than the car"

Speed (v)

(8) The opposite figure represenrs the (position-tinne) graph of
two bodies A and B. Which of the following is true ?

(a) Each of A arrd B moves with uniform equal speed.

(b) A aecelerates but B decelorates.

(c) Eaeh of A and B rrr-ov€s with uniform speed and the

speed of A is more tharl the speed of B

(d) Eaeh of A and B moves with uniform speed and the

spoed of B is more than the speed of ,A

(9) ,\ arrd B arc two bodies ; they are m'ovirrg in the positlve dileetion of the X-axis

and they are '4A m. apart a A behind B. If A rnoves with initial spee'd 12 nr.fisec" and

acceleration'4 m,lsac? and B rno\res with initial,speed 4 rn,Aoc" and acceleration

12milsaciS "r then the least distance betweon the two b.odies = "".."".--.rn,

(a) 30 (b) 3i2 (c) 36 (d) 40
V(km,/h)(10) The opposite figure represenrs the vel,ocity-timo graph of

a car moving in a straight line from rest.

If OA: AB : BC = 1 : 3 :'2 r thon the average vel.ocity

of the car during tho whole journey = ......\.,... krn",,/h.

(a) 30 (b) 32 (c) 36

(11) If a bullet loses f, of its velocity passing through a plank ; then the least numlberof

planks required to stop the bullet is ."....... (retardation is the same across tho different

plants).

(a) 5

(rirE

t(Hours)

(d)

(b) 6 (c) 7 (d) E

Itt
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(12) Two cars A r B moving in the same direction from the same point and at the same time.

The first car (A) began its motion with velocity 4 m./sec. and acceleration (a) m./sec?

and the other car (B) began its motion with velocity 6 m./sec. with the same

acceleration as the first car (a) m./sec?

First : Which of the following figures illustrates the distance between the two cars

after t sec. and from the beginning of motion ?

(a) ,

it",(d)l 
Itttt

2

measure of vroafterSecond : Which of the

t seconds ?

vee

following figures illustrates the algebraic

(a)

Ej A car is moving with uniform velocity 54krrL.lhr. passed by a police car at rest r the

police car started motion following it after 30 seconds with uniform motion acceleration

to cover a distance 200 metre till its velocity became 7zkrrllhr.: then it moved with this

velocity until it reached the first car. Find the time taken during the chasing process from

the moment of motion of the police car and the distance covered by the police car.

< 130 second t 2400 m. >>

ffi The opposite figure represents

the curve (velocity - time) for two cars X and y find the

time taken by the two cars till they met.

(Explain your answer). < 40 seconds >

38 
I

vsa

t
(d)

J>-+

vsa Vna

(b) | l^ ("),1 ,I,l-,,
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lEft From the school book oApply .% Higher order Thinking SkillspRememoer

I

Choose the correct answer from those given :

(1) If a body fell vertically downwards : then

(a)v=vo (b) v = zero (c)vo-0

(2) When the body reaches its maximum height r then = zero

(a) s (c) v
o

(d)s=vt

(d) a

(d) a and b

(b) v

(3) If the body returned to the point of projection r then

(b)s=0 (c)a=0

(4) If a body is projected up with speed (vo) m./sec. to reach its maximum height (s) m.

the time needed to reach the maximum height equals seconds.

(a) lvl = lv"l

V
(u) *

V
(b) --s

0

Y,
(c) rt

Zv(d) o

o
D

o

o

(5) A body is projected vertically up with velocity 98 m./sec. r then the time needed to

reach maximum height = .'....'... sec.

(a) 15 (b) 10 (c) 3 (d) 20

(6) LLJ A body is projected vertically upwards with velocity 42 m.lsec. : then the

maximum height which the body reaches equals

(a) 65 m. (b) 98 m. (c) 84 m. (d) 90 m.

(7) Abody is projected vertically upward from a point on the ground surface , if the maximum

height the body reached is 44.1m. r then the velocity of projection = '......... m./sec.

@) aa.t (b) 22.0s (c) 19.6 (d) 2e.4

the effect of gravity (Free fall)
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(8)o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

A body is projected vertically upward to cover a distance 88.2 m. till it returned to

the projection point r then the takcn titne = ........ sec.

(9) If a body is projected veftically up with speed 24.5 rn.lsec. r then it returns back to

the point ol-projection aflter seconds.

(a) 2.5 (b) s (c) 10 (d) zero

(10) If a body is projected vertically up from the ground surfhce and it returns back to the

po,int of ptojection after 12 seconds r then the falling time = seconds.

(a) zero (b) 3 (c) 6 (d) t2

(11) If a body is projected vertically up from a point on the ground surface and it returns

back to the sxme point after 10 seconds r then its maximum height the body can

reached + ...:'.:... m.

(a) t22.5 (b) 245

(12) It a bullet fired vertically up from a point orr the gfound surface and returned to the

projection point after 10 seconds r then the initial speed of the bttllet = .......... m,/sec,

(a) 4

(a) 9.8

(a) zero

(a) o

(b) 6

(b) 4e

(b) s

(b) 44.t

(b) 2e,4

(c) 5,5

(c) 49

(c) 7 .s

(c) 14

(c) 29.4

(d) 3

(d) 4e0

(d) t4,7

(c) 25 (d) e8

(13) A body is projected vertically upward with velocity 7 rn./sec, r then the covered

distance till it returned to the projection point = "" "" m.

(14) t-U If a body fell from a height 10 m. above a horizontal grorlnd

when it collide with the ground measured by irt./sec, is

(d) 10

r thon its velooity

(d) 196(b) 20

(1"5) Frorn a point ataheight,l9,A rn, from the ground sudaee a body is fell down i then its

velocity after 3 seconds from its falling -- ....... . m./sec.

@)2e fu
(16) A body is pro.iected vertically down with velocity t5 m./sec. from a height 100 m. ,

then its veiocity aftor 3 seconds = 
.,..,,,.i; in./sec.

(a) 46.3 (c) 44,4 (d) 32.8

(17) A body fell down fronr the edge of a well to reach the bottom of the well after

2 seconds r then the depth of the well = .,.,""" m.

(a)'78.a G) 19.6 (c) 11.025 (d) 17 .2

(18) A ball fell vertically downward from the top of a tower of height 122.5 m. r then the

elapsed time to reach ground surface = ........', soc.

40 
I

(a) 4 (b) 7 (c) 6 (d) s
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lrl(19) Abody is projected vertically downward with velocity 20,6 m./sec, from the top of

a tower of height 105.9 m. r then the velocity of the body when it reached the

ground surface = '......... m,/sec.

(a) 35 (b) s0 (c) 38 (d) 29,4

(20) Abody is projected vertically downward with velocity 32m,lsec, r it reaehed tho ground

surface aftet 4 seconds r then the height from which the body is projected E .,,....,., m.

(a) 206.4 (b) 10s.7 (c) t98.2 (d) Lti
(21) Abody fell down from the top of a tower of height 32.4 m.: then its velocity at

(22) Abody is projected veftically downward r it covered a distance 15.5 m, during the

l't second from the projection : then the velocity of projectiorl E .,,,.,,.,, m,/sec.

(a) 15,5 (b) 10,6 (c) 9.8 (d) 17.2

(23) Abody fell veftically downward fronr a height 240.1m. r then its velo,city at the

moment of half the needed time to reach the grotrnd surface = ,i,J!,.,., rn./sec.

(a) 34.3 (b) 4s @) ae (d) 32.8

(24) Ii a body fell down froh the windoW of a house ; then the covered distance during the

1't second frorn projection = ...'...". m.

(a) 9.8 (b) 4.e @) 2.a5 (d) 1,25

(25) Abody fell down from the top of a tower r then tho covered distance during the

3'd'second only from its falling = ...,....,. rrr.

(a) 9.8 (b) 1e.6 (c) 44.1 (d) 24,s

(26) Abody is projected vertically upward with veiocity 49 m./sec. r then the eovored

distance during the 4th second only from the moment of projeetion = ...,,...,, nt,

(a) 194.04

(a) 9.8

(b) 21fii
5

(c) 2t

(e) 117,6

(d) 441

(d) 24,5

(27) Fromthe tbp of a towor r 0 Lrody is projected vertically upward with initial velocity

9 .8 m./sec . : it reached the ground surface aftet 12 seeonds I then the height of the

tower = .''.:'.,:. m.

@) aej (b) 588 (c) 498 (d) s34

(28) ,A, stono is projected vertically dpward with veloeity 28 m,/see , ftorn tho ground

surface : it fell on the top of a house after 4 second from the momeht of projeetion l

then the height of the house = ,......... m.

(b) 14,7

(c) 33.6 (d) 38.4(a) tl? (b) e8

(1 : 1)/Y 7*/ae\: Y/(+rti) oU oL;L!l.U""l'ff<ldl
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(30

(31

(32

d
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(29) Astone is projected vertically upward with velocity 19.6 m./sec. from a point on the

ground surface at the bottom of a house of height 74.7 m. r then the taken time till the

stone descends at the top of the house = """"" sec.

(a) 3 (b) 2.s (c) 1 (d) 2

A body is projected vertically upward from the top of a building 32.4 m. high with

a velocity of 24 m.lsec. r then the elapsed time till it reaches the ground surface

= ..'...".. SeC.

(a) 4 (b) 8 (c) 5 (d) 6

A body is projected vertically downward with velocity 10.3 m./sec. from a height

119.6 m. : then the covered distance during the last second before it collide the

ground surface directly = '......... m.

@) aa.6 (b) 4e.s (c) 82 (d) 12.3s4

) From the top of a tower t apartrcle is projected vertically upwards : and seen in front

of the point of projection when it was descending after 4 seconds from the moment

ofits projection r then it reached the ground surface after another 3 seconds r then

the maximum height of the particle above the ground surface = """"" m.

(a) t02.9 (b) t22.s (c) rr2.75 (d) 111.s

(33) m Aball fell vertically from a height 90 m. above the ground to impinging with

it : then it rebounds vertically upwards with velocity of magnitude equals half the

magnitude of its veiocity before it impinges the ground directly r then the maximum

height the ball can reach = ...'...'.. metre.

(a) 45 (b) 18 (c) 22.5 (d) 1e.6

(b) 10 m./sec. downward.

(d) 9.8 m./sec downward.

(b) 30 m./sec. upward.

(d) 30 m./sec. downward.

(34) A helicopter is moving vertically upward with uniform velocity 10 m./sec.

, a parachutist jumped from it r then the initial velocity of the parachutist = ... ' '... '

(a) zerc

(c) 10 m./sec. upward.

(35) Aballoons moving vertically upward with velocity 24.5 m./sec. : a body fell down

from it to reach ground surface after 8 seconds : then height of balloons at the moment

of falling the body from the ground surface = ....."". m.

(a) t17.6 (b) 119.8 (c) 108.7 (d) e6.8

(36) A particle is projected vertically downward with speed 20 m./sec. from a plane

moves vertically upward with speed 180 km./h. r then the initial speed of the particle

is ..........

(a) 160 m./sec. upward.

(c) 70 m./sec. upward.
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III(37) A man dropped a smooth ball inside a lift moving downward with uniform speed

50 cm./sec. : then the speed of the ball after f seconO is ...'......

(a) 50 cm./sec. (b) 25 cm./sec.

(38) If a particle is projected

upward and the opposite

figure illustrates the relation

between the displacement and time

r then the initial velocity is .......... m./sec.

(a) zero

(b) e.8

(c) 49

(d) e8

(a) decreases by 4.9 m.

(c) increases by 9.8 m.

(a) 9.8 m. :9.8 m. :9.8 m.

@) 2a.5 m. t 14.7 m. t 4.9 m.

(a) 35 @27 tr

@) 5a.9 cm./sec. (d) 5.4 m./sec.

s(p.)

(b) decreases by 9.8 m.

(d) remains constant.

(b) 4.9 m. t 14.7 m. ;24.5 m.

(d) 9.8 m. t 79.6 m. t 29.4 m.

t (Sec.)

(3e)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

Abody is projected vertically upward r then the distance covered in each second

If a body fell r then the distances covered during the first 3 seconds respectively is ..........

A body fell vertically downward. If v, s y2 s y3 are the velocities of the body at the end

of thefirst rsecond andthfud secondsrespectively rthen yriy2i v, =......"..

(a)1:1:1 (b) t :2:3 (c) l:2:4 (d)3 :2: t

A body is projected vertically upward to cover a distance of s, in the 1st second and s,

in the 2nd second and s, in the 3td second till it reaches its maximum height after

3 seconds r then

(a)sr=32=53 (b)s1<s2<s3 (c) s, + s3 = 52 (d) s, + sr=2 s,

A particle fell down from the top of a tower r it covered 19.6 m. during the last second

of its falling r then height of the tower = .......... m.

(c) :o f @) 32+

(44) If a body is projected vertically upward r then the covered distance during the last

second just before it reaches its maximum height

(a) is constant.

(b) depends on the initial velocity vo

(c) depends on the body weight.

(d) depends on the maximum height of the body.

1

\
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(45) Two bodios are projected vertically upward with veloeities vo r io. The rrraximum

heightof thefirstbodyiss, arrdthemaximumheightof theseeondiss, rth6n.."...'..

)
S:V

(c) *=t'sl vto
(d) s,vo = s2io

(46) Agymrtast practices by jumping twice upward , in its first trial its initial speed was

(v) and its second trial he increases his initial speed to (4 v) y then :

The maximum height in his second trial
=,..,,r,t'.

The maximum height in his first trial

S. v(a)r=*s.v
1O

s. ,2
(b) ---L = -+J.V

LO

(b) 4 (c) 8 (d) 16

(47) Aball fell from the top of a tower of height (s) metres. If the ball reaohes the ground

after (t) seconds : theh the ball height rn* (* t) seoond is ".'...'.. m. above the ground,

(a) 2

o

o

rul *' rut3, r"r i, (d) $'
(48) A body is projected vertieally upwatds with speed (vo) to reach rnaximum height (s) r then

to make the body reaches maximum height (3s) it should be projected by a speed

(.){5un (d) 9 vo(a) 3 vo

(49) A body is projected vertically upward r it takes 3 seconds to reach its maximum height

: then the time it tzrkes to reach 39.2 m, above the point of projectioil = ...'..".. sec.

(a)2or4 (b)4or8 (c) 4 or 25 (d)2or6

(50) If a body fell from a height (sr) into sand and it travels a distance of (s2) inside the sand

, then the accoleration ofthe body inside the sand the gravitational acceleration.

(a) > (b) > (c) < (d) =

(51) If a body fe1l from a height 19.6 m. above a sandy ground to embed in it
a distance 14. cm. till it rests : then the acceleration of the rnotion of the body inside

the sand =.....,.... m./sec?

(a) - 1372 (b) -- e.8 (c) 19.6 (d) t132

(52) Akangaroo is eapabie of jtrmping to a height 2,5 n, i then the take off speed of the

karrghroo s- ,,.,,,,,,, in./se6,

(a) 5.8

(b) vo

(b) 6.4

o

o

(c) 1 (d)7.2

(53) If a basketball player can jump to height 1.29 m, ir then the time he takes to return to

the point of jumping E ,,.,..".. seconds.

(a) 0.5 (b) 1.03 (c) 1.35 (d) 2.7

(54) To evaluate the height of a bridge above the rivor nile ; a person dropped a stone and

measure the time it takes to reach the water surfaoe. If this timo = 2,5 seconds r thon

the height of the bridge a ..,',,,... rn.

(a) 42 (b) 33 (c) 31 (d) 2e
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A body is projected vertieally up from a point on the ground surlaee to cover

a distance 16 m. up during the first n seconds : then the distance covered during fhe

last n seconds while tho body deseends equals ,,,,,.,,,, m,

(a) 2 (b) 4 (q) 8 (d) 16

Aball is projected vertically upward with an initial speed, The ball prossod the same

point twice : after 5 seconds and aftru 11 seconds from the beginping of projection

then thp maximum height of thp hall e ,,..,,,,,, r-rr,

(a) 78.4 (b) 313.6 (e) 621.2 @) 1254,4.

(57) A body is projected vortically upward with initial speed 39,2 m,/sec, from the top of
a building its height 80 m. : theu the time interval fpr which the height of the body is

more than the hoight of the building is ,,...,,..,

(a) from t = 4 sec, to t = 8 gec. only

(c) from t = zaro to t ,= 8 sec. only

(b) from t = 0 to t = 4 sec. only

(d) from t = 2 sec,to t = 8 sec. only

I
o

I
o

I

I

I
o

I

I

I

Ahody is projected vertically downwards. it covored 50 metres in the third second from

its projection and covered 130 metres in tho two seconds (the 4th and the 5th) find the

projection veloeily and the aeseleratisn of gravity in this plaee, < 25 m./sec. : t0 m./sec.2 ,

A body is projected vertically downwards from th.e tap of a fower of height 240 metres, It
cevered 15.5 metres during the lst second. Find the time taken to reach the ground and lts

volo*ity, < 6 sec. ;69.4 m.lsec. >>

A body is projected vertically upwards with velopity 39 "Z m,/sec,

Find:

(1) The time taken from the moment of tts projection until it returus to the point of
projection,

(2) The time it takes to be at heigh.t 34,3 metres from the point of projeotion,

(ExBlain the mea.ning of the two answers) < 8 sec. : I sec. :7 sec. >>

ffi From the top of a 0swer a aparti*Le is proj-ected vortieally upwards with velocity

24.,5 m.lsac.It rpached the ground surface after 8 seeonds.

Find:

(1) fno height of the tower

(2) The maximum height to which the partiele reash above ground surfaee,

(3) The total distanee covered by the partiele within thls time interval.

<< ll'7 .6 m. t 148 .225 m. r 178.85 m. >
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From the top of a hill 9.8 m. high , a stone is projected vertically up with a speed 4.9 m.lsec.

Find:

(1) The maximum height that the body will reach from the point of projection.

(2) Time taken by the body during descending until its velocity becomes ll.2 m.lsec.

(3) Time taken to reach the point of projection.

(4) Time taken to reach the ground surface.

(5) The velocity of the body at the moment of reaching the ground surface.

< 1.22.5 nr. , -& si:conrl r I seconrl r 2 scconcl r 14.7 rn./scc. rlownrvnrcls >

E
U

I

I

T
o

o

I

I
o

I

I

&
o

o

A body is projected upwards from a place : its

It was found that it covered 10.5 metres in the

(L) The projection velocity.

(2) The maximum height the body reaches.

(3) The time it takes to reach the ground.

height is 140 metres above the ground.

third second during ascending only. Find :

< 35 m./sec. >

<<202.5 m.>>

< 10 seconds >

A body is projected vertically upwards with velocity 19.6 m./sec. r from a point at a height

230.4 metres from the ground. Find :

(1) The maximum height of the body. < 250 metres >

(2) The position of the body after 5 seconds from its instant of projection.

< 24"-5 mctres dor'vn ol'the point of projcr'tiorr ,'

(3) The maximum velocity of the body.

ffi Abody is projected vertically upwards with velocity 14 m./sec. from a point at height

350 meffes r from the ground surface. Find :

(1) Time taken by the body to reach the ground surface.

(2) The total distance covered by the body till it reaches ground surface.

< 10 second :370 metres >

A ball is projected vertically upwards from the top of a vertical tower with velocity

24.5 m.lsec. Find :

(L) When does the ball reach the height 29.4 m. up the position of its projection ?

(2) When does the ball reach a distance 29.4 metresunder the position of its projection ?

< 2 r 3 seconds :6 seconds >

A particle is projected vertically upwards with velocity 24.5 m./sec. Determine the

position of the particle and the direction of its motion after t seconds from the moment of
its projection if (t) equals : ,

< 70 m./sec. downwards >

(l) 2seconds.

(3) 5 seconds.

(2) 4 seconds.

(4) 6 seconds.
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ffi From the top of a hill of height 9.8 m. Abody is projected vertically upwards with

velocity 4.9 m.lsec. Find :

(1) The velocity of the body at the moment of its reaching to the bottom of the hill.

(2) The time taken to reach the bottom of the hill. << 14 .7 m.tsec. downwards r 2 seconds >

ml A ball is projected vertically upwards from a window : then it reach to it again after

4 seconds from the moment of projection r then it reached the ground surface after

5 seconds from the moment of projection Find :

(1) The projection velocity.

(2) The maximum height the ball reached from the point of projection.

(3) The height of the window from the ground surface. < 19.6 m./sec. upwards ;19.6m. ;24.5 m.>>

m A student practices on kicking football vertically upwards in air > then the ball

returns due to the impact of every kick. So r it hits his foot. If the ball takes from the

moment of its kicking until colliding with his foot 0.3 seconds.

(1) Find the initial velocity.

(2) The height that the ball reaches after the student kicked it.

<< 1.47 m.lsec. r 0.11025 metre >>

A body fell down from the height (s) over the ground surface. If it covered in the last

second of its motion34.3 metres. Find :

(1) The velocity of the body at the moment of reaching the ground surface.

(2) The height at which the body felldown. << 39.2 m.lsec. ; 1 8.4 metres >>

A body fell down from a height (h) . It covered in the last second (* 
^) 

meffes. Find :

(1) The height from which the body fell down.

(2) The velocity of the body at the moment of reaching the ground surface.

<< 122.5 m. ;49 m./sec. ,,

m A particle is projected vertically down from a point above the ground r so it imbedded

on the ground a distance 14 cm. before it rests. If the particle moved inside the ground by

uniform deceleration 63 m./sec? fira the height in which the particle fall. < 0.9 merre >

m Abody fell down from a height 225 metres on a sandy ground to imbedded on it

a distance 25 cm. Calculate each of :

(1) The velocity of the body at the ground surface.

(2) The acceleration that the body moved with inside the ground.

< 2l m./scc. rktrvnrvards : - ?,EZ rl.lrer:l ,
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ffi ebody fell down from a height 6.4 metres on a sandy ground surface : then it penotrated

? 32 cm. inside the sand. Find :

I f tl The uniform accsleration of motion inside the sand.

| (2) The time taken from the moment of falling till it became at rest inside the sand.

I n- 196m./sec.2,l.2sec.,t_
frffi t Ll A rubber ball fell downwards fiom a height 10 metres , it hit the ground and

i 
rebound vertically upwards a distance Zt metresr calculate the velocity qf the ball before

I and after its hitting the ground dirgctly. < 14 m./sec. dorvnlvards r 7 m./sec. npwards >

I

ffi tU A ball fell vertically from a height 90 m. above the ground to impinging with it : then

? it rebounds vertically upwardp with velocity of magnitude equals half the magnituds of
t"
I its velocity before it impinges the ground directly, Find tho maximum height the ball can

I ."a"h. . 22.5 tnetres .
I

I

ffi fro* the top of a tower of height 196 m. over the surface of the ground. T\,vo bodies are

? projected with the same veloeity 14.7 m./sec. one vertically downwards and the other

I vertically upwards. What is the time elapsed by each of them to reach the ground surface ?

, .,5sec.:drec."t_
l

W) Abody fell down frorn a height 40 motres over the ground surface. At the same moment

? and from a point on the ground surface : another body was projected vertleally upwards

I with velocity 20 m.lsec.The two bodies met together after an interval of time (t) Find :

I tf f The value of 1t)
I

| 
(2) The covgred distance by each of them. << 2 sec. r 19.6 m. t 20.4 m. >

ffi ff_ A body fell downwards from a height 60 metres over the ground surface, At the same

? moment another body is projeeted vertically upwards from thE ground surface with velocity
I 

m.olllolrt aIIOtIrgI DOuy rs pruJggt9(r vgrLrsarly up\/inLru [ulrl Lllt, Bruuuu DurIaQe wrL[ vt,ru(-rLy

I 20 m./sec, ; the two bodies rnet after a time interval, Fincl this time r then find the distance

I covered by each of the two bodies within this interval r then mention if the two bodies at the

I rnoment of meeting wherp in opposite directions or in the same direction.

| '3 seuond .44.1 mclrcs '21 j# tretres in rhe same direurion "

I

t

@ ffi A body is at rest above the ground by 6.125 m. is pulled by a wire up with

i 
acceleration2.45 m.lsec.2.After two seconds from the beginning : the wire is cut. Find

| (1) The speed of the body just before cutting the wire.
I

I frl The maximum height reached by the body above the ground.

| 
,rl The velocity of the body when it reaches the ground.

I__ 
4_8 I
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A particle is projeeted vertically upwards with velocity 40 m./see . from a iroint on the

ground surface, After one second r onother particle is projected from the same point and

with the sarne vertieal veloeity of the first partiele, After how rnany seeonds and what is

the height the tWo pafticles are rneeting.

(consider the aceeleration of gravity g = l0 rn./see .2)

< 137.2 m. r 19.6 m. >

< 4.5 seconds r 78.75 m. >

A balloon moves vertically with velocity 14.7 rn./sec. A particle fell from it. It reached

the ground surface aftet 4 seconds from the moment of its falling. Calculate the height of

the balloon over the ground surface at the monlent of falling the particle frorn it in each

of the following cases :

(1) fne balloon rhoves vertically downwards.

(2) fne balloon moves vertically upwards,

A balloon moves vertieally upwards with uniform velocity 24.5 m.lsec. When it became

at a height 245 metres above the ground surface : a particle fell from it. . ., .. .

\,r) The maximum height the particle will reach above the ground surface.

( i) The velocity with which the particle reaeh the ground surf-ace.

(,i) The time elapsed for reaching the ground surface.

I ii) The height of the balloon at the rroment at which the particle reached the ground.

A balloon moves vertically upwards with uniform velocity 28 m./sec. A stone is projected

from it downwards with velocity 12.5 m./sec. It reached the ground surface after

5 seconds from the momellt of its projection.

Irincl:

(l) The height of the balloon over the ground surface at the moment of reaching of the

stone to the ground.

(2) The magnitude and the direction of the velocity of the stone after 4 seconds fiom the

<< 185 m. t23.7 m.lsec. dotvnrvards >momertt of its projection.

(V : 1)/Y 7i/aj' Y/(cruG) c,l;l ot*;tJl.u**g!{l I 49
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Choose the correct answer from those given :

(1) A boy stands on a bridge and projects a stone downward r &SSUfiie the positive

direction is upward r then which of the following graphs represents the (acceleration

- time) graph of the stone motion ?

(2) Aparticle is projected vertically upward r then the acceleration of the particle at its

maximum height equals

(3) The masses of two particles 10 kg. and20 kg. The two particles fell from the same

height. Ignoring the air resistance r if the particle of mass 20 kg. takes (t) sec. to

reach the ground r then the time the other particle of mass 10 kg. takes to reach the

ground = .......... sec.

(a) t (b) 2t

(a) zerc

(c) 9.8 m.lsec? upward.

(b) 9.S m./sec? downward.

(d) depends on the initial speed.

r,q it col 1,
(4) At the same moment that abody fell vertically downward from a height 58.8 m.

above the ground surface another body is projected vertically upward with initial

velocity 19.6 m./sec. : then the two bodies will be met after """"" sec.

(a) 3 (b) 2 (c) 1.5 o) 21F

(5) Two balls are projected with the same initial speed from the top of a house one is

projected upward and the other is projected downward. Compare their speed just

before they reach the ground.

(a) The ball projected upward will be faster because its initial velocity upward.

(b) The ball projected downward will be faster because its initial velocity downward.

(c) They both have the same speed.

(d) The ball projected upward will be faster because its acceleration is greater.

50 
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lrJ? (01 A body (A) fell from the top of a building t after one second anorher body (B)

I fell from the top of the same building : ignoring the afu resistance : the difference

I between their speeds for subsequent time

I f"l is increasing. (b) is decreasing.
I

i 
(c) remains constant. (d) can not be determined.

i o) A body is projected vertically upward with speed 24.5 m.lsec. r then the covered

I 
distance during the third second - .......... m.

I 
(a) rero (b) 4.e (c) 2.45 (d) z4.s

? (8) A body fell from the top of a tower , reaches to the ground surface after 8 seconds :

I tfr* the time needed to coves I tn"distance to the ground from the instant of falling

i 
t. seconds.

I tu\z (b)3 (c)4 (d)s

i (9) Two bodies fell from two different heights (s) and (3 s) respectively r then the rario

I between their speed just before they reach the ground is ..........

I (u)t'e @)r:{3 (c)l:e (d)3:1
I

f. (10) A body fell from the top of a tower. If the body covered 36 Vo ofthe tower height in

I 
the last second just before it hits the ground r then the height of the tower is .......... m.

I ful so (b) 7s (c) 100 (d) 122.s

? 
(11) A body fell vertically downward from a height. If the ratio between the covered distance

I in the last second to the covered distance during the second before the last is 5 : 4 r then

I the time the body takes to reach the ground surface equals seconds.

I ,rs (tiis+ (c)6 (d)6+

? 
(12) An egg fell from a nest on a tree r the height of the nest is 2.5 m.from the ground.

A girl is at a distance 13 m. from the base of the tree : flrns with uniform velocity to
catch up the egg just before it reached the ground r then the speed of the girl
is .'........m./sec.

(a) 1.33 (b) 3.7s (c) 9.83 (d) 18.2

(13) A parachutist descends vertically downward with uniform speed : when he is at
a distance (s) from the ground surface r a coin is dropped from him. If the speed of
the parachutist just before he reached the ground is (v1) and his taken time from the
moment that the coin droped is (t1) and the speed of the coin just before it reached the
ground is (v2) and its taken time is (t ) r then

First : The relation between y1 ty2is ..........

(a) v, = v, (b) v, > v, (c) v, < v, (d)vr =tu,
Second : The relation between \ t t2is .......

t',(d) tr=(b) t:> t2 @) t' < t'(a) t, = 1,

151
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(14) In the opposite frgure :

If a particle dropped from the toP

of a tower freely r then the ratio among the time intervals

which the particle takes to cover the distances

AB rBC rCEare

A

B

C

E

4.9m

14.7m

24.5m

(a)1:1:1 (d) 1 :4:9

(15) From the top of a29.4 m. high tower : a particle (A) is projected vertically upward :

at the same time another pafiicle (B) is projected from the ground surface vertically

upward with speed 24.5 m.lsec. the two particles met at the top of the tower while the

particle (B) was moving downward r then the initial velocity of the particle (A)

= .....'..'. m./sec.

(c) 19.6 (d) 245(a) 9.8 (b) t4.7

(16i A ball is projected vertically upward from the top of a tower of height (s) with

a velocity (v). It reaches the ground after time (q). ff it is projected from the same

point downward with velocity (v) : it reaches the ground after time (t2) r then the

time the ball takes to reach the ground when it is fell down from the same point to

the ground = """""

@+(t1 +t2) {u)t,+t, s7f4, (d) t1 t2

A stone is projected vertically upwards with velocity 34.3 m./sec. from the front part of

atrainof length 60 metres when the train begins to move from rest in a straight line with

uniform acceleration 2 m.lsec? Does the stone catch the train when it returns back to the

point of projection and at lvhere will this happen with respect to the back part of the train ?

52 
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Choose the correct answer from those given :

(1) What will happened to your weight when the

distance between you and the earth increases ?

oAppfiy oo* Higher Order Thinking Skills

consider the universal
gravitational

ConstantG=6.61x10*11

newton.m2./kg2

(c) (d)

(a) will increase. (b) No effect. (c) Become twice. (d) will decrease.

(2) m The physical attraction force between the orbs does not appear obviously

because of ...'......

(a) the long distance among them. (b) the large mass of the planets.

(c) the short distance among them. (d) b and c all together.

(3) fJl Which of the shown orbits can be a suitable orbit for a cerrain planet ?

a-w
\/

(a)

@;,G
o (4) The gravitational force between two masses each is 50 kg. and the distance between

their centres is 50 cm. is newton.

(a) 1 (b) e.8 (c) 6.6 x 1o- 11 (d) 6.67 x 1o-7

[53-

Newton's universal gravitation law
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ffi Two balls r the mass of the first = 5.2kg. and the mass of the second is 0.25 kg.

the two balls are put such that the distance between their centers is 50 cm.

r then the gravitational force between them = newton.

(a) 3.47 x 10- 10 (b) 3.47 x 10- 
1a (c) 4.83 x 10- 

12 (d) 2.68 x 10- 
13

ffi The universal gravitational force between two planets r the mass of the first is

2 x lO2l tons and the mass of the second is 4 x 1025 tons and the distance between

their centre s = 2 x 106 km. is '......... newton.

(a) 2 x 1034 (b) 2.334 x 1030 (c) 2.668 x 1030 (d) 1.334 x 1024

A sphere of iron is put such that its centre at a distance of 40 cm. from centre of

another sphere of nickel of mass 50 kg. such that the gravitational force between them

equals 12 x lO- 
8 N , then the mass of the sphere of iron - """"" kg.

(a) 14.393 (b) 5.157 (c) 3.S4 x 10- 10 (d) 3.365

If you know that the gravitational force between sun and earth is 35 .61 x 1021 newton

and the mass of each of the earth and the sun are 5.97 x l}2a kg. and 19 x 102e kg. ,

then the distance between the sun and earth = """"" m.

(a) 6.36 x 106 (b) 2.12 x lo22 (c) 1.s x 1012 (d) 1.46 x 1011

(9) A satellite of mass 4000 kg. rotates around the earth in an elliptic orbit at a height

440 krn.from the ground surface. if the mass of the earth is 6 x 1024 kg. and its radius

length = 6.36 x 106 metres. : then the gravitational force between the earth and the

satellite = ...'...... newton.

(a) 344t8 (b)2.35 x 1011 (Q3a6t9 (d) 39sts

(n0) A satellite of mass f torr rotates a round the earth at a constant height. if the mass

of the earth is 6 x 1O2a kg. and its radius length is 6360 km. and the gravitational

force between the earth and the satellite = I.26 x 104 newton. : then the height of the

satellite from the ground surface = 
.."""" m.

(a) 542000 (b) 542381 (c) 5765a3 (d) 234s61

(11) The gravity acceleration ..........

(a) increases as the body mass increases.

(b) increases as the height of the body increases above the ground surface.

(c) increases as the body approaches to the ground surface.

(d) remains constant whatever the body goes far from the centro of the earth.

(12) If the mass of a body on the moon surface = 40 kg. : then its weight on the

earth= . .N.

(a) 240 (b) 392

54 
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(13) If the gravitational force between two bodies is F and the mass of each body has

been decreased to half its mass without change the distance between them then the

gravitational force becomes

@+F ral*F(a) F (b)2F

(14) The gravitational force between two masses is 2 newtons if one mass is doubled r

then the gravitational force between them becomes .......... newton.

(17)

(18)

(1e)

(20)

{:tl

o

o

o

(b) 2 (c) 1 (d) 4

(15) What will happen to the gravitational force between two bodies as the distance

between their centers becomes twice the first value ?

(a) It becomes twice its initial value. (b) It becomes 4 times its initial value.

(c) It becomes half its initial value. (d) It becomes the fourth of its initial value.

(16) A satellite of weight 5600 newton at the ground surface r then its weight at a height

equals the length of the radius of the earth = newton.

(a) 2800 (b) zero (c) 1400 (d) s6oo

The gravitational force between two masses is 27 newton r the distance between

their centres is increased to be 3 times its initial value r then the gravitational force

becomes newton.

(a) 81 (b) e (c) 3 (d) 27

If the distance between the two centers of two masses is increased to become three

times its initial value : then the gravitational force between them decreased r then

the ratio between the two values of gravitational forces before the increase and after

it = ....'....'

(a)3:1

If the distance between the two centres of two masses is decreased r and the

gravitational force between them became twice the first : then the ratio between the

1't and 2nd'distances =..........

(a) 2: I @)r:a[i @)|:Z @)li: r

Two planets r the mass of the first is twice the mass of the second r the radius length

of the second is twice the radius length of the first r then the ratio between the graylty

acceleration of the first to the gravity acceleration of the second is ..........

(a)8:1 (b)4:1 (c) 2: I (d)1:1

(21) The masses of two planets are (4 m) : (9 m) kg. and their radii length s are (2 r) : (3 r)

metre : then the ratio between their gravity accelerations on their surfaces = ....'.....

@+

(") *

(b)1:3

@)?

(c) 9: 1

@)*

(d)1:9

lss

(d) 1
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Two planets the mass of the first is 1.9 x 10re kg. and its radius length is 2000 km.

and the mass of the other is 3.8 x 101e kg. and its radlus length is 3000 km. r then

the ratio between the two gravity accelerations of the two planet surfaces = " """

(b) 3 :4 (c)9:8 (d) 2 :1

The mass of a planet is three times the mass of the earlh and its diameter length

equals three times the diameter length of the earth. r then the ratio between the gravity

acceleration on the surface ofthis planet and the surface ofthe earth =

(a) I :2

(a) 1 :9 (b)1:3 (c)9:1

(c)96:1

(d)3:1

{.241 If the radii lengths of the moon and the earth are 1600 km. and 6400 km.

respoctively and the ratio between the gravity acceleration betwepn them is 1 : 6

r then the ratio between their masses respectively = " " "

(d)1:96

(25) If r is the radius length of the earth t 91 is the gravity accelgratton of a body placed

at a hoight of s, above the ground surface r 92 is the gravity acrceleration of the same

body place d at aheight of s, above the ground surface r then 
t =

,r+ (b)g (.)ft (oif=#

(26) Tension of tho gravitational field of a planet whose mass m kg. and radius length

I metre at a point h metre above the surface = """"" newton/kg. (where G is the

universal gravitation constant) .

(a)Gx$
r

2(b)Gx4 (c)Gx-+,
h' h'+ r'

(d)Gx--!q 
"(h + r)"

(:t'/) Given that the mass of the earth = 6.06 x l02a kg. and its radius length is

6.36 x 106 metre r then the tension of the gravitational field of the earth on the

ground surface = ......... newton /kg.

(a) 9.8 (b) e.81 (c) 9.993 (d) e.Se

(28) The graylty aceeleration on the Jupiter given that Jupiter's mass is 1.898 x LO27 kg. and its

radius leng,th = 69971km is mJsec?

(a) I :24 @)2a:t

(a) 3.9 x 1011 (b) 9.8 (c) 25.9 x 106 (d) 25.e

(29) If the gravity acceleration of the earth (g) is 10 m./sec.2 and the radius length of

the earth equals 6 .36 x 105 metres . : then the mass of the earth = ' kg .

(a) 4.04 x 101e (b) 5.943 x lo2a (e) 6.06 x 1022 (d) 6.06 x lO2a

(30) The rnass of M planet ars given that its gravity acceleratiqn is 3.71 1 m./sec?

and its radius length = 3390 km. is ",""' kg.

o

o

o

o

sol

(a) 3.69 x 1023 (b) 8.34 x r0% (c) 6.39 x lo2? (d) 4.265 x 1013
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From a point on the moon surface , an astronaut projects a ball vertically upwald with

initial velocity 14 m./sec. : then the maximum height the ball reaches r ... ,.,.,. metre.

(given that gravitational acceleration at the moon surface = # m./sec?)

(a) 2.5 @ 4 + (c) 15 (d) 60

In the opposite figure :

Three equal masses arg placed at the vertices

of a right-angled friangle. Fo" is the mutual

gravitational attraction between the two masses

atAandB:then

(a) trae > Fac ) Fec

(c) Fae ( Fec. Fo"

(33) In the opposite figure :

Three masses m t2 m :3 m are placed at the

vertices of an equilateral triangle. Fou is the

mutual gravitational attraction between the two

massesatAandB:then

(a) Fas t Fo", Fu"

(c) Fec ) Fac, Fou

(34) In the opposite figure :

Four bodies : the mass of each is m r thoy are placed

at vsrtiaes of a square the length of its diagonal is 2 s.

If a body sf mass m is Blaced atthq contre of ths sqxare

r then the gravitational force acting on the body at the

centre =..........

{ur c (e)2

(d) 4 c (+)'

(a) Zero

(c) 2 G (+)'

6c

,^ru
(b) Fae ) Fsc ) Fac

(d) tras . Fac. Fnc

(b) Fac * Fu" * Fou

(d) Fsc ( Fan o Fo"

Calculate the gravitational forco between the sun and the earth given that the earth moves

in an elliptis orbit a round the sun and the mass of tho earth equals 6 x lO2a kg. and

thc mass of the sun equals 19 x 1029 kg. and the distancq between the,ir centres equals

n 3.379 x 1022 newton ,1.5 x 1011 metres.

(A : 1)/Y ri / ayE Y/(u;ti) oU oL;UJl -U' +-' 114ldl
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m If you know that the mass of the earth is 6 x IOza kg. and the mass of the moon is

7 x 1022 kg. and the distance between their centers is 3 x 106 metres and the universal

gravitational constant is 6.67 x 10- 
11 newton .rfr.thg2.Find the gravitational force of

the earth to the moon. < 3.11 x 1024 newton,

A rocket of mass 8 tons. is projected from the ground surface and when it became at

a distance 150 km. from the ground surface it lost f itr *us because of burning the fuel.

Calculate its weight at this moment given that the mass of the earth = 5.91 x lOza kg.

and its radius length = 6360 km. < 56315 newtons >

A satellite of mass m kg.rotates at a height 440 km. from the ground surface r given that the

mass of the earth is 6 x 7024 kg. and its radius length = 6360 km. Find m to nearest kg. given

that the universal gravitational constant = 6.67 x 10- 
11 

newton.mTk g? t andthe gravitational

force between the earth and the satellite is 17310 newton. < 2000 kg. >

Giventhatthemassof theearthis 5.97 xIO%kg.anditsradiuslength is6.34x 106metres

Find the tension of gravitational field of earth to a body of mass 1000 kg. putting on the

ground surface r then find the gravity acceleration of the earth.

<< 9.9 x 103 newton r 9.9 m./sec.2 ,

ffil If the mass of the earth equals 81 times the mass of the moon and their diameters

lengths are 72756 km. and 3476krn. respectively: if the gravity acceleration on the eafth

is 9.8 m./sec? ,whatis the gravity acceleration on the moon surface ? < I.63 m./secl >

If the mass of mars is 0.107 times the mass of the earth and the radius of the

earth = 6400 km. and the gravity acceleration on mars surface equals 0.38 times the

gravity acceleration of the earth. Calculate the radius length of mars. < 3.3961 x 106 metres ,

Jffil Given that the mass of the earth equals 5.97 x 1O2a kg. and its radius length is

6.34 x 106 metres and the mass of the moon equals 7 .36 x lO22 kg. Find the radius length

of the moon if the gravity on the earths's surface = 6 times the gravity on the moon's

surface. << I.'724 x 106 metres >

ffi An international space station with weight on the surface of the earth 421997.6 newton.

Find its weight when it became in an external orbit on a height 350 km. from the surface

of the earth known that the earth's mass equals 5.6 x 7O2a and,its radius is 6.37 x 103 km.

(Hint : Force in newton = Mass in kg x gravitational force of the earth 9.8 m./sec?)

q
o

I
o

I
o

o

o

I

d
o

I

d
o

I

Ig
o

<<3.J9 x 105 newton,
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EIA space ship of weight 2t9600 newton on the ground surface and its weight on mars

planet is 83157 newton. if the mass of the earth is 6 x 1024 kg. and its radius length is

6360 km. and the mass of mars is 6.39 x 7023 kg.Find the radius length of mars.

<<3.3'73 x 106 metres >

Aball fell down from the hand of an astronaut at a height 735 cm. from the moon surface

tostrikethemoonsurface after3seconds.if themassof themoon is7.36xlO22kg.and

the mass of the earth is 5.97 x lo2a kg.and the radius length of the earth is 6.34 x 106 metre

and the gravrty acceleration of the earth is 9.8 m./sec.2 Find the radius length of the moon.

< ll243l5 metres >>

One of the firms of searching for oil in the mediterranean sea established a hallow empty

cylinder of height 2000 metres inside the ground r then it let a body of mass one ton

to fell down. connecting with a string , maximum tension in it is 9900 newton in this

cylinder.If the mass of the earth is 6 x lO2a kg. and its radius length is 6360000 metres

does the body reach the bottom of the cylinder or the string will be cut before reaching

the bottom. If the string will be cut calculate the distance which the string stay in tension

before its cutting moment. < the string will be cut r 1993.833 metre >>
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Some basic terms and concepts - Events -
Operations on events..$5
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Multiple choice questions

Choose the correct answer from those given :

(1) In the experiment of choosing a digit from the digits of the number 26345 randomly

r then the sample space is ....,.,'.'

(a) {5 ,4,3 ,2}

@) {zaz+s}

(b) a not random experitnent

(d) a certain event.

o) {45 ,63 ,2}

(d) t6 s2 t3 ,5 t4j
(2) Drawing a card from numbered cards without knowing the numbers written on these

cards represents ..,,."...

(a) a random experiment.

(c) an impossible event.

(3) When tossing a die once and observing the number on its upper faee r if A is the

event of appearance of an even prime number : then A is .'.'...... event.

(a) impossible (b) simple (c) not sirnple (d) certain

(4) In the experiment of shooting at a target : denoting hitting the target by the symbol

H r not hitting the target by the symbol N and the experirnent is shooting 3 times at

most and it stoped when hitting the targetr then the sample spaee E '.......,,

(u) {N :(N,H), (N,N :H), (N,N,N)}

o){H,(H :H,N) r (H,N,N), (N,N,N}
(c) {(N,N) : (N,N,D , H}

(d) {(N:N:N) : (N:N,H) , (N,D ,H}

Some basic terms and concepts -
Events - Operations on events
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(5) In the experiment of tossing three distinct coins once and observing the sequence of

":n::::*" 
of heads and tails : then number of the elements of the sample space

(a) 8 (b) 3 (c) 27

(c) 36

(c) 3 (d) 4

(b) 8 (c) 4 (d) 6

(d) 64

(6) In the experiment of throwing a die three times successively r then number of sample

space elements = ...'....'.

(a) 27 (b) 81 (d) 216

(7) Inarandomexperiment raboxcontains3 similarballsnumberedfrom 1to3:two
balls are drawn "one after the other" with replacement the first drawn ball before the

second ball is drawn and observing the product of the two numbers appearing on the

two balls : then number of elements of the sample space = '.........

(a) 9 (b) 6 (c) t2 (d) 27

(8) In the experiment of forming a3-dtgit number consists of different digits from the set

of digits {: , O ,5 , 6} : then the number of elements of the sample space = ......"'.

(a) 18 (b) 24 (c) 48 (d) 64

(9) In the experiment of tossing a die three times and observing number of times of

appearing the number 6 on the upper face t then the number of elements of the

sample space = ..........

(u) 63 (b) 36

In the experiment of shooting on a target where the experiment stopped at hitting the

target twice or missing the target twice : then the number of elements of the sample

of space = ....'..'..

(a) 9

(10)

? (11) When throwing a fair die onco : then spinning the

spinner in the figure oflce r then the number of

elements of the sample space = '.........

(a) 18

(c) 3

(1.2) Which of the following figures does represent the occulrence of any of the two

events A or B without occulrence the other ?

(b) t2

(d) 6

S

lB Al

lcpl
(a)

S

@
(c)

S

fB------l

IGDI
(d)



(13) In which of the following shapes : the shaded part represents A U fi t

(14) If A and B are two events from the sample space S

r then the shaded part in the opposite figure represents

S

E-_-__;l

lco)l
(a)

S

l-B--- 
-;ll(o)l

(b)

S

@
(c)

(d) occurrence of one event at most.

A r B are two events in a sample space S of a random experiment

r then the shaded part represents the event of

(a) occurrence ofA or B

(c) non occurrence of B

(b) non occurence ofA

(d) non occuffence ofA or B

Let A and B are two events in a sample space of a random experiment r then the event

of non occulTence any of the two events equals

(b)A-B rctAiri
Given that : A and B are two mutually exclusive events then : A- B = .....'....

(a) A (b) B (c) B -A (d) A

If A and B are two events of the sample space of a random experiment : then the event of

occunence B only ='..."....

(a)B (b)AnB

rft
a)
.2

a)x
trJ

(1s)

(16)

(r7)

(18)

(1e)

(20)

(21)

If A and B are two events from the sample space S

r then the shaded partrn the opposite figure represents

(a)AUB

fclAUst

(a)AUB

(c) (A O B)

(a)A-B

(c)AUs

In the opposite figure :

The shaded part represents the event ..'."...'

(a) occurrence ofA and B

(b) occurrence ofA or B or both together.

(c) occurrence of one event at least.

In the opposite figure :

(a)A0B

(b)And
(d)AnBt

o)AnBt
(d)(AuB)-(AnB)

(b)BuA

(d) A

S

fB-------l

IGDI
(d)

S

@
S

@

S

@
and B together.

If A and B are two events from the sample space S

r then the shaded part in the opposite figure represents

(d)AuBt

(c) A- B (d) B -A
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l;,,

L::,

(AUB)"="""'"'

falAnd G)AUB'
(A- Bi = .. .... ..

(a) S -A o)BuA

1a1 {z ,6}

@) {2 ,4 ,6 ,8 ,,lo ,12}

(c)s-(AnB)

\
(c) (B -A)

@ {z ;4 ,6 ,8}
(d) {2 ,4 ,6, 8 , 10}

(b) an impossible event.
\

(d) the same eventA

(d) (A n B)

rolAU(B-A)
A and B are two events of tho sample space of a random experiment i then the event of

occuffence A and B together is .,,,..,.,,

(a)AUB 0)(AnB) @)a (d)AnB

If S is the sample space of a random experiment and A r B are two events in it r then

S-(AUs)is
(a) not occurrence of any ofA or B (b) occurronce ofA and B

(c) not occurrence ofA and B together. (d) occurrence ofA or B

(26) A card is drawn from 10 identieal cards : numbered from 1 to 10 r then the event of

appearing a number divisible by 2 on the card is '..,..'...

A coin is tossed twice r and the upper face is noticed : then the event of appearing tail in

the first trial is

1a; {g , H;}

G){(T,H):(T,T)}
fc) {fr rH :H) r(T:T,H) ,(T:H rT) ,(T rT rT)}

(d) {(T :H) : (H,T), (T,D}
If A is an event from the sample space S of a random experiment and A = S r then the

eventA is ..,.'.,..,

(a) a simple event.

(c) a certain event.

o

(29) When tossing a metal coin artd a die once : then the event of appearing atall and number

less than 3 r is ,,,',.,,,,

(a){G,s)} (u){(r t4)t(T 15)r(r,O}
(c) {(T r 1) ; (T t2) t (T til} (d) {(T , 1) , (T r 2)}

(30) In the experiment of tossing two distinct dice and observirrg the numbers on the

upper faces the certain evelrt when you calculate the absolute difference between the

two numbers is ,...'.....

1al {l E2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6}
(b) {0 , I t4 >5 tZ t3}
(.) {O , L ,2 ,3 ,4}
(d) The absolute difference is naturaI number less than or equal to 6
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In the experiment of forming Z-digitnumber

formed from different digits using the set {2 ,3 ,5}
r the opposite tree chart is used : then the number of

elements of the event "the formed number is odd" is ..'.......

Tens Unit

l-,
3-,
X-'

(d) 12

In the experiment of tossing a die once r then which of the following is simple event ?

(a) The event of appearing a prime number.

(b) The event of appearing a number greater than or equal to 5

(c) The event of appearing a number greater than 6

(d) The event of appearing an even number has only two different factors

In an experiment of selecting acardrandomly from 30 cards numbered from 1 to 30.

If the events :

A : is the event of getting an even number

B : is the event of getting a number divisible by 11

bv3

the following are

(c)A,C (d)B,D

C : is the event of getting a prime number

D : is the event of getting a number divisible

then the two mutually exclusive events from

(a) B ,A (b)B,c
(34) An experiment consists of tossing a die: and then flipping a coin once if the number

on the die is even. If the number on the die is odd r the coin is flipped twice r then the

number of the elements of the sample sp?co =

(a) 6

(c) 4

(a) 24 (b) 18

(b) 3

(d) 2

(c) 36

Determine the sample space of each of the following random experiments : showing

the number of its elements :

(1) Choosing a card from 4 cards numbered from 2 to 5 and observing the written digit

on the card.

(2) Choosing a prime number included between 10 and 20

(3) Al Ahly : E,IZamalek and El Ismaili participate in a tri-competition. Observe :

First : The winner in this competition.

Second : The order of these three teams.

(4) Tossing three distinct coins once and observing the sequence ofappearance ofheads

and taiIs.

(1 : p)/Y ri/ai1 Y/(,,,;{-i) ot;l otptJlol4&1t<LlCl
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(5) Getting a number formed from two different digits from the digits 1 t2 t3 t 4

(6) Getting a number formed from two digits from the digits 0 t l t2
(7) A bag contains 4 balls (red : white r black and yellow) the experiment is drawing

2 balls one after another and observing their colours.

First : With restoring (restore the 1st ball before drawing the second)

Second : Without restoring.

(8) Tossing a die once and observing the apparent number on the upper face. If the

apparent number is less than 6 : then throw a coin once. If the number 6 appears r

then throw the coin two consecutive times.

(9) Tossing a coin and a die in which two faces carries number (1) r two faces carries

number (2) and two faces carries number (3) r and observing the appearing on the

two upper faces.

(10) Tossing a coin three times and observing the number of heads.

In an experiment r a die is tossed once and the apparent number on the upper face

was observed. Determine the sample space : then state each of the following events

r showing which of these events is simple : which of them is sure and which is

impossible:

(1) A

(2) B

(3) c
(4) D

(s) E
(6) F

(7) K
(8) L
(e) N

(10) x
(11) Y

the event of appearance of the drgrt 4

the event of non-appearance of the digit 5

the event of appearance of a number gteater than 3

the event of appearance of a number less than 8

the event of the appearance of a number divisible by 7

the event of the appearance of a prime number.

the event of the appea.rance of a prime odd number.

the event of the appearance of an even number or prime number.

the event of the appearance of a number which is not a perfect square.

: the event of the appearance of a number satisfying the equation X (X - 2) = 15

: the event of the appearance of a number satisfying the inequalrty X < 4

EE A bag contains 20 identical cards numbered from 1 to 20 s if a card is selected

randomly and the number written on it is recorded r write the following events :

(1) A: the event <<the recorded number is even and greater than 10>

(2) B: the event <<the recorded number is a factor of l2>>

(3) C : the event <<the recorded number is odd and divisible by 3>

(4) D : the event <<the recorded number is a multiple of the two numbers 2 t 5>>

(5) E : the event <<the recorded number is prime>>.

(6) F: the event <<the recordednumber satisfies the inequality 5 X-3 <7J>>

66 
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In the experiment of throwing a die once and observing the apparent number on the fi
upper face r write the sample space (S) and determine the following events :

(1) A: the event ofappearance ofan odd number.

(2) B: the event of appearance of a prime number.

(3) The event ofoccurrence ofAand B together.

(4) The event of occurrence of one of them at least.

(5) The event of non-occurence ofA
(6) The event ofoccurrence ofAonly.
(7) The event ofoccunence ofB only.

(8) The event ofoccurrence ofone ofthem only.
(9) The event of occurrence of one of them at most.

In an,

appea

Write

(1) A

(2) B

(3) c
(4) D

(s) E

experiment r e coin was flipped twice in succession and the sequence of
rance of heads and tails was observed.

down the sample space r then state each of the following events :

getting a tail in the first flip.

getting a tail in one only of the two flips.

getting a head in the first flip or a tail in rhe second flip.

: non-appearance of a head.

getting the same outcome in the two flips.

the appearance of different outcomes in the two flips.(6) F

A coin is tossed twice. The sequence of appearance of heads and tails is observed.
Write down the sample space for this experiment. Also : determine the following
eyents :

the appearance of exactly one head.

the appearance of at least one head.

the appearance of at most one head.

the appearance of exactly two heads.

the appearance of more than two heads.

(1) A

(2) B

(3) c
(4) D

(s) E

r then show which of them is a simple event.

M In the experiment of throwing a coin several times r the experiment will stop
if a head or 3 tails appear. Write down the sample space of the experiment and the
following events :

(1) A : the event of the appearance of one head at most.

(2) B: the event ofthe appearance ofone head at least.

(3) C : the event of the appearance of two tails at least.

(4) D : the event of the appearance of two heads at least.

loz
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(.,
ffi From the set of numbers {1 , 2 t 3 t 4} we need to form 2'different digit

numbers. Represent the sample space (S) on a graphic tree r then determine the

following events :

(1) A : the event of the unit digit is odd.

(2) B : the event of the tens digit is odd.

(3) C : the event of each of the two digits is odd.

(4) D : the event of the unit digit or the tens digit is odd.

(5) E : the event of the set of numbers in which the unit digit is twice the tens digit.

fl I bag contains 3 red and 3 white balls. Three balls are drawn randomly without

replacement. Write down the sample space r then determine the following events :

(1) A : the event of getting at least two red balls'

(2) g : the event of getting at most two white balls.

(3) C : the event of getting two balls of the same colour.

(4) AnB (s) Bnc (6) c-a

ffi Two cards are drawn one after the other from a set of 8 identical cards

numbered from L to 8 and the drawn card must returned before drawing

the another card. What is the number of the elements in the sample space ? and if :

(1) A : the event of "the number in the 2'd drawn is triple the number in the ltt drawn"'

(2) g: the event of "the sum of the two numbers is more than 13"

Write each of A and B r is A and B are mutually exclusive ? Explain your answer.

In the experiment of throwing a die twice in succession and observing the apparent

number on the upper face in each timer draw a geometric shape for the sample

space S and show on it each of the following events :

(1) A : the event of the appearance of the number 3 in the 1't throw.

(2) g : the event of the appearance of the number 3 in the 2nd throw.

(3) C : the event of the appearance of the number 3 in any of the two throws.

(4) D : the event of the appearance of a number in the first throw exceeding 2 than

the number in the 2nd throw.

(5) E : the event of the appearance of a number in the 2nd throw exceeding 1 than

the number in the 1tt throw.

A die is thrown twice. The number on the upper face is observed in each time.

Determine each of the following events :

Io
o

I

I

I

ET
a

I

I

I

I

I

lD

(1) A : the sum of the scores is 8

(3) C : the sum of the scores is 8 or 10

(5) E : the event of the appearance of two equal numbers.

(2) B: the sum of the scores is 10

(4) D : the sum of the scores is 15

68l
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In an experiment of throwing two distinct dices and observing the two apparent 'I
numbers on the upper faces I write down each of the following events :

(1) Ar : the event of (the absolute difference between the apparent numbers = 3)

(2) Az: the event of (the sum of the apparent numbers = 10 at least)

(3) A: : the event of (the small number in the two apparent numbers = 4)

(4) A2nA3 (s) &nA2
(6) A+ : the event of (the greater number in the apparent numbers < 3)

(7) As : the event of (the greater number in the apparent numbers > 5)

Show each of Ao & A, on the geometric shape of sample space S

ffi In an experiment of tossing a coin once , then a die is rolled : observing the

upper faces.

Represent the sample space of this experiment by a probability tree diagram r flrd

then determine the following events :

the event of appearance of a tail and an even number.

the event of appearance of a head and an odd number.

the event of occurrence ofA and occurrence of B

the event of occurrence ofA only.

the event of non-occurrence ofA or non-occulTence of B

An experiment consists of flipping a coin r and then flipping it a second time if
a head occurs. If a tail occurs on the first flip I then a die is tossed once.

List the elements of the sample space : then determine the following events :

(1) A : the appearance of atail and an even number.

(2) B : the appearance ofat least one head.

(3) C : the appearance of atall and a prime number.

(1) A

(2) B

(3) c

(4) P

(s) E
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Test yourself

From the school book O Higher Order Thinking Skills

I Multiple choice questions I

rose the correct answer from those gir

The probability of the certain event =

(a) CI (b) S (c) zero (d) 1

If the probability of occurrence of event A = ? : then the probability of

non-occurrence of event ,{ = ............

(a) 0.6 (b) + (c) zero (d) 40 Vo

Ifp(A) = i, p(B) = !, v(AnB) = t,rhenP(AU B) ='......'.."

@)# $)+ @? @tr

ffi Irn )B=a, p(A;=g.7, Pd) =0.4 tthenP(AUB)=.. ".....'.

(a) 0.8 (b) 0.3 (c) 1 (d) 0.e

If A and B are two events of a sample space of random experiment P (A) = +
,P(B) = ], P(An B)= + :thenP(AUB)=......'....'

@)+ @? rq# @)+

If A and B are two events in sample space of a random experiment where :

P(A)=9.4 r P(B) =Q.J r P(A0 n;=0.2,thentheprobabilityof

non occulrence of any of the two events A or B = '...........

70

(a) 0.5 (b) 0.7 (c) 0.3 (d) 0.e

Htr Axioms and laws of probability -
Galculating probability
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(8)

(e)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(1s)

(16)

(17)

(18)

I

o

o

o

o

o

o

I

o

I

I

o

If A and B are two mutually exciusive events from the sample space S , r 1B; =
and P fe U g) = 0.05 : then P (A) =

Given that A and B are two events in a sample space r A c B
: then P (A U B) equals

(a) P (A) (b) P (B) (c)P(A)+P(B) (d)p(AnB)

(o)+

If A r B are two events from sample space of a random experiment and AC B ,
P(An B)= ?, p(AU s;= {,rt., p(A)=

(")+ - 6? " (.)+ (d)+

A fair die is thrown two consecutive times r then :

The probability of getting number 5 in any throw and 6 in the other throw is ............

(")36 (")#

(a) 0.75 (b) 0.7

G)+
J

@+

b)+

(c) 0.95

@+

(") +

@t4
J

(d) 0.2

@)+'J

(d) 1

(d) 1

(d) 
+

ffi tf aletter is chosen randomly from a set of letters

s={A rB rT rD rH ro rI:K rN ,z} ,thentheprobabilitythatthechosen
letter is one of the letters of the word THINK is ............

@+
A class contains 42 students and 35 of them succeeded at the end of the year.

A student is chosen randomly : then the probability that this student failed =
(r) * (o)+ (c) zero

A coin is tossed orce r then the probability of the appearance of a head or a tail =
(a) zero

A coin is tossed twice r then the probability of appearance one head at most =

\a) i (d) +
A box contains 30 identical cards : numbered from 1 to 30 r a card.is drawn at

random from the box. then the probability that the card has odd number which is
a perfect cube =

(b) 
1ol

(d)+

If A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment and

P(A)= +, p(AOn;= 
t,tr,.rpfa Unl=.,.,,.......

(a) zero

ffirrP(A)=9.3 , p(B)=Q.J : p(A0n;=0.1 :thenp(And)=. ......

(a) 0.7 (b) 0.4 (c) 0.3 (d) 0.1

IfA : B are two mutually exclusive events r then p (A U d) = .. .......

(a) zero (b) 1 (c) 0.5 (d) 50 Eo

@+

(")+

@+ @)#@)x
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(1e) rfp(A)=+ , P(B)=? , P(AUn;= f ,tn"np(A0s)=

(20) If A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment r P (A) =

:P(AU n) = {, ACB :thenP(B)=
J

@b
If A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment

,P(AUn;=g.35, P(A) =0.75, P(d) =0.6 tthenPCA Udl= """"""

(d) 0.7

(u)#

(at *.J

o)+
a

(c) i

(c) 0.15

k)4
J

(c) 0.3

(c) 0.8

(d) 0.6

(d) *

(d) 1

(d) 0.7

(d) 0.2

(o+

1

2

(21)

(r) *

(a) Zero

(a) 0.5

(a) 0.16

@?

(b) 0.3

@+

(a) 0.3 (b) 0.4

(22) It Aand B are two mutually exclusive events from the sample space of a random

experiment, P (A) = t andP (A- B) = """"""

? (23) IfP(A) =0.3, P(A-B) =0.16 :thenP(A-B) = """"""

(a) 0.14 (b) 0.16

o

o

(24) LetA and B be two events in the sample space (S) of a random experiment such that :

P (A) = P (B) if P (A n B) =0.2 andP (A U B) = 0.8 , then P (A n B) = """"""

(25) If AandB aretwoevents of thesample space(S) :andP(A):P(B) =2;3

rP(AO n; =o.t : P(AUn; =0.7,thenP(A) =

(b) 0.48 (c) 0.32 (d) 0.6

(26)

(27)

o

o

ffi e box contains 9 identical cards numbered from 1 to 9 one card is chosen

randomly : then the probability that the chosen card carries an odd number or

a number divisible by 9 -

A card is drawn randomly from 50 identical cards numbered from 1 to 50 : then the

probability that the number on the drawn card is a perfect square is """"""

(a) 207o (b) l47o (c) 127o (d) 6%

(2S) m A set of 50 identical cards : numbered from 1 to 50 : then the probability that

the number of the drawn card is not a perfect square number and not a multiple of

number 7 is ...........'(")+ o)#

@)+

G)#

72 
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(30)

(3r)
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A bag contains 25 balls (4 balls are yellow , 7 balls are red and the remainder is black)

If a ball is drawn randomly r then the probability that the drawn ball is yellow or

black = ......

@)+ @+ (.)# @)#
A box contains 20 identical cards : numbered from 1 to 20.A card is drawn randomly

r then the probability that the card has a prime number greater than 10 is ............

(")# (b)l
') (")+ (d) +

The probability that a chosen number from the set of numbers {- 2 t - I t zaro, l 12}

has a square value that is positive equals ............

@?
(32) If A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment

,P(A)= #, p(B)= +, p(AUn;= zp(AOs),rhenptalrii=............

(") +

@+ o)+

@+

c)+

rql

(c) 0.3

(d) 1

(d) +

(d) t
(3s)

(36)

(37)

(38)

o

o

o

o

o

(33) If A and B are two events from the sample space S of a random experiment

,p(A)=-+P(AuB) =0.45 : p(A-B)= 0.2tthenp(B)=

(a) 0.15 (b) 0.6 (c) 0.65 (d) o.ss

(34) If A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment and

p(B)= *, p(A-B)= +, p(A) = | v(AnB),rhenp(A)=

(")+ ru)+

(b) 0.0s

If AandB aretwo events of the sample space andP(A) = 3 P(A) : P(Al n; =g.2
r then probability of occurrence event A only -
(a) 0.55 (d) o.7s

If A : B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment and B C A
,P(A) = 2 P(B) = 0.6 rthen P(A-B) = ............

(a) 0.3 (b) 0.s (c) 0.6 (d) 0.8

prAt 
3)-= -P(A) )

6\z'5
If A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment :

P(A) =P(A) : P(A[ln; = { ,thenP(A-B) =......,.....

If S is the sample space of a random experiment and A C S

:thenP(A) =(")+ ru)* (") t

@)+ (") * (d) *@?

( \ . : 1)/Y 7i/sev Y/(crrLr) ol;,l.rt=;tJlcru*1, ff<ldl I 73
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(39) If A : B are two events in the sample space S of a random experiment andAC B r

P (A) = | , tn"probability of occurrence B only equals 0.2 ; thenthe probability of

non-occulTence B = ............

(40) m 5 identical cards numbered from zto 6 : two cards drawn (one after the other) with

replacement and observing the sequence of the numbers to form all possible 2-digits

numbers : then the probability that the formed number is of units digit is prime or of

tens digit is odd is .....'."...

(a) 0.1

(") +

(b) 0.3

@?

@+

G)+

@#

(c) 0.7

c)*

(d) 0.e

(d) +

@*

(41)

(42)

(43\

(44)

(4s)

(46)

o

o

o

Abox contains 8 cards numbered from 1 to 8 two cards are drawn successively

with replacement r then the probability that the absolute difference between the two

numbers is equal to 3 is

b)h
ffi tf e and B are two events of a random experiment : its elements have equal

probabilities r and P (B) =+ r P(A) = 1 -P (B), then

(a) n(A) =n (B) (b)n(A)>n(B) (c)n(A) <n(B) (d)n(A) +n(B) = 1

A die is designed such that while tossing it r the probabilities of getting the numbers

I t2 t3 t 4 and 5 are equal but the probability of getting the number 6 equals three times

that getting the number 1 : then the probability of getting an even number = """"""

(o)* c)t (d) ?

(a) b

@+

(")+

@#

@+

ffi A fair die is thrown once on a table and observing the number on the upper face r

then the probability of getting a number not more than 5 r and not less than 3 is ............

@?(") * o)+
J

In the experiment of rolling a dice twice the probability that the sum of the appearing

numbers on the upper face is a prime number = """"""

(.)+ @)+(")+

A fair die is thrown three consecutive times : then the probability of getting three

similar numbers = ..'..."....

(d) 1

" 2t6

74 
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(47) Afair die is thrown oflco r the probability of the appearance of an even number not a

prlme ls ...'....'...(")+ @+
(48) A dice is rolled 3 times and the number on the upper face is observed r then the

probability that the sum of these numbers is 18 equals(")+ G)+

c)+

(") 
+

(") +

(c) 0.11

(d) 
*

1

" 216
(d)l" 

108

(d)+

@E

(s4)

(ss)

o

o

o

o

(49) Afair die is thrown onco r if (A) is the event of getting an odd number and (B) is the

event of getting a number less than 5 r then the probability of occurrence one of the

two events at least = ...."...'..

(u) + @+ (") * (d) +
(50) m A fair die is thrown two consecutive times : then the probability of getting even

number in the 1tt throw and getting prime number in the 2nd throw is ............

(51) In the experiment of tossing a coin three consecutive times and observing the

sequences ofheads and tails then probability ofthe event of appearance

"at least two tails" = .....'......

@)+ (b)+

(.) + @)+

(b) 0.3 (c) 0.5 (d) 0.e

(d) t
(52) Let A r B and C be three mutually exclusive events of the sample space (S) of a random

experimentS suchthatS =AUB U C : P(A)=P(B) andP (C)= 
+ 

p(A)

: then P (A- C) = ............

@+ @?
(53) If A : B are two events in the sample of a random experiment and P (A) = 0.5

,P(AU n; =9.6, P(A|l d) =0.3,thenP(B) =

(a) 0.2

ta) *'J (o)+

(b)+

If the sample spaceof arandomexperimentis S = {e rn rC rD} r and

r(tn)) =0.33 , r({n,c}) =o.as , r({n,r}) =0.65,then

e (tn)) =

(a) 0.77 (b) 0.23 (d) 0.01

ffi ttS = {A rB ,C} isthe sample spaceof arandomexperiment :and

20P(A) = 15 P(B) = 12P(C) ,thenP(B) =............

(a) I
J @+

lts
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(56) Let the sample space of a random experiment be S = {a , n , C}

,ir ffi = $ and ffi = ],tn"nP(c) =

(u)fi @)+ @)+ @)#
If A and B are two events of a sample space of a random experiment : P (B) = 9.5

,P(AU n; =0.8 andP(An B) = P(A) x P(B),thenP(A) =

(s7)

(58) Given that A and B are two events in a sample space of a random experiment : then

the probability of occurrence only one of them is " " " " " "

(a) 0.5

@+

(b) 0.7

(a)P(AUB)

(c)P(AuB)-P(AnB)

(a)P(A)+P(B)

(c) P (A) + P (B) + P (A f) B)

(a)P(A)<P(B)
\

(c)P(A)>P(B)

(c) 0.4 (d) 0.6

(b)P(AuB)

(d)P(AnB)

(b)P(A)+P(B)-P(AnB)

(d)P(A)+P(B)-2P(AnB)

(b)P(A)<P(ri)

(d) Nothing of the previous.

@+ (d) +

(d) 0.2

(59) If A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment S

: then the probability of occulrence only one of them is """"""

(60) If A and B are two mutually exclusive events r then

(61) If A and B are two events of the sample space of a random experiment r and the

probability of occurence of the event B and non-occulrence of the event A = 0.18

r the probability of occurrence only one of them = 0.43 r then the probability of

occurrence ofthe eventAonly = """"""
(a) 0.25 (b) 0.0e (c) 0.61 (d) 0.7

(62) FourmenA rB rCandDarestandinginaline rthentheprobabilitythat(A) stands

at one end of the line is '......'...'

ft)+
J

(63) If the probability that a student succeeds in Mathematics is 0.8 and the probability

this student succeeds in French is 0.7 and the probability this student succeeds in

both subjects is 0.56 r then the probability of success in Mathematics but not French

13 .".....'...

(a) 0.24 (b) 0.e4 (c) 0.44

(64) In a sport club celebration for new stadium: if the probability that the governor

attends is 0.8 , and the probability that the minister of youth attends is 0.9 and the

probability that both of them attend together is 0.12 : then the probability that at least

one of them attends = ....'.....

(a) 0.8 (b) 0.7s

76 
1

(c) 0.98 (d) 0.28
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(65) A group of students consists of 48 boys and 32 girls r 18 boys and 8 girls from them

joined the scientific section. If one student is chosen randomly r then the probability

that the chosen is girl or from scientific section is .'..."....'

(") 
+&

@+

(") +

(a) 24

(b)+

(o)+

o)+

6)*

b)+

(b) 6

(c) 
8

(c) 0.6

@+

(c) i

(c) 34

(0*

(d) t

@)?'3

(d) +

@+

(66) If A and B are two events of the sample space (S) of a random experiment

whereP(B) =+ :thenP(,i n B) +P(An B) =............

@+ o)+ (c) 1 (d) zero

(67) If A and B are two events of the sample space of a random experiment

,P(A-B)=0.3, P(B-A)=#, P(A ld;= t,tr,".rP(AnB)=............

(63) If A r B are two mutually exclusive events in a sample space and P fdl = ?
,.(t -(AU B)) = ?,thenP(A) =

@+ @b
(69) If A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment and

P(A-B) =P(An B),7 P(A) = 6P(B) :P(AU n; = f ,tn"rP(A) =

(70) IfP(A) = P(A) : P(B) = | andP(AU r;l = *,whereAandB aretwo events

of a sample space of a random experiment r then P (A U n-) = ...'...."..

(71) Abox contains 10 white balls r Xredballs and y black balls. Aball is drawn

randomly from the box and the probability that the ball is white = { and the
4

probability that the ball is ."d =? : the number of the black balls =)
(d) 40

(72) It Aand B are two events of a sample space of a random experiment r the number

of outcomes that causes the occurrence of the event A equals 12 and the number of

outcomes that causes the occurrence of the event B equals 16 and the number of

outcomes that causes the occurrence of bothA and B together is 8 and P (A U D = ?
rthenP(AUn')= "'"'

@+@+ ru)t

ltt
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A regular die is designed where two faces on it carry the number 1 and two faces

carry the number 3 and two faces carry the number 5 : if this die is tossed twice r

then probability of the absolute difference between the two resulted numbers = 2 is ............

In an exhibition of computer sets r the probability of selling 20 sets at least daily is

0.7 and the probability of selling less than 23 sets is 0.4 then the probability of selling

(20 or 2l or 22 sets) =

(d) 0.4

(75) 10 rats are injected by a poisonous material and the rats are observed within

12 hours. If the probability of (6 rats at most are dead) = 0.7 and the probability of

(6 rats exactly died) = 0.3 r then the probability of (6 rats at least died) =

(a) 0.1 (b) 0.2 (c) 0.3

(a) 0.4 (b) 0.s (c) 0.6 (d) 0.8

(76) If A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experimento

o

, then p [fa 0 dl U fn n Al] = ............

ralprAns-l (b)P(AUB)

(c)P(AuB)-P(AnB) (d)P(A)+P(B)-P(AnB)

(77) It A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment

r then P (A - B) = """"""

(a)P(A)-P(AnB)

(c) P (A ll B)

(a) 1
J b)? c)+ (o+

ffi tf e and B are two events of a sample space of a random experiment r

P(A) =0.3 r P(B) =0.8 andP(An B) =0.2 Calculate :

(78) If A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment and

p(And)=#, p(A0n;= 
$,v(AUB) =*,thenp(AnB)=. ... ...

(b)P(AuB)

(d)P(A-d)

(4) PrAudt

<<O."7 s0.9:0.1 r0.8>

(1) P (A) (2) P(AuB) (3) P(A-B)

78 
I
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ffi A and B are two events in a sample space of a random experiment :

if P(A) = f r(AU B) =0.45,findP(B) in the fouowingcases:

(1) A and B are two mutually exclusive events.

(2) A C B (3) P (A - B) = 0.2 << 0.2 ;0.75 :0.55 >

If A : B and C are three mutually exclusive events such that P (A) = 0.12 ,

P (B) = 0.28 and P (C) = 0.32 t find the value of each of the following :

(2)P(A-c) ltslp(AnB) lrllp(cnB)
(6) P(AnBnC) l(7) P(AuB)

<<0.44 t0.12 tzero tl t0.'/2 szeto t0.6>>

(1) P(Auc)
(s) P(AuBuc)

If A and B are two events of a sample space of a random experiment such that :

P(A)= + : p(A0ti;= 
* *op(A ndl= * ,findeachof thefonowing:

(1)P(A) (2)P(B) (3)PrA-dl "+,+,*"

ffi tf A and B are two events of the sample space (S) of a random experiment r

P(A)= +, PG) =x andP(AUB)= +
(1) Find the value of X in each of the following cases :

(i) A and B are mutually exclusive events. (ii) AC B
(z)Itx=i ,findthevalueof : P(AnB) "+,3,#,"
ffi If A and B are two events of the sample space (S) of a random experiment.

p(B)= *tfol, p(A -B)=0.24, p(B OA;=s.15

Find:P(A) , P(B) , P(AUB) , P(AUd) <<0.45;0.3610.6sl.re>>

ffi tt(S) = {A rB :C ,D} isthesamplespaceof arandomexperimentr

Find : P(A) : P(B)giventhat:P(A)=3P(B), P(C)=p(D)= * "*,t "

If A and B are two events of a sample space (S) of a random experiment where

P(A) =9.65, Pd) =O.25andP(A-B) =0.05

Find the probability of each of the following events :

(1) The occurrence ofB

(3) The occulrence of B only

(2) The non-occulrence ofA

(4) The occuffence of one of the two events at most.

(5) The non-occurrence of any event A or B

(6) The non-occufrence of the event A or the occurrence of B

(7) The non-occurence of the event A and the occurrence of the event B

<<0.75 t 0.35 :0.15 t0.4 t0.2 r 0.95 r 0.15 >

ltg
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ffi ff A and B are two events of the space (S) of a random experiment r and

P(A)={r1al , P(B)=}, P(AUd;=f ni"a,

(1) The probability of occurrence of one of the two events at least.

(2) The probability of occurrence of one of the two events at most.

(3) The probability of occurrence of the event B only.

(4) The probability of occurrence of only one of the two events.

If A and B are two events of the sample space (S) of a random experiment r and the

probability of occurrence of the event A = 0.5 and the probability of occurrence of the

event B = 0.6 and the probability of non-occurence of the two events

together = 0.8 r then find :

(1) The probability of occurrence of the events A and B together.

(2) The probability of occurrence of one of the two events at least.

(3) The probability of occurrence of the event B and the non-occuffence of the event A

<<0.2 ;0.9 t0.4 >>

-+,* ,*,t"

If A and B are two events of a sample space of a random experiment where the

probability of non-occurence of A = 0.1 t the probability of non-occuffence

of B = 0.6 and the probability of occuffence of at most one of them = 0.9

Find the probability of each of the following events :

(1) The occurrence ofA (2) The occuffence of both A and B together.

(3) The occuffence of any of the events A or B

(4) The occurrence ofAonly.

(5) The occuffence ofB or the non-occurrence ofA < 0.3 :0.1 :0.6 r 0.2 :0.8 >

I tl a and B are two events in a sample space for a random experiment : if

P (A) = ? n f"l : the probability of the occurrence of one of them at most

equals 0 .'7 5 , the probability of the occurrence of one of them at least equals 0.6

Find the probability of the following events :

(1) The occurrence of both of them all together.

(2) The occulrence of only one of them.

(3) The occuffence ofB or the non-occurrence ofA <<0.25 t0.35 r0.91
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Three horses A r B and C are in arace. The probability thatA wins equals double the

probability that B wins and the probability that B wins equals double the probability that

C wins. If one horse only wins in this rarca t find :

(1) P (Awins)

(3) P (A or B wins)

(2) P (C wins)

(4) P (B and C wins) 416
" j 'a )a ) zero >>

Two players A and B shoot at atarget in the same time.

If theprobabilitythatAhitsthe target r 3 ,theprobabilitythatBhitsthetargetis { ,and

the probability that A and B hit the targettogether ,. #
Find the follorving probabilities :

(1) Ar is the event of hitting the target.

(2) Azis the event of hitting the target by B only.

(3) A: is the event of not hitting the target.

(4) A+ is the event of hitting the target by one of A and B at most.

(5) As is the eventof hitting the targetby one only fromAand B ..#, *, *, k, h"

The probability that a student succeeds in history is 0.4 : the probability that he succeeds

in Arabic is 0.45 and the probability that he succeeds in both subjects is 0.18

Find the probability that he :

(1) Succeeds in history only. (2) Fails in both subjects.

(3) Succeeds in at most one of the two subjects.

(4) Succeeds in one subject at least.

(5) Non-succeeds in both subjects together. <<0.22 tO.33 tO.82 s 0.6'7 tO.82>>

El ffr" probability that Hassan succeeds is mathematics is 0.72 : the probability of his
O

failure in physics is 0.37 and the probability of his success in one of the two subjects at

least is 0.88 r find the following probabilities :

(1) Hassan succeeds in both subjects.

(2) Hassan succeeds in at most one of the two subjects.

(3) Hassan succeeds in one only of the two subjects.

(4) Hassan fails in the two subjects. << 0.47 t 0.53 r 0.41 ,t 0.12 >>

(\ \ : ,.)/Y 7i/eiu Y/(.r-.rtr) c,lJ olo;tJl .u",f" *qldl
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A die is designed such that the probabilities of getting odd numbers are equal :

probabilities of getting even numbers are equal too and the probability of getting an even

number = { the probability of getting an odd number.

If this die is tossed once : find the probability of getting each of the six numbers

: then calculate the probability of each of the following events :

(1) A : The event of getting a prime number and not an evon number.

(2) B : The event of getting a number < 3

(3) C : The event of getting an even number > 4

A die is designed such that the probability of appearance of any number on the upper

face = K x the number itself where the constant K + 0

If this die is thrown once : find the probability of each of the following events :

The event of appearance of an odd number.

The event of appearance of an even number.

The event of appearance of a prime odd number.

The event of appearance of a number not divisible by 3

ffi Join with sport :

A coach of one of the sports teams says in a news briefing that the probability that his

team wins in the away match is (0.7) : the probability of winning in the rematch is (0.9)

and the probability of winning both matches is 0.5

Does the concept of probability agree with the words of the coach ? Justify your answer.

A and B are two events in a sample space S and P is a probability function on S such that

P (A) = 16, p(ti) = 4 xand P (AU B) = 6 x-0.4 >then find (for each case) the

value of Xif :

11111- a 
- 

a 
-)\'2 3'6

(1) A

(2) B

(3) c

(4) D 3484
"7 '7 ) 2l ) J>>

(1) A and B are mutually exclusive events.

(3)P(AnB)=tx
(2) AC B

"frro.rurj"

If A r B are events in a sample space S and P is a probability function on S such that :

P (A U B) = 0.58 and P (A n B) =0.72

If P (A O e; = P (A) x P (B) r then find P (A) and P (B) < 0.3 r 0.4 or 0.4 s0.3 >>
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In an experiment r a die is thrown once and the apparent number on the upper face is ,I

observed. Calculate each of the following probabilities

(1) A : The event of the appearance of the number 5

(2) B : The event of the non-appearance of the number 3

(3) C : The event of the appearance of a number > 2

(4) D : The event of the appearance of a number greater than 4 or less than 3

(5) E : The event of the appearanceof a number greater than2and less than 3

(O m F : The event of the appearance of a number is a factor of 6

(A rul G : The event of the appearance of an odd number divisible by 3

152221,6r6r3)3rzel'o'-r6"

ffi nfair die is thrown orce r written on its upper faces the numbers 8 t9,t IO, 1I, 12

r 13 with observing the number on the upper face :

(a) Find the probability of each of the following events :

(1) A : The event of the appearance of an odd number.

(2) B : The event of the appearance of a prime number.

(3) C : The event of the appearance of an even number.

(4) D : The event of the appearance of a number greater than 12

(5) E : The event of the appearance of a number consists of two digits.

(6) F : The event of the appearance of a number consists of only one digit.

(b)carcurate: P(Auc),p(EUr'),p(B nD) "+,+,+,+,?,+ ,t t t >f,,

ffi I set of 30 identical cards numbered from L to 30, a card drawn randomly with

observing the number on the upper face calculate the probability that the number

written on the drawn card is :

(1) A number is divisible by 3

(3) A number is divisible by 3 and 5

(5) Even number divisible by 3

(7) Prime number less than 15

(8) Anumbercontains2or3initsdigits,+,+,+,+,*,*,t,*"

(2) A number is divisible by 5

(4) A number is divisible by 3 or 5

(6) Odd number and perfect cube.

las
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Abag contains 50likely balls. 25 balls of them are white and numbered from

I to 25 : 15 balls are red and numbered from 1 to 15 and the remainder is blue and

numbered from 1 to 10 A ball is drawn randomly from the bag.

Calculate the probability that the drawn ball :

(1) Is red or white.

(2) Is red and carries an even number.

(3) Canies a number less than or equal 8

(4) Carries a number less than or equals 12

(5) Carries a number greater than or equals 14

(6) Canies the number n where 6 <n<20

A bag contains 3 black balls and 3 red balls If 3 balls are drawn randomly without

replacement. Find the protraLrility of each of the following :

< 0.8 r 0.14 r 0.48 r 0.68 r 0.28 r 0.6 >

(1) A

(2) B

(3) c

(4) D

Getting at most 2 red balls.

Getting 2balls exactly having the same colour.

Getting at least 2 red balls.

Getting exactly 2 consecutive red balls. 1311,,g ,4 rZ r4r,

In an experiment of throwing a fair coin three successive times r

probability of the following events

The occurrence of 2 heads at least.

The occurrence of one tail only.

The occurrence of two tails exactly.

The occurrence of a head in the first toss and atail in the second toss.

The occurrence of two consecutive heads at least.

find the

(1) A

(2) B

(3) c

(4) D

(s) E

(6) F

(7) G

The occurrence of odd number of the heads.

The occurrence of one tail at least. ,,1 .3'2 
8

31311
'8',4 ')8 ',2 )g>>

l:
l(
l(r(

-*l

EEI In the experiment of tossing a coin and a die and observing the apparent outcome on the

upper face of each r find the probability of each of the following events

1)A

2)B

3)c
4)D

s)E

Getting a tail and an odd number.

Getting a number that is not prime.

Getting a head.

Getting a tail or a number < 3

Getting a tail and a number < 3 11121,r4,,,,,Z t 
6>>
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if (A) is the event of the appearance of a head and a prime number r B is the event of the

appearance of even number r calculate the probability of each of A and B

r then calculate the probability of the following events :

(1) The occurrence of one of the two events at least.

(2) The occuffence of the two events together.

(3) The occuffence of the event B only.

(4) The occulrence of one of the two events only. 112t57
"4'Z'3'n'12'D"

A die is designed such that two faces carry the number 2 t two faces carry the number 4 and

two faces carry the number 6If this die is tossed twice r write down the sample space of

this experiment. If A is the event of appearance of the number 2 inthe first toss and B the

event of the absolute difference between the two numbers in the two tosses is 2 determine

each ofAand B r then find each of :

(1) P(AnB) (2) P(AuB) (3) PrAndl t2l,.o ,5 ,5r,
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In the experiment of throwing a fair die two consecutive times

: find the probatrility of each of the following events :

(1) A

(2) B

(3) c
(4) D

(s) E

throw.

(6) F : The mean of the two numbers is an even number.

(7) G : The sum of the two numbers > 12

(S) H : The product of the two numbers is divisible by 3 "*

The sum of the two numbers is less than 4 or greater than 8

The absolute difference between the two numbers is 3

One of the two apparent numbers is three times the other number.

Getting a number < 3 in the second throw.

Getting a prime number in the first throw and a number greater than4in the second

.1.1.1.1.1'6',g',3',6',4 t zerc t 
]>>

In an experiment of tossing a fair die two consecutive times with observing the number

on the upper face t calculate the probability in each of the following events :

(1) m A : The event of the appearance of number 4 in the l't toss .

(2) m B : The event of the sum of two numbers in the tossing equals 8

(3) m C : The event of the sum of the two numbers in the two tosses less than or equal 5

(4) D : The event of the sum of the two numbers is divisible by 6

(5) E : The event of the absolute difference of the two numbers is a prime number.
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(6)

(7)

F : The event of the appearance of number 3 one time at least.

ffi C : The event of the appearance of an odd number in the 1st

number in the 2nd toss. " + , * ,,

toss and an even

: "J ,!,)!,!,t8 '6 ',9 36' 4',

Wehavetwodistinctfairdice.Oneof themcarriesthenumbers 1 r I t3 t3 t6 t6onits

face and the second carries the numbers 2 t 2 ; 4 ; 4 , 5 , 5 on its face.

If the two dice are thrown once , find the probability of the following events

(1) A : The event of appearance of two odd numbers.

(2) g : The event of the sum of the two apparent numbers is greater than or equals 7

(3) C : The event of the sum of the two apparent numbers is even. "3 , * '*"

From the set {O , t t2 t3 ,4} , a number is formed with two different digits.

Calculate the probability of :

(1) A: The event <The number is even or the tens digit is odd>

(2) B : Both digits are prime numbers.

(3) C : The units digit or the tens digit is a prime number.

ff S is the sample space of a random experiment whose outcomes are equally likely :

A and B are two events from S r P (A U n) = f , e @ = + r the number of outcomes

that causes of occurrence of the event A equals 13 and the number of possible outcomes

of the experiment equals 24 tfind. z

(1) The probability of occurrence of both A and B together.

(2) The probability of occurrence of one only of the two events.

(3) P(AUB)

A class contains 40 students. 30 of them succeeded in philosophy t 24 sttdents succeeded

in history and20 students succeeded in both. A student is chosen randomly.

Find the probability that this student

(1) Succeeded in philosophy.

(2) Succeeded in history.

(3) Succeeded in at least one of the two subjects.

(4) Failed in history.

313
"4'E'4"

..t .71 .1,," 8 ', 24 ', 8"

33t723"4',5',20'5',20'(5) Failed in both philosophy and history.
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ffi A random sample consists of 60 persons in a survey : it is found that 40 of them

encourage A1 Hilal club : 28 of encourage El negma club and 8 of them don't encourage

any of them. A person is chosen at random from the sample. Find the probability that the

chosen person encourages :

(1) At least one of the two clubs.

(2) Both clubs.

(3) Al Hilal club only.

(4) Only one of the two clubs. "# , # , ? ,1"

A class contains 24 boys and 16 girls . 9 boys and 4 girls use glasses. One person is

selected randomly from this class.

Find the probability that the person :

(1) Is a girl.

(2) Uses glasses.

(3) Is a girl who uses glasses.

(4) Is a boy who doesn't use glasses.

(5) Is a girl or uses glasses.
213 135

"5)40'm'g'8"

In a poetry competition for 2'd

secondary students in a mixed school

the competitors are distributed as

shown in the table. Calculate the

probability that the winner student is :

(1)agirl.
( 2 ) from the scientific section.

( 3 ) a boy from the art section.

(a) a girl or from the art section.
2tt818

" 5 ' 25 ) 25 ) 25>>

ffil Tarek wrote 75 letters on the write machine he found that 6OVo of them is without

wrongs tZeyad wrote another 25 letters and found 80Vo of them without wrongs r if one

letter is chosen randomly of all letters written by both Tarek andZeyad

: find the probability that the chosen letter is :

(1) Without wrongs. (2) Written by Zeyad.

(3) Written by Zeyadwithout wrongs. I (4) Written by Tarek with wrongs.

< 0.65 :0.25 t0.2 t0.3 >>

Art
section

Scientific

section
Sum

Boy 8 7 15

Girl 6 4 10

Sum t4 11 25

fB?--
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Total mark

on lesson 1 - unit 1

Choose the correct answer from those given :

( 1 ) A and B are two bodies move in two opposite directions , if the speed of A is twice

the speed of B r then vo" equals

(a) 1.5 vo (b) 2 vo (c) 2.5 vo (d) 3 v
Â

( 2 ) A car moves with uniform speed 90 km./h. for 30 minutes : then the distance covered

during this interval in km. equals

(a) 7
( 3 ) The position vector of a body moves in a straight line from point (O) is given as

a function of time (t) sec. by the relation i - (Z t2 + 3) ; : then the magnitude of its

displacement after 2 seconds equals length unit.

( 4 ) 4 particle moves in a straight line from a fixed poit (O) such that its position vector

r is given by the relation r = (t2 -3 t+ 5) n where n is aunitvector parallel to the

straight line. Then the average velocity vector from starting moment till t = 3 second

is ...............

(a)5n (b)o (c)-3n

(b) 2.7

(b) 6

(c) 45

(c) 8

(d) 162

(d) 11

(d) e

(a) 4

ro lL

(d) +;
( 5 ) A train passes by a lamp post completely in 3 seconds : then the time needed to pass

through a bridge 200 m. length given that the speed of the train is constant and is

equal to l2O km./h. =..."..."....'seconds.

(a) 3 (b) s (c) 7

( 5 ) If a particle moves such that
the magnitude of the displacement

= X tthen
the covered distance

(a)X=l (b)x>1 (c)xC[o,t] (d)-1 <x<r
( 7 ) A particle moved for 2O minutes with a velocity 60 km./hr. towards east : then stopped

for 5 minutes and moved 18 km. with velocity 15 m./sec. towards west r then the average

speed = ...'........... km./hr.

-^) 3
(a) 5u 5 (b) i

( E ) The taken time in hour for a car moves with uniform velocity of magnitude 30 m./sec.

to cover 27Okm. equals

(c) 2700 (d) 38

(b) 3 (c) 2 @)2+

RST Accumulative .qutzzes on dynamics

Quiz I 1



Dynomics

( 9 ) AB is a straight road of length 5 km. a man moved fromA towards B with uniform

velocity 6 km./hr. and at the same moment another man moved from B towards A

with uniform velocity 4k<rn.lhr.: then the two men will meet each other .....'.........

(a) after one hour from beginning motion.

(b) in the middle of the road.

(c) after half hour from beginning motion.

(d) at a distance 3 km. from B
NA

(10)Ifvo"=20c , vB=-15c rthenvo=

(a)5c
n

(b)-35c
,/\

(c)-5 c (d) 35 c

(11) A destroyer ship goes after an enemy ship in a straight line r the enemy ship seems

to the captain of the destroyer that moves with speed 18 km.ihr. a way from him r

then he fired a torpedo with a speed 108 km./hr. to hit the enemy ship after 3 minutes

r then the distance between the destroyer and the ship at the moment of firring the

torpedo = ............... km.

(a) 5.4 (b) 6.6 (c)7.2 (d) 4.s

(12) Abicyclist is moving in a straight line with uniform velocity r watches a car in the

opposite direction it seems to him that is moving towards him with a velocity

120 knr.lht. and at the same moment he watches a truck in front of him in his

direction it seems to him that is moving with velocity 60 km./hr. away from him r

then magnitude of the velocity of the car with respect to the truck = m./sec.

(c) 60 (,r)+(a) 180 (b) s0

till lesson 2 - unit 1

Choose the correct answer from those given :

( 1 ) The speed of a car is reduced from 90 km./h. to 36 km./h. uniformly in 4 sec.

: then the distance covered during this interval equals

(a) 10 m. (b) 25 m. (c) 70 m.

(2)Given 
'io= 15 f , iu = 22i,theniuo=........'......

(c)7 i

(d) 140 m.

(d) 1.2 i

Total mark

(a)37 i
A

(b)-s i

Quiz



Accumulotive quizzes

( 3 ) A body starts its motion with a speed 30 cm./sec. and accelerate uniformly 5 cm./sec?

in the same direction of its motion : then the covered distance after 10 seconds from

the beginning of motion = ........'......cm.

(a) 550 (b) 300 (c) 570 (d) 1s00

( 4 ) A cyclist covered 37.5 km. on a straight road with speed 25 km.lh. then he covered

18 km. with speed 72km.lh in the opposite directions then the magnitude of the

average velocity = .."...'....'.. km./h.

(a) 18.5 (b) 6.s (c) 13 (d) 3t.2s

( 5 ) A ball is projected in direction against wind direction from a fixed point. The ball

moved 4 m. t then changed its direction and went back to its initial position r then the

magnitude of its displacement = ..."...'...... m.

(a) 8 (b) 4 (c) zero (d) 6

( 6 ) A body moves with uniform acceleration for 20 seconds from rest. If the body moved

X metres in the first 10 seconds and then it moved y metres in the next 10 seconds r

then the relation between X and y is .. ..........'.

(a') X=Y 6)x=ly 91 x=tv (d) x= { v

(7 ) Abody is moving with uniform acceleration in a constant direction to cover

a distance 26 cm. during the fourth second from beginning motion and cover 56 cm.

during the ninth second r then acceleration magnitude = ....'....... ... cm.lsec?

(a) 5 (c) 6 (d)-s(b) 7

( 8 ) A particle is moving in a straight line in constant direction r then magnitude of

dispiacement ............... covered distance.

(a) < (b) > (c) > (d) =

( 9 ) A bus is moving in a straight road between two stations r the distance between them

is 1 km. if it begins motion at rest from the first station with uniform acceleration

of magnitude i.5 m./sec3 ti1l its speed become 15 m./sec. r then it moves by this

velocity for a distance : then moves with uniform deceleration of magnitude

I m.lsec? to be at rest in the next station r then the covered distance with uniform

velocity= """" "m.

-----8 
1

(a) 7rt.5 (b) 113.5 (c) 187.5 (d) 812.s



Dynomics

(10) in the opposite figure :

AB l* the hour hand in a clock r if its length is 7 cm.

: then the magnitude of displacement done by the point B

when the hour hand moves from 1 o'clock to 4 o'clocft = .............'. cm.

1
(a) ;1 tt (b) 14 xl @tafi (d) 38.s

(11) A bullet is fired on a vertical wooden batier of thiekness 18 cm. with velocity

100 m./sec. to penetrate from the other side with velocity 80 m./sec. r then bullet

moved inside the barrier with deceleration of magnitude = ...........'... m.lsec.2

(a) toooo (b) 9817 (c) 6400 (d) 9800

(12) A body moved from rest with uniform acceleration3 m.lsec? r then the covered

distanco during 4th ,5th and 6th soconds = ...'......'.... m.

till lesson 3 - unit 1

Choose the correct answer from those given :

( I ) Abody is projected veftically up with velocity 98 m./see. : then the time needed to

reach the maximum height equals

(a) 15 sec. (b) 10 sec. (c) 3 sec. (d) 20 sec.

n!A(2)If vsa=50C , vA= 725c tthenvu=..'.'...""'.. s

tilrc*

(a) 75

(b) ls

(b) tts

(c) 45

(c) 87.5

(c) 19.6

@40+

(d) 37.s

(3) lZ km.lhour/minute =

(a) Z)m./sec. (b) 3 m./sec. (c) { m/sec2. (d) t mlntn.

( 4 ) If a body fell from ahaght 19.6 m. on a sandy ground to penetrate it a distance

14 cm. till it rests r then the acceleration of the motion of the body inside the

sand = m.lsec2.

(a) - 1372 (b) : q.s (d) 1732

12

I

:-,o

a

:-8
k

Total mark

(Y: l)/ t c,t I ctYl(c.rutaa.l;cJliJ{Jli.rl{rl oU",f"flSdl
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Accumulotive quizzes

( 5 ) A body starts its motion in a fixed direction with speed 15 cm./sec. and uniform

acceleration2.S cm.lse"?tnthe same direction as its initial velocity then distance

covered during the fourth second = '.............. m.

(a) 60 (b) 6 (c) 25 (d) 23.7s

( 6 ) A car starts its motion from rest with uniform acceleration 6 m.lsec? r then the

covered distance during the first 3 seconds is .'....'.....".m.

(a) 9 (b) 18 (c) 27 (d) 36

( 7 ) At the same moment that abody fell vertically downward from a height 58.8 m.

above the ground surface another body is projected vertically upward with initial

velocity 19.6 m./sec. r then the two bodies well be met after '...........'.. sec.

(a) 3 (b) 2 (c) 1.5 o zli
( 8 ) A body is projected vertically upward with initial velocity 14 m./sec. to reach the

maximum height r then return to the projection point r then the covered

distance = .......'......' m.

(a) zero (b) - 10 (c) 20 (d) 28

( 9 ) A particle fell downward from a height 150 m. r then the covered distance during 3'd

,4th and.5th second from the moment of falling moment = ...'.......'..' m.

(a) 34.3 (b) t02.e (c) 39.2 (d) 117.6

(10) A driver of car A observed another car B that moving in front of him in the same

direction to seem to him that is moving away with a velocity of magnitude 30 km./hr.

t after that driver of car A doubled its velocity and observed car B again to seem to

him moving back with velocity 2Ofurr.lhr. r then velocity of car B = ..'...'.... . km./hr.

(a) 50 (b) 30 (c) 100 (d) 80

(11) A car moved from rest with acceleration of magnitude 4 m./sec.2 till its velocity

(b) 14 (c) 72

..m.

(d) e8

(12) Aball is pushed horizontally up wind with initial velocity of magnitude 45 cm./sec.

to move in a straight line with uniform deceleration of magnitude 6 cm.lsec? : then

the ball will be at a distance 162 cm. from the pushing point after seconds.

(a) 28

(a) 9 t6 (b)9,6:18 (c)3r18 (d) all the previous.



Dynomics

till lesson 4 - unit 1

Choose the correct answer from those given :

( I ) The physical attraction force between the orbs does not appear obviously because

of ,,.."...,,,,,.

(a) the long distance among them. (b) the large mass of the planets.

(c) the short distance among them. (d) b and c all together.

( 2 ) The gravitational force between two masses is 27 newton r the distance between

them is increased to be 3 times the previous olto r then the gravitational force

becomes newton.

(a) 81 (b) e (c) 3

(3 ) Giventhat : -vou 
=65 t, L=50 t,theni,, = .........

(a) 15 c
A

(b)-15c
n

(c) 115 c

@+

(c) 2

(d) 27

A
(d) - 115 c

(d) +

(4)Themassesof twoplanets are(2m) r(3m)kg.andtheirradiilengths(4r) r(3r)metre

: then the ratio between their gravity accelerations on their surfaces = ...............

( 5 ) A car and a truck start motion from rest at the same moment with uniform

acceleration from the same point the magnitude of the car acceleration is double the

magnitude of the truck acceleration after (t) seconds the car covers distance (s,) and

the truck covers distance (s2) r then s1 = ............... s2

(") t

(r) +

@#

@+
( 6 ) A body is released from 122.5 m. above the ground surface : then the covered

distance during the last second just before reaching the ground = ............... m.

(a) 19.6 (b) 3e.2 (c) 44.1 (d) 4e

( 7 ) Tension of the gravitational field of a planet whose mass m kg. and radius length r

metre at a point at h metre high above its surface = ............... newton/kg.

(where G is the universal gravitation constant)

(a)Gx$ (b)Gx#

(d) 4

Total mark

Quiz | 4



Accumulotive quizzes

( 8 ) From a point at the moon surface an astronaut projects a ball vertically upward with

initial velocity 7 m./sec. : then the maximum height the ball reaches = .....'......... metre

(given that gravitational acceleration at the moon surface = 
3OD 

m./sec?

(c) 15

( 9 ) Two planets of masses 2 x LO2r tons and 4 x lOzs tons and distance between their

centres 2 x 106 km. : then the gravitational force between them =

(where G = 6.67 x 10- 11 newton.mzlkor.zl

(a) 1.224 x t02a (b)2.6i x 1030 (c) t.334 x 1030 (d) 1.334 x l02a

(10) If the mass of the earth 6 x !024 kg. and its radius length 6360 km. : then its

gravitational acceleration at a point 8 km. deep from its surface = """""""' m.lsec?

(where G = 6.67 x 10- 
11 newton. m.2krn.21

(a) 2.5

(a) 9.8

$) 4+ (d) 18

(d) 9.713(b) e.919 (c) 9.87

(11) Two trains are moving on two parallel lines in opposite directions with velocities

84 km./hr. and 60 km./hr. if lengths of the two trains are 720 and 180 metres

r then the taken time that each train passes completely the other = """""""' sec.

(b) 4s (c) 15 (d) 22.s(a)7.5

(L2) Ifyou know that the gravitational force between sun and earth is 35.67 x 702r newton

and the mass of each of the earth and the sun are 5.97 x lTza kg. and 19 x 102e kg.

r then the distance between the sun and earth = ......'..."... m. (given that the universal

gravitational constant equals 6.67 x 10-11 newton.mz.kg2S

(a) 6.36 x 106

(c) 1.8 x 70rz

(b) 2.12 x IO22

(d) 1.46 x 1011



Total mark

on lesson 1 - unit 2

Choose the correct answer from those given :

( 1 ) A card is drawn from 10 identical cards , numbered from 1 to 10 r then the event of
appearing a number divisible by 3 on the card is ...............

1a; {: , o}

(") {3 ,6 ,9 , 12}

(2)LetAandB are two events in a sample space of arandomexperiment : thenthe event

of non occurrence any of the two events equals

(a)A0B (b)A-B fctA0ri (d)AuB-

(3)Giventhat:AandBaretwomutuallyexclusiveeventsthen:A-B=...............

(a) A (b) B (c) B -A (d) A

( 4 ) A coin is tossed twice : and the upper face is noticed : then the event of appearing

tail in the first trial is

(a) {(r , s)}
(b){(r,H),(T,r)}
(") {G rH:H):(T:T,H) r(T,H rT):(T rT,T)}
(d) {(T,H) : (H,T), (T,T)}

( 5 ) If "s" indicates scoring a goal ; "m" indicates missing a goal. A player shoots maximum

3 times the play stops if he scored a goal : then the sample space is

(a) {(- rm:m)}

G) {(m rm rs) t(m ts rm) r(m :m :m) r(s rm rm)}
(c) {s r(m rs) r(m :m rs) r(m :m rm)}

(d) {(m :s) r(m :m :s) r (m rs,s)}
( 6 ) In the experiment of rolling a regular die twice and the number appears on the upper

faceisnoticed :theevent{(t,:) :(3 r 1) r(1 :5) r(5 : 1) r(5 r3) r(3 r5) :(1 : 1) r

(3 ,3), (5 ,5)] is

(a) getting an odd number in the first trial.

(b) getting a prime number in both trials.

(c) getting different digits.

(d) getting an odd number each trial.

G) {1 t3 ,6 ,9}
(d) {3 ,6 ,9}

SECOND Aceumulative quizzes on probability

Quiz I 1



Accumulolive quizzes

( 7 ) In which of the following shapes r the shaded part represents,A U g- t

SSSS

( 8 ) If A and B are two events of the sample space of a random experiment r then the

event of occurence A only = ........'......

(a) A G)AnB (c) A- B (d) B -A
( 9 ) In the experiment of throwing a regular die twice in succession r then number of

sample space elements = ..'.....".....

(a) 4 (b) 6 (c) 36 (d) 30

(a) 9 (b) 4 (c) 6 (d) s

till lesson 2 - unit 2

Choose the correct answer from those given :

( 1) Given thatAandB are two events in a sample space :AC B

r then P (A U B) equals

(10) In the opposite figure :

The shaded part represents

the event

(a) occurence ofA and B (b) occurence ofA or B or both together.

(c) occeurence of one event at least. (d) occurence of one event at most.

(rr)(AUn)=

(a)A0B- o)AUB (c)S-(AUB) (d)(AnB)

(12) In the experiment of forming 2-digit numbers each consists of two different digits

from the set { 1 , O ,2} : then the number of sample space element = ... '.... "... '.

Total mark

(a) P (A) (b) P (B) (c)P(A) +P(B) (d)A(An B)

t3D
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Probobility

( 2 ) A fair die is thrown oflce r the number on the upper face is observed : then the

probability that the number is not more than 5 and not less than 3 is ...............

( 3 ) Given thatA and B are two events in a sample space of a random experiment : then

the probability of occurrence only one of them is ..'....'.....'.

(a)P(AuB)

(c)P(AUe)-P(AnB)

(r) +

(a)1-(AUB)

(c)A t'l B

(b)P(AuB)

(d)P(AnB)

,5
tc) i @+

(b) (A u B)

(d)A u B

G)+

(b) 1

@+ @+
J

(4)Aboxcontains 30identicalcards :numberedfrom 1to 30 : acardis drawnat

random from the box. Then the porbability that the card has odd number which is

perfect cube =

(a) zero (o)# (.) 
3ol

(d)+

( 5 ) If the probability that a student succeeds in Mathematics is 0.8 and the probability

that he succeeds in French is 0.7 and the probability that he succeeds in both subjects

is 0.56 r then the probability of success in Mathematics but not French is .......'.......

(a)0.24 (b) 0.e4 (c) 0.44 (d) 0.2

( 6 ) If A and B are two events in a sample space (S) of a random experiment where

P (B) = | , tt"r p (A n B) + p (A n B) = ...............

@)+

( 7 ) A and B are two events in a sample space of a random experiment

rP(A) =9.3 r P(B)=Q.3 : P(A[) n;= 0.2 tthenP(B-A)=......... .....

(a) 0.5 (b) 0.6 (c) 0.1 (d) 0.8

( 8 ) If A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment r then the

event of non occurence of A and B together = ...............

( 9 ) In the experiment of tossing a coin till the occurence of a head r then the sample

space

(a){H r(T rH):(T:T:H) r(T,T,T,H)}
(b){T:(H rT),(H:H rT) r(H rH rH,T)}
(c){H :(T :H) :(T,H :T) :(T :T :T rH)}

(d) is infinite.



Accumulotive quizes

(10) If ,A. and B are two events of the sample space and P (A) = 3 P (A) : P (A 0 n) = O.Z

: then probability of occurenqe event A only = 
...............

(a) 0.55 (b) 0.0s (c) 0.3 (d) 0.7s

(11) In the experiment of throwing a die twice in succession r then the probability of

getting the same nurnber in ths two throw = ...............

0)+ t') * (d) +
(12) If AandB aretwo mutuallyexclusiveevents fromthe sample space S ,P(B-) = ! and

P (A U B) = 0.05 : then P (A) =

(a) 0.75

(")+

(b) 0.7 (c) 0.95 (d) 0.2
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Total mark

tl Ctroose the correct answer from the given ones : [6 Marks]

( 1 ) A car starts its motion with uniform acceleration in a straight line with initial

speed 10 m./sec. : then it reach to speed 30 m./sec. during 5 sec. r then its speed at

t=3is m./sec.

(2) Aparticle moves such that its position vectori = (3 t + Z)i + (4 t- 0l , then the

magnitude of its displacement till t = 1 equals length unit.

(a) 5 @{z+ (d) 8

(a) 20

(a) 70

(b) 22

(b) 7

(b) 4

(d) s

(b) 110

(c) 40

(c) 90

(d) 60

(d) 4s

(d) s6

( 3 ) A car covered 6 km. towards West : then it moved afterwards 8 km. in the direction

60' South of the West r then the magnitude of the displacement that the car covered

equals ..............' km.

@) z{G @21[i @) z\[n @) 21h7

( 4 ) A police car (A) moves with speed 90 km./h. chases another car (B) moves in the

same direction r car B seems to car A as it retreats with speed 20 km.lh. : then the

actual speed of car B equals km'/hr'

( 5 ) A particle started its motion with veloci ty 20 cm.lsec. and uniform acceleration 8 cm./sec?

in the same direction as the initial velocity r then the distance covered in the fifth

second onlY = "" """"" cm'

(a) 200 (b) 144 (c) 100

S (metre)
( 6 ) The opposite graph represents the relation

between displacement and time to a particle

moves in a straight line r then the average

velocity of the whole trip - m./sec.

(a) 3.5

(c) 4.5

El Answer the following questions :

( 1 ) A particle moves with uniform acceleration in a fixed direction : it covers 26 cm. in

fourth second from the beginning of its motion and covers 56 cm. during the ninth

second from the beginning of its motion : find the acceleration of the body and its

t 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 910

initial velocity. [2 Marks]

Tests of March
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(2) Atrain (A) moves with velocity 100 km./hr. catches another train (B) of length

190 metres and moves with velocity 60 km./hr. The two trains are moving on two
parallel lines. If train (A) passed completely the train (B) in 27 seconds : find the

length of the train (A). [2 Marks]

Total markIEA
Il Cnoo.e the correct answer from the given ones : [6 Marks]

( 1 ) A particle started its motion with velocity 30 cm./sec. and uniform acceleration

5 cm.lsec2. in the same direction of the velocity r then the covered distance after

10 sec. from the beginning of the motion = ............... crn.

(a) 550 (d) 1s00

(2) Aplane moves with velocity 300 km./h. due to the south for two hours then with
velocity 250 km./h. due to the north for a distancel50 km. : then the average speed

of the whole journey =...'......'.... km./h.

(a) 260 (b) 210 (c) 215

( 3 ) A body moves in a fixed direction with an initial speed and uniform acceleration.

The body covers 20 m. in the third sec. then covers 60 m. in the fifth and sixth

seconds r then its initial speed equals m./sec.

(b) 300

(b) 10

(b) t2

(b) 2

(d) 6

(c) 750

(c) 20

(d) 280

(d) 30

(d) :o

(a) 4

( 4 ) The positions of a moving particle at two instants 3 seconds and 8 seconds was at

A(7 t2) andB (4 t 6) respectively : then the average velocity of the particle

v 
^ - 

...............

iat gi- + j
( 5 ) n body is ejected in opposite direction to the wind. It moves in a straight line

with initial speed 10 m./sec. and with uniform deceleration2 m.lsec?: then its

displacement after 6 seconds equals ............... m.

(a) 96

o) - gl+ +l (.) +i- +l (o +i. +l

(c) 24

( 6 ) The opposite figure represents the relation Displacement (s metre)

between the displacement and time : of a moving

body that moves in a straight line r then the speed

of the body at t = 2 is m./sec.

(a) 3

@+

4

3

2

1

0 Time (t sec.)
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f! Answer the following questions :

( 1 ) The velocity of a car is reduced uniformly from 66 m.isec. to 79.2 km./h. during

covering a distance of 66 m. Find the time established to cover this distance and the

covered distance after thattill it became at rest. [2 Marks]

(2) Aship moves with uniform velocity in a straight line towards a port when it becomes

at a distance 100 km. from it r an aeroplane fly above it in the opposite direction

with a speed 300 km./h. and observed the ship r it seemed that the ship moves with

a speed 350 km./h. : find the time from the moment of observation till the ship reach

the port. [2 Marks]



Total mark

@E
Il Cnoore the correct answer from the given ones : [6 Marks]

( 1 ) From a point at a height 78.4 m. from the ground surface a body is fell down r then
its velocity after 3 seconds from its falling = ............... m./sec.

@) 26#^ g) 44.1 (c) 2e.4 (d) 14.7t)
(2) It a body fell from a height 10 m. above a horizontal ground : then its velocity when

it collide with the ground measured by m./sec. is ...............

(a) o (b) 20 (c) L4 (d) 1e6

( 3 ) Abody is projected vertically upward and it takes 3 seconds to reach its maximum
height r then time it takes to reach 39.2m. above the point of projectioll = ............... sec.

(a)2or4 (b)4or8 (c) 4 or 25 (d)2or6

( 4 ) Two spheres r the mass of the first is m kg. and the mass of the second is 
=J_ 

q.
ZM

The distance between their centres is 10 m. The universal gravitational constant is
6.67 x 10 -11 newton. m? lt.g? r then the gravitational force = newton.

(a) 6.67 x 10 -13 (b) 3.335 x l0 -13 (c) 3.335 x 10 
13 (d) 3.533 x 10 -13

( 5 ) A stone is projected vertically upward with velocity 28 m./sec. from the ground
surface. It reached the level of the top of the house downward after 4 second from
the moment of projection r then the height of the house = ...............m.

(a) 1t2 (b) e8 (c) 33.6 (d) 38.4

( 6 ) The mass of a planet is three times the mass of the earth and its diameter length
equals three times the diameter length of the earth t then the ratio between the gr.avity
acceleration on the surface of this planet and the gravity acceleration on the surface of
the earth = '..............

(a)1:9 (b)1:3 (c)9:1 (d)3:1

ff Answer the following questions :

( 1 ) From the top of a hili of height 9.8 m. A body is projected vertically upwards with
velocity 4.9 m.lsec. Find :

First : The velocity of the body at the moment of its reaching to the bottom of the hill.
Second : The time taken to reach the bottom of the hill. [2 Marks]

(2) A sphere of iron is placed where its centre at a distance 40 cm. from the centre of
another sphere of nickel of mass 50 kg. the gravitational force between them equals

12 x l0-7 N. r then what is the mass of the sphere of iron if you know that the
universal gravitational constant equals 6.67 x 10- 11 newt or.^2 .lkg2 ? tz Marksl

Tests of April
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Eila
ff Cfroose the correct answer from the given ones :

(b) rzs.3

[6 Marks]

( 1 ) A body is projected vertically upward. It covers 34.3 m. r in the third second r

then the distance it covers in the first three seconds = """""""' m.

( 2 ) Abody is projected vertically down with velocity 15 m./sec. from a height 100 m. :

then its velocity after 3 seconds = ............... m./sec.

(a) 46.7 (b) 2e.4 (c) 44.4 (d) 32.8

( 3 ) A body fell down from the edge of a well to reach the bottom of the weTl after 2

seconds : then the deepth of the well = """"""' m.

(a) 78.4 (b) 1e.6 (c) 11.025 (d) 11.2

( 4 ) If the distance between the two centres of two masses is decreased : then the

gravitational force between them became twice the first r then the ratio between the

1't and 2'd distances ='.......".....

g) | :a[i @)a[i:1

(a) 102.7

(a)2:1

(a) 4 (b) 8

(c) 132.3

(c) 1 :2

(c) s

(d) 143.1

(d) 6

( 5 ) Abody is projected vertically upward with velocity 24 m.lsec. : then the elapsed time

till it reached a position below the projection point by 32.4 m. is .............'. sec.

( 6 ) If you know that the gravitational force between sun and earth is 35.67 x 1021 newton

and the mass of the earth and the sun are 5.91 x 7O2a kg. and 19 x 1029 kg'

respectivel) r then the distance between the sun and earth = ..'......'....' m. where the

universal gravitational constant G = 6.67 x 10-11 newton.m? /kg?

(a) 6.36 x 106 (b)2.r2 x 1022 (c) 1.8 x lor2 (d) 1.46 x 1011

ff Answer the following questions :

( 1 ) A body is projected vertically up from a point on the surface of the ground to return

to it after 10 sec. from the instant of projection : find :

First : The initial velocity.

Second : The maximum height the body can reach. [2 Marks]

( 2 ) If you know that the mass of the earth is 5.97 x lO2a kg. and its radius length is

6.36 x 106 m. Find the tension of the gravitational field at a height 50 km. from

the ground surface.

(Where the univers al gravttational constantG = 6.67 x 10- 11 newton.m2.thg?)

[2 Marks]

Total mark
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Answer the following questions :

tl Ctroose the correct answer from the given ones :

( 1 ) If a car moved with a uniform velocity of magnitude

90 km./h. for 30 rnin. r then the covered distance

ciuring this period of time measured by kilometre

equals

(a) nT

(z)If a coin is tossed once on a horizontal surface and its upper face is observed

r then the probability of "non-appearance of a head" equals

.ffiTjp*tj.,,"ffiI

(b)2.1 @) a5 (d) 162

(d) 1

(d) 300

fi\+,J

(b) 5

( 4 ) If a letter is chosen randomly form a set of letters

S={A rB rT rD rH:O rI:K rN ,Z} ,thentheprobabilitythatthechosen

letter is one of the letters of the word "THINK" is

( 3 ) 180 m./h.sec. = .......... cm.lsec?

1

la) A
T

(b) +.J

@)h

(a) zero ft)+'-1
1

\c) z

(c) 30

1

\c) z

f| tul A particle moves in a straight line such that its position vector r is given as

a function of time in term of the two fundamental unit vectorsi ,l Uy tft* relation

r = (6 t - 3) i + (8 t + 1) j Find the magnitude of the displacement vector att = 3

([) The velocity of a car is reduced uniformly from 66 m./sec. to ]9.2 km./h. during

covering a distance of 66 m. Find the time established to cover this distance and the

covered distance after that till it became at rest.

El ful A cyclist covered a distance 37 .5krn. in a road with velocity 25km.lh. r then he

covered 18 km. with velocity l}km.lh. find the magnitude and the direction of the

average velocity during the whoie trip if :

( 1 ) The two displacements are in the same direction.

( 2 ) The two displacements are in different direction.

(b) Abody moved in a straight line with uniform acceleration 5 cm.lsec? and with an

initial velocity 20 cm.lsec. in the opposite direction of its acceleration.

Find its velocity and its displacement after :

(1)3sec. (2) 4 sec. (3)6sec. (4)9sec.

School book examination
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[t (ul If A r B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment and

p(A)=+ , p(B)=3 , P(AflB1=f Calcutate:

(1)P(AUB) (2)P(AuIi)

(b) Abody is projected vertically up from a point on the surface of the ground to return to it

after 10 sec. from the instant of projection r find :

( 1 ) The initial velocity. ( 2 ) The maximum height the body can reach.

GI tul If the lengths of the radii of the Moon and the Earthare 1600 km. t6400 km. respectively

: and the ratio between the gravitational acceleration for each of them is 1 : 6

Find the ration between their masses respectively.

(b) If A r B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment and P (A) = t
r P (A U n; = f, fi"a : P G) in each of the following cases :

( 1 ) A r B are mutually exclusive events.

(2)P(et1s;=f

<t | ?> lt .r / ,f I / (crul,:.,) e,liJ dr!-br+rl arr:r,t" 14ld S f n-

.L
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Multiple choice questions

Choose the correct answer from the given ones :

two cars is 70 km./h. and

km./h.

they met after

(b) 70 (c) r20 (d) 100

Il r" the opposite figure :

A : B are two events in a sample space S of a random experiment

r then the shaded paft represents the event of '..............

(a) occurrence ofA or B

(b) non occuffence ofA and B together

(c) non occurrence of B (d) non occuffence ofA or B

El f*o cars are moving on the same straight line but in opposite directions. If the distance

between them is 4 km. and the speed of one of the

two minutes r then the actual speed of the other =

(a) 50

El fne position vector of a moving body is given byi= (3 t + 2)i + (4 t- 1)l ,

sec. equals length unit.

@1[i

El t" an experiment of selecting a cardrandomly from 30 cards numbered from 1 to 30 , if
events :

is the event of getting an even number

is the event of getting a number divisible by 11

is the event of getting a prime number

is the event of getting a number divisible by 3 :

then the two mutually exclusive events are ...'....'...... , .'....'........

(a)B,A (b)B,c (c)A:C (d)B,D

Gl n body is released from height 490 m. above the ground surface : then its average speed

during the third : fourth and fifth seconds = ....'..'.. .... m./sec.

(:a) 4 s (b) 3 g (c) 2.5 g (d) 3.s g

then the

(a) 5

magnitude of its displacement till t = 1

(b) 7 (c) 8

the

A

B

C

D

Final examination models
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t-- Mothemotics Applicotions

I

I [| Which of the following (position - time) graphs represents a displacement of a particle ?

P (A) = 9.3

(a) 0.7

: P(B)=Q.$

(b) 0.e

(b) F varies directly 
^ (+)'

(d) F varies inversely m +

h\2
5

@-+ G)+

[O a body is projected vertically upward with speed 42 m.lsec.: then the maximum height

the body reach equals ............... In.

(a) 65 (b) e8 (c) 84 (d) e0

(c) 29.2 (d)27.7

(c) t, < t, @)tr= | t,

tl If a and B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment where

, P (A 0 n; = 0.2 tthenP(A) + P (A U n; =

(c) 1.6 (d) 1

fl ff F is the gravitational force between two bodies of masses trtl s r:n2respectively and the

distance between their centres is s. Which of the following is false ?

(a) F varies directly as ml

(c) F varies directely as m2

Sl fne velocity of a car decreased uniformly from 54 km/hr to 36 km/hr. If the covered

distance 25 m. during that interval r then the acceleration of the car = ............... m.lsec2.

ta\ Z'5

fO fn" affraction force between celestial bodies do not appear so clearly because of ...............

(a) the huge distance between them.

(c) the close distance between them.

(b) the huge masses of these bodies.

(d) both (b) and (c).

[B e body fell down from a height 78.4 m.: then the speed of the body at the momenr of
reaching

(tr) 19.2

the ground = ............... m./sec.

(b) 3e.2

[B e parachutist descends vertically down with uniform speed. When he is at height (s) m.

from the ground surface a coin is dropped from him. The parachutist takes time (tr) to

reach the ground and the coin takes time (tr) to reach the ground : then

(tt) t, = 1, (b) tt> t2

.K
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[B I bullet is fired from a muzzleof a gun with speed 521 m./sec. If the length of the gun

barrel is 84 cm. r then the magnitude of the acceleration inside the barrel of the gun

= .."..""..." m.lsec? (assuming it is constant).

(a) 3231 (b) 161572 (c) 21t441 (d) 3.1

[Elrr-rou = rs 3, io= 35t,then-vs = """""""' A

(a) - 50 (b) - 20 (c) 20 (d) s0

ltr] rf P(A) = 0.4 , P (B) = 0.3 :AandB are two mutually exclusive events from a sample

space :thenP(And)= ....

(a) 0.5 (b) 0.3 (c) 0.8 (d) 0.2

[Il A satellite of weight 5600 newton at the ground surface r then its weight at a height

equals the length of the radius of the earth = newton.

(a) 2800 (b) zero (c) 1400 (d) 5600

If S={e rn ,C}isthesamplespaceof arandomexperimentandPta)= t , P(B)= ?
: then P (C) =@)+ b)+ (.) + (d) +

[El ff A and B are two events from the sample space of a random experiment and

P(A)=pfAl, P(B): * pfal : P(Anl)= *I,ttr"rP(AUB)= "..."...'....

ot] (b)+- ro{ (d) I

Eo n car covered a distance 50 km. within one hour r then stopped at rest for { hour

: then moved in the same direction a distance 30 km. within f nor, , thenlhe average

speed equals km./hr.

(a) 80 (b) 50 (c) 30 (d) 40

Essay questions

Answer the following questions :

Il a body moved in a straight line with uniform acceleration 5 cm./sec? and with an initial
velocity 20 crn./sec. in the opposite direction of its acceleration.

Find its velocity and its displacement after 3 sec.

f| a body is projected vertically up from a point on the surface of the ground to return to it
after 10 sec. from the instant of projection r find :

(a) The initial velocity. (b) The maximum height the body can reach.

an
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is .' .'.. .'. .'. . .'

")(a\ 3,) (o*
J

(d) +

EEB Wt ut will happen to your weight when the distance between you and the earth increases ?

(a) will increase. (b) no effect. (c) become twice. (d) will decrease.

EB ff A and B are two events from a sample space of a random experiment and B C A and

P(A)=9.9 r P(B)=0.6 rthenP(A-B) =

(a) 0.6 (b) 0.3

[Il a fair die is thrown once , then the probability of getting an odd number less than 5

@+

[B a bicycle moves with velocity 4 m./sec. towards east for 60 sec. : then it stopped for

10 seconds tlater it moves with velocity 5 m./sec. towards west for 30 seconds

r then the average speed within the whole trip - m./sec.

(a) 0.9 (b) s.6 (c) 1 (d) 3.e

(c) 0.4 (d) 0.2

ffi a buflet if fired horizontally with velocity 100 m./sec. at a fixed wooden targetit

embedded in it at depth 50 cm. Find the acceleration of motion of the bullet if it is

uniform. If it is fired at another piece of wood like the first of thickness 18 cm.

Find the velocity which the bullet comes out of the piece of wood.

f| A train (A) moves with velocity 100 km/hr. catches another train (B) of length 190

meters and moves with velocity 60 km./hr. r the two trains are moving on two parallel

lines. If (A) passed completely (B) in 27 seconds r then find the length of the train (A).

Find also the time can be taken for the train (A) to cross a bridge of length 90 meters.

Essay questions

Answer the following questions :
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Multiple choice questions

Choose the correct answer from the given ones :

El A particle is projected vertically upward : then the acceleration of the particle at its

maximum height =

(a) zero 9.8 m./sec?downward.
)

V;

4
(c) 9.8 m.l sec2.upward.

(a) rsf @6+ @) n+

(b)

(d)

ft a body is projected vertically upward from a point on the ground to cover 16 m. during the

first (t) seconds while it is ascending r then the distance covered during the last (t) seconds

while it is descending equals ...'.....,...'. m.

(a) 8 (b) 4 (c) 16 (d) 2

(d)

Gl a cyclist covered 37 .5 kr,r^. with speed 25 km.lh.: then he covered 18 km. with speed

12k'fi.lh. r then the magnitude of the average velocity during the whole journey where

the two displacements in opposite directions = .'............. km./hr.

ftIf S={A rB ,C}isasamplespaceof arandomexperimentandPfA)= * , pG)= 
?

r then P (C) =
L

(a) 
1s $)& (c) 11

15

1

15

r.) 8*

Gl e mountain climber weighs himself using pressure scale before he climbs a mountain

of height 1000 m. : then he weighs himself again when he is on the top of the mountain.

Which of the following is true ?

(a) The reading of the balance atthe mountain top is more than at the base.

(b) The readings are equal in the two cases.

(c) The reading of the balance at the mountain base is more than at the top.

(d) The balance reading at the top of the mountain = ** x the balance reading at the base.
1000

II eparticle started its motion with velocity 2O cm.lsec. and uniform acceleration 8 cm./sec?

in the same direction as the initial velocity

and eleventh seconds together is ......'........

(a) 56 (b) r44

: then the covered distance during the tenth

cm.

(c) 100 (d) 200

( o : l) / V s / .l Y / ( crul,#..| ) c,,rn c,,l...a!rJl arr r*r^, y4f5ll

, Model a
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fl Ityo, know that the mass of the earth is 6.06 x LO2a kg.and its radius length is 6.36 x 106 m.

r then the tension of gravitational field on the surface of the earth = newton/kg.

(The universal gravitational constant = 6.67 x 10- 
11 

newton. m?lkgz)

(a) 9.89 (b) e.7e (c) 9.99 (d) e.87

fl r. the opposite figure :

(a)r0

(c) r sin 0

A particle moves from A to B on a circle : its radius length = r

then its displacement = .....'....'...'

(b)2r0

(d)2rsinf

G){G t4)t(T,5),(T,6)}
(d) {G , t) , (r ,D}

@+ (d) +
J

(d) 50 cm./sec.

El Wfr", tossing a metal coin and a die once then the event of appearing atall and number

less than 3 , is ............."

(a) {G ,:)}
(.) {(T : 1) , (T ,2) , (T tT}

[O ff A and B are two mutually exclusive events from a sample space S of a random

experiment and P (A) = P (A) , P(B) = tY(A) :thenP(B; =

(c) 7(b)+

III a body moves with initial velocity (vn) : acceleration (a) and final velocity (v)

:v-vo=8cm./sec. : v +vo=25cm./sec. :then{+as= " "" """'

(a) 10 cm.lsec2. (b) 20 cm.lsec? (c) 20 cm./sec.

[B a body is projected vertically up from a point on the surface on the ground to return to it

after 10 sec. from the instant of projection : the initial velocity = """""""' m./sec.

(a) 9.8 (b) 4.e (c) 98 (d) 4e

[El ff the take off speed of a plane is 65 m./sec. and the least acceleration of the planes

is 3 m./sec? t thenthe shortest distance of the runway that allow all planes to take off

is "...."...". (To the nearest meter)

(b) 704

[B If the ratio between the masses of two planets 4 : 9 and the ratio between their radii I : 6 t

then the ratio between their gravity accelerations respectively is

(a) 810 (c) 165 (d) 1es

(a) 1 :6 (b) 4:9 (c)1:16 (d) 16: 1



Finol Exominotions

If S is the sample space of a random experiment rAC S and 
ilfr = 3

: then P (A) =

(a) 
;- (o)t (") + (d) 1

(b) 1.5 vo

(b) 0.7 (c) 0.3 (d) 0.e

@+ @+ (o;

[O tt a body fell from a height 19.6 m. above a sandy ground to embed on it a distance 74 cm.

till it rests r then the acceleration of the motion of the body inside the sand measured by

m.l sec2.= .'...'... "....

(a) - t372 (b) - 9.8 (d) 1732

@ A cyclist moved 6 km. to west r then 8 km. in direction of 60" north of west r

then magnitude of covered displacement equals .'....'........ km.

(a) 14 (b) 21h1 @) z1[n @) 2

Essay questions

Answer the following questions :

ff A racing car moves in the track with veiocity 44 m.lsec. r then its velocity decreases with

a constant rate until it becomes 22 m.lsec. through 11 seconds. Find the distance that the

car covered through that time.

E ff a body is projected vertically upwards with velocity 49 m.lsec. Find the time needed to

(c) 19.6

[El a and B are two particles moving in opposite directions the speed of A is double the speed

of B : then vou =

(a)2vo (c) 2.5 vo (d) 3 vo

[Il If A and B are two events in sample space of a random experiment where : P (A) = 9.4

, P (B) = 0.5 : P (A n B) = 0.2 r then the probability of non occurence of any of the two

events A or B = ."'..."....'.

(a) 0.5

[B A box contains 9 identical cards numbered from 1 to 9 one card is chosen randomly : then

the probability that the chosen card canies an odd number or divisible by 9 =

ta) *.J

reach the maximum height and the distance thatit reaches.
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II n body starts its motion from rest in a straight line with uniform acceleratio n 3 cm/sec2.

to cover distance 24 cm.: then its speed at the end of this distance = ............... cm./sec.

(a) r44 (b) 12 (c,\ 24

Interacriuerest !t- m'
Multiple choice questions

Choose the correct answer from the given ones :

(d) 72

EI tf e and B are two mutually exclusive events : then P (A n B) = .....'....'....

@)a (b) zero @+

El f v is the final velocity of a body moves with uniform acceleration in a straight line and

=2;then

(c) a= zerc (d) I <a<2

vo is the initial velocity and ' + 'o"unv
(a) a> zero (b) a < zero

!l tf the mass of the earth equals 81 times the mass of the moon and their diameter lengths

are 72756 km. and 3476km. respectively : if the gravity acceleration on the earth is

9.8 m./sec? : then the gravity acceleration on the moon surface = "...."...... 
.m.lsec?

(a) 2.97 (b) 1.63 (c) 33.03 (d) 2.4s

Gl If the position vector of aparticle isi= G2 -2t- 3); : then the magnitude of the

displacemertt = zeto after'... "...'... " seconds.

Gl A regular die is rolled once on a table and the number appears on the upper face is noticed

r then the probability that this number is not more than 4 and not less than2 is ............'..

@+
J

(d) 1

(a) 4 (b) 2 (c) 3 (d) 8

@+ (.) *
(d) +-J

Il a police car (A) moves with speed 90 km./h. chases another car (B) moves in the same

direction t czr B seems to car A as it retreats with speed 20 km.lh. : then the actual speed

of car B equals km./hr.

(a) 70 (b) 110 (c) 90 (d) 4s
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O fne positions of a moving particle at two instants 3 seconds and 8 seconds was at

A(7 t2) andB (4 t 6) respectively

: then the average velocity of the particle =

fal:i- +J (u) --:i+ +l (") +i- +l
Gl a and B are two bodies moving in opposite directions such that the speed of A is equal to

the speed of B : then vou = ...............

(a) 1.5 vo (b) 2 vo (c) 2.5 v o

[O If a and B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment such that

BCA ,

(a) 0.6

P(A)=9.9 r P(B)=9.6

(b) 0.3

Finol Exominotions

(d) 3 v^

r then P (A- B) =

(c) 0.4 (d) 0.2

[Il e body started its motion with velocity 7 m.lsec. and with uniform acceleratio nZ m.lsec?

: it covered a distance 30 metres r then the acceleration stopped to move afterwards with
uniform velocity a distance 52 metres r then the total time of motion = .........,..... second.

(a) 3 (b) 4 (c) l (d) 14

[El fn. given figure represents a curve of (velocity - tirne)

for a particle moves in straight line from the origin point

r then the distance cut by the particle from the origin point

after 2 sec. from starting motion = ............... m.

V (m.isec.)

4

3

2

1

(a) 20

(c) 8

(b) 16

(d) 4
1234567 89

[fl fne gravitational force between two bodies is 2 newtons r if the distance between them is

doubled r then the gravitational force between them becomes newton.

rar { G) + k)z (d) Iz4

[B a body fall from a height 22.5 m.on a sandy ground to penetrate it a distan ce 25 cm. t

then the acceleration of the body during motion inside the ground equals m.lsec?

(a) - 2I (b) 21 (c) 882 (d) - 882

[B A body projected vertical upwards from a point25 metres above the ground surface with
initial speed 98 m./sec.It reaches to its maximum height then it fell to the ground surface

then its displacement = ............... m.

(a) zero (b) - s1s (c) 1005 (d) -2s



Mothemotics Applicotions

[O A class contains 24 boys and 16 girls there is 9 boys and 4 girls from them are wearing

glasses.If a pupil is chosen randomly from this class : then the probability that pupil is

a girl or wearing glasses

@)# (o)+ 1c) i (o*

fll f'ro.n the top of a tower its height 20 metres aparticle is projected vertically upward

with initiai velocity 7 m./sec. r then its speed at the moment of leaohing ground

surface ='...'...'...'.. m./sec.

@)tfr (b) 7 (c) 21 (d) 718

EtfrS = {A : B r C, D} is the sample space of a random experiment and

P(A)=3P(B)

(") +

r P(C)=P(D)=

(o)t

7

18

[El t*o masses 150 and 200 kg. : the square of the distance between their centres 15 m? ,

(d) 0.e

then the gravitational force between them = newton. (given that the universal

gravitational constant equals 6.61 x 10- 
11 newtonm? lhg?

(a) 1.334 x 107 (b) 1.334 x 10-' (") 1.334 x 10-t (a) 1.334x10-rr

EOra )B=a, e1A;=o.z, eg); =0.4 tthenP(AUB)=

(a) 1.1 (b) 0.3 (c) 0.6

Essay questions

Answer the following questions :

Il abody is projected vertically upwards with velocity 16 m./sec. Find the time taken by the

body to reach 330 meters under the projection point.

fl X and Y are two points on a horizontal straight line. A car (A) started its motion from X

towards Y from rest with a uniform acceleration 10 m./sec? atthe same moment another

car (B) moved from Y towards X with uniform velocity of magnitude 54 km./hr. If the

relative velocity of the car (A) with respect to (B) at the mEment of meeting equals

762km.Ar. find the time taken by each of the two cars from the moment of starting

motion till they meet together.



Finol Exominotions

@tr rnteractiverest [F.1ffil
Multiple choice questions

Choose the correct answer from the given ones :

Ilaparticle moves such that its position vectori= (3 t + 2)i + (4t- t)l r then the

magnitude of its displacement till t = l equals length unit.

(a) 5 @1[zq

E A motorcycle moves on a straight road with speed I 5 km.lh. r its rider watches a car it
seems to him that it moves in the opposite direction with speed 130 km./h. : then the

acttal speed of the car is ........ ...... km./h.

(a) s5 (b) 20s (c) 59 (d) 60

El a coin is released from 1.4 m. above the moon surface. If the gravity acceleration on the

moon is 1.67 m.lsec2. r then the time taken by the coin to reach to the moon surface equals

.........'..... sec.

@# ru)

(b) 7 (d) 8

^[c
7

@+

II fn" opposite graph represents the (acceleration-time) graph for a(m./sec.)

a moving car from a fixed point with initial speed 4 m.lsec.

: then its velocity (v) on the intervatlO ,Z] is given by ...............

(a)v =2t
(c)v=4-t

(b)v=4+2t

(d)v=8-t

(b) 0.3 (c) 0.4 (d) 0.1

El e destroyer ship and an enemy ship are moving in a straight line. If the destroyer ship

follow the enemy ship with constant speed 60 km./h. : the enemy ship seems to the captain

of the destroyer to be moving towards him with speed 20 km.lhr. : then the actual speed

of the enemy ship equals km./hr.

E e card is drawn randomly from 10 identical cards r numbered from 11 to 20 tthen the

probability of getting even number divisible by 3 on the drawn card is

(a) 0.2

(a) 80 (b) 40 (c) 60 (d) zero

2

1



Mothemotics Applicotions

Il If a body is released from height 9.8 m. above sandy ground. The body penetrates the

sand 14 cm. till it comes to rest r then the acceleration of the body inside sand

equals m.lsec2.

(a) 686 (b) - t312 (c) - 9.8 (d) - 686

El A fair die is thrown twice : then the probability of the appearance two equal numbers

is ......'....'..'

(a) + (b) +

Gt F o- the top of a hill 350 m. high : a ball is projected vertically upward and returned back to

the point of projection after somewhile : then reached to the ground after that ," ? seconds

: then the total distance covered by the ball equals metres.

(a) 350 (b) 4s0 (c) 360 (d) 370

[El It was once recorded that ajaguar left skid marks that were 5.4 m.Assuming that the

jaguar skidded to stop with constant deceleration of magnittrde 64 mJsec2 r then the

initial velocity of the jagtar = """""""' m./sec.

(a) 54 (b) 39.4 (c) 28.56 (d) 26.29

[BAbal is projected vertically upward : at its maximum height

(a) its speed is maximum.

(b) its acceleration= zero

(c) its acceleration = 9.8 m.lsec?downward.

(c1) its acceleration = 9.8 m.lsec?upward.

[El ff A : B are two mutually exclusive events of a sample space of a random experiment

whereP(B) = 3 P(A), P(AU e) = 0.72 tthenP(A) =

(a) 0.18 (b) 0.54 (c) 0.36 (d) 0.12

[El fft" gravitational acceleration of the earth if a body of mass 1 kg. placed on its surface

given that the mass of the earth = 6 x lO2a kg. r the radius length of the earth = 6360 km.

and the universal gravitation constant = 6.67 x 10- 
11 newton. 

^?|r<g?

is ..... "....... . m.lsec?

(a) e.99 (b) 8.89 (c) 9.89 (d) 10

(.) + @)+



Finol Exominolions

(b) in oddirection only if ll-"" ll, lli" ll

(d) in oddirection onty if ll;A ll . lli, ll

[B If io , 
-t 

are velocities of two particles moving in directionr O? and CO respectively :

then the direction of vou is ...............

(a) always in OC direction.

(c) always in eddirection.

[fl Wfren a body moves r then magnitude of its displacement the covered distance.

(a) > (b) > (c) < (d) <

ffilF'ourmenA rB :CandDarestandinginonerow rthenprobabilitythatthemanAstands

in the terminal position of the row is

@)+ (b) +.J

@ A body felI down from a helicopter moving vertically upward with uniform velocity

180 km./hr. r then the initial velocity of this body is m./sec.

5(c) 
1g

El If the velocity curve of a particle is represented by ahorizontal line segment above the

time axis in the (velocity-time) graph r then the particle

(a) is moving with zero acceleration.

(b) is moving with constant non zero acceleration.

(c) is at rest.

(d) is moving with deceleration.

[O t, the experiment of tossing a coin oflce r then throwing a fair die and observing the appeared

on their upper faces r then the probability of appearing tail and odd number equals

,1
\a) z

(a) 50

1

\c) 4 (d) +

(b) zero

(b) +.J @)+ (d) +

5
(c) lT (d)t

(d) 180

EO t, the experiment of throwing a regular die twice r then the probability thatthe sum of the

two numbers appeared in the upper face is prime equals

(")* b)+

( 1 : l) / t s / c,, Y / ( crul#l ) slrJ crta.aq]l arr :r'lri 14!5lf



Mothemotics Applicotions

Essay questions

Answer the following questions :

Il frr" opposite figure represents (velocity - time)

curvo of a body starts its motion with initial

velocity 10 m./sec. and it stopped after

110 sec. find :

(a) The three accelerations of the body.

(b) The total distance which covered by the body.

V (m./sec.)

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110

B A ball fell vertically from a house window of height 2.5 m. from the ground at the same

moment : a boy at a distant 13 m. from base of the house moves with uniform velocity in

the direction of the house. Find the velocity of the boy need to catch the ball before reach

the ground directly.

Interactivetest @-

Multiple choice questions

Choose the correct answer from the given ones :

Ilffre dme (in hours) taken by acar moves with a uniform speed 20 m.lsec. to covor

a distance 180 km. equals

rilli (b)2 @2+ (d) 3

El I" the experiment of tossing

probability of getting tail in

noticing the sequence of heads and tails r the

(c) 7 (d) +.J

coin twice and

the first trial =

(") + $)+

Ela car covered 6 km. towards West : then it moved afterwards 8 km. in the direction 60" South

of the West : then the magnitude of the displacement that the car covered equals .. .. km.

@)24[n @21[i @)2t[m @21[i

Model'
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E emoving rudar car to monitor the velocity on the desert road moves with constant velocity

40 km./h. This car observes the movement of a truck coming in the opposite direction.

It seems like it is moving with velocity tz}krn.lhr. r then the actual velocity for

the truck = .......'.....'. km./hr.

(a) 160 (b) 80 (c) 120 (d) 40

Gl tt aparticle is released from a height to the ground surface r then the time it takes to cover

the first quarler of its distance to the total time to reach the ground =

(a) I :2 (b) 1 :4 (c) 10:49 (d)1:16

Et ffr" universal gravitational constant = 6.6'7 x 10-11

(a) newtonJ<g2.lm?

(c) m./sec./h.

(b) newton.*?lhg?

(d) newton/m.

Il Wt i"f, of the following is false ?

(a) 90 km./h. = 25 m.lsec.

(c) 20 m./sec. = 7 2 krrrr.lh.

fl e student practices on kicking football vertically upwards in air : then the ball returns

due to the impact of every kick. Sor it hits his foot. If the ball takes from the moment of

its kicking until colliding with his foot 0.3 seconds r then the maximum height the ball

reaches from the kicking point equals ............... metres.

(a) 0.11025 (b) 0.07s (d) 0.1s

Gl If a particle moves in a straight line from rest with uniform acceleration (a) : then the

displacement (s) oc

(a) t (b) v (c) tz (d) a

(b) 20 m./min. = T cm./sec.

(d) 45 km./min. =750 cm./sec.

(c) 1.47

[Off abodymoveswithaccelerationasn6-v -+= 1 rthens =

o(a)-
a

V+V
(b) o

2a

o

(c) o

" 2a

v-v
(d) o

2a

fll r, the opposite figure :

(S) is the sample space of a random experiment

: A and B are two events in (S) : then the event

which represents the shaded part is

(a) A- B (b) A (c) (B -A) (d) (A - B)

S

"cD



r- Moihemotics Applicotions

[B tiA and B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment (S) where

P(B) = J,tnenP(A n B) + P(An B) =

@+ o)+ (c) + @+

[Beparticle started its motion with velocity 20 cm./sec. and uniform acceleration 8 cm./sec?

(a") 193.6 (b) 433.6 (c)230.2 (d) 120.8

in the same direction as the initial velocity : then the distance covered in the fifth second

only - .............'. cm.

(a) 200 (b) r44 (c) 100 (d) s6

[E A particle is projected vertically upward with speed 19.6 m./sec. r then its maximum

height ='...."....".. m.

(a)2 (b) 1 (c) 19.6 (d) e.8

[El f you know that the mass of the earth is 6 x l02a kg. and the mass of the moon is 7 x I 023 kg.

and the distance between their centres is 3 x 106 metres and the universal gravitational

constant rs 6.67 x 10- 11 
newton.m? lkg2. , then the gravitational force of the earth to the

moon equals newton.

(a) 3.113 x 1020 (b) 3.113 x t02s (c) 3.113 x 1024 (d) 3.113 x 1023

[El e he[copter is moving vertically downward with velocity 15 m./sec. : a body fell from

it down to reach ground surface after 8 seconds r then the height of the helicopter at the

moment of falling the body = ....'...,.....' metre.

flf ff a. and B are two events from the sample space S of a random experiment

,P(AU e; =O.ZS, P(A-B) = 0.2 ;thenP(B) =

(a) 0.75 (b) 0.6 (c) 0.65 (d) O.ss

$l fne opposite graph represents the relation

between displacement and time to a particle

moves in a straight line r then the ayerage

velocity of the whole trip = m./sec.

S (metre)

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

I

I

(a) 3.5

(c) 4.5

(b) 4

(d) s

ffi
r-r-il
T-TTI



Fincrl Exominotions

[O fta and B are two events from a random experiment ,AC B : then P (A U B) =

(a) P (B) (b) P (A) (c) zP (A n B) (d) 3 P (A)

Elrf S = {A,B , C} is a sample space of arandomexperimentandif

20 P (A) = 15 P (B) = 12P (C) r then P (C) =

G)+.J

Essay questions

Answer the following questions :

[f a and B are two cars moving on a straight roacl with the speeds 60 km./hr. and 90 km./h.

in the direction Bf :

( 1 ) Find the speed of B relative to A

( 2 ) Find the speed of Arelative to B

( 3 ) If the distance between them is 10 km. : find the elapsed time to be adjacent.

El e particle moves from rest in a straight line with uniform acceleration : it covered during

5th , 6th and.Tth seconds a distance 132 cm. Find each of the acceleration and the distance

covered from the beginning of motion till the velocity becomes 66 cm./sec.

f.'---ffi1
hrteractivetest fl> ffil

Multiple choice questions

Choose the correct answer from the given ones :

II a bal is projected vertically upward r it takes 3 sec. to reach maximum height

r then the time when the body was 39.2 m. above the point of projection

equals ....'........" sec.

(a)2or4

El a body is ejected in opposite direction to the wind. It moves in a straight line with initial

speed 10 m./sec. and with uniform deceleration2 m.lsec2. r then its displacement after

6 seconds equals ....'.......... m.

@+ @t @+

(b)4or8 (c) 25 or 4 (d) 6 or 25

(a) 96 (b) 12 (c) 24 (d) 36

Model I 7
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Gl e man stands above a bridge , projects a stone downward (consider the upward direction

is the positive direction). Which of the following figures represents the relation between

the acceleration and time ?

!I A bnnis ball is projected upward to reach maximum height. It returned to the racket after

it covered distance 9 m. from the moment it was projected : then its displacement

equals ............... m.

(a) 9 @4+ (c) zero (d) 1s

Gl e body moves in a fixed direction with an initial speed and uniform acceleration.

The body covers 20 m. in the third sec. then covers 60 m. in the fifth and sixth seconds :

then its initial speed equals ..'....'.......m./sec.

(a) 4 (b) 10 (c) 20 (d) 30

[| a body starts its motion with initial velocity (vo) cm./sec. and uniform acceleration

(a) cm./sec2. rnthe same direction as the initial velocity : till it reaches to its final

velocity y = (64 - vo) cm./sec. in 12 sec. from the beginning of motion : then its

displacement s =

(a) 3.84 m. (b) 384 m. (c) 483 cm. (d) 8.3a m.

II ff A and B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment :

P(A)=P(A)

(a) *
+

, P(B)=*nroi

o)+

, P(AnB)=+

(.) +

,thenP(AUB)=

(d) 1

fl ff a body moves a distance s with constant speed v, : then it moves in the same direction

a distance s with constant speed vr tthen its average speed is ..'......'....'

at ! (v, + v2) b) + '(+. +) (.) i++ (d)+(v,+v2)



Finol Exominotions

(c) 24o (d) 64

f[f Kangaroo is capable of jumping vertically upward to a height of 2.62m. then the take off

speed of the kangaroo to reach this height = 
...............m./sec.

(a) 2.62 (b) 7 .17 (c) 8.7 (d) e.8

[ff fne probability that astudent scores a full mark in mathematic 0.75 : the probability that he

scores a full mark in physics 0.8 and the probability that he scores full marks in both subjects

is 0.6 r then the probability that he scores a full mark in mathematics only = ...............

(a) 0.1 (b) 0.1s (c) 0.85 (d) 0.9

[B e and B are two bodies start their motion on the same straight line in opposite directions

the first body with speed 15 km./h. and the other with speed 25km.lh.If they met after

half an hour : then the distance between them when they start to move .............., km.

(.a) 2o (b) 40 (c) 7 .5 (d) 12.5

El L the experiment of rolling a die twice : the probability of getting an even number first

then getting a prime number is .....'.........(")+ o)+ G)+

[El Wt 
"t 

tossing a die once and observing the number on its upper face r if A is the event of

appearance of an even prime number : then A i, . event.

(a) impossible (b) simple (c) not simple (d) certain

Gl n body starts motion from rest with uniform acceleration 40 cm./sec? r then its speed after

covering 320 cm. is .".'.......... cm./sec.

(a) 160 (b) 320

[O f*o spheres r the mass of the first is 5.2kg. and the mass of the second is 0.25 kg.

The two spheres are placed such that the distance between their centres is 50 cm.

, then the gravitational force between them given that the universal gravitational constant

equals 6.67 x 10- 11 newton.m2.lkg?equals newton.

(a) 3.4684 x 10- 12 (b) 3.4684 x 10- 10

(c) 3.4684 x 10- 11 (d) 3.4684 x 10- 
8

(d) +



Mcihemolics Applicotions

@) a2 (b) 33

[El f" determine the height of a bridge above the river nile : a person releases a stone and

measure the time to reach the water. If the time it takes to reach the water = 2.5 sec.

r then height of the bridge = 
..'....'....". rn.

(c) 31 (d) 2e

[Il If a and B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment and

P(AUB)=0.85

(a) 0.3

, P (A) =0.75

(b) 0.4

, PGi) = 0.6 :thenPfA U dl =

(c) 0.15 (d) o.z

[B a and B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment and P fg) = ]
r P (A - B) = $ , tn"n the probability of occuning at least one of them equals ..'... "'

@)+ 0)+ @+ @+

[El eUoOy is projected vertically upward with speed (vo) to reach maximum height (s) r then

the speed should be used to make the body reaches to maximum height (2 s) is

@)1[i u.

f0 n plane moves with velocity 300 km./h. due to the south for two hours r then with

(a) 260 (d) 280

Essay questions

Answer the following questions :

II pro* the top of a hill9.8 m. high : a stone is projected vertically up with speed 4.9 m.lsec.

r find the velocity of the body at the moment of reaching the ground surface ?

E a particle moved from rest in a straight line with a uniform acceleration. It covered a

distance 38 cm. within the 10th second of its motion.

Find the magnitude of its acceleration and the distance which it covered within the 5th

second of its motion.

velocity 250 km./h. due to the north for a distance 7 50 km. : then the average speed of

the whole journey = """""""' km./h.

(b) 210 (c) 275

(a) 2 vo (b) vo (d) 4 vo



Finol Exominotions

@tr rn*ractivetestft-m'

Multiple choice questions

Choose the correct answer from the given ones :

Il A bicycle moves with velocity 4 m./sec. towards East for 60 seconds : then it stopped for

10 seconds tlater it moves with velocity 5 m./sec. towards West for 30 seconds ; then the

average speed within the whole trip = m./sec.

(a) 0.9 (b) s.6 (c) 1 (d) 3.e

El f*o bodies are released from heights s and 3 s respectively : then the ratio between their

speeds just before reaching the ground is ............

(a) 1 :3 @) 1 :{5 (c) 1 :9 (d)3:1

El a body of mass 4 kg. is placed on surface of the earth given that radius length of the

earth = 6360 km. : the gravitational acceleration = 9.8 m./sec? and the universal gravitational

constant = 6.67 x 10- 11 newton.m? ttg? : then the mass of the earth = .............. kg.

(a) 5.9 x l02a (b) 5.9 x lO22 (c) 5.9 x 1020 (d) 5.9 x 1026

@ ffre average velocity of a body starts its motion with initial velocity vo and uniform

acceleration during the sixth second =

(a)vo+5a (b) v. + 4.5 a (c) vo + 5.5 a
v +6a

(d) -i 
2

E a car moves in a straight line : it covered a distance 360 km. in24O minutes

: then it covered 120 km. in the same direction during 60 minutes : then its

average speed = ".'...,....... km./h.

(a) 105 (b) 120 (c) 96 (d) 80

Gl If a car moved with a uniform velocity of magnitude 90 km./h. for 30 min. r then the

covered distance during this period of time measured by kilometre equals
a

ta) v

Il ebody is projected vertically upward with initial velocity 24.5 m.lsec. r then the time

interval the body was above 29.4 m. is ...............

1ay)z ,zl

(b) 2.1 (c) 45 (d) 162

(b)l2,s[ (c) ]o , t[ (d) l1 ,3[

( V : t) / Y, d, / & Y / ( s,UEs.l ) drlrJ c:l[irqrl a.,r :o, t' 14l.5ll



Moihemotics Applicotions

El If A and B are two events in a sample space of a random experiment : then the event of

non occurrence any of the two events equals

(a)Al'lB (b)A-B fclAlt d (d)AUB'

ft e die has been designed such that when it is rolled the probability of appearing even

number is double the probability of appearing odd number : then the probability of

appearing 2 or 3 is .............'.

@)? ru)+ @+ (d)?

[O ffr" car velocity is reduced regularly from 66 m./sec. to]9.2km./h. r and covered a distance

66 m. r then the frrther distance covered by the car till it comes to rest equals ..""""""' m.

(a)74.25 (b)7.2s (c) 8.25 (d) 66

[Il n competitor moves with uniform acceleration passes through three collinear points A r

B and C where AB = BC = 20 m. If the speed of the competitor at A = 8 m./sec. and its

speed at B is 12 m.lsec. then its speed at C is m./sec.

(a) 16 (b) 20 (o ru^fi @ 4"[r4

[B a particle is released from a point above the ground r so it imbedded on the ground

a distance 4 m. before it rests. If the particle moved inside the ground by uniform

deceleration 63 m./sec? ,thenthe height at which the particle fall from equals .....'.....,"' m.

(a)4 (b)ry r.)T (d)ry
7 "7 7

[El A motorcycle moves with speed 25 km.lh.If the rider observes a car moving in opposite

direction : it seems to him that the car speed is 105 km./h. r then the actual speed of the

car is ............... m./sec.

(a)80 (b)+ (c) l3o (d)+
9'9

[B fn" mass of a planet is double the mass of another planet and the radius of the second is

double the radius of the first r then g, : E2 =

(a)1:8 (b)1:2 (c)8:1 (d)2:t

When throwing a fair die once then spinning the spinner in

the figure once , then the number of elements of the sample

SpaOe = """""""'

(a) 18 (b) 12 (c) 3

r-:\ /" \

lY,1 g.)
\__ -/

(d) 6



Finol Exominotions

[B ff A : B are two events in the sample space S of a random experiment and

[Il If a coin is tossed 3 times and heads and tails have been observed r then the probability of
appearing two heads at most equals

@)+ ru)+ (")* (d)*

[B A body is projected vertically upward with speed 40 m./sec. from the top of a tower 90 m.

high above the ground surface : then the time taken to reach to the ground = ............... sec.

(a) 4 (b) s (c) 8 (d) 10

[OrtP(A)=g.4 , P(B) =0.3 rA rB aretwomutuallyexclusiveeventsinasamplespace

:thenP(And)= .. ..

(a) 0.5 (b) 0.3 (c) 0.8 (d) o.Z

EO fn" distance between two war planes is 20 km. they have the same speed r if the plane

behind fired a rocket with speed 300 km./h. then it hits the plane at the front after

minutes.

(a) 1 (b)2 (c) 3 (d)4

l@l Essay questions

Answer the following questions :

[f A body moved in straight line with initial velocity 7 m]sec.: and with acceleration 4 m. lsec?

in the same direction of motion. Find its terminal velocity and the covered distance after 6 sec.

El n body is projected vertically upwards from a point on the ground. It comes back to this

point after 10 sec. Find its initial velocity and maximum height of the body.



Mothemotics Applicotions

[El t*o bodies r the mass of the first is 150 kg. and the mass of the second is 200 kg. and the

square of the distance between their centres is 15 m? then the gravitational force between

them = newton "G = 6.67 x 10-11 newton.m2 .lkg?"

(a) 5.9 x 10-10 (b)2.34 x 10-11 (c) 1.5 x 10-8 (d) 1.334 x 10-7

[El ff A and B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment. The probability of

occulrence one of them at most is 0.75 and the probability of occuffence one of them at

least is 0.6 r then the probability of occuffence only one of them = """""""'

(a) 0.25 (b) 0.6 (c) 0.35 (d) o.7s

fDlnorthogonalcartesiancoordinatesystem.If f = ?2 13) rF-(1 ,-1)aretwoposition

vectors of the points A and B r then the displacement vector from B to A =

(a) 3i+ al fu) -:i+ +l rcl si- +l ra) -i+ zl

[B A group of tourists comes to egypt contains 19 tourists from Russia > lJ tourists from

Italy and 14 tourists from France. One of them is chosen at random r then the probability

that the chosen tourists from Russia or France equals

(")# G)# (.)# (o#

[O If a body moves in a straight line with uniform acceleration r then v + vo =

, .25
(a)

t
G)+ S

\c) x (d)2st

E[l ff a r B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment and

P (A) = P (A), P (B) = P (A) + o.l

(a) 0.3 (b) 0.s

Essay questions

Answer the following questions :

ff fwo cities A and B on a straight road. A car moved from A towards B with speed 25 km./hr. At

the same moment r another car moved from B towards A with speed 65 km./hr. Find when and

where do the two cars meet. Know that length of the road between the two cities is 180 km.

E e body is projected vertically upwards with velocity 19.6 m./sec. Find its velocity when it

: P (A U n; = 0.8, then P (A(-l B) =

(c) 0.6 (d) 0.1

becomes at height 14.7 meters from the point of projection.



@
Choose the correct answer from the given ones :

Finol Exominotions

Interactivetest iftr

Il Abody is projected vertically upward with speed 19.6 m./sec. r then the time to reach

maximum height .......'....". sec.

(a) 1.5 (b) 3 (c) 2 (d) 20

El A satellite of mass 1500 kg. rotates around the earth in an orbit at a height 540 km. from

the ground surface if the mass of the earth is 6 x l02a kg. and its radius length = 6360 krn.

r then the gravitational force between the earth and the satellite. (given that the universal

gravitational constant equals 6.67 x 10- l1 newton.m?lkg2)is .,,............ newton.

(a) L26087 x t03 (b) l.26087 x 10a (c) 1.26087 x 10s (d) 1.26087 x 106

Gl A body is released from the top of a tower and reach the ground in 8 seconds : then the

time taken from the instant of releasing to cover t tnetower height ............... sec.

(a) 2 (b) 3 @)a (d) s

IfAand B are two mutually exclusive events in a sample space, p d) = 1,
n (s - (AU B)) = ?,rhenP(A) =

@+ G)+
J @)* @+

Gl e hehcopter moves upward with speed 15 m./sec. A stone is released from it and reaches

the ground after 8 seconds : then the height of the airplane at the instant of releasing the

stone = '...'.."'..... m.

(a) to7 (b) 14s (c) 194 (d) 236

El F.o- the top of a hill 9.8 m. high : a stone is projected vertically up with a speed 4.9 m.lsec.

r then the velocity of the body at the moment of reaching the ground surface

equals m./sec.

(a) 4.9 (b) e.8 (c) t4.7 (d) t7.4

Model 10
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Mothemotics Applicotions

@+ @+ (")+ (d)+

(b) 0.34 (c) 0.51 (d) 0.6

(a) 200 (c) 50 (d) 1so

Ilff S = {A rB ,C} is asample spaceof arandomexperimentandP(A) = +
,P(B) = ?,thenP(C) =. .....

IfA and B are two events in the sample space of a random experiment and P (A) = ? P (B)

and the probability of occurence one of them at most equals 0.75 and the probability of

occuffence one of them at least equals 0.6 r then P (A) =

(a) 0.85

El t*o cars A and B are moving on a straight road in opposite directions with speeds 125km.lh.

and75 km./h. respectively I then the speed of B relative to car,{ = """""""' m./sec.

(o)+

E[l A particle starts its motion with speecl 25 cm.lsec. and uniform acceleration 5 cm./se"? in

the same direction as its initial velocity : then the covered distance after 4 seconds from

the beginning of motion = """""""' clrl.

(a) 150 (b) 140 (c) 130 (d) 100

[IlAparticle is moving suchthatits position vectoris givenby r = (3 t + 2)t+ (4t-1) j

: then the magnitude of the displacement till t = 2 is length units.

(a) 9 (b) s (c) 10 (d) 8

EEB fn" gravitational force between two masses is 4 newton. If the distance between them is

halved r then the gravitational force becomes newton.

(a) 2 (b) zz (c) 16 (d) 8

fiffi fn" mass of a planet equals the mass of the earth and its radius length is ] the radius

length of the earth r then its acceleratiorl = .. '. ' '.....'... the gravity acceleration of the earth.

(a)4 (b)+ G)z ta)4"'2 4

fEB a particle is projected in the opposite direction of the wind with velocity 40 cm./sec.

, so it moves in a straight line with a deceleration 8 cm./s ec? , thenthe velocity of the

particle when it is at a distance t 84 cm. form the point of projection and in the same side

of projection direction equals cm./$ec.

| 
-

(a)*t6 (b)r4 (c)t4"tll42 (d)t8



[B tte : B are mutually exclusive events in the sample space of a random experiment and

e1a;= { ,
L

@+

Finol Exominotions

P(B)=15 : P(AUn) = {,thenx=b)? r")* (d) +.J

(b) 1.03 (c) 1.35 (d) 2.7

[Il A bicycle rider moves with uniform acceleration till its speed becomes 7.5 m./sec. during

4.5 seconds : then the displacement of the bicycle during the acceleration is

19 m. r then the initial velocity of the bicycle equals m./sec.

G) ++
1B(c),

Et a regular die is thrown 3 times and the number on the upper face is observed : then

probability that the sum of these digits is 18 equals ...............

[El A body moves in a straight line from a fixed point such that its position vector

r = (t'+ 5 t + 3) e where e is aunitvectorpalallelto the straightline r

then the ayerage velocity from the beginning of the motion after t seconds is

(a) (3 t2+ s t)i O) (t'. s.+) ; @) (2+ s) ;

f[t nive identical cards numbered from 2 to 6 : two cards are drawn , one after the other

with replacement and the number is observed and recorded to form all possible two digit

numbers : then the probability that the unit digit is prime equals

f^) ? &)+ @)* (d) +.,f

Essay questions

Answer the following questions :

Il A body is projected vertically upwards with velocity 19.6 m./sec. r from a point at height

230.4 metres from the ground. Find :

( I ) the maximum height of the body above the ground surface.

( 2 ) the position of the body after 5 seconds from its instant of projection.

( 3 ) the maximum speed of the body.

fl e particle stafted its motion from rest with uniform acceleration 20 cm./sec?when its

velocity became 8 m./sec. it moves with uniform retardation 25 cm.lsec?tittitbecomes in

rest. Find the total time and the covered distance.

118
(a) 

-
81

(d) 3

1
(a) 6 o)+ 1(c) _" 216

(d) -L' 
108

(d) (t3 + 5);

[Et tt a basketball player is capable to jump 1.29 m.upwards r then the time taken from the

instant of his jumping to return to the jumping point = second.

(a) 0.5

t-=_ 

-

1a: l)/Y o / d.r Y/(d.,ul.*l)drr-ijdJL'bUrl or;0,r"'14f5ll I 5l
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(1)(c) (2)(d) (3)(c) (4)(d) (s)(b)

(6)(d) (7)(c) (8)(b) (e)(a) (10)(b)

(11) (a) (12) (c) (13) (c) (1a) (c) (1s) (d)

(16) (b) (17) (a) (18) (a) (19) (b) (20) (c)

(21) (c) (22) (c) (23\ (a) (24) (b) (2s) (a)

(26) First: (b) Second: (d) (27) (a)

(28) (b) (2e) (d) (30) (d) (31) (d) (32) (c)

(33) (a) (3a) (a) (3s) (d) (36) (b) (37) (d)

(38) (d) (3e) (c) (a0) (d) (41) (c) (aD @)

(43) (d) (aa) G) (as) (c) (46) (c) (47) (a)

(48) (d) (4e) (b) (s0) (d) (s1) (b) (s2) (c)

(s3) (b) (sa) (d) (ss) (a) (s6) (d) (s7) (d)

f!!!@tE---"-/qr""fin
II
The time taken during the

first stage = S= j nour

The time taken during the second stage

= f$ = r{ rrour

- 1n'lime ot rest = 4 = i- hour

The total time = j + t{ + }*= 2 hous

The displacement vector = 40 n + 80 n = 120 n

... y" = Jlll! = 69 n

.'. The maignitude of the average velocity

= 60 km./hr. in the direction of motion from Cairo to

Ismailia.

a
Time taken to cover the l"tdistance = # = 1 l nou.t

Time taken to cover the 2nd distance = f = 3 hou..

The total time of the whole trip = I | + 3 = aj houm

( 1 ) If the two displacements ale in the

same dircction

. . The displacement

n

27 kJn.

vector=27n+36n=63n

36 km.

ls

Dynomics

... i =ei= r+i
n d.L')

. . The magnitude of the average velocity

= 14 ktn./hr.

in the same direction of the two displacements

( 2 ) If the two displacernents are

ir opposite directions

. . The total displacement vector

=zzi -roi= ei

.. i =-qi=-zi,, 
4+

. . The magnitude of the averagc vclocity

= 2 km./hr. in the direction of the

second displacement.

B
The displacement v"",o. eE = E- f

=(7 ,25)-(3 t5)=(4 >20)

- +]+zoi : ,:
.'. va=6:i=r+5J
.'. The norm of the average velocity

= t[GG = ffi rcngth unit/sec.

'tanU=T=5
.'. The direction of the average velocity vector makes

an angle of measure 78" 4i 2A

E
The covered distance = speed x time

.'.(150+s)=90xfrxts

..150+s=375 .'. s =225 metre,

n

27 kn,

36 km.

.'. 0 =78" 41 24

Gt DisplaemenrG)

6
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o
( I ) The average velocity in travelling

_ distance _ p 
= 30 km./hr.trme 3

( 2 ) The average velocity in rctuming back

- distance - 4 =+s t-.1t..time 2

( 3 ) It means : the motorcycle stopped for 3 hours

Il
( 1 ) Yes : because each of them start his motion when

t = zeto

(2)After30minutes (3)S0minutes

( 4 )'. The slope of the graph line of A.t = H

= - 0.18

.'. The speed of Am = 0.18 km./min.

( 5 ) He reaches after 50 minutes

i.e. At the time 10 : 20 am.

B
( 1 ) The slope of the graph line

=2=1= 1.s km./hr.
J - I Dlstuce

.'. The speed

= 1.5 km./min,

(2)s=vt+c

'.'s=2att=1

..2=1.5x1+c

.. c=0,5

.'. The rclation between time and distance is

s=1,5 1+0,5

g
Let i-be a unit vector in the dhection of the motion

of tho car (a) and thc motorcycle is denoted by (b)

( I ) The motorcycle (b) moves in the sme direction

of motion of the car (a)

... !=soi,[=:oi

.. i"= i-i= ro i- so i'=-so i'
i.e, The motorcycle seen)s as it moves in the

opposite direction of the cu with a speed

50 kn./hr.

-Time
in min.

----7-l

.'. The two trains ue adjacent after 7 minutes

( 2 ) The motorcycle (b) moves in the opposite

direction of the morion of the car (a)

i =,:; 1i = :1i
.'. vno= vr,- vu=- 30 n - 80 n

= 110n

i.e, The motorcycle seems as it moves in the

opposite direction of the cru with speed 110 km./lu.

to
Let i be a unit vector in the direction of the

destroyer ship (a) and the enemy ship is (b)

'.. 
'r- 

= oo ;- ,;r, = - zo ;-

..-20n=v. 60n ... i, = +o i'

. . The actual speed of the enemy ship = 40 km./hr. in

the same direction of the warship.

IIl
Let ibe a unit vector in the direction of the motion

of the cm of radr (A) and (B) is the ttxck.

" [ = +o i' , 
-5o= 

-tzo i-

q^=q-q ...*rzoi'=i"*+oi

"..'t,= 
soi-

i.e. The actual speed of the truck (B) = 80 km./hr. in

the opposite direction of the cm of radar.

TB

Assuming that the two trains are

adjacent after t hous A --j=\A+3jh.+B

(1)s,+sr=3.5

.'.70 1=3.5

.'.50t+20t=3.5

... 1= 
,oI 

h6urs = I min.

. . The two trains are adjacent after 3 minutes

(2)s, sr=3.5

..50t-20t=3.5 A

..30t=3.5

..t= 
6bhour=/mrnutes

t1 3



TB

Let i be a unit vector in the direction Ef

...i=*i,i, =soi'

( 1 ) 
-v,^ 

= q - i^ = so ;'- oo ;-= :o ;-

( 2 ) i^" = ;^ - L = oo i-- so ;-= -:o ;-

( 3 ) t=+= $ = ] nour= zominutes.

Let i be a unit vector in the direction ofTarek (a)

and Ayman is (b)

( I ) If the rwo persons in the same direction

5=11;f",=+01,
.. v. =v -v. =60n-40n=20n
.. v . = 20 m./min. in the same dircction of Tarck.

s 100 m.
= ) mlnutes.

v 7{lm /mrn
ab

( 2 ) If the two persons are moving in opposite directions.

.!=u:;ti= lo; _
.'. v. =\' -v. =60n+40n = l00n

.. v . = lOU rn./rnin. in thc dirtction olTarck.

...r- s 
=.-]ooT. -t,.iru,..v lllllm /mrn

ab

TE

v. = S =19 =2km./min.=120 ]<m./hr..b t 2 min.

Let ibe a unit vector in the direction of the given

car (a) and the otber cr is (b)

.'. ,-, = zo i' ,.'.io = rzo i-
'.'V =V -V.

.. l20n=70n-v.
"' "*'=-soi

. . The actual velocity of the other car = 50 km./hr. in

the opposite direction of the given car.

TE

'.' The two aeroplanes fly with the same speed and in

the sarne direction.

.'. The speed oflaunching the rocket

=a=4[=256a.7sgs.t2

Dynomics

tE
'. The aeroplme and the bomber have the same speed

md the same direction.

.'. The speed of launching the rocket = |t
= ? = 5 km'lmln = 300 km./lr.

'.' The total speed of the rocket = 1200 km./h.

.'. The speed of any of the two planes

= i200 - 300 = 900 km./hr.

..i:

. Let i be a unit vector in thc direction of the motion

ofthe car (A) 
_

.'. v =-120n

.. i. u^ = rzo n (t)

. Aftq doubling the velocity of the cru (A)

.. v =-180n

...i"-zi^=-r8o; \2)

From (1) and (2) :

We detluce that v. = 60 n r v- = 60 nAB

.'. The actual speed of the car (A) = 60 km,/hr. and

the actual speed of the car (B) = 60 km./hr. in the

opposite direction of the car (A)

Itr
. Let i be a unit vector in the direction of motion of

thmu (A)

"'vne=-130n..G-[=-,ri ru

When the car (A) decrease its velocity to the half

" ven = -110 n

... Q-{{=-rroi e)
fm (1.) md (2) we deduce that

v,q=40n rVB=-90n

. . The actual speed of ihe ctr (A) = 40 km./hr. and

the actual speed of the car (B) = 90 km./hr. in the

opposite direction of the cm (A)

@_
Let n be a unit vector in the direction of the ctr (a)

- :"= 120; _
i.vb-va=-120n (1)

t5
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When the car (a) rcduced its vclocity till it becomcs

] thc irst velocitv

"'vu"=-l0on
i i-q= rooi (z)

From ( I ) and (2) we get

v.,=80n rvb=-40n

''' vn = 80 km /hr' >

r, = zlQ l11n.ifi1. in tht ol,lrositc dircction.

El,
Let n be a unit vector in the direction of police car (a)

.. v =-140n
'b3 -'. v -v =-140n

.. v =60n

.. v ,v =60n

(l)

Sublrrclins(l) l'rorrr(2), .. i u,-ZOOn
.b

.'. v =2(X)n

.. v, = 200krn./hr. irr thc sirrncdireclionoIpoli.etrr.

@*
Let n be a unit vector in the direction of the police

cil (A)

'" vse=6on

..rr-r^=*; (1)

When the police cm doubled its velocity

(2)

'" i"^=oi .'.v--2v =0n (2\
tsA

From (1) and (2) ' .'. i = rZO i- , v*o = OO i
. . The speed of the police car = 60 km./tr. : the

speed of the truck = 120 km./hr. in the same

direction.

Let i be a unit vector iD thc direction ol the police

car (a)

,',v =42n
'.v.=-I32n ..v. v- 132n

-01

.. v. 42n= -132 n .. v. =-90n

.. v - 90 km.rlrr. in lhe onoosilc direclion o[ the

police car,-'

'. v =-12n .. v -v =-12n
.'. v -42n=-12n
.. v =30n

.'. v = 30 km./hr. in the same direction of the police cr

- ------;---lol

aEi O=-:+

ft39,}*[=roo;
Let i be a unit vector in the direction of the cruiser (a)

.'. The total speed oftorpedo (c)

= the speed of cruiser + the speed at which the

torpedo has been launched

= 52 + 108 = 160 km./hr.

. i. =i-i= troi'++oi= zooi

.'. v"t = 200 km.ihr. in the positive direction

, = * = ffi = .-L 
hour = 6 minures.

,;.

Lct i bc a unit vector in the direction ol the train (a)

... i = rzoi

(1)ib=d- 
.- _

'. vuu=vu vs=120n

. . In order to the train (a) passes from train (b) it

will cover a distance = 80 + 120 = 200 mctrr

with speed 120 km./hr.

i.c. 120 x ] =19Q6.7"gs.t6 J

200
.'. Thc rcquiled tirne. :i: - 6 scconds,' t00

r(2)vr=7on -

i,,=i,i= rzoi- zoi=soi
.'. The train covers a distalce 200 rn.

with speed = 50 km./hr.

i.e.50xa=1?im/sec.,t, 9

. . The rrquired ,i,n. = 
200 

= I 4.4 sec.' t25

<rl'n=-son
'. v^b= va-vb= 120 n + 80 n =200 n

.'. The train (a) covers a distance 200 metre

with speed 200 km./hr.

i.e.2o0 x ,5- = 
59q 6.7"gs.

l5 rJ

200
.. The required time = ffi = 3.6 sec.

9



Dynomics

@_
Let n be a unit vector in the direction of the two

hains and let the length of the train (a) be s metre

.'.:%=IOO\,roL0n 
--

.vur,=100n-60n=40n

.. The train (a) covers a distance (190 + s) metre

with speed 40 km./hr. within time = 27 seconds

..190+s=40xax27
ta

.. 190+s=300 .', s=110mehes.

.'. length of the train (a) = 110 m.

When the train (a) crosses the bridge then it will
cover a distmce = 110 + 90 = 2"00 metre

.'. Time of crossing the bridge = -fqqE
too x 

t8

= 7.2 seconds.

@fHiit*'"Tirlsl
Il
(1)(d) (2)(c) (3)(c)

(s)(d) (6)(c) (7)(c)

(e)(a)

Instructions to solve number Il :

1 r; oraw MC I AB

.'.Aa=BC=rsinf

..AB=2rsin9
2

.. The displaceient = z r sin g,'_., .,,,, 
2

(2).'t,=| , tr=!
12

... The rorrl ti,n. = .l * .: = 
- r' * 

"-l
', ', 

u,u,

T(,lil Lli.lirtcc
.'. I nC avcrcgc tP"",,= 

Trrl,i."
_ 2s 

-2\r\z
,\' ''', 

u'*"
( ,,u )

( 3 ) Let the motion time = t hr,

..sr=l0t ) sz=14t

,'. s2 sr=20 .. 14t-l0t=20

...4r=20 ..,=f;=snr.

. . Tho distarce the bocly covers with speed

14krr./h.=14x5=70km.

( 4 ) Let i be a unit vector in direction ol motion of

tho two trains and tho length of each train = s m

(4)(b)

(8)(c)

''''^=*i ' io=:oi

.. {,=+oi-:oi= roi

..v^BrJ6=2s ..r0xfr.36=2s

.. s=50m.

( 5 ) . The competitor had finished a complete

revolution.

.. The displacement = zeil

.'. The magintude of the average velocity

7,eto
= = zcto m./sec.

100

( 6 ) . The train rnoves with coilstant speed

(15 m./sec.) and passes a mar at rest i[
27 seconds.

.. The trair length = l-5 x 27 = 405 m.

When the train passes a platform of length 150 m.

the distance covered = 150 + 405 = 555 m.

.'. The time = ! = 
E = 37 second.v 15

( 7 ) . The average speed during the wholejourney

d +d

tr* t,

.^ 30+90
tr+t, .. t, +tr=12Q=3 hsu1.

, '. ., = $ = r rr'. .'. tz= 2ht.

. .,_ q0
', , _ 

2
,'. v=45km,/hr.

( 8 ) Let the vclocity of the firs, trnin = io

, the velocity of the seconcl train = 
-vo

r let i bc rurit vector in direction of motion oI

the first train.

'. The first train passes a man at rest i[ 27 sec.

.'. Thc lerrgtlt oI lhe first trrin = 27 vn

r '. The second train passes the same man in 17 sec.

.. The length of the sccord trair = 17 v,

, . iu=uoi r"(-i)=<'o*,oli-
r '. The two train passes each other in 23 sec.

. . The Iength oI the two trains = vo, x 23

=(v^+vB)x23

.. 27 v n+ 17 vB= 23 vA + 23 vB

. v' 6 3.'.4vo-6v" , 
""=i=;'R

f?
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=

( 9)'. L,{in oppositedirectior.s

.. ir= t 
.-r1 

is atways in direction of io

.'. i. ^ alwavs in direcrion oI6d

o
Let ibe a unit vector in the dircction of the helicopter

(a) and the train is (b)

.'. v = l26km./hr.= 126 ^ * =35 m./sec.a tx

... i =:s i'a

Assume that the length of the train = s

. In the flrst case :

From the behind end of the train to its front errd in
time = 15 sec.

.'.voox15=s

.'.(35-vo)x15=s (1)

. ID the second case :

Frcm the fiont end to the behind end in txre t = 20 sec.

i= + i= rz.si
..vo,x20=s ..(vo v.,)x20=s

.'.(vo-17.5)x20=s (2)

From (1) and (2) we get:

15 (35 -vh) = 20 (vr -17.5)

..3(35 vu)=4(vb-17.5)

.'. 105 -3 vo = 4 vo 70 :.7 yb= 175

.. vu = 25 m./sec. and lrom (1) :

.'. (35 25) x 15 = s .'. s = 150 metre

.. The length ofthe train = 150 metres.

.'.(vo-vo)x15=s

E
Let the length

of the bridge

AB=skm.

The direction ofthe train

111

8t 8t f,'
ffi-

When the man is at c

atadistance f sfromA
C

he herued the whistle of the train atrd if the man

rrtumed this distance he will meet the train at (A)

so if he moved the same distance in the direction

from A to B which he reaches point (D)
.. 6

al r distancc i s the lrain will bc at (A)

'. The time elapsed for the man reaches B

= the time elapsed for the train reach B

- 81

. ?. _," v1.un; - 60

'" v(,nan) f x oo = 15 km /hr'

i.e. The man moves with uniform velocity 15 km./hr.

to reach B

t@@
(1)O) (2)(c) (3)(c) (4)(c) (s)(b)

(6)(a) (7)(a) (8)(d) (e)(c) (10)(c)

(11) (b) (12) (a) (13) (d) (1a) (c) (1s) (a)

(16) (d) (17) (a) (18) (c) (re) (a) (20) (c)

(21) (a) (22) (d) (23) (b) Q4) (a) (2s) (b)

(26) (c) (27) (a) (28) (a) (29) (b) (30) (c)

(31) (c) (32) (a) (33) (d) (34) (b) (3s) (d)

(36) (c) (37) (c) (38) (a) (3e) (c) (40) (d)

(41) (a) (42) (d) (43) (c) @4@) (4s) (d)

(46) (a) (47) (b) (48) (a) (4e) (b) (s0) (d)

(s1) (b) (s2) (d) (s3) (a) (s4) (c) (ss) (d)

(s6) (b) (s7) (c) (s8) (d) (se) (b) (60) (a)

(61) (c) (62) (d) (.63) (b) (64) (c) (6s) (c)

(65) (b) (67) (b) (68) (c) (6e) (d) (70) (b)

(71) (c) (72) (c) O3\ (c) (74) (d)

!!@G"""v questionsl

Il
.vo=54x*=15m./sec.
(1)'.'v=vo+at .'.zero=15+5a

,'. a=-3m,/sec.2

(2).'s=rot+]ut'

.'. s = 15 x 5 - * x 3 x (5)2= 37.5 metres

Eu*u 
7.5+v

s= 2-qxt :, 19= ,]x45
.'. u. = -|fr m,/sec.

E
. The first stage :

sr =vot+ | at2 =o +{ x + x 1:o;2= l8oo cm

v = vo + at = 0 + 4 x 30 = 120 cm./sec.

. The second stage :

s2= yt = 120 x 40 = 4800 metres



, TIrc tolrl dislrrrrc
- - I ne iVetrtC \l)acrl =

The totill timc

1800+4800 ^.,
=-=t)4; Cllt./SeC.

30+40 |

r
': Yo=132x fr =$m.isec.

)v=24xfr={0m.lsec.

'.'v2 =v|+2as

(+)' =(#)' .rx a x 1170

s2
... a=_6 m./sec.

^. 20 ll0 5.
T- 3 -E'

.'. t=Siseconds

AtrestweDutv=0rv =4'toJ

" *-=(+) -2x f, xs ... s=40merres.

E
The distance on descending hill

,2-u) 118)2 ost=--Tu =-;2 =Etmelre.

The dista-nce on the horizontal road

s2 = vt = 18 x 6C = 1080 metres

.'. The total distance = 81 + 1080 = 1161 meftes.

o
.lnthefirstperiod a.0.2m.isec2. 

"--|..r*C.
v2 = y: + 2 aS u=7ero l---------+------------l v-0

io !=8 nr. / sec.

..(8)'=zero+2x0.2xs

.'.s=160metres

'. v=v +at .'.8=zero+0.2t

.'. t=40seconds

. In the second period :

v2=v3+Zas ...7.J]a=(8)2-2xf,xs

.'.s=128metres

v=v +at ..zero=8- 1to4
.. t=32seconds

Total time = 40 + 32 = 72 seconds.

Total distance = 160 + 128 = 288 mefies.

a
. The first case :

sl =o++xlx62=gmetres

v=o'ttx6=3m./sec.

Dynomics

. TIie second case :

s?=vt=3x6=18metres

The distance which karim covered

=9+18=27m.

g
Before using brakes

sl=vt=24, L=I7.metres
after using brakes v2 = u3+ 2 u sz

tot2 - (24t2
.'.52=-= JUmetes

.'. The total distance = 12 + 30 = 42 metres.

g
Purring s = 105 .'. 105 = 60 I ! "l.S t2

.. 12- 16r+28 =0 .'. (t-2)(r- 14) =0

t=2 or t=14

.. The particle will be at a distance J.05 crn. from (O)

and in the same side in times 2 : 14 seconds.

.. Puttings =-300 .'. -300=60t- t "l.S{

.. 12-16r-80=0 .'. (r-20)(r+a)=0

..t=20or t= 4(refused)

.'. The particle will be at a distance 300 cm. liom the

point (O) in the other side after 20 seconds.

Io
s=t720cm

.Ass=720

s=v.t+ t a(

.. 120 = 150 t+ j x 1-i5) x t':

..f( rot*tzo=o

... t2-201+96=0 .. (L-12) (r-8) =0

.. t= 8 seconds rt = 12 seconds

.Ass=-720

.'. -720 =150 t + j x (- 15) x t2

...!( . lsot-tzo=o

...t2 20t-96=O ...(t 24.)(t+4)=0

.'. t=24seconds.

EI
'.'v=v +at

.'. zero=72-7 t

.'. t= 101 seconds.

rc
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=

.'. The ball is at rest instantly after 10| seconcls.

. A[Ier 8 seconds :

.: i= 72 Y 8- .1- . 7 Y (8)2-352crtr.
)

The ball moved in the (+ ve) direction and it is not

rcach to rest instantly.

" After 18 seconds :

.'. s=7Zx 18- | x7 x (18)2 = 162cm.

. . The ball moved in the (+ve) direction and it reached

tllc instant rcst , then it rctumed back and it did not

reach to the projection point

. Afler 24 seconds :

.'. s =72 xZa - ! x7 x (24)2 = - lgg 6p.

The ball moved in the (+ve) direction and it reached

to the instant rest , thel it returned back to starting

point and passed it to in the ( ve) direction till it

reached 288 cm.

gt
(1)Puttings=zero .'. zero=45t I x6t2

..t2 15t=r"ero .. t(t 15)=0

.. t= 15

.'. The ball returns to the projection point after

15 seconds.

( 2 ) The ball is at a distance 162 cm. from the

projection point when s = t 162

Putting s = i62

.'. t62=45t- t xa?

.'. t2- 15 t+54=0 (t-6) (t-9)=zero

.'. t=6 or t=9

Puttings=-162

.'. -16?=45t- | x6t2

...t2 15r-54=o (t-18)(r+3)=o

..t=18seconds or t=-3 (refused)

.'. The ball will be at distance 162 cm.

in times 6 :9 r 18 seconds.

(1) '. v2=v3+2as

.'. vz = (4012 -2 x 8 x 84 = 256

.. v=l l6cm./sec.

- 10-l

.. The acceleratiorr = 8 crn./sec?

It is the velocity of the particle at (A) going in

thc (+ve) direction and ooming back in ( ve)

clirection.

(2). v2=v2+2as

... u2 =14012 -2x 8 x 96=3136

.'. v=-56crl./sec.

Because the particle wili bc moving in the

opposite clirectior of the initial velocity.

tD
The average velocity within 4th seocnd

= T = 26 
^.t""". 

at t = 3.5 sec.

the average velocity within 9rh second

56
= i= 56 m.lsec. at t = 8.5 sec.

!2 lt 56-26 2a=-= -_ -_ =om./sec.r) - rr E.l _ J.J

.'.26=v +6x3.5 .'.v =5m,/sec.

tE
'.' The average velocity during the third second

= ? =2om/sec'

.. The velocity at time 2{ seconds = 20 m./se0.

.rn-., rr1.., zu=vo+ zi d (l)

'. the average velocity during 18tl' ,9'h and 10'h

seconds)

= 
lio 

= 5o -'/t""'
.. The velocity at the time 8+ seconds = 50 m./sec.

.. s0=v"+8* a Q)

Subtracting (1) from (2) :

..30=6a .'. a=5m./sec?

Substituting in (l) :

.'. zo=v"+5x2 j .. u"-7 j m.isec.

TD

The average velocity duing (5rl' :6rh and 71h seconds)

=ff =44gs'hs,'

.'. The velocity at the tinie 5f seconds = 44 cm./sec.

'. The particle stafied motion from rest

.'. vo = 0 7 v = d{ sm./sec. at t = 5 j seconds.

,',44=O+ax5+ .'. a=8cm./sec?



'. v2 =v3+2as

.. (66)2=0+2x8 x s .'. s=272i cm.

.'. The requireil distance = 277i cm.

'. The average velocity during the I't Four seconds

= ?91= 50 m./sec.
4

.'. The velocity at the time 2 seconds = 50 m,/sec.

.'.50=v +2a (1)

The avcrage velocity during lhe two scconds 7'l'

rnd 8'l'scconds = 59 
= 25 m;seu.)

.. The velocity at the time 7 seconds = 25 m./sec.

:.25=v +l a

Subtracting (2) flon ( 1) :

.'.25=-5a

Substituting in (1)

.. v =60m,/sec.

. . The initial velocity = 69 -.7."".
'. v =60m./sec. rv=0m./sec. ra=-5m./sec?

'.'v2 =v3+2as

.'. (0)2= (60)2+2 x-5 x s .r s =360 m.

.', The distance covered till the particle

stop = 360 metres.

'. v,, = 7 m./sec., a = 2 m.lsecz., s = 30 metre

''s=vr+laL2 .'.J0=7r+..1 x2.t'
o)2

.'.( +7 t-30=O .'. (t+10)(t-3)=0

.'. t = -10 (refused) or t = 3 seconds.

'. v=vo+at .'.v='l +2x3=13m./sec.

'. The body moved with uniform velocity = l3 m./sec

for a distance 52 metres.

..1= r=!?=4seconds.
v lJ

( 1 ) The total time of motion = 3 + 4 = 7 seconds

( 2 ) The average velocity during the 3'd second

= the velocity at the time 2| second.

'.' v=vo+t .'. v =7 +2x21 =121r'1""r.

.'. The covered distance during the 3'd second

=L2x1=12metres.

(2)

.'. a=-5m./sec?

.'.50=v +2x 5

Dynomics

@
. The first stage :

ar = 0.36 km./hr./s"s. = j0l -./.""?
'. v=vo+al .'.s=0+*rr
.'' t, = 8Q 5gg6'6t'

'.' v2 =vZ+Z .'. s'z= z x # sr

"' 
sl = 320 m'

. The second stage :

tz = 112 - 80 = 32 seconds

v=v +at
lz

," a=-; m./sec,
+

.'.s=vt+1at2

s -8 ^32* I ^ 1 x(J2)2= t28rnctle5.224
. . The total distance = 320 + 128 = 448 metres.

. The first stage : %

l8

= l5 m./sec.

, s1 = 150 metles

.- 2 ^'
. ,<n: -15 ,

2

. The second stage :

s = 300 m., t=-L = 1o! = 20 seconds

.'.zero=8+32a

Unifom Unifom unifonn

.ccelenilon vclociiy rclrrdalion
ElrJ

3mn. d

EiE

n

.'. t=20seconds

. The Third stage

v=v +at ... o=n, + t

.. t= l0seconds

1z'. s=v"t+tat

... s= 15 x ; - + "] x 100 =75 nerres.

. . The total time = 20 + 20 + l0 = 50 scconds

. . The average speed within the whole trip

150 + 100 + 75
l(J 5 n1./sec.

50

w
'. vo=0 1Y= 118.3 x S = 33 m./sec.

Before using brakes.

'.'v2 =vZ+Zas .'. (33)2=6a2 r 3 rt
.'.s=181.5metre

,11



='a

'.-v=vo+at .'.33=0+3t

.'. t= 11 seconds

During using brakes

vo = 33 m./sec., v = 0 m./sec. t s = 24.75 metre

...v2 =v|+2as ,.. (zero)2 =(33)2.r2ax24.75

,'. a= -22 n.lsec? ... v = vo + at

.. zero=33 +(-ZZ)x t .. t = 1.5 seconds

.'. The total dlstance covercd by the car

= 181.5 +24.75 =206.25 metres r

The total time of motion = 11 + 1 ,5 = 12.5 seconds.

9n Unilorm Uniiorm UniIoD

| occelenlion , velocny dLcclcrdiqn

o 4mm. J 800m, .j2mm.or^u9r
EE

==il[

The flrst stage : >

vo=Q ey = l0 m./sec. rs =400 m.

'.'v2 =v1+2as .'. (10)2=9".2ur460
t,z...4=Em./sec.

'. v=vo+at .'. lO=0+ 
{. 

t

.. t=80seconds.

The second stage :

'.' The particle moves with unifom velocity

.'. t=!=4=g0second.v ]u
The third stage :

v = 10m./sec. rv =zero rs =200 m.

'.' v2 =v1+2as .'. 1zero12 --11012 +2axzoo

... a=-f, m.tec?

'.'v=vo+at .'. zero= ro+(-f) t

.. t=40seconds.

.'. The total time taken in covering the rvhole distance

= 80 + 80 + 40 = 200 seconds.

The average speed during covering the whole

distance

400 + 800 + 200 |AOO -

-= 

/ m /SeC,
200 200

@
. The first case :

zz^'. v =v.+zas
.'. (150)2 = (200)2 + 2 x 0.14 a

.'- a: 62500 m,/soc?

.'. The magnitude of the acceleration = 62500 m./sec?

-11

e)

. The second case :

'. v2=v +2as

.', 2s1s = ()00)2 + 2x s x - 62500

.. s = 0.32 m. = 32 cm.

A 52 cm. B a8 cDr. C

'. The velociry is constant in the distance BC
48

=T=tocm'rsec'
..vs=16cm./sc 

v+v
.In the distance AB .. s = 1r x t

16+v
...52= o 

^42

''' vo = 10 crn /sec'

.'. v=vo+at .'. 16= 10+4a .'. a= l.5cm./sec?

'. The body in the distance CD moves with

uniform retardation = - 2 a = 2 x 1.5

= -3 cm./sec?

'.' vB = yc = 16 crn,/sec. , yD = zeto

'. v2=v3+2as

.. (zero)2= (16)2+2 x ( 3) x s

s=4212cm.

The totfll disrance = S2 + qA + q2Z = I42l cm.
J.J

[El a=o

a= 10 m./sec2. v =vB a=-5 m./sec2.

%-o+v- A 125m. B {0m. C D

With respect to the motion with acceleration

...s=vot+ 
+ at2 ...12.5= | "to(

,',t=5seconds

'.'v=v +at ..v=0+5x10=50m.1sec.

With respect to the motion with uniform velocity
.s " t=#=8seconds'

With respect to the retardation motion

'. v=v +at .'. zero=50-5t

.'.t=10seconds,

.'. The total time of the whole hip = J 1 8 + 10 = 23 sec.

@
The distance covered with uniform veiocity

: 1150 - 150 = 1OOO m.

The uniform velocity = the final velocity of the

acceleratian=o acc€leratiail =,2a
Time=3 Time=t



Dynomics

'. AB = 12 ;r,', = 48 cm.

Assuming that the two balls will rn' ;t irt C after time (t)

liom the moment of the motion of the second ball

.'. With respect the first ball

.'. BC = 12 t cm.

..11j11sfxssd1s11=J
,)

'. The two bodies will meet together after 5 seconds

from the begining of motion of the second body.

fft Posriod
Be8inDing l'I bdl iler Impa.

poinr 4kc point

-

ABC
Suppose that the point A is the be1 ,]irdng point and

the flrst ball will become at R after 4 seconds from

the moment of passing by A

" 
s=vt

'.'s=vt

with respect to the second ball

s=vr+1 a12 .'.AC=4t+Ix212o))

..AB+BC=4t+t2

.'.48+12t=4t+ t2 .'. t2- 8 t-48 =0

.. (t+4)(t-12)=0

.. t = - 4 (refused) or t = 12 seconds.

.'. The two balls will impact after 12 seconds from

the beginning motion of the second bail

'. BC= 12r= 12x12=144cm.

.. AC=48 +144=192cm.

.. The two balls will impact at a distance 192 cm.

from the beginniug point A

'. v=vo+at .-v=4+2x12=28cm.lsec.

. . The velocity of the second ball before impact

directly = 28 cm./sec.

@
The flrst stage :

vo=zero rs=540cm.

,a=12-Ocm.lsec?

,',' s=Y.t+ +-a?
.'.540=zero+ lxtZOxfi
'''tl=3seconds

'. v=vo+at

.', v =0 + 120 x 3 = 360 cm./sec.

The secold stage :

*S

,...,","'T:,.",,,

I
z"d*ug" I j66.-

+
I

r'r$ace 
i 

5aoc!,

+"

acceleraled motion = 
I 

= -l!!! = 50 m./sect20))^'. v =v +las

.'. (50)2 =v2 +2 x 3 x 150

.'. v2 = 1600 .. v = 40 m,/seo.

E) ,"=o* 1'"' , "'"" r ""' ru=o
lsr$age 2nd srage 3'r uage

With respect to thc l"t stage

a=180x*"t=fm.lsec?
..^_...,1^.2.'-"..-2.,
.'. s. = 0 + ! x 1 x t24\2 =240 melres.t't6'

'.'v=vo+at

.'. v = 0 + 1 x24 =20 m.tsec.
o

With respect to the 2'd stage vo = 20 m./sec.

a= 450 x 
-- 

l 
- = -l m./sec?

J6IJU 6

'. s=vot++at2

.. s^=20 x32 ! x l xtJ2)2=576metres.2',26"

" 
v=vo+at

.'. v=20- !x32= 16m./sec.
c

with respect to the 3'd stage

.. r='*=u" *t ...s"=.Ql-l- 
6r8=64m.

.'. The total distance covered by the car

= 240 + 576 + 64 = 880 metres

EB posilionor
Sldng l"tbodyafrer Me.ting
posidon Zsec positon

t---------f-------------
ABC

Suppose the point A

is the starting position r and the flrst body will
become at B after 2 seconds

'. s=vt

', s=vt

with rcspect to the second body

"'s=vot++at2 
.'.AC=15tt lx8xt2

..AB+BC=15t+jx8xt'z

.. 50 + 25 t=. l-5 t+ 4t2 .'. 4? -10 t- 50 = 0

.'.2( st 25=o .'.(2t+5)(t-5)=o

..AB=25x2=50cm

Assuning that the two bodies will meet together at C

after time (t) seconds from the motion of the second

body

With respect to the first body

.'. BC = 25 t cm.

F3



F

=

.'.t =!9q=lsecond2 36U

The 3'd stage :

v =0 r vo= 360 cm./sec. ;s =720 cm

))^.. v =v +zas zero = (360)2 + Zi x72O

.. i=-90cm./sec?

'. v=vo+at ..zero=360+( 90)tj

"'h=4second'
. . The time taken by the lilt to rise up

=3+l+4=8scconds.

m 
"=r:..u""-. 

Unirol' a=-t.l m.Aec,.
velocnv

.- 5280 m

From the first stage :

v=v +at

.'. 44 =0 +2.2t

.'.t=20seconds

.. s= v l+ { ul=O+ * x2.2 x(ZOf =4!0metresa)2',

from the third stage :

.'. zero = 44 - L.1 t

.. t=40seconds

s=v.t + { atl = 44 
^ 

40 -* " l.l x (40)2=880 metres02)
. . The distance which the train covered in 2'd stage

= 5280 - (440 + 880) = 3960 metres

. . The rime of the 2nJ .12ps = ! = 39!9 = 96 qq6.
"v44

the total time = 20 + 40 + 90 = 150 seconds

= 2.5 minutes.

r=r*m necz uniform

. vclocily

The first stage :

'.'v=u+at .'. v=0+ 1{ x 10= 15m./sec.

'. s=ut+ | at2 =zerc + ! x tl x1tol'z

= 75 metre.

The second stage :

s =700 (60+75) = 565 netre

..Thctimc- s -565=17? secondov 15 .1

@

The third stage :

..,s: 
2 xr

141

... 6o = 
0 

!15, t

ffl unirom

. vel@ity

.'.t=Sseconds

.'. The total time= 10 +37! + 8 = 55? seconds.

60 sce. 120 sce.

+ 9900 r

In the flrst stage :

v=vo+at .'. v=60am./sec.

'. s=Yot++a12

s. =0+ J r t60)2- 1800ir rnctrrst2
In thc s€cond stage :

s2 = v x t= 60 a x 120 = 7200 ametre

In the third stage :

... u2 =uZ+2 as .. ,s,a = 160 a)2 2x2axs.
l. s3 = 900 zt lnetres

sr : s2 : s3 = 1800 a : 7200 a : 900 a

=2 :8 :l
'. The total s = 9900 rnetres

. . 1 800 a + 7200 a + 900 a = 9900

..9900a=9900 .'. a= 1n./seo1

..v-60x1=60m./sec.

EN
- 

Accclcr^rion Accelerarion Retirdation

v"r 
(a) 

I 
(24) 

| 
(-3a) 

lv=o
s =400cm. s =700cm.
t = l0 sce. t = 10 sce.

In the first stage :

v=vo+at i.v=vo+10a (i)

'. s=v^t+ { a12= 10 v-+ } a110;2o'20'2
..400=10v.+50a .'.v^+5a=40 (2)

oo

In the second stage :

vo in the second stage = v in the flrst stage

'. s=vot+ + at2

.. 700= 10(v + 10a)+ I x2a < 100
2

.'. 700 = 10 v" + 100 a+ 100 a

.'. 700 = 10 v" + 200 a

.. vo+20a=70 (3)

Subtracting (3) fiom (2) : .'. 15 a = 30

.'. a=2 cm./sec?.

Substituting in (2) : .. vo = 30 cm,/sec.

and substituting in (1) :



Dynomics

.'. v (of the first stage)

=v + 10 a= 30 + 10 x2=50 cm./sec.

v (at the end of the second stage) = vo + a t

= 50 + 2 a x 10 = 50 + 4 x l0 = 90 cm./sec.

In the third stage :

v2 =v3+Ztrs ... zsrs= (90)2-2 x 3 a x s

.. zero=(90)2,2x6xs .. s=675cm.

The total distance = 400 + 700 + 675

= 1775 om.

@
The ca' B moves with uniform velocity

-- \
= 54 Y lt = 15 m./sec.

'. The relative velocity = 162 x fr = 45 rn.7r...

.'. The velocity of the ctr A at the meeting

= 45 - l5 = 30 m./sec.

suppose that the two cils met after (t) seconds

'. v=vo+at .'. 30=0+10t .. t=3seconds.

@
(1)'.'v2=v2+2as

.'. s=22.5metres

( 2 ) The distance which the ball covers from

beginning motion till turns back to the first point

=2x22.5=45metrcs
,- lrar,r -r

(3). s=vt*lur' l- ::.s," | .J
\l)

.. s=9x8 1 x l.R^t8t2=14.4m.)
'. Y=vo+at=9 1.8x8= 5.4m./sec.

l.a. The body comes back

The distance covered aftgr 8 seconds

= 22.5 + 22.5 14.4 = 30.6 metres

( 4 ) '. s = 40 because it is in the opposite dilection

'. v2 =vZ+2as=(9)z +2x 1.8x 40=225

.'. v = -15 m./sec.

because the body is moving in the opposite direction.

EI
( I )The acceleration = 

70- l0 
= 2 -.7sgg210-0

(2 )The retardation = 0- 70 =-3.5 m./sec?' 110-90
( 3 ) The stage of accelerated motion vo = 10 m./sec.

r v =70 m./sec. r t= 30 seconds

'.'v2 =v|+2as

... zero=(g)2 -2x1.8s

,'. (70)z = (10)2 + 2 x 2 x s,

." sr = 1200 metres

The stage of uniforrn velocity

t = 90 - 30 = 60 seconds

s2 = vt = 70 x 60 = 4200 metrcs

The stagc of rctardation

yo=70m,/sec. rv=0 rt= 1I0 90=20scc.
22^'.'v =v +2ts

..0=(zir)'?+zx 3.5xs,

.. sr = 700 metres

. . The total distance = 1200 + 4200 + 700

= 6100 metres.

(1)(d) (2)(c) (3)(b) (4)(d) (s)(a)
(6)(a) (7)(d) (8)(c) (e)(c) (10)(a)

(11) (b) (12) First: (b) Second: (c)

Instructions to solve number II :

( I ) In the choice (d)

'. The body moves with constant speed in

a straight line

. . The acceleration = zero

i.e. It is impossible that acceleration can be variable.

(2) .'v"=0

-.,=tax(10)2=50a
, i' sr + s2 = | a x QO12 =2gg a

.'. sz=200a-50a=150a

... I =-5o"= I ... s- =J s.
S. l50a J 2 I

( 3 ) Assrime that the man catchs the last door in the

train in t seconds.

So r the man covers distance = 10 t

r tlre train covers distatce = y{ + i
=!rtxt2=I(.2

z 2

at

(t

..10t +t'z=50

.. (t- l0)2=0

.'.12-20t+1oo=o

.. t= 10

( 4 ) Let v be the train speed at its midpoint and the

train acceleration = a

* Study the motion of the first half ol the train :

ul-: Y s 
Yz

The rront The nidponit Tho tailend

ofthe lraiD of the (nin ofthe trairl

skills

Il

t15

Third



F

=

)),.'''v =vr+las
.'. Zv2 =2v? + 4 as

: Strrd1,,1,. rnotion olllre uhole trairr :

))^^2),:.v)=vt+law ll ..v2-vt +43s

From(1) r(2):
^))?:. lY -v2=vl

22

,)

(1)

(2)

^)?)

l-
.,-41 I l'-! 2

(5) . v2=v2+2as

.'. 
"2 = 1712 +2 (4) (30) = 289 .'. v = 17 cm./sec.

,'. v=vo+at -'-l'7=7+4t

..t=2.5sec.

.. The covercdLlistrnce (frorn t = 2 to t = 2 +)
equalssr.-s,

=lt "z.s 
n I x + x 1z.s)'z) lt "z 

* | x a x e)'z]

=8cm.

r '. the body moves with constant speed after

that (v = 17 cm./sec.) and it covers distance

(34crn,) rthenthetime= ff =2"...
(Two more seconds)

.. The coverecl distance (from t = 2 | to t = Z1

=fix+=8.5sec.
. . The distance covercd dudng tlie third second

=8+8.5=16.5cm.
( 6 ) By stndying the motiol during the first 3 cm.

(j "")'-" 2u"

. | ..t ..t .^"i s ";o,.? ,o--vo.-oa i

12 l)
406u

By studying the motion during the next distance s

r t 1 \2 ^.u =\zvof +ras

1 ^ -r l
,'.ZCIO=; y +Z^ - y tS

...,=1'l=,"-
+.:

( 7 ) To find the covercd distance till the moment (tr)

'.' The area of the rectangle urder the trxck

graph ) The area of the triangle under the car

graph

. . The displacement of the truck is more thar

the displacement of the car

: '.' the motion in a straight line.

--%-l

. . The truck covers distance morc than tho car,

( 8 ) . The slope of the two graphs of the two bodies

r\ r B in the given position-time graph equal

constant and the slope of the graph ofA ) the

slope of the graph of B

.. Each ofA r B moves with constant speed and

the speed ofA is more than the speed of B

( 9 ) By studying motion ofA:

s-=vt+Iar2 n- n*
ro4AaomB

=nt+ + x4xf =1,2t+2(
By studying motion of B :

s =v t+ ! ul=4t+1, t2 <t2=4t+6t22022
.'. The distance between the two bodies

=(sr-s,+40)m

=(4t+6e)-02t+2?)+40
=4? -8t+40=4(? -2t+tO)
=+f1t-r'12 +o)

to find least distance between the two bodies

put(t-1)2=0

., After 1 sec. the distance between the two

boclies=4x9=36rn.

(10) Let OA = t ...AB=DE=3t tBC=2t

.'. The covercd distance during the whole joumey

= Area of the trapezium OCDE

= j rC,r + JI) ^ 40 = 180 t lrn.
: .. totll distrncc 180 t.. Tnc alcrtEc vetoclly = rorel rirne - 6 r

= 30 krn./h.

(11) Let the initial velocity of the bullet = vu

irrrrl Ilre thickrress ol the plrnks = S

' . the bullet loses 
,ol 

ofits velocity

.. lhc velocitynoI the buller rlter penerrrling lhe

first nlank = =1 v
' . _tu o

/9 r' r ^,.\m""., =Yo+/as

(#-1) v'z=2as (1)

let the number of planks = n plirnks

so to make the bnllet stop i.e. v = 0 in distance (s n)

..22^.i(ZeIo) =vo+Z ten

:. -vl=221sn (2)

oivi<ri (z) by (1) : .. n =#=s.26
.'. the least number of plal*s = 6 planks



(12)Iirst:. sA=4t.r- |ot2 , 
"r=6t+iat2

..s^ s.=2t

.. the distance between them after I sec is aI1

equation of a straight line passes through (0 , 0)

and its slope = 2

Second : . vr=4+at rvB = 6+ at

.. vuo=vo vo=2

. . the algebraic measure of vBA is a constant

function equals 2

g
54 km.ihr. = 54 x * = 15 -,1t"".

l2km.Ar. =72x a = 20 m./sec.
lfi

Let the police car will catch the followed cu after (t)

seconds from the moment of motion of the police car.

. With respect to the followed car.

Since its velocity is uniform (15 m.isec.) and it
moved before the police car by 30 sec.

.'. The covered distmce from the starting point till the

meeting point = (t + 30) x 15 (1)

with respmt to the police cil
In the distance of moving with uniform

accelcration

.'.t=20seconds.

... 2so =2oio *t

.'. The police car covercd a distance 200 m. in 20

seconds and it covered the remained distance to

the meeting point in time = (t - 20) wiih unifom

vclocity of rragnitrrdc 20 m./sec.

. . The distance vhich the police car covered from the

stafiing point to the meeting point

=200+(t 20)x20 (2)

From (1) and (2)

(t + 30) x 15 = 200 + (t-20) x70

.. 15 t+ 450 = 200 + 20 t- 400

.. t = 130 seconds substituting in (1) or (2)

. . s (the covered Cistance) = 2400 m.

@
Let the car ()0 moves with unifom velocity of

magnitude a m./sec.

,', The covered distance after 40 seconds is (40 a)

metres (1)

Dynomics

The car (y) after passing 40 seconds the velocity of

the car y became twice the velocity of the car (x)

l.e. It becane (2 a) m./sec.

v+vn 2t...s= ;r <r ...s=';'<40=40a (2)

From (l) and (2) we notice that each of the two cars

covered 40 a metres after 40 secolds

.'. The two cars will meet together after 40 seconds.

Another soltrtion :

From the geometry of the ligure we note that : after

40 seconds the area under the cuNe y = the area

under the cuNe X

i,e. Thc two cars moved the same displacement

i.e. The two cars meets after 40 seconds.

1@
l@!l uuttipte ctroice questions l
(1)(c) (2)(b) (3)(d) (4)(b) (s)(b)

(6)(d) (7)(d) (8)(b) (e)(b) (10)(c)

(11) (a) (12) (b) (13) (b) (14) (c) (1s) (c)

(16) (c) (17) (b) (18) (d) (1e) (b) (20) (a)

(21)(c) (22)(b) (23)(a) (u)(b) (2s)(d)

(26) (b) (27) (b) (28) (c) (2e) (a) (30) (d)

(31) (a) (32) (b) (33) (c) (34) (c) (3s) (a)

(36) (b) (37) (d) (38) (c) (3e) (b) (40) (b)

(41) (b) (a2) (d) (43) (c) (a4@) (4s) (b)

(46) (d) (a? (d) (48) (c) (ae) (a) (s0) (c)

(s1) (a) (s2) (c) (s3) (b) (sa) (c) (ss) (d)

(s6) (b) (s7) (c)

@ E"*y qr""'r.* 
|

It
'.' vu in the 3'd second = T = 50 m./sec.

it is the velocity after 2.5 seconds.

50=vo+2.59 (1)

v" (tluring 4tr'ancl 5'r'seconds) = f = OS -.1t"".

It is thc velocity aftcr 4 seconds

.'.65=vo+49 (z)

From (1) and (2) :

.'. g = lU m./sec: ' vo = 25 rr./sec.

l\ : t)/\ €/t,ru Y/(oqql) oujol+urrou*.rr)l4lrycll ;1?



F

=

a
'.' va (in the first secono = ff = 15.5 m./sec.

It is the velocity after j second

.'. 15.5=v"+ix9.8
)2^'. v =vo+zgs

.', yz = 110.612 + 2 x 9.8 x Z4O = 4816.36

.'. v=69.4m./sec.

'.' v = vo + gt .'. 69.4 = 10.6 + 9.8 t

.'.t=6seconds.

@
( I ) The time of maxinum height =-:- = +r,

= 4 seconds.

.'. The time taken to return to the poinl of

prcjection = 4 x 2 = 8 seconds.

(2). s=v-t-]st2

.'.34.3 =39.2 t- J x 9.8 t2,)

.'. t2-8t+7=o ... (t-1)(t,7)=o

..t=1ort=7

. . The paticle is at a height 34.3 mehcs from

the point of projection after one second in

ascending motion and after 7 seconds in

descending motion after it reaches to the

maximum heighl.

t!
(1) . s=v"t-. I et2 =z+sx8 { x9.8x(8)'z

=-117.6

.'. The height ofthe tower = 117.6 metres.

( 2 ) The maximum height (above the tower)
2

=+=**=.,o625metrcs'

.'. The maximum height that the body will rcach

= .10.625 + 117 .6 = 148.225

( 3 ) The covered distance = 30.625 x 2 + 117.6

= 178.85 rnetres.

E
( 1 ) The maximum height from the point of

2v^ ra or2
prcjection = r; = ffiE = 1.225 mefres.

.'.v =10.6m./sec

---1 8 I

(2)Whenv= 11.2m,/sec

.'.v=v +st
. ._ 8 -^^

.'. 11.2=0+9.8t

( 3 ) As reaching to the point of projection r then s = 0

'.'s=vot,+gt2 ... 0=4.91- lx9.8t2
.'. t= 1

1+;.,.s=vot,jst2

..-e.8-4.er t^0.81

.'.4.gtz-4.9t-9.8=0 .'.P-t-z=o

.'. (t-2)(+ 1)=0 .. t=2seconds

(5)v=v"-gt=4.9 9.8x2= 14.7

i,e,v = 14.7 m,lsec. downwards.

IT
( I ) . v in the 3'd second = 

]!i = t6.5 6.7sq6.
I

It is the velocitv afler 2I seconds.

.'. 10.5 = v" - 9.8 x 2.5 .. vo = 35 m./sec.

( 2 ) The maximum height from the point of
2v^ rasr2

projecrion = r, = ;!fu = 62.5 merres.

.'. The maximum height , the body rcach to it
above the ground sudace

= 140 + 625 = 202.5 metres.

(3t - s=vt-!st2
.'. -140 = 35 t- t x9.8t2

...71,50t-2oo=o

.'.(7t+20)(t 10)=o

.'.t=l0seconds.

ll
The maximum height with respect to the point of

2.v- (19.6f
oroiection=-:= - - - = 19.6metres.2E 2x9.E

. . The maximum height with rcspect to the ground

surface = 19 .6 + 230.4 = 250 mefies

'. s=vl {gt2= t9.OrS I x9.8x15)2
o )" ')

= - 24.5 metres.

. . After 5 seconds the body is down the point of
projection with distance 24.5 meftes

.'. The maximum velocity is the velocity at which it
reaches to the ground surface



.,,v"=v; 2gs

.'. v2 = Og.6)2 -2 x 9.8 x (- 230.4) = 4900

.. v = -70 m./sec. i.e.70 m./sec, downwards,

ffi
'.'s=vot-+gr2

.'.-350= 1at-lx9.8f

.'.ti-zot-soo=o

.'. (7t+s0)(t-10)=0

.'.t=10seconds.

'. The maximum height from the point
,

. v" rrtr2
of projection = zl = j*: = l0 metres.

.. The total distance = l0 + 10 + 350 = 370 meters.

g
1r;'. s=v"t-|et'z

.'.29.4 = 24.5 t- | x9.t ?

.. t2-5 r+ 6=0 .'. (r-2) (t-3) =0

..t=2sec,ort=3sec.

121 '.'s=v,t- | ct2

... -29.4=24.5t- I x9.8t2

... t2-5 r-6=o ... (t+ 1) (t-6) =o

.. t=6seconds.

m
1 r; ... s = v"t- | st'z

.'. s=24.5 x2- | x9.8 x4

... s=29.4metres. ... v=vo-gt

.', v = 24.5 - 9.8 x 2 = 4.9 m.lsec.

. . After 2 seconds the particle is above the point

of projection with distance 29.4 m. upwards

121'..s=v.t- | e(
.'. s = 24.5 x 4 - t x 9.8 x 16 = 19.6 m.

'. v=vo-gt

.'. v = 24.5 - 9.8 x 4 = -14.7 m.lsec.

. . After 4 seconds r the particle is above the

point ofprojection by a distance 19.6 m. r

and the particle is moving downwards.

1r;'. s=v"t-|et'z

.'. s=24.5x 5- ] x9.8 x 25 =0

Dynomics

. . After 5 seculd the particle retums back

to the point of projection and it is iroving

downwards.

t4t. s=vt !ctl

.'. s =24.5 x 6 - | x9.8 x 36 =-29.4 ruetres

After 6 seconds the particle is down the point oI

projection with a distance 29.4 anr.l it is moving

clownwards.

EI
(1 )v2=v2 2 gs = (4.9)2 -2x9.8 x ( 9.8)

.'. v=-14.7m./sec.

.', The velocity at reaching the bottom of the hill

= 14.7 m./sec. downwards

(2)v=vo-gt .'.-14.7=4.9-9.8t

.'. t=2seconds.

g,
( 1 ) Time of ascending = $ = 2 seconds

.'.2= 
uo 

:, y =2 x 9.8 = 19.6 m.isec.go
2v ,.^..)

( 2 ) rhe maximunr heieht=r|= ! ]3'* = ts.o.

.'. The maximum height fiom the point of projection

= 19.6 menes.

(3).'. s=v"t- lz?=o.e x5-f xe.8x25

= -24,5 m.

. . The height ofthe window = 24.5 metres.

t8
( 1 ) Time of arcending =f = g.15

...0.1s=f
j. vo = 0.15 x 9.8 = 1.47 m./sec.

( 2 ) The maximum height above the point ol kicking

v^ t1t1\'2
= r, = i.;; = 0.r r025 merre.

TB
( 1 ) Let rhe time ofreaching the ground sudace = t

where t > 1

v" (withjn the lasl second) = vrr 
*r

.'. '1' =," * (,- *)*

.'.34.3 =o n ( j) ,0.4

tr,
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.'. t=4seconds

.'. v = vo + g t = 0 + 9.8 x 4 = 39.2 m.lsec.

( 2 ) s =v"t+ t c? =o *| x 9.8 x (+12 =za.46she5

Its
Let the time of reaching the ground surface be (t) where

t > 1 because it covu"o (fi fr) in one second.

... v" (within the la5t second) = v1,_ J)
9

.'. *r,=u"*(, -i)"t

... fir,=o* (,-1)"r.r (1)

,'.' s=v"t+ +st2 .'. rr={ xl.a (=q.g? Q)

From (1) and (2) :

,'. $ *+.t( =(t- *)^ r*

.'. g tz =25 (2t- 1)

:. gt' *50t+25 =o .'. (9r-5)(t-5)=0
. t= ii (relured)ort=5

.'. n= 4.9 x (5)" = 122.5 metres

.. v=vo+gt .. v = 0 + 9.8 x 5 = 49 m./sec.

TD

After embedding in the ground :

2)^'. v =v +las .. O=v2 +2x-63 x0.14

:. vo=4.2n.lsec.

Before embedding in thc ground :

'.' ,2 = 
"3 

+ 2 gs :. (4.2)2 =o+2x9.8 x s

.'. s=0.9meht.

trt
( 1 ) Before reaching the ground directly

v2 = v3 + 2 gs = 0 + 2 x9.8 x22.5

.'. v = 21 m./sec. downwrds

( 2 ) Inside the sand

...v2 =v3+2as ...0=(21)2 +2ax0.25

.'. a=-882m,/sec?

ID
( 1 ) Before penetration inside the sand :

... u, = uZ+ 2 gs

.'.v2=0+2x9.8x6.4

.'. v = 11.2 m./sec.

----r0 
I

Aftcr pcnetratior insidc the sand :

22^'. Y =v +las

... ,"ro l-' $t.z), * zx a x 0.32

.'. a= 196rn./sec?

( 2 ) Before peneiration inside the sand :

'. v=vo+gt

.'. t= f second.

After penehation inside the sand :

... t= fr second

.. The total time = +. + = 1.2 seconds.

@
. Before impact with the ground :

2Z^'. v =v +lss

.'. v2 =0 +2 x 9.8 x 10 = 196

.'.v=14m./sec.

i,e, The velociiy before impact with the ground

directly = 14 m./sec. downwards

. After impact with the grou1d :

'. r'= u' 2 na

.'. zero=v3-z x 9.8 x 2.5

''' vo=7mlsec'

d.e. The velocity after impact dircctly

= 7 m./sec. upwards.

@
. Before impinging the ground directly :

v2=v3+2gs=o+2x9.8x90

.'. v =42m.lsec.

.'. The velocity of the ball before it impinges the

ground directly = 42 m./sec.

.'. The '/elocity of the ball after it impinges the

ground directly = 21 m./sec.

. After impinging the ground :

2v ,..2
Themaximumheighr= ," = z(''J a =12.5."o"t.

EI
. In the case of prcjecting downwards :

'.'s=v t+ I st'o z-

,', 11.2=zero+9.81

.'. zero = ll .2 - 196 t



... 196=14.7 t+ | *.s?

.'. t2+3t-40=0

.'. (t-5) (t+8)=0 .'. t=5 seconds

. ln thc case olprojeclinB upwards :

1z'. s=vt *sto z-
..-196=1+.7t' lx9.8P .'.?-tt"qo=o

.'. (t+5)(t-8)=0 .'. t=8seconds.

@
( I ) . With respect to the falling body :

12'. s=vor+igr

..sr=o+ t*o.t(=+.0( (1)

. With respect to the body which is projected

upwads:
1z...s=vor_igr

"sz=Zct-{x9at'?
=201-4.s? (2)

'. The sum of the magnitudes of the two

displacements st and s2 = 40 metres

From (1) and (2)

.'.4.9P +20t-4.9? =40

.'.201=40 .'.t=2sec.

( 2 ) . With respect to the falling body :

.'. The covered distance = the magnitude of the

disPlacement sr = 4.9 (2)2 = 19.6 m'

With respect to the body which is projected

upwuds :

'. v = 20 - 9.8 (2) = 0.4 m./sec. upwards.

.', The covered distance = the magnitude of the

displacement s,

= 20 (2) - t x9'8 x 4 =20'4 meres

@
Let the two bodies meet after (t) seconds

. With respecl to the l'alling bodY :

...s=v.t+]st2

..sr=o+ |xs.ti=+.0* (1)

. Wtli respect to the body which is projected upwards :

.s=v"t-; 
ct2

.. sz=z(t t- ! x9.s t2 =20 t- 49 ?

. . The sum of the magnitudes of the two

displacements s, and s2 = 60 metrcs

Dynomics

F'rom (1) and (2) :

.'.0.,3 *rO.--4.9f =60

.'.20 t= 60 ..t=3seconds

. . The two bodies will rncet together after 3 seconds

. wilh resl?cl to the lalling body ;

.'. The covercd distance = the magnitude of the

displacement sl = 4'9 x (3)2 = 44 1 rnetres

. With respect to the body projected upwads :

The magnitude of the displacement at the momont of

meeting = s2 = 20 (3) - 4.9 x (9) = 15.9 metres

'.' at the moment of meeting

v (the projected body upwards) = 20 - 9 8 x 3

= -9.4 (negative)

i.e. The body reached the maximum height then it

returnecl back to meet the falling body at t = 3

seconds

.'. The distance which the projected body covered

= 2 x the maximurn height - s,

".. 
(2of ,.n_.n !!L_..2^9.8_,".'_.-490

. . The two bodies rvere tn the same direction when

they met together

@
( 1 ) Before cutting the wire directly :

'.'v=vo+at

,', v = zero + 2.45 x 2 = 4.9 m.lsec.
12'.'s=vot+ i at

.'..= i * 2.45x4=4.9m.

( 2 ) After cutting the wire directly :

The body continues motion vertically upwards I then

the maimum height above the point where it was as

(4.gt'
cutling the sring = ffi = 1 225 metre

.'. The maximum height above the ground sutface

= 6.125 + 4.9 + 1.225 = 12.25 mette

( 3 ) Consider the motion downward from the point

of maximum height

'.' t2 =vZ+2gs .'. v2 =rero+2x9'8x1225

...' = 
o'fl 

= o.rllto-m./s"".

E
Let the two bodies meet after t seconds from the

moment of prcjecting the first body at a height s

(2)

ej
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. The motion of the first body :

'.'.=r.t-*gC .'.s=4ot-5,' (rl
. The motion of the second body (after the first body

by second)

'. s=vo(t-:o-lg(-1)2

=40(t-l)-11 x10(t-1)'z

=40t-40-sf + 10t-5=50t,5 (_4s (2)

From (1) and (2) :

..40t-5t2=50t 5t2-45

.', 101=45 ... t=4.5 second

From(1) .. s=40x4.5 5(4.5)2=7g.75-"1"r.

@
( 1 ) The balloon moves vertically downwards :

...s=v"r+ 
+ sr,

.'. s=14.7 x4+ | x9.8x(4)2

.. s= 137.2metrcs

. . The height of the balloon over the ground suface

= l37.2mete

( 2 ) The balloon moves vertically upwards :

...s=v"t_+gt2

.'. s = 14.7 x a - t x 9.8 x (4)2

= -19.6 metres

. . The height of the balloon over the ground

surface = 19.6 metres.

a
( 1 ) .' The maximum height with respect to the point

2

orproiecrion = ;;=#*= 30 -; ,

.'. The maximum height with respect to the ground

sutface

=30{ +zas =zts} n.

(2) '.. vz = vz -2 gs

... yz = 124.512 - z x g.8 \ (-245) = 5402.25

.'. v=-73.5m./sec.

(3).v=vo-gt .,.-13.5=24.5-9.8t

.. t= l0seconds.

( 4 ) (s) of the balloon in 10 seconds = v x t

=24.5 x 10

= 245 metres

-- nl

( 2 ) . The particle movcs under thc eff'ect of gravity

.. The acceleration = 9.8 rr./secl downward.

. The height of the balloon at the momcnt of
the body reaching to the ground = 245 + 245

= 490 mehes.

@
( 1 ) '.' The velocity ofthe balloon = 28 mJsec. upwards

and the velocity ofprojecting the stone

= 12.5 m"/sec. downwards

. . v. (of the stone) = 28 - 12.5

= 15.5 m./sec. upwards

...s=y"t_ 
+ c(

.. s=15.5x5- j x9.8x25=-45merres.

.'. The height of the balloon over the ground

surface at the moment of projecting the stone

from it = 45 m.

'. The distance which the balloon moves up

during 5 seconds s =v x t=28 x 5 = 140 m.

.'. The height of the balloon over the ground

at the moment of reaching the stone to the

ground = 45 + 140 = 185 m.

(2)...v=vo-gr

.'. v= 15.5-9.8 x4=23.7 m.lsec.

. . The stone after 4 seconds from the moment

ofprcjection is moving downwards with
Yelocity 23.7 m.lsec.

I@!t"r*,**l
II
(1)(b) (2)(b) (3)(a) (4)(a) (s)(c)
(6)(c) (7)(c) (8)(c) (e)(b) (10)(d)

(11) (b) (12) (d)

(13) First: (c) Second: (b)

(1a) (a) (1s) (b) (16) (c)

h.trltgxtslt",-hIl,
( I ) .' The upward direction is *r[ositive direcrion

: '.' the stone fell downwad under the effect of
gravity

.'. The acceleration = - 9.8 m./sec?

(negative constant)

.'. The answer is (b)



Dynomics

( 3 ) . The two masses fall from thc same height

. . they have the saute displacement (s)

, thc same lnitial velocity (vo = 0) and the same

acceleration g = 9.8 m /sec?

.'. They will reach the ground in the same tinle.

( 4 ) Let the two bocly will be met alter tine t

. With respect to the falling bodY :

...s=v.t+ 
+ gt'?

..Sr=Zeto+ lxgzxt2

"'st=49t2
(1)

. With respect to the projccted upward body :

...r=v,,t-|sl

.'.s,=19.6t- lx9.8t2

..s2= 19.6r-4.9 C Q)

From(1)r(2).,.sr+s2=588m
..19.6t=511.8

,'.t=3sec.

( 5 ) Let the ball Prcjected downward which will reach

to the ground is moving with acceleration (g) :

cut displacencnt (s) and idtial velocity (v.)

))^,"v =vtr+lgs
r the ball prcjccted upwad with acceleration (- g)

, cut displacement ( s) and initial velocity v"

.. 12=v3+2(-g)(-s)))^.. v =Yo+zgs
.'. The two balls will have the same speerls as

rcaching the ground.

(6)vo=vo.'r1

, '. Vo = /CIO .'. VA = gt

r '. the body B fall after the body A by one second

..vn=g(t-l)

.. vA-vB=gt-g (t- 1) =g(t t+ I)=g

i.e. The difference between their velocities

renains constant with the time progress

( 7 ) '. Tirne of naximum height = ) = 
?raf

= 2.5 second

.. S:.:-52= lz+.s rz.s { x 9 8 x (25)'?]

lz+.s "z - | xo.s xz'z)

= 1 .225 mctres

. . The covercd tlistance during the ihird second

= 2 x (szs sr) =2 x 1.225 = 2.45 metres.

l)(8).'s=vot+igt
r '. the bocly reachecl the ground after 8 secotlds

and v = zero

. . lreight ol the towcr = I x {).}J x 82

= 3-13.6 ,r"t,",

.. j n.igt, ul'lltc tower- Jlj 6 - 7ua *"n"'

...18.4 = + x 9.8 x t2

.'. t=4scconds

( 9 ) Let vr , Y2 are specds of thc two hodies at

reachirg the ground

.. v! =zgs (D ,vl=zg(3 I (2)

: dividing (1) bY (2) :

. "i-= I ... '' = !-=, ,rF" 
"r;- 

t v2 
Vr

(10) let the height of the tower be s and the time the

body takcs to recch lhe grotrnd = t

,'.'s=)Zr++gt'/ .."=jet2 tlt

,,ra ,r,, = j i,, r 12 t2t

(Divide (2) by (1))

ir l\:
..o.6q=",,' ' ..0.8-'il

.'.O.2t=1 .. t=5

'= 
j .9.8 ^ r512 = 122..s nr.

,rr,... 
s'-s'r 

-5-s +r I t2

lg,'-]grt t,' s

i*,,-rr'-jcrtzl 
4

.2_r l=.5 ...10r. Is=Rr-t'' 2t 3 4

:. t=5* seconcls

(12) Let the taken

time that the

egg reached r rm.

thegroutrd=tsec.

, ... s=vot+ + st2 .'. rt = + x 9.8 x t2

) ,< 5
...r'=# ..1=;scc.

,, The time the girl needs to catch up the egg

just befbre it reaches the ground 1, 1 = f ,""

.'. The speed of the girl

='= 11 =18.2m./sec.' (i)

lr3
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(13) First : Let the uniforn velocity = vo

.'. vr (speed of the parachutist just beforc

he reaches the ground) = v,,

.'. v" (speed of the coin just before it reaches

theground)=vu+gt,

..Yt(Vz

Second : . The parachutist and the coin moved

the same distdnce and the coin is faster at

reaching the ground.

.'. The time the coin takes to rcach the ground <
the time ofparachutist to rcach the ground

''' t, ) t,

(14) . S=v"t+ !et2=+.0tz
{' During the distance AB :

:.4.9(=4.9 ?=t .'.t=1sec
{' During the distance AC :

.'. 4.9 t2 = 4.9 + 14.7 = 19.6

.'.t2=4 ...t=2sec.

. . The time during the distance BC = 2 1 = 1 sec.

,' Drrirg the distance

AE : 4.9 t2 = 4.9 + 14.7 + 24.5

.'.t2=9 ...t=3

.'. The time during the distance CE equal

3-2= I sec.

.'. The ratio between the times at whiclt the body
coyers the distances AB : BC r CE is I : 1 : I

(15) For the body (B) ... 
s = v,, t + * g t2

.'.29.4=24.5t_ 4.9t2

... t2-5 t+6=o ... (t-2)(r_3)=o

.. t = 2 sec. When the bocly was moving upward

o| l - J 5ec. whel thr body wrs moving

downward

, '. The two bodies meet at the top of the tower
when B was moving downward

.'. The two bodies meet when t = 3 sec. thats

when the displacement ofA = zero

ForA: ... s = v" t + + c t2

.'. zero=yox3 -4.9 x9

.: vo = 14.7 m./sec.

(16) When rhe ball projected up with velocity (v) , ir
rcacltes the ground in (t,) seconcls.

...-s=vtr-4.9tl ...v=aq!,'-s (1)

--- %)

r when the ball prnjected downward with
velocity (v) it rcaches the ground :in (tr) seconcls

...s-vr/+4.91j .."='-1n'', (2)

From (t) and (2), 
4'li-' 

=' 1o';
t, l,

.'. 4.9 tl t, - s tz = s t 
t - 4.9 tlrt

.. s (tr + t2) = 4.9 tl t2 (tr + t2)

.. s = 4.9 tr t: (3)

When the ball fell then vo = 0 and reach the
ground in (t) seconds

.. s=4.9t2 (4)

frorn 13; r 14) ... 4.9 12 = 4..) t. t^

...1={t,t,

Il
F=6, 

milz 
-U.67 x l0-lr, 6 x l02ax t9x l02e

., (l .5 x loity2

=3.379 x 1022 newton.

@
. With respect to the stone :

'. The time of ascerdi"c = + = #* = 3.5 seconds

.'. The time taken by the stone for retuming back to

the point of projection = 3.5 x 2 = 7 seconds.

. With rrspect to the train :

'.'s=vot+ 
t at2=zero+ | x2x49=49metres.

'. The length of the hain = 60 metre which is
greater than the distance covered in 7 seconds.

.'. The stone caught the train at a distance

= ffi - 49 = 1l metres from the back part of the tmin.

I@
Eil@
(1)(d) (2)(a) (3)(c) (4)(d) (s)(a)
(6)(d) (7)(b) (8)(d) (e)(c) (10)(b)

(11) (c) (12) (b) (13) (d) (14) (d) (1s) (d)

(16) (c) (17) (c) (18) (c) (1e) (d) (20) (a)

(21) (d) (22) (c) (23) (b) (24) (d) (2s) (d)

(26) (d) (27) (c) (28) (d) (2e) (d) (30) (c)

(31) (d) (32) (c) (33) (c) (3a) (a)

Essay questionsSecond



g
F=G x'r la=u.ur*,0-rt, 

6x loz x7' lo2)

s2 -- 
(3x106)2

e 3.11 x 102 newton.

B
.^-u (8000-2000)\5.97 x l0-'

ms=o.b/xIu X 

- 

:_" l(6360 + 150) x loool"

= 56375 irewton.

Dynomics

r
The weight in the space orbit

The rvcight on the ground sudace

=nx- 
(63?x106)2

'n 16.37 x 106 + 350 x 103)2

. Theweightinthespaceolbit _ 8281
'' 42tggi.6 g2t6

. . The weight in the space orbit = 3.'/9 x 10s newton

E

!I
m_ m-

'.'F=G x --!--a
s'

.'. 17310=6,67 x

.'. m=2000kg.

,,r,rt^ n (rrlu2-l

Itooo r++u + o-tool]-

E
me=6.57 

' 
,, rr 

^ 
!49Li2LLo24

' t6.34x )0612

= 9.9 x 103 newton.

.'. The gravity acceleration (g) - 9'9 x 103

1000

=9.9 m.lsec?

r
z

-. gr -r.- t2

'9.n,?
_l

I 12756000 
1z

8r I \ z )
'' 9.8 - 81 t 74'i6ooo ,2

\z)
:. gr=1.63m.tseci.

Il
.. lt-^, - 4' E,-mt,.,2 'l

. 38 167 ., 1640000012
" 100-looo" 

4

.'. rr=3.3961x 106 metre.

o
,2

-. 81 mr., 
'2'g"-".^7
,I

1 '1.36 x 1022 16.34 x 106.12

" 6 5.97xtou \
.'. rr= 1.724 x 106 metre.

Io
2wl 81 

-tt.,tz\- e"^ \^7
t.

219600 5 x 102a .. t;

83157 639 x tD23 (6360000)2

.^5
.'. t)= 3.J lJ \ 1U meres,

Io
On the moon's surface

v = zero t s =7,35 : t = 3 seconds

..:s=ur++dt2 ...7.35=o+ lE"1z1'
-10)

...9=i6m./sec;

;mt t.. t
' c m, - -2

49 
' 'l

io 7 3(, x ro22 16.34 x 10612'''os =trrloz' (rl
,'. rr= 1724315 m.

Its
mt m2

r=ux_ J

.'. ,nOO = U.o, x t0-rr x b 'j0\ looo

.'. s = 6358006.167 metres

'. s = r - the distance of the string inside the cylinder

. . The distance of the string inside the cylinder

= r- s = 6360000 - 6358006.167

=1993.833 <2000

.'. The string witl be cut before the body reaches the

botton of the cylinder.

. . The distance of the string inside the cylinder

= 1993.833 metre.

W
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Probobility

Multiple choice questions

(1)(d) (2)(b) (3)(b) (4)(d) (s)(a)

(6)(d) (7)(b) (8)(a) (e)(d) (10)(d)

(11) (a) (12) (c) (13) (a) (14) (b) (1s) (d)

(16) (c) (17) (d) (18) (b) (le) (c) (20) (a)

(21) (d) (22) (a) (23) (b) (24) (d) (2s) (a)

(26) (d) (27) (b) (28) (c) (2e) (d) (30) (b)

(31) (c) (32) (d) (33) (d) (34) (b)

ffiffil e-ss"v qre"tion"l

ffi
( r )s={2 .3,4,s} :n (S)=a

(2)S={11 t13 >17 t 19},n(S)=4

( 3 ) First ; 5 = {Ahly tZamalek r Ismaili} r n (S) = 3

Second : S = {11.,2,t) t (A ;I ;Z) > (z > A ;I)

t(ZtItA) >(ItA>Z)

,(LZ,A)j,n(S)=6
(4)S={(H,H:H) >(H rH,T),(H:T rH):

(H ,T,T) ,(T:H ,H) ,(T,H ,T) ,

(T :T :H)'(T,T,T)],n (S)= 8

(5) S = {21,12,31 ; 13 t47 t14,32 t23 t 42 t

24 t43 >34]1,n(S)= 12

(6) S = {10,11 ;12 t2o,2l,22} :n(S)=6

( 7 ) We denote to the red ball by R , the white ball

bvw
r the black one by B and the yellow ball by Y

First:

s = {(R,R),(R,W),(R,B),@,Y),(w,R) :

(W,W),(W,B) :(W,Y) r(B rR)

,(B ,W) :@ :B),G :Y) r(Y,R) r(Y,W) ,

(Y,B),(Y>Y)1 ,n(S)=16

Second:

5 = {(R:w) :G,B) ,(R:Y) ,oil,R) :(w,B) ,

(W,Y) :(B'R),(B,W),(B,Y),
(Y,R),(Y :W),(Y,B)] :n(S)= 1!

(8)S ={(1,H),(1,T),(2 tH) t(7 :T) r(3,H),
(3,T) :(4,H),(4,T),(5'H) r(5 :T)

r(6 rH rH) r(6:H rT):(6:T,H):
(6,T,T)) 

'n(S)= 
14

(9) s = {(H, l),(H,2),(H,3),(T t 1) t(T t2) t

(r,3)],n(S)=6

(10) S = {0 t1,2 t3}'n (S) =4

ffis=1t;2;3>4t5t6j
( 1 )A= {4} Simple event

(2)B={1 t2;3t4>6}
(3)C={4,s,6}

(4) D= {1 tZ ;3 t4 r5 :6} Sureevent

(5)E = O Impossible event

(6)F={2,3,s} (7)K={3,s}
(s)L={2 t3 >4 ;5,6} (9)N= {2,2,5,6}
(10) x= {s} Simpleevent (11)Y= {1,2,3, 4}

B
( 1 )A= {12 t 14 t 16, 18,20}

(2)B={1 t2t3,4,6>12}
(3)c={3,9,1s}
(4)D={10,20}

(5)E={2 ,3 >5 t7 t11,13;17 t19}

(6)F={1,2,3,4}

ffs={1,2,3;4t5t6}
(1)A={1,3,5} (2)B={2,3,s}
(3)AnB={3,s}
(4)AUB ={1 ,2,3,s}
(s)A={2,4,6} (6)A-B={1}
(7)B--1^={2}

(s)(A-B)u(B-A)={1 ,2}
(9)(AnB)={1,2,4,6}

Els={(H, H),(H,T),(T,H),(T,T)}
(1)A={(r,H),(r>r)}
(2)B={(r,H),(H,r)}
(3)c= {(H,H)'(H,r),(r'r)}
(4)D={(r,r)}
(s)E={(H,H),(r,r)}
(6)F={(H,r),(r,H)}

$ls={(H,H),(H,T) r(T rH):(T rT)}

(1)A={(H:T) >(r,H)}
(2) B = {(H,H),(H,T),(T,H)}

,--

First



=z,_=

(3 ) c = {(H'r),(r,H), (r,r)}
(4 ) D = {(H :H)} a simple event (rE=A

[I s={H,(r,H),(r,T,H),(r,T,r)].
(1)A=S (2)B ={H ,(T:H) r(T:T,H)}

(3) C = {(T,T,H), (T :T,T)}

(4)D =A

@ s=1zt fit t4t i2 iz t{z tt3 t23 t43 tt4 i4 t34j

(1)A={21>3tt4lt rens units

13,23,43j 2

(2)B={31,32>34t 3

12 , 13 ,14j I

(3)c=AnB={31 ,13} 3

(4)D=AUB a

={21,31 )41 ;
. t3 ,23 .43 

4

,32 ,34 , 12 ,14j l

(s)E= {12 ,24}

lt.rs={(R rR,R):(R rR rw):(R rW rR) r

(R ,W,W) ,(W,R,R) ,(W,R ,W) ,

(w,w,R) ,(w,w,w)]
( 1 )A= {(R,R,R),(R :R,w),(R,w,R),

(W,R,R)]

(2)B ={(R,R,R),(R,R,w),(R,w,R),
(R,W,W) ,(W,R ,R) ,(W,R ,W) ,

(W,W,R)]

(3)C={(R,R :W),(R,W,R),(R,W,W) >

(W,R,R)'(W,R,W),(W :W,R)]
(4)AnB={(R,R,R),(R ,R ,w) ,(R,w,R) ,

(W,R,R)]

(s) B nc= {{n,n,w),(R,w,R),(R,w,w),
(W rR rR) :(W rR rW) r(W rW rR)]

( 6 ) c-A= {(R ,w,w) ,(w,R ,w) ,(w,w,R)}

TD

n(S)=82=64

(1)A={(1 ,3),(2,6)}
(2)B = {(6,8),(7,7),(7,8),(8 t6) t(8 ;7) t

(8 ,8))
A|1B = O .. A : B ue mutuallv exclusive

\o

-- r8l

EI

Noticethat:C=AUB

123456

Notice that:C =AU B

D = Z the impossible event.

:i

( 1 )A1 = {(4, 1),(5,2),(6,3),(3'6)'
(2 ,5) , (l ,4)1

(2) A2= {(a:6),(s,s),(s,6) t(6,4) 
'

(6 ,5) , (6 ,6)]

(3 ) A3 = {g ,4) ,(4,5) t(4;6) >(5 t1),(6 t4)}

(4) A2nA3 =Au -A: = {(s,5)'(5,6),
(6 ,5) , (6 ,6)]

( s ) 43 nA2 =Ar -A, = {(4, 4), (4, 5), (5, 4)}

(6) A.4= {(1, 1),(1,2),(1,3),(2, 1)'(2'2)'
(2 ,3) , (3 ,1) , (3 )2) , (3 ,3)j

(7)A5={(S,t),{S t2) t(5 t3),(5,4),(5 
'5) '

(s,6),(6 t t), (6,2) t (6,3),

(6, 4), (6,s), (6,6),(1,5),

(2, 5), (3, 5),(4, 5),(l,6),
(2,6),(3,6),(4,6)]

E'



,I
qr'<;

\-5
's
tl

@<;
\s

6

[Els = 1cl rH) r(H,T),(T, 1) :(T ;2) t(T t3) t

(T r4) ,(T r5) r(T,6)) 
^_@(1)A=t(T 12) t(T >4),(Tr6)i,/*\@

(2)B=t(H,H),(H.r)) \ /.',
(3)C={(T,2),(T,3),(T,s)} tO<:

\:

TD

(1)A={(T t2) t(T t4) t(T t6)}

(2)B = {(H, 1),(H,3),(H,5)}
(3)c=AllB=O
(4) D =A-B = {(r,2), (r,4)

,(Tr6)]
(s)E=AUri=tans)=d=s

I@
@@
(1)(d) (2)(d) (3)(d) (4)(d) (s)(c)

(6)(c) (7)(d) (8)(b) (e)(b) (10)(c)

(11) (c) (12) (b) (13) (d) (1a) (a) (1s) (d)

(16) (c) (17) (b) (18) (a) (1e) (b) (20) (b)

(21) (d) (22) (c) (23) (a) (24) (b) (2s) (c)

(26) (d) (27) (b) (28) (c) (29) (c) (30) (b)

(31) (c) (32) (c) (33) (d) (34) (d) (3s) (a)

(36) (a) (37) (c) (38) (d) (3e) (b) (40) (d)

(41) (a) (42) (a) (a3) (c) (aa) (c) (4s) (d)

(46) (a) (47) (a) (48) (c) (a9) (c) (s0) (d)

(s1) (a) (s2) (b) (s3) (b) (s4) (b) (ss) (a)

(s6) (d) (s7) (d) (s8) (c) (se) (d) (60) (b)

(61) (a) (62) (a) (63) (a) (64) (c) (6s) (d)

Probobiliiy

(70) (d)

(7s) (c)

(66) (b) (67) (d) (68) (d) (6e) (c)

(71) (b) (72) (c) Q3) (c) Q$ @)

(76) (c) (77) (b) (78) (c)

f!!![liE"*-/jrlestfii.l
Il
( I ) P(A) = 1 -P(A) = 1 -0.3 =0.7
(2 ) P(AU B) = P(A) + P(B)-P(An B)

= 0.3 + 0.8 0.2 = 0.9

( 3 ) P(A-B) = P(A) -P(Ao B) =0.3 -0.2 = 0.1

( 4 ) P(A U B') = P(An B) = 1 -p(Afl B)

=1-0.2=0.8

flp(aUs) =o.as x ] =0.75 t... p(A)=0.4s

.. P(A)=0.55

(1)'. P(AnB)-0
.'. P(AUB)=P(A)+P(B)

.'.P(B)=075-0.s5-0.2
(2)P(B)=P(AUB)=0.75

( 3 ) ... P (A- B) = P (A) -P (An B) =0.2

.'. P (A n ts) = 0.ss - 0.2 = 0.3s

'.. P (A U B) = P(A) + P (B)-P (A n B)

.'. 0.75 = 0 55 + P(B) -0'35

.'. P(B)=o.ss

E
( 1 ) P (A U C) = P (A) + P (C) = 0.12 + 0.32 =0.44
(2)P(A-C)=P(A)=0.12

(3)P(AnB)=zero

(4 ) P(C n B) = 1 *P(C n B) = 1 -zero = 1

( s) P(AU B U c) =P1a) +P(B) +P(c)

= 0.12 + 0.2-8 + 0.32 = 0.72

(6)P(AnB0C)=r"'o

( 7 ) P(AU B) = i *P(AU B) = t - (r1a; + r 1n;)

=1-(0.12+0.28)=0.6

r
(1)P(A)=1-P(A)= r-+=+
( 2 ) .' P(A n B) = P (A-B) = P(A) -p(A fl ts)

... f =.|-e<annl ...P(AnB)=+(1)

...P(AnB')=P(AUB)=t

...P(AUB)='-+=* Q)

,N-



F

z

-J

'. P(AU B) = P(A) + P(B) -P(An B)

substituting from (1) and (2)

.. -1 =-l-+PrBr | ..Prs,=Jti 48t
(3) P(A B-) =P(B -A) =P(B),P(B nA)

_l_1_3
2.88

( 1 ) (D . A rB aretwomtttuallyexclusiveevents

.'.P(AUB)=P(A)+P(B)

." I P(AuB)=P(A)+P(B)

...t l-!+x .'.x=) l=.1
] 2',' '-J 2-6

(ii) ...AcB .'.P(AUB)=P(B)

',-l-* .'.x-+
(2) P (AU B) = P (A) + P(B) -P(AO B)

?=+.+-P(AnB)
...P(AnF)=+_?=i

r ... p(AU B) =P(A) +P(B)-P(An B)

= P(A-B) + P(B) = P(B -A) +P(A)

=0.24+P(B)=0.1s+P(A)

... P(A)-P(B)=0.09

, ..P(B)=4P{A)
5

! p t,ql - o.oq .. P (A) = 0.45)

P (B) = 0.36

,P(AUB)=P(A-B)+P(B)

=0.24+0,36=0.6

, . P(AUB) =P(A) +P(B)-P(AO B)

.. 0.6 = 0.45 + 0.36 - P (An B)

.'. P(AnB)=0.21

... P(A U B) = 
p(an s) = l -P(An B) = 0.79

...P(A)+ P(B)= I - t* - + l= +
..3P(B)+e@)=]

...P(B)=t .P(A)=+

( 1) P(B) = r -P(B-) = 1 -0.25 =0.75

(2)P(A) = 1 -P(A) = 1 0.65 =0.35

(3 )'. P(A-B) =P(A)-P(AOB)
... 0.05 = 0.65 P (A n B) ... P (A n B) = 0.6

----30 
I

. . The probability of occurrcnce of B only

= P (B A) = P (B) - P (B n A) = 0.75 - 0.6 = 0.1s

( 4 ) The probability of occurence one of the two

evetrts atmost= P(A n B) = I -P (An B)

=1 0.6=0.4

( 5 ) The probability of non-occurplcc of .ury evert

AorB=P(AUB)=1 P(AUB)

= 1 - (P(A) + P(B) -P(A n B))

= I (0.65 + 0.75 0.6) = 0.2

( 6 ) Probability of non-occtutence ofA or

occuuence of B

=P(A-B) = i -P(A B) = 1 -0,05 =0.95

(7)P(inB)-P(B Ar=0.15

'. 1-P(A)=*nrol .P(A)=?
...prAUdr=r P{AnB)=;
... P(AnB)= t

( 1 ) P (Au B) =P(A) + P (B)-P(A n B)

= r.*-L--l- 7

4)88

(2)P(AnB)=P(Aud)=i

(3)P(B-A)=P(B) P(AnB)

= I 3= l

288
(4)P(AuB)-P(AnB)=+ +=+

(1)P(AnB)=l 0.8=0.2

( 2 ) P(Au B) = 0.5 + 0.6--0.2 =0.9

( 3 ) P(B -A) = P(B) - P (An B) =0.6-0.2 =0.4

( 1)P(A)= 1-P(A)= 1 0.7=0.3

( 2 ) . The probability of occurence of one of the

two events at most = P (A O B) = 0.9

.'. I P(AnB)=0.9

.'. The probability of occurrence of both A and

Btogether=P(AOB)=0.1

( 3 ) The probability of occunence of any of the

events A or B

= P(AU B) = P(A) + P(B) -P(An B)

.'. P(AU B) =0.3 +0.4-0.1 = 0.6



( 4 ) ThcprobabilityofoccurenceofAonly =P(A B)

=P(A) P(AnB)

.'. P (A B) = 0..1 0.I - 0.2

( 5 ) The probability of occurrence oI B or

non-occurenceofA=p(B UA) =p(A B)

=l-P(A-B)=1 0.2=0,8

fEl The probability of occurence of one of them at

most=P(A0B)=0.75

( I ) The probability of occunence of both of them

together=P(AnB)=0.25

( 2 ) The probability of occunence of only one of them

= P (A U B) -P (A 0 e) = o.o - o.zs = o.:s

( 3 ) .' P(AU B) =P(A) +P(B)-P(A0 B)

.'. 0.6 = P (A) + / v 1r1 - o.zs

.'. f e1a.y=o.ss ...P(A)=0.34

.'. The probability of occurrence of B or

non-occunence of A = 
p 

@ U A) = 
p (A- B)

= 1 -P(A-B) = r - (r1a; -e1nn n;)

= 1-(0.34-0.2s)=0.91

[El ... ptel 
= 2p (B),p (B) = 2p (c)

.. S = {A , B , c} ... p (A) + p (B) + p (c) = 1

..2P(B)+P(B)+.}e61 =l

.,.P(q=+

(l)P(A)= 1 trrprcr=*
(J ) P(AU B)=P(A)+P(B)= + - + = +
(4)P(B n C)=zero

E]
( 1 ) P(Ar) =P(AU B) =P (A) +P(B)-P(Afl B)

21,ll
54tt)20

(2\ P (A2) = P (B -A) = P (B) - P (A n B)

1t3-4-fi-m
(3)P(Ar=P(A,)='-#=#

( 4 ) P(A, = P (An B) = 1 -P(Afl B) =, -l0! = fr
{ 5 ) PrAr)=P(AU B;-PrAfl u) = # - + = *

Probobility

I; Let the prcbability of success in history be

P (A) = 9.4 2r,1 15" probability of success in

ALabic=P(B)=0.45 .'. P(AnB)=0.18

( 1 ) Probability of success in history only

=P(A-B)=P(A) P(AnB)=0.4 0,18=0.22

(2 ) ... P(A u B) = P(A) + P(B) -P(An B)

= 0.4 + 0.45 0.18 = 0.67

The probability of failure in both subjects

= P (AU B) = 1 - P (AU B) = 1 -0.67 = 0.33

( 3 ) The pLobability of success in at rnost one subject

= P(An B) = 1 -P(An B)= 1,0.18 =0.82
( 4 ) Probability of success in one subject at least

=P(AuB)=0.67
( 5 ) Prcbability of his fail in both subjects

=P(AnB)=0.82

tD
Let A be the event of success in mathematics and B

be the event of success in physics

'. P(AUB)=0.88

.'. P (A U B) = P (A) + P (B) - P (A n B)

.'. 0.88 = 0.72 + 0.63 P (A n B)

.'. P(AnB)=0.47
( 1 ) The probability of success in both subjects = 0.47

( 2 ) The probability of success in one subject at

most = P (AO B) = 1 -P (A n B) = 0.s3

( 3 ) The probability of success in one subject only

= P (A U B) -P(AO n) = o.ss -0.+z = o.+t

( 4 ) The probability of failure in both subjects

= P(Au B) = 1 -P(Au B) = 1 -0.88 = 0.12

ffl Let the probability of getting m even number = X

.'. probability of getting an odd number = 3 X

'.' P (1) + P (2) + P (3) + P (4) + P (5) + P (6) = 1

.'.3x+ x+3x+ x+3x+ x= 1

, y_ 1,""-t2
... P(1)=P(3)=P (r= += +
P(2)=P(a)=P(O=#

(1)A={3,5}
.'. PrA)=P{3)+Prsl= 1+ I = 1442

(2)B = {r ,2.}

.. P{B)=P(l)+PrZr= 1 + I = 14t23
F1



=2

(3)C={4,6}

.'. PrCt- P(+r+ P16)- + - f" = +

fEl .' The probability of appearance of any number

= K x the same number

r. P(1) =K,P (2) =2K,P(3) = 3 K

,P(4) ={ (,P(5) 
= J l(,P(6) = 6K

'. P(1) +P(2) +P (3) + P(4) +P (s) +P(6) = 1

..K+2K+3K+4K+5K+6K=1

...2IK-l r---L
( 1 i P (A) =P (1) +P(3) +P(5)

r3.53
2121217

r2)P(B)=r-P(A)=t 1=L'11
t -l ) P(C)=P(3)+P(5r= f * A = 92t 21 21

( 4 ) P (D) = P (1) + P (2) + P (4) + P (5)

t 2 4 5 l2-4
= 2l* zlt zl* zr= zt= I

lll Ic16 rr*ror* for the tean wins in the away match

r B symboled for the tem wins in the rematch

the coach means tha,t :

P (AU B) = 0.9 + 0.7 -0.5 = 1.1

, 1.1 d [0 : 1] and that is disagree with the

concept of the probability.

@
( 1 ) '. A and B are mutually exclusive events

:. P(AO B) =zero .. P(AU B)= P(A) +P(B)

.'. 6x-0.4=x+ I -4 x .'. 9 x=1.4

.u-L"'"- 45

(2) ... ACB ... P(AuB) =P(B)

.'.6x-0.4=1-4x .'.10x=1.4

.'. x=0.14

(3 ) P(AU B) =P(A) + PG) -P(A0 B)

...6x-0.4=X+t-4x- rLx
ofx=t.+ , y_ 1..,._ 

7

El .' P(aU nl =P(A) + P(B)-P(AO B)

.'. 0.s8 = P (A) + P (B) - 0.12

.'. P(A)+P(B)=0.7

... P(B):o.7 P(A)

'. P(A)xP(B)=P(AnB)

- 
_;;-l
ozl

:. P(A)xP(B)=0.12

.'. P(A)(07-P(A))=oiz

.'. (p t.qt)' 0.7 (P (A)) + o.l2 = o

(e 1r; - o :) (e 1a; - o.+) = ,",o

.'. P (A) = 0.3 rhen P (B) = 0.4

or P (A) = 0.4 then P (B) = 0.3

@ s={1 ,2,3,4,5,6}
(1)P(A)= 

+
(2)P(B)=*

(3)C={3,4,5,6}

(4)D={5;6tlt2}

(s)E=a

(6)F={1,2,3,6}

(7)c={3}

..PrC]= += +
o-J

...P(D)=*=3

.. P(E)=2s16

...P(D=+=3

... P(G)_ +

@
(a)(1)A={e,11,13}, P(A)=2=+

(2)B={11,13} , P(B)=?=+

(3)c={8 t10>t2}, P(q=Z=+
(4)D={13} , P(D)=+

(s)E={10 t11 tt}t13}, P(D=+=Z
(6)F={8,9} , P(D=?=+

(b)P(Au C)=P({9 t1t t13 t8, 10, 12})= 1

P(EuF) = 1, P(B n D)=P(t13])= +

@
(1 )A= {3 t6 t9 t 12 t 15 >18 t21 ;24 ;27 ;30}

. D/^\_ l0 _ 1..rr^,_30_T

(2)B = {s >7O ;15 t20,25,30}

...prnr=9=l.JU)

(3)C=AnB={1s,30}

.'.P(c)=302=+

(4)D=AuB

... P (D) = P (A u B) = P (A) + P (B) - P (A n B)

_1,1 I 7-r-5-15-1s



Probobility

( s ) E = {6 ,12 ,18 ,24 ,30}

'prnr-a- L... \"/_ ?0 
_ 

6

(6)F = {1 ,27}

, ortr- 2 1..rrr,_m_15

(7)c={2 >3 >5 t7 r 11 ,13}

.'.PrG)=9=l
-J(' )

(8)H= {2 t3 t 12 ; L3 >20 >21 t22,23 tZ4 tZ5

;26 >27 t28 t29 t3O|
. ozu,- 15 - 1.., sr/_ 30_,

@
( I )P(A,) - 15+25 - 49 =o.s'50)u
(2)P(A2)=fr=o.l+

( 3 ) P (Ar) = 
llryl J 3jt ! g 

= *2L = s.4s

(4)P(A4) =S=o.os

( s ) p(A.i =2w t28= -11 =o zr'' 50 5u

(6 ) p(A.)_ 15W+ l0R+58 
= !9 =or50 50

EDs=1o,B,B),(B,B,R),(B,R rB) :

(B rR:R),(R,B,B) r(R rB rR):
(R rR,B),(R,R,R)]

(1)P(A)=+

(3)P(c)=+=+

(2)P(B)=f=+

(4)P(D)=?=+

El s = 1tH ,H:H) ,(H ,H ,T) ,(H rT rH) :

(H rT rT) r(T:H rH) r(T:H :T) >

(T rT rH),(T,T,T))

(1)A={(H,H,H),(H rH,T) :(H,T,H),
(T,H,H))

...P( )=+=+
(2) B = {(H,H,T) r(I{,T,H),(T,H rH)}

...P(B)=+

(3)C= {(H rT :T) :(T :H,T),(T rT,H)}

... P(C)= *

:T rT)]

:H,T),(T,H,H)]

rT,T):(T rH rT)

(4)D={(H,T,H),([r
. n,n,- 2 - 1...\"i_g_4

(s)E={(H,H,H),(H

... P(E)= i
(6)F={(H,H,H),(H

'(T rT rH)]
41.. r lr/ = g = ,

(7)c={(H,H,H)}-, ..P(c)=+

@ s = 1tn >1) t (H ;z),(H,3),(H, 4),
(H,5),(H,6) r(T, i),(T r2) r(T,3)

, (T :4) r (T ,5) 
' 
(T ,6)]

( 1)A= {(T, 1),(T,3),(T,s)}

...P(N= += +
(2)B = {(H , l) :(H ,4) >(H :6) ,(T ;1);(T ;4)

, (T ,6))

..P(D=#=+

(3)C= {(H, l),(H,2),(H :3),(H,4) :

(H ,5) , (H ,6))

...P(q=#=+

(4)D={(T,1),(T,2),(T 
'3),(T t4) t(T;5) t

(T,6),(H,l),(H,2)j

.'.P(D=#=?

(s)E={(r,1),(r,2)} .'.P(E)= h= +
Et e= 1ru ;2) t (H t3), (H, 5)l

B = i(H '2) 
t(H >4) >(H t6) t(T ;2) t

('l ,4) , (T ,6)I

P(A)=#=i,r<rt=*
AnB={(H,2)} ... P(AnB)= +

( 1 ) P(AU B) = P(A) + P(B) -P(An B)

.- l 1 I _2
42123

t2)PrAnR)=!t)
(3)P(B -A) =P(B)-P(Ao D= + - i = +
(4) P(AUB)-P(AnB) = + - # = +

fi i / \ ti / riv Y / (o!t+l) otjj oli2Lrl ol4.l, I4lXdl F3
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